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CHAPTER ONE

~~

AI-Kindi and Kindi Studies:

A Resume

THE N A M E 0 F Abu Yusuf YaCqub ibn Isl).aq al-Kindi,
"the philosopher of the Arabs", is well known to students of
Islamic culture, and recent years have seen a number of stu
dies devoted to him. We need not, therefore, rehearse in de
tail the facts of al-Kindi's life and accomplishments, presented
originally by Ibn al-Nadim and others. l It is enough to say
that al-Kindi was born probably in Kufah toward the end of
the eighth Christian century or beginning of the ninth, during
the tenure of his father, Isl).aq ibn al-Sabbal)., as governor
there. The family was used to holding important positions,
tracing its lineage back to the kings of the South Arabian tribe
of Kindah, and counting among its ancestors a Companion
of the Prophet.

AI-Kindi began his education at either Kufah or Basrah,
and completed it at Baghdad, the centers of culture of his
day. He became well known in the cAbbasid capital as a scho
lar and physician, enjoyed the patronage of the caliphs al
Ma'mun and al-MuCt~im, and was appointed tutor of the
latter's son Al).mad. In this favorable environment he pursued
his many-faceted studies,2 becoming a famous and even le
gendary figure. For some reason, however (the sources are
not completely satisfactory), al-Kindi fell from favor in the
time of the caliph al-Mutawakkil, his large private ,library
was confiscated and he was apparently beaten. Though the
library was subsequently restored to him, al-Kindi never
regained a position of official eminence, and died in Baghdad
about A.D. 870.

Recent studies have served to fill out the social and cultural
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background of the times in which al-Kindi lived, allowing us
to view him in proper perspective, and to appreciate the
drama that is contained in even such a thumbnail sketch of
his life as has just been given. Thus, from our knowledge of
the transmission of philosophical studies from the world of
late Greek thought to the major intellectual centers of the
eighth and ninth centuries in Iraq (mostly through a Syriac
Christian intermediary),3 we can place al-Kindi at or near
the beginning of a philosophical current that remained vital
in the Islamic world for some centuries thereafter.

AI-Kindi's "audience" would have been composed of
members of the caliph's family and other aristocrats, fellow
scholars, students and theologians of every persuasion. That
many of these, particularly the Muslims, would have had
trouble following him may be inferred externally from the
fact that the Arabic texts upon which he bases his views
were recent-in some cases very recent-translations;4 and
internally, from the juxtaposition throughout his writing of
relatively sophisticated arguments with elementary definitions
and discussions. AI-Kindi was not, of course, operating in a
philosophical vacuum, and Christian theologians in particular
would have been familiar with many ofhis ideas. 5 Yet it is clear,
from the dedications to many of his treatises and from the
introductory comments to such treatises as On First Philosophy
and the paraphrase of Ptolemy's Almagest,6 that al-Kindi
was addressing himself primarily to his fellow Muslims, for
most of whom his teachings provided a philosophical initia
tion.

That these teachings were not necessarily well received
may be deduced from the special pleading with which al
Kindi occasionally introduces his treatises (e.g., On First
Philosophy); and we may be certain that he had to struggle
against suspicious and hostile attitudes to philosophy, viewed
as part of the new, secular and "foreign" culture that was
anathema to more traditional circles. 7 Among these may be
counted not only extreme traditionalists such as A1.J.mad ibn
l;Ianbal, but the more rationally oriented MuCtazilah as well.
Al-Kindi's relationship to this latter group-which is ex
amined in some detail in chapter three of the introduction
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below-is complicated by the politicization of faith and
scholarship that followed the establishment of the Mi~nah

in AH. 218/A.D. 833.8 Under the sanction of that institution,
and in the name of rational faith, the MuCtazilah persecuted
with varying intensity, but at times great cruelty, saintly
jurists as well as simple soldiers. II

This inquisition, in turn, ought to be seen against a back
ground of competing social and ethnic forces,lo among which,
however, it is difficult to locate al-Kindi. It would seem that,
though an Arabian aristocrat, he is to be placed with the
largely non-Arab forces that introduced secular studies into
Islamic society; however, there is no conclusive evidence that
he identified socially or politically with any particular group
or religious sect. His misfortunes under al-Mutawakkil were
apparently due more to personal intrigue or to a general
change of intellectual orientation at court, than to his religious
beliefs.

A similar ambiguity surrounds al-Kindi's personality.
Although he is often described as avaricious,l1 the newly
discovered material from al-Sijistani's $iwan al-lfikmah shows
him to be virtuous as well as wise. 12 Clearly, the last word on
al-Kindi the man has yet to be written, and he stands out as
an interesting figure about whom we should wish to know
more.

This wish has been partially granted, in the field of al-Kin
di's philosophical pursuits, with the publication of an appre
ciable number of his treatises. To the collection of Latin
translations of al-Kindi treatises edited by A. Nagy in the
last century,13 Richard Walzer has added two masterly
textual analyses;14 and M.cAH. Abu Ridah has published a
two-volume edition of twenty-five of al-Kindi's philosophical
treatises, accompanied by a lengthy introductory general
evaluation as well as individual introductions to each trea
tise. I :; From these and other sources,16 a picture ofal-Kindi the
philosopher has emerged which balances somewhat the shal
low, often negative judgement passed upon him by earlier
philosophers and bibliographers}? True, his logic is not ana
lytical and his philosophy not particularly consistent; yet
there is no denying his erudition and industriousness, his
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attempt to comprehend and convey past philosophies as
parts of an essentially unified tradition, and his desire to
select from this tradition that which would make for a viable
philosophy in an Islamic society.



CHAPTER TWO

~~

On First Philosophy

TEXT AND TRANSLATION: A DESCRIPTION

THE ARABIC TEXT OF On First Philosophy (FP in later
references) is found among the manuscripts of the codex
Aya Sofya 4832 (no. 23, pp. 43a-53a).1 Hellmut Ritter has
described the codex as being in a format of 22 X 12 em., on
dark brown paper of 32 lines to the page, the manuscripts
being written in an angular, nearly entirely unpointed
Naskhi-Kufi hand of the 5th century A.H./ll th century A.D.2

Since Ritter's discovery of this codex, two editions of the
Arabic text of FP have appeared: a problematic edition by
A. al-Ahwani, and a careful, scholarly work by M. cA.H.
Abu Ridah. 8 No translation has hitherto appeared in any
language, Western or Eastern, though a rough, preliminary
edition and Italian translation was prepared by Michelangelo
Guidi and Richard Walzer over thirty years ago, which Dr.
Walzer kindly allowed me to consult. The translation offered
herein has benefited from all these earlier readings of the
manuscript.4

Abu Ridah's edition (AR in later references) has been used
as the primary reference for the translation, with all manus
cript peculiarities which are not mentioned by Abu Ridah,
as well as all deviations from his reading of the manuscript,
mentioned in the apparatus below the translation. Reference
is also made there to al-Ahwani's readings (AH), where they
appear superior to AR or equally plausible.

My translation frequently differs with the determination
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of sentences and paragraphs established by AR, a difference
which is left unremarked in the apparatus but which the rea
der familiar with Arabic will immediately notice. While
attempting a faithful, literal translation wherever possible, I
have had at times to restructure al-Kindi's long, involved
sentences, so that the English reader will find them compre
hensible. The notes in the commentary should, hopefully,
clarify any remaining awkwardness in the translation. The
commentary itself is rather detailed, for besides elucidating
al-Kindi's presentation of the argument in FP, it compares
his remarks there with those he makes in other treatises, and
relates his work wherever possible to the Greek sources which
he helped introduce into Islamic thought.

While references to many of al-Kindi's other treatises
abound in the commentary, detailed textual comparisons are
made with such cognate texts as his treatises "On the Unity
of God and the Finiteness of the Body of the World" (UG);
"An Explanation of the Finiteness of the Body of the World"
(EF); and "On the Essence of that which cannot be Infinite
and that of which Infinity can be Predicated" (OE).5 In
addition, the treatise "On the Definitions and Descriptions
of Things" (AR I: 165-180), offers many an important com
parison with FP. Among the Greek works used by al-Kindi in
Arabic translation, that done of the Metaphysics by al-Kindi's
contemporary Astat provides particularly intriguing textual
comparisons.6

A brief summary of the contents of FP is as follows:

CHAPTER 1 (AR 97-105)

AI-Kindi begins the treatise by expressing homage to the
caliph to whom the book is dedicated, al-MuCta~im Billa,.h.
He then immediately introduces his subject by extolling phi
losophy as the greatest and most noble human art, since it
seeks to know the true nature of things. Knowledge of things
is considered dependent upon knowledge of their causes, the
ultimate cause of all being the "True One", knowledge of
whom is "First Philosophy".

The four (Aristotelian) causes are described and related to
four types of inquiry and to substance. The difficulty of ob-
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ON FIRST ,mlOS<mlV

laining all the lruth evok... rttOgniUon of the joint dfon IT

quired in philosophy, and gratitude lOr the dlorto of all pro:
villu. philooophert, Ihe uo< of w""," work al-Kindi fully
{Ihough in geMrallennl) acknowledg... He is opp<>O<d, how
e"..,., 10 IhOOl: who do nQt appr«iue Ihe philosophical tradi_
tion, and who luboeribo 10 other Itandatd3 and methods of
lruth; impugning Iheir motiva, he calls for Iheir ou.ter from
positions of religious leadership Wilhin Ihe community. The
true message of faith is compatible wilh philosophy, he con_
tend., claiming that one must know philooophy if only 10 bo
able to rcrute Ihe ne«s:tity of kn()wing it. The chapter wnclu
d.. wilh an invocalion of Divine aaistancc in d'e task of
..tablishing proof of Ihe Divinity (i.e., ""iotenee) and unity
of God.

Al-Kindi bcgino Ihe chapter with a companIOn of"'NOT)'
and inteU«lual perception, Ihe laller ofwhich il d«med .u
perior. A spalial examplc is e"","n to illuslrate the nature of
a n«essary inte11«lual perception; leading ai_Kind! 10 .....n
bolid" in Ihe finilCn<:Sl of the universe, on the priucipJe oflhe
impoqibilily ofoomelhiug being infinite in aClualily.

Returning to different kind. of perception, ai_Kind! em
phuiza the need 10 DO< the appropriate method in investi
gating a particular oubjecl, nol, e.g., confOding probable wilh
demOllltrative argumenu in mathematiCf.

This leads al_Kindi 10 .....n Ihe principles with which he
wora in FP, Ihey rd"er findy to the conctpl of an eternal
boing, clarifying Ihe meaning ofthelerm logically and relaling
iliO a unique being; and JCWndly, 10 bulc ideas of corporeal
equality and inequalily, founded on the laws of identity, con
tradiclion, and the excluded middle. Working with Ih"""
Ialt.. principia, aI_Kind! off.,.. a numbor of arguments to

prove that a body, and its propeniesoftime and motion, can
not bo infinite in actuality. While establishing the n«""ty
for a finile univcnc, he aloo .hows Ihu it could not, in ordina
ry phyoicallerms, either have wme from nothing or have been
in a state of rnt before motion.
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CHAPTER 3 (AR 123·143)

The chapter opens with an examination and rejection of the
concepts of auto-causation, and of an essence as separate from
the substance of which it is the essence. These latter terms
are related to one or another of the predicables, which are
defined. These predicables-the genus, species, individual (!),
specific difference, property and common accident-then
serve as the subjects for a detailed discussion of the ways
in which "one" is predicated, al-Kindi showing that in each
case the predicable is not "essentially" one.7 The accidental
unity in everything is taken as indicative of the existence of an
external agent which imposes unity from without upon the
predicable and related quantities, the agent possessing unity
essentially.

The nature of everything in our experience is shown to
require elements ofboth unity and multiplicity (i.e., plurality),
the assumption of either existing alone in something leading
to absurd conclusions, which al-Kindi works ou~ in detail
for both. The necessary association in everything of unity and
multiplicity is seen as requiring a ~ause which cannot be simi
lar to it in any way and must be an absolute unity.

CHAPTER .. (AR 143-162)

Absolute unity is shown as not found in anything possessing
quantity, size being relative. Nothing is absolutely large or
small, not even the number 2. The possibility of I being a
number is examined and ultimately rejected, it being viewed
as the element of number, mUltiple in its relation to numbers.
Relative sizes are applicable only to other members of the
same genus, diverse examples. being given.

.. The True One, .it is. reite.ra.t~9-,_ h~ -.n9.genus and cannot be
compared with anything. It is eternal and absolutely one, and
al-Kindi describes it in terms of what it is not. It is not com
parable to any of the predicables and does not possess any
physical properties whatsoever~ The True One is likewise
neither soul nor intellect, both of which are considered mul
tiple and not essentially one. Comparison with other things is
further excluded by the insistence that the True One is nei-
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ther synonymous nor homonymous with anything, and its
unity is one neither through number, form, genus, or analogy.

The True One is, therefore, a unique being, absolutely and
essentially one, responsible through an emanative power for
the unity which exists in other things accidentally, but which
unity is not part of the being of the True One. The True One
thus causes everything to come to be, the ultimate cause of the
unity of all being; and also causes the creation of the world
from nothing, being uniquely capable of initiating movement.
Without unity objects would perish, the True One thus
responsible also for the continuing existence of the world.

AI-Kindi concludes the treatise (or, strictly speaking, the
first part of it, which is the only part extant) with mention of
the True One's creative, emanative and powerful nature,
having shown that the unity (and thus the existence) of all
else is "metaphorical".

AN ANALYSIS

ANY AT T E M P T to make philosophical sense of an al-Kindi
treatise is often complicated by an abbreviated style, in which
the premises of arguments may be missing,8 . important terms
may. be used without being defined,9 and whole "treatises"
can consist ofa few pages.10 This shortcoming is "balanced",
as it were, by redundant passages and treatises,11 and by
repetitive arguments which seek to establish a universal pro
position by offering the same proof in formulaic type state
ments for each member of a class.1I

These stylistic characteristics indicate that al-Kindi's philo
sophical works ought to be read not as self-contained pieces,
but in conjunction with one another. We ought, perhaps, to
view each kittib and risalah ofhis as part ofa continuing lecture
series addressed to a small and select audience, for whose phi
losophical inexperience or skepticism he made allowance by
providing an oral commentary, as well as by referring to his
other written works.13 It is this hypothesis of a semi-private

II
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and semi-oral tradition which may best account for the unsat
isfactory state of al-Kindi's written corpus, much of which
was probably not only published and titled after its author's
death,14 but also collected and given its "definitive" shape
then.

If one can claim a certain philosophical credibility for
those Kindian treatises which are in their present form essen
tially fragmentary, certainly the same can be said for al-Kin
di's major philosophical treatise, fi al-Falsafah al-Clii, a work
which exhibits the awareness and concerns of one who was
both a professing Muslim and a committed philosopher.
The treatise opens with a celebration and explanation of the
philosophical pursuit, which I have translated as follows. IS

AR97.8 Indeed, the human art which is highest in degree and
most noble in rank is the art of philosophy, the definition
of which is knowledge of the true nature of things, insofar
as is possible for man. The aim of the philosopher is, as

10 regards his knowledge,/to attain the truth, and as regards
his action, to act truthfully; not that the activity is endless,
for we abstain and the activity ceases, once we have reached
the truth. We do not find the truth we are seeking without
finding a cause; the cause of the existence and continuance
of everyting is The True One, in that each thing which
has being has truth. The True One exists necessarily, and

p. 98 therefore beings exist./The noblest part of philosophy and
the highest in rank is the First Philosophy, i.e., knowledge
of the First Truth Who is the cause of all truth.
This passage makes it clear that the theoretical aim of the

philosopher is to "attain the truth", which is ultimately "the
First Truth Who is the cause of all truth". Such a remark
may lead one to think of the Neoplatonic emphasis upon a
single source of all being ;18 and looking to Plotinian models,
certain obscurities in this and subsequent passages of FP be
come clear. Thus, the relation between being and truth, inad
equately stated above, assumes that all beings owe their
existence to the necessary existence of the True One;17 the
combination and ultimate identity of being and truth in His
nature being responsible for their particular occurrences and
correlations in this world.

12
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ship, and its exclusion from number seems ultimately arbi
trary. This impression is reinforced later in the treatise, 26

when al-Kindi says that the numerically one is, through its
position as the measure of all things, also multiple.

AI-Kindi was probably attracted to the idea of a non-nume
rical "one" in part because of the similarity of this concept
with that of the "True One": separate from number, "one" is
yet the base ofall numbers; not a quantity, it is not not a quan
tity. It is the device whereby enumeration, quantification, in
short, knowledge of this world becomes possible. So too with
the First Cause, the "True One": while viewed as the source
and guarantor of all being and becoming, it is explicitly divor
ced from them: while certainly not unrelated to the world,
neither is the "True One" related in any demonstrable sense.
Nothing is to be predicated of the "True One" whatsoever,
not even, as we have seen, numerical oneness. It is at most a
homonym, though al-Kindi does not admit even this muchY

Yet, despite its philosophical ambiguity, al-Kindi refers
-albeit seldom-to the "True One", as he does to "The
First" and "The Eternal" (which is said to have "being" and
to be "self-subsistent").28 His use of these terms is certainly
not careless nor could he be using them merely as homonyms.
The thrust of his entire conceptual system depends upon the
positing of an essentially unified, independent source of all
reality; even as his logic undermines credibility in such an
entity as rationally defensible.29

Similarly, al-Kindi establishes at one point in FP that the
motion of the universe could neither have begun from nothing
-since, assuming the impossibility of creatio ex nihilo, an
external prior body would have to be posited as the source of
motion, and this would lead to an inadmis~ible infinite re
gression-nor could the motion have begun from a prior
state of rest, since there would be no reason for a change to
motion.30 This indicates that al-Kindi was certain that there
is no strictly philosophical explanation, at least not along
Aristotelian lines, for the origin of motion and matter, in
which he believed.

It is the equivocal use of terms that enables al-Kindi to
resolve physical problems with non-physical concepts; which,
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ON FIRST PHILOSOPHY

however, he couches in physical terminology. Yet however
few the epithets used to describe God in physical relation with
the world, they are too many in terms of al-Kindi's own
argument. The via negativa can lead only to a Deus Negativus or
Absconditus,. a Creator-the one non-philosophical term
al-Kindi uses-about whom, however, we know nothing.31

This problem is sensed by al-Kindi, though he was certainly
not aware how ultimately self-defeating his negative approach
is. It is the emanationist structure-barely mentioned in this
treatise-which is intended, as we have seen, to bridge this
cognitive and ontological gap. It is therefore suprising to
find that al-Kindi borrows so little explicit doctrine from the
major work of Neoplatonism, Plotinus' Enneads,. the para
phrase of which he is credited with having "corrected"
-~la~ahu-for al-MuCta~im BilHih.32

Indeed, after some initial resemblance between the two
works,33 textual parallels with the Theology suggest themselves
only towards the end of FP, when background knowledge of
the former work can clarify al-Kindi's position.

Thus his description of the relation of the "True One" to
"caused" or "accidental" unity, i.e., the relation of God to the
world, revolves around the words "unity", "being", and
"emanation", wa~dah, huwiyah, andfayrJ. It is, al-Kindi con
tends, by some (unexplored) emanative process that qualified
ly "unified" things "come to be" from the absolutely unified
Being.34

Now the Theology of Aristotle is primarily a detailed exami
nation of this very structure of emanation, describing the va
rious universal hypostases of intellect, soul and nature, and
analysing their relation to each other and to the One. The
fact that al-Kindi virtually ignores this world of intelligible
entities probably reflects his unresolved relationship to the
Neoplatonic metaphysic. He is, however, congenial to the
idea of emanation if not to the details, and receptive to the
terminological shell of Neoplatonism, while altering its inner
meaning. Thus he apparently treats the process of "coming to
be" (as distinct from the act of the Divine agent) as equivalent
to physical generation, since he views practically all "being"
as multiple, hence divisible, and perishable. However, in the
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equivalent Theology passage, which treats of the relation bet
ween "the first cause and the things which originate from it",
huwiyah is considered as the first emanation which "gushes
forth"-inbajasa-from The One ; and from it the univer
sal intellect and subsequent entities are formed.3s In other
words, huwiyah is treated in the Theology as a creative principle
emanating from the One, though the One is, as such, above it.
Al-Kindi, I suggest, may well be reacting against this idea,
even as he uses the terms, claiming that the True One's Unity
is His Being, which Being is never in any way shared by the
rest ofcreation, though it owes its being, somehow, to the Being
of the One.

Thus al-Kindi's use of the Theology and-possibly
related writings is very circumspect; apparently he rejects
Neoplatonic ontology but is drawn to its view of the trans
cendent One Who is, nevertheless, the Creator.36

We ought, therefore, to locate al-Kindi's philosophy within
a more narrowly Aristotelian framework, particularly as it
is clear that he is modeling his First Philosophy to a large
extent after parts of the Metaphysics. Indeed, al-Kindi's
opening remarks read like a paraphrase of certain chapters in
Alpha Elatton. We know, moreover, that al-Kindi was keenly
interested in the Metaphysics, and that a certain Astat (or
Eustat) translated it for him~37 Moreover, al-Kindi openly
states his admiration for Aristotle, and the Stagirite clearly
is a primary moral as well as intellectual influence upon him.38

Nevertheless, certain extra, even anti-Aristotelian conclusions
are meant to be drawn from the First Philosophy, though al
Kindi does not spell them out in great detail.

There is an indication of this ambivalent attitude to Aris
totelian teachings already in the opening remarks of "First
Philosophy", even, one may say, in the very choice of such
a title. For al-Kindi prefers, in First Philosophy as in his
other writings, to discuss that aspect of Metaphysics which
Aristotle calJed aocp(cx, viz., the general principles of all
being, TO 0'.1 nl)v.39 He thereby in effect ignores the exis
tence of separate and unmovable substances, i.e., the area of
"Theology" as defined and developed by Aristotle in the
Metaphysics also.40 Thus, though he calls his treatise al-Falsafah
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ai-Cla, using Aristotle's third designation of Metaphysics, al
Kindi treats "First Philosophy", unlike Aristotle, as crocp(a
removed from 8eoAo'YtKTt. 41 This is apparent in spite of the
above quoted remarks regarding "First Philosophy" as "knowl
edge of the First Truth Who is the cause of all truth"; and
other introductory comments in the same vein, such as his
statement that, "Knowledge of the first caus"e has truthfully
been called 'First Philosophy', since all the rest of philosophy
is contained in its knowledge. The first cause is, therefore, the
first in nobility, the first in genus, the first in rank with res
pect to that the knowledge of which is most certain; and the
first in time, since it is the cause of time."42

By hailing knowledge of the "First Truth" and the "First
Cause" as "First Philosophy", al-Kindi, it could be thought,
is within the Aristotelian 8EOAOytKTt tradition, even if the for
mulation has a Neoplatonic ring. Yet these statements are
not followed up by any examination of the "first cause" or
"first truth" per se whatsoever, or by an analysis of any sepa
rate and unmovable substance; instead we are given a work
devoted to general principles of causation and "truth",
i.e., being.

AI-Kindi may thus be telling us that all we can know about
the first Truth, i.e., God, is that our knowledge of all else is
not applicable to Him; or, more positively put, He is what the
world is not. Of course the possibility exists that al-Kindi
discussed "First Philosophy" as €lWAOytKTt in the lost second
part of the book ;43 yet the absence in his other writings of a
philosophical analysis of this topic along either Aristotelian
or Neoplatonic lines, makes this unlikely. Most probably al
Kindi felt that his arguments concerning the finite and con
tingent nature of the universe forced one to certain conclu
sions about the existence and nature of the Creator; and that
this indirect approach was the only method philosophically
feasible for a "First Philosophy".

Philosophical "feasibility" or validity is indeed a primary
criterion for al-Kindi, and Aristotelian texts and commenta
ries provide the authority for the instruction in methodology,
definition of terms, and logical rules which we find in
First PhiiosopJry. AI-Kindi in fact accepts most of Aristotle's
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arguments for contingent substances as found in the Meta
physics (and Ph),sics), viz., that form and matter, actuality and
potentiality, are primarily attributes of a substance;'" that
time and movement also exist only in relation to substance,
as functions of a body;45 and that, while a causal sequence
must be invoked to explain physical relations, an infinite
causal regression is impossible:!.'

Aristotle exempts time and motion from this last generali
zation, as he considers them, by the definition of their natures,
to be eternal; entailing, thereby, the positing of an eternal
body which, while spatially finite, is eternally in motion.
This in turn allows Aristotle to posit the existence of an eternal
first cause, the unmoved mover.47 AI-Kindi, however, rejects
this basic exception of the nature of time and motion. 48 He
rather views them, like everything else, as possessing infinity
in potentiality in the sense, apparently, of a fanciful, hypo
thetical possibility only; and he emphasizes that in actuality
nothing is and nothing could be infinite. Everything is subject,
al-Kindi argues, to quantification and hence limitation. Far
from dragging body with them into eternity, time and motion
are always confined by an actual body to finite, measurable
dimensions. In effect one cannot speak of time, motion or
body in isolation from each other, al-Kindi insists, in actuality
they are mutually dependent concepts which refer to finite
corporeal and therefore perishable being. .

AI-Kindi proceeds to belabor this doctrine of "conceptual
reciprocity" in chapters 3 and 4- of First Philosophy, partly
using a method and discussing a problem. along lines enuncia
ted by Plato in his Parmenides, and which may have reached
al-Kindi from some Neoplatonic or possibly Middle Platonic
source, as some scholars have suggested.49 Thus we find ai
Kindi arguing for the necessary existence of unity and plura
lity in all things and in all concepts. Nothing is itself by
itself, i.e., essentially one, and the world is characterized by
an apparently accidental combination, in themselves and
together, of subjects and predicates.

Now in arguing against Aristotle's idea of an eternal world,
al-Kindi offers an actual finite world which requires a first,
non-finite cause; one, however, which he is unable to present
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within the confines of Aristotelian philosophy, since he rejects
Aristotle's move in the direction of separate, unmovable forms
which yet serve as the cause ofeternal motion. In his discussion
of the one and the many, al-Kindi again refutes the possibility
of separate and independent, hence eternal existents. Yet the
very "accidental" existence of substances legiti~izes for him
the affirmation of a prior "essential" existent, i.e., a being
which is completely "one"; even though the nature of such
an existent is beyond the competence of philosophical dis
course. Hence al-Kindi's argument concludes with a meta
phorical use of descriptive terms, borrowing, at least partially,
from the Neoplatonic vision of the One, which, while the
source for all becoming, is beyond Aristotelian distinctions
and analysis. AI-Kindi, however, is not willing--or able
to detail the relation of this One to the world; it is enough,
he feels, to have "proved" that the world needed the Creator
Who is the True One.50

AI-Kindi's Aristotelianism, then, like his Neoplatonism,
is tempered with other intellectual currents, some of which
are discussed in Chapter 3 of the introduction below. The
most significant of his deviations from Aristotle and the
Peripatetic tradition are his rejection of an eternal universe,
achieved in part by a highly qualified attitude to the concept
ofpotentiality;51 and, relatedly, his assertion of what amounts
to a fifth kind of causality, that produced by God and most
evident in the act of creation from nothing.62 This in turn
leads to regarding all other causes and actions, and the unity
of all substances, as "metaphorical", a perspective on this
world which, if not representative of al-Kindi's total view, is
yet foreign to Aristotelian thought.

.It is the Neoplatonic tradition in philosophy, as well as
Christian and Islamic theological perspectives, which here
make their contribution to al-Kindi's thought. Other in
fluences are at work as well, those inspired by Hellenistic
philosophical commentaries and late Greek mathematical
works. Indeed, in discussing the one and the many and in
defining number in First Philosophy, al-Kindi blends dialecti
cal philosophy and mathematics, an approach that is not
uncommon for the Neoplatonic tradition.53 His specific treat-
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ment of number, moreover,54 shows him as familiar with
arithmetical theory, and raises the possibility of his having
used an arithmetical source here; which possibility is rendered
more plausible by our knowledge of his other work. 55 More
over, his pupil, Abu Sulayman Rabi' ibn YaJ:tya, wrote a
paraphrase to Nichomachus of Gerasa's Introduction to Arith
metic,56 in which he often acknowledges his teacher's views.

Nevertheless, a comparison of our text and Nichomachus'
yields little by way of specific comparisons. Even the particu
larly arithmetical passages of FP seem to be derived from
secondary sources, probably from some such discussion as is
found in the introduction to the Isagoge commentaries, a
source al-Kindi uses elsewhere in this work.57 Certain re
marks concerning both books would seem to be in order,
however, for al-Kindi may be reacting to Nichomachus'
text indirectly; and, as we shall see, may be following some
outline of the work which is later reflected in the Rasa'il
Ikhwan al-$afa'.

While al-Kindi would have been in sympathy generally
with Nichomachus' description of philosophy as concerned
with the knowledge of eternal beings,58 he would not have
agreed with Nichomachus' positing of the elements ofnumber,
the monad and dyad, as such beings, or with his equally
Neo-Pythagorean assumption of the existence of universal,
eternal numerical patterns by which the world is ordered. 59

It is only with Nichomachus' identification of the monad and
dyad with the same and the other, the one and the many,
viewing number as equivalent to form,60 that al-Kindi
would have been more sympathetic (though he would not
have granted an independent existence to such principles);
for al-Kindi too proclaims the necessity of positing both unity
and multiplicity, the one and the many together in all things,
and, like Nichomachus, he considers the one as more basic
than the many.61

However, as Nichomachus himself points out, the concept
of the same and the other, the divisible and indivisible, are
pre-Socratic and are found in Plato,62 so that al-Kindi's
familiarity with these themes cannot be traced specifically
.to Nichomachus' Introduction. Moreover, the emphasis upon
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the one as the original element and cause of all is, as we have
seen, a tenet of Neoplatonism.

There is, nevertheless, an additional point that is worth
mentioning in considering the possible relation between
Nichomachus and al-Kindi. In his Theologomena Arithmeticae,
Nichomachus explicitly compares the monad to God; as He is
seminally in all things, so the monad is in all numerical
forms (i.e., in all things).63 Now, while al-Kindi's views on
the relation of the numerical one to number may evoke in the
reader an analogy with God's relation to the world,64 al-Kin
di is quite emphatic in denying any real comparison between
the two, his True One being considered as completely unique
and having nothing in common with the rest of creation.
In making this point, and in being concerned with the entire
question of the nature of number, al-Kindi may be reflecting
an awareness of Nichomachus' position, and a reaction to it.

It is interesting to note that the encyclopedia composed
by the Ikhwiin al-$tifii' roughly 100 years after al-Kindi's
death, compares the Creator's relation to all beings to that
of the number one's relation to other numbers;65 and that in
general the first chapter of the work, "On Numbers", is fre
quently indebted to Nichomachus' Introduction to Arithmetic.66

The authors of the Rasii'il state explicitly, however, that num
bers do not have an independent existence, indeed that c0trI
plete knowledge of their various subdivisions leads to t~

realization that all are accidents whose being and existenc,
is to be located only in the soul. Thus one is led, in the pur
suit of knowledge, from number to the soul.87

AI-Kindi, of course, has a similar view as that of the Ikhwiin
regarding the accidental nature of numbers; and, more
than they profess, of the accidental nature of soul tOO.88 It
may not be merely coincidental that he proceeds, shortly
after a discussion of the numerical one, to a discussion of the
soul, soon continuing from there to the highest subject of all
theoretical science, the nature of God. In so doing, he may
well be following a method prescribed by a source common
to the Ikhwiill and himself,89 which source had possibly already
incorporated some of the basic views as well as arithmetical
propositions of Nichomachus.
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CHAPTER THREE

~

AI-Kindi and the Mu'tazilah:
A Reevaluation

IT HAS 0 FT E N been asserted that al-Kindi had an affinity
for certain viewpoints of that group of rationalizing theolo
gians known as the Mu'tazilah, and that he gave a philosophi
cal formulation to some of their basic tenets.1 Support for
this assertion has been collected mostly by Walzer and Abu
Ridah. The former, in his article "New Studies on AI-Kindi", 2

presents both "external" and "internal" evidence to buttress
the claim, made in an earlier study,3 that al-Kindi is "the
philosopher of the Mu'tazilite theology". The external evi
dence relies upon the dedications of some of al-Kindi's trea
ties to the caliphs who supported the Mu'tazilah, as well as a
number ofdedications to the caliph al-Mu'ta~im'sson AJ:tmad,
al-Kindi's pupil."

This type of evidence at most indicates, as Walzer himself
declares, that "al-Kindi cannot be completely at variance
with the official MuCtazilite interpretation of Islam which was
followed by the caliphs al-Ma'mun and al-MuCt~im".6 It
would indeed have ill become al-Kindi, living in the shadow
of the court, to be "completely at variance" with the officially
endorsed religious doctrine of the state. It would, moreover,
have been gratuitously poor taste for him not to dedicate at
least some treatises to his patrons. That he was not an oppo
nent of the caliphs may indeed be deduced from these dedica
tions and from all we know of al-Kindi's life; yet that he es
poused Muctazilah doctrine in any significant way is an un
warranted inference from this particular source. Walzer does
not, it should be mentioned, so infer, acknowledging that "it
would be rash to build too much on information of this kind
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unless it is supported by internal evidence";8 and it is there
fore to this kind of evidence that we must next turn.

The information here is more varied and impressive.
Walzer quotes an intriguing passage from al-Kindi's treatise
"On the Number(literally 'Quantity') ofthe Books ofAristotle"
which mentions that the "Divine Science" (Walzer, "know
ledge", ';'11tJl), i.e., knowledge of theological matters, is
acquired effortlessly, without preparation and instantly,
being as such superior to "human sciences" (4:iW'11r..,.wI), Le.,
philosophy broadly conceived.7 The prophets (literally, the
"apostles" J..)I) are viewed as the recipients of this unique
knowledge, granted them by God's will, which distinguishes
their nature from that of other men.

AI-Kindi follows these remarks with an assertion, referring
to surah 36, verses 78-82, of the inimitable supremacy of the
rhetorical argumentation of the Qur'tin over any possible
philosophical reasoning, the issues being such basic articles of
faith as creation of the world from nothing and resurrection.
Verse 82 reads, "His command, when He desires a thing, is to
say to it 'Be' and it is"8 (~oJ J J~ ,:,1 ~ .)!JT I~I ~l Lin.
Al-Kindi interprets the statement, that God utters the word
"be", in a non-literal, metaphorical way, referring to the ana
logy of poetic metaphor as practised by pre-Islamic poets.8

Walzer then identifies these remarks of al-Kindi wi~ views
held by the MuCtazilah concerning the supremacy of r«\vealed
truth, and the inimitability of Sacred Scripture (i'.J~ al
Qur'tin), beliefs the MuCtazilah often based on philological and
rhetorical criteria; and specifically with the denial of creative
speech attributed to Bishr ibn al-MuCtamir (d. A.D. 825-6)
and his pupil, Abu Musa clsa b. ~abiQ. al-Murdar. lO

The MuCtazilah, of course, were not at all unique among
the believers in subscribing to the belief in i'jik al-Qur'tin,
or in the supremacy of revelation-God's word-to any
other kind of knowledge;11 though their approach, as charac
terized by the affirmation of a created Qur'tin and by their
exegetical methods, was to qualify the dogmatic nature of
religious beliefs by interpreting them in a more rational way.12
Thus al-Kindi may indeed be identified with the MuCtazilah
in his use of philological and poetic criteria to achieve a non-
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literal understanding of God's Word; though this type of
understanding is what one would expect from a rationally
oriented person, one who considers himself to be a philoso
pher.

In fact, the arguments al-Kindi brings in defense of this
Koranic passage, the truth of which he first affirms dogmati
cally, are philosophically rooted. They rest on the principle
of the generation of contraries from contraries, which general
principle is then applied to the creation of being (.r.-l ) from
its contrary, non-being (.,ri ).13 It is this belief in creatio ex
nihilo, held by al-Kindi alone among Islamic philosophers,
together with his use of rational principles introduced by
philological and rhetorical methods of taftir in explanation
of Islamic dogma which Walzer feels links al-Kindi quite
securely to the MuCtazilah, and would indeed seem to indicate
a strong affinity between them.

Abu Ridah, for his part, writing on the relation between
al-Kindi and the MuCtazilah in the introduction to his edition
of al-Kindi,14 mentions the titles of some treatises ascribed to
him by the bibliographers; which treatises apparently dealt
with such particularly MuCtazilite themes as God's "unity"
and "justice".15 Abu Ridah then refers to titles of treatises
ascribed to al-Kindi in the fields of polemics, prophecy and
physics, subjects common to all the Mutakallimiin. Unfortu
nately, the only treatises which are brought in support of
this "external" evidence are On First Philosophy and the
above-discussed treatise "On the Number of the Books of
Aristotle".

Abu Ridah turns next to expressions and themes common
to al-Kindi and all the Kaliim writers of his day and later,
particularly concerning the necessary finiteness of all things
and their createdness.. As he mentions, however, the theolo
gians were not unanimous in their views concerning the
ultimate termination of the world; and despite his general
claims, Abu Ridah has no parallel for al-Kindi's views on
this subject. There is, however, no denying that al-Kindi
shared common concerns with the MuCtazilah, as with all the
MuUZkallimiin, and this is often expressed in a similar vocabu
lary and form of expression.1e
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Additional paralleh between al·Kind; and Ibe MM'~""
writings emerge from H. Davi<bon'l «<ent .tudy o'medieval
argument' for e~ation." DavidllOn b.. ,hown tbat botb aI·
Kindl and the MM'~Ia1t, as well .. many othec writen, ""'d
similar and often tbe llame argumenu, mostly derived from
Jobn Philoponu.. to e.tabli'h the doctrine of c~ation of the
uni""...... "

Thuo, in an adaptation ofon. of Philoponu,' proal" of th.
generation o'the unive..... hued on the impmlibility ofeternal
motion, al.Kindl .. well .. al..hUn (d. A.D. 854) and al·
Nanam (d. A.D. 845) a~ w"wn to ha"" argued that the
pl"elCnt moment oould nevec have been reached if it were
preceded by infinite time, on the principle that an infinite
time (0< lCTIe. of....,ml) cannot be tr...""IRd;" while al.Kindi,
Abjj al·H<>dhayl (d. ca. A.D. 841) and al-Nanam ha""
variatiON, in tem",,",l and spatial tecm.. of an offshoot of
Philoponu,> contention of the impmlibility of infinity, con·
tending that what is finite in one direclion mllJt be finile in
the other (or othen) .. well.'· Still other Philoponus-based
argumenu which al·Kindi lIJCI appear in th~ later MuhJkkiJl
lirrtWl, and may well have been used in al·Kind!,s time ..
well. Thul al.Kind;', argurm:nt againot infinity which ohows
the absurd conclulions reached in adding 10 and .ublracting
from an infini.e magnitude;" uocd, in a slightly different way,
already by al.Na:nam;" while al.. Kindi'sstatement that body,
being nCCQlllrily asoociated with certain "concomitanu",
i.e., aceidenu (particularly, for al.Kindi, motion and time),
does nO! precede them and u therefore .. finite as they are,
i, apparently an early formulation ofan argument, roportedly
uled by AbO al.Hudhayl .. well, which becarm:, in David•
......'. word., "tbe nandan! Kll1iJJt proof for creation.""

It ought to be borne in mind that these <imilaritie. of al·
Kind;', with the vicwo ofJohn Philoponus do nOt obviate Ihe
important difference. which cxU' in the philosophi.. of the
twO men. True, both men iJUiot upon the finitude of time and
motion, It'" corporeality and hence perishable naturo of all
body, and creation from nothing by the will of God." Yet
though aI.Kind' arguco, in the Fim Philosoplry and e1u:.
where, fnc .he fini''''''' and hence corruptibility of all body,"
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in still other treatises, some subsequent to On First Philoso
phy, he apparently accepts the Aristotelian description of
the fifth element as a simple, ceaselessly moving substance;
and agrees with Aristotle's description of the supra-lunar
spheres as not having generation and corruption, being
perfectly circular and concentric.1I5 This means, apparently,
that al-Kindi accepts in principle John Philoponus' conten
tion that celestial and terrestrial phenomena have identical
natures, and proves to his own satisfaction, and following
Philoponus both directly and indirectly, that all the universe
is subject to the same laws of finite time and space; but that
he rejects much of the Alexandrian's specific arguments, as
well as his astronomical and empirical refutations of Aris
totle. IIS AI-Kindi seems to be saying that the world, though
not eternal, is in other respects as Aristotle said it was; except
it need not be so and would not be so, were it not for God's
will.17 Put another way, it appears that al-Kindi is satisfied
that he can prove theoretically that the world is ultimately
finite; and, this being understood, he feels that Aristotelian
physics, including celestial physics, can explain the pheno
mena of daily existence.28

This example of al-Kindi's complicated relation to John
Philoponus may help us understand his equally qualified
position vis-a-vis the MuCtazilah. He has, as they do, the notion
of the finiteness of the world and its dependance on a Creator
who brings it into being from nothing, proving this by similar
arguments which emphasize the accidental nature of all
existence and, as most of the MuCtazilah, the impossibility of
any sort of infinity. In addition, both al-Kindi and the
MuCtazilah are concerned with the Unique Oneness of God,
and try to limit the extent to which attributes may be predi
cated of Him.29

None of this, however, is particularly unique to the MuCta
zilah, since in the intellectual climate of ninth and tenth
century Baghdad these themes and arguments were apparen
tly the common stock of most rationally inclined people.
Thus, for example, we find the Christian encyclopaedist Job
of Edessa (born ca. A.D. 760) referring, before al-Kindi, to a
number of philosophical points and arguments which also
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occur in al-Kindi; while the Jewish philosopher Saadya
Gaon (A.D. 882-942) shortly after al-Kindi, has many of the
very same arguments which are found in On First Philosophy
and other al-Kindi treatises. While Davidson has shown in
detail the striking similarities between al-Kindi and Saadya,30
it is worth noting the parallels with Job's few but important
philosophical remarks. Thus Job contrasts the "true unity" of
God, due to His unique infinite nature, which admits of no in
crease or decrease, with the"relative unity" ofeverything else,
which is finite. This finiteness is proven by the combination
of elements-which combination circumscribes their exter
nal dimensions-in forming a body, the argument being
explicity that whatever has an end (or limit in one direction)
has also a beginning (i.e., a limit in the other [or other]
direction[s]). This beginning, moreover, is depicted as a
creation from nothing by the will of God, with Job quite in
sistent that there is no physical relation between God and His
creation, and thus no emanative process of being.31 It is God
also who is seen as the one agent capable of combining con
trary elements which by themselves are mutually antagonistic,
an argument al-Kindi doesn't use but which is found among
Christian, Jewish and Islamic theologians alike, and can be
traced to John of Damascus and the fourth century Athana
sius.3s Job also has the distinction between essence and acci
dent which is crucial to al-Kindi in chapter l.hree of First
Philosophy, though unlike al-Kindi he distinguishes between
elements which may be viewed as essences ~hen considered
by themselves, and as accidents when considered in relation
to other elements, forming bodies by their relationship.33

On the one hand, then, similarities with al-Kindi's
thought are not limited to the Mu<ta;::ilah, while on the other,
his differences with the Mu<tazilah, philosophical and other
wise, are real and significant. Thus, referring only to the
theologians already mentioned, al-Iskafi follows his assertion
of a necessary beginning of the world with a statement, quite
foreign to al-Kindi, that the world, having come into being
from an unchanging source, may be kept in existence eternal
ly, and thatthis notion of an infinity a parte post CrT J! ~) does
not contradict the notion ofan "agent" preceding its "activity"
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(J...Al1 ,~UJI) as does the view of an infinity a parte ante (Jl "1
JJI ).34 Al-NaHam, on the other hand, follows his proofs
of finiteness with the apparently contradictory assertion that
all bodies, and the space which they traverse, are infinitely
divisible. 35 This latter notion is of course related to al-Na~

~am's well known denial of the existence of atoms,36 which
existence Abu al-Hudhayl, for example, is known to have
affirmed.3? Abu al-Hudhayl and al-NaHam, moreover, are
both shown to be engaged in typical MuCtazilah disputations
on the question of the survival of the blessed and dammed in
the next world.38

Now al-Kindi has no sympathy with an atomistic physics,
and apparently no taste for rationalizing theological dogma
beyond the most basic beliefs, the ones most amenable to
philosophical inquiry.39 Where he does touch on a typical
theological issue, such as the subject of Divine attributes, he
does so in the most general of terms, avoiding the Kalam-type
discussion of the corporeal attributes found in the Qur'an.
It would seem that al-Kindi's point of reference, his total
perspective, is essentially different from that of the MuCta
zilah. While they take their point of departure from the
Qur'an and tradition and use whatever philosophical tools
they feel are appropriate to explain and support their faith,40
al-Kindi, it appears, begins from a philosophical body of
literature and tradition, accommodating it to religious doc
trine wherever he can and asserting religious dogma wherever
he must, but essentially aiming for a coherent, philosophical
affirmation of the truth.

It is worth reexamining, in this perspective, the passage
from al-Kindi's treatise On the Number of the Books of Aristotle
described above.41 We note firstly that the entire passage
stands in strong contrast tathe rest of the treatise, which is a
description of the sciences knowledge of which man-Le.,
the average man-must have for attaining the truth; and of
the Aristotelian corpus of writings. As though interrupting
himself, al-Kindi assures his reader that this entire scientific
tradition cannot compare with sacred Scripture, the philoso
pher cannot equal the prophet. Having said this, and given a
few examples in support of the claim, al-Kindi then resumes
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in\<Oducing hi. reader (or listener) to the .dentille ttadition.
the acqui,i,ion ofwhieh he hirmdfhu muteted and which he
clearly valua mOO, highly for all but the m<:ss<nge.. or GOO.

The impression thu, r<:ccived is Ihal al_Kindi believ.. that
for tho lik... of hirrudf. i.•. , und.. normal circum'tanc.. for
all men, philosophy i. tho only approach 10 the trulh and the
philosoph.. th. actual ideal figu...,.

Thi' imp......"'n is Jtn:nglhened by ca...,ful scrutiny of
al-Kindi's a....,.lion. in thi, passage. of proph<lic superiority
and Koranic truth; for thi, .....nion il. made from within a
philosophical pe..pcctiv" and applying philosophical criteria.
Fi ..t1y, prophetic knowledge is portrayod ... superior to the
philosophical only in d"gree. 0101 in kind, tho prophet
becoming thcrcby a son of extraordinarily gined philosopher.
Then, Ih" revelation granted him;' ...fomlulated along philo
sophicallin.. (and t:f. below. FP 104.10 and n. there), which
"'formulation i, then accepled u "proof" of th" Kotanic
tculh

Th" reformulation of the Koranic .....rtion of the c...ation
of tho world is particularly im"...ling. Cn:alion is viewed.
u hu been m"mioned, u an instanc. ofth. general prineipl.
<>fthe generation of cont ....ri.. from contraria: as fir. is from
non.fi .., warmth from non.warmth, so in g.n.raltha! which
is (.J") comes from that which;' not (r ~), bodi.. from
non-bodi.. and being ( .....1) from non.being C.,...,1 J." Now,
inumuch u GOO ;, vi.wed u responsibl. lbr th. unique,
a·t.mpo....1 act of cr.ation of mailer from nothing, so one
could think H" i' also responoibl., in al_Kindl', estimation,
for the creation of each and "very contrary which also com..
to be, in one ....... al leut, from its Jtate of non_being. Thil.
would bring al·Kindi c~ 10 Ihe M.'la4ilall and general
KIJiIfm view of continuou' Divine creation from nothing, and
Wal..r rightly noles tho a!>Knee of any allusion to potemia·
lily which would ",in this lUSOCiation.'·

How"""r, that this is not al·Kind;'. full view may be in_
f.".ed from a comparison ofthi. passage with a ...mark in the
Firsl PIUIOHph.J to Ihe "ffect that il ;, only Ih. form (literally
"pr.dicat"",~I) of a thing which changes and not it> pri
mary substtatum, which i' called "being" (.....<,011 and which
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is said to be eternal.44 As we must understand this use of
"eternal" (Jj)rl) for the primary substratum, i.e., first matter,
there in the sense of enduring only so long as God wills, so we
should understand the contraries here as contraries of a com
mon substratum. God is responsible ultimately, al-Kindi
would say, for the creation of the entire world, including the
creation of contrary states of being for every thing; but He is
not really involved in the generation and destruction of each
thing at every moment. True, al-Kindi does not wish to ex
pand upon potential existence, with which concept he is
generally not happy;45 but he would not wish the reader for
whom the treatise is intended to assume continuous Divine
intervention in nature either, particularly since this would go
against the basic physical world view of Aristotle with which
al-Kindi is eager to acquaint him.46

We may assume that al-Kindi's approach in the (as yet)
lost "Treatise on Unity by Exegesis" (literally "commenta
ries", .;..I~ .l:~..t=ll ~L...l) was similar to that which we find in
this passage and in the work called An Explanation of the
worship of th£ Uttermost Body and its Obedience to God.47

There as here religious statements are put into a non-literal,
philosophical framework, in keeping with a physics that es
tablishes God as the ultimate source of all being and yet allows
His creation an independent daily functioning. This accep
tance of a quasi-independent physical universe moves al-Kindi
generally to the left of a Muttazilah tradition which sees God as
continuously involved with the world and intimately responsi
ble for the physical survival of each of its parts; in Aristotelian
terms, the efficient as well as final cause of the universe.

That al-Kindi distinguishes between these two roles is
evident, further, from his treatise On the True, First, Perfect
Agent and the Deficient Agent which is (an Agent) Metaphorically.u
However much he wishes to qualify the nature of agents other
than God, al-Kindi clearly ascribes to created beings the
immediate responsibility for acting upon other beings, God
being the remote (i.e., final) cause of all but the first created
being. In his treatise On the Explanation of the Active Proximate
Cause of Generation and Corruption,49 al-Kindi singles out the
sun and moon as the immediate proximate causes of genera-
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tion and corruption in the sub-lunar world; their creation, ill
turn, being due to God.

AI-Kindi's attitude to the physical world view of the MuCto
zilah may be further inferred from an important passage in
On First Philosophy, in which he establishes that everything one
can think of in the world is only accidentally and not essen
tiallyone, and that its unity, i.e., its identity and being, comes
from an outside agent. As everything is equally seen as aacci
dental", al-Kindi is led, on the principle that an essential
existent is a prerequisite for the existence of an accidental one
of the same genus (and assuming the impossibility of an infi
nite regress of accidental existents), to the assertion of an
essential One (i.e., God), the external agent of all being.50

In making this statement, al-Kindi could not have been
unaware of the similarity of his remarks to those of the MuCta
zilah, who also claimed no essential existence to anything,
and considered all as created from an external agent, viz.,
God. 51 Most of the MuCtazilah however, divided all being into
atoms and accidents, and though both were considered as
created, the atoms were understood to be indivisible. AI-Kindi
would appear to be rejecting this view, insisting that nothing
can be thought of as one in itself, that the very concept is ab
surd.5I! All, then, would be accidental in al.,Kindi's thought,
it appears, and as such completely without set characteristics.

It is clear, however, that al'':'Kindi did not conceive of
"accidents" in this way, viewf~g them rather as permanent
categories of real existence. a Accidental" is for him significant
as opposed to "essential" only as regards the question of
aunity", accepting as he does all the individual beings which
comprise the Aristotelian world as units of substance, if only
"accidental" units. Moreover, having made his point regard
ing essential unity, al-Kindi proceeds in FP to show that
unity, together with multiplicity, is an essential ingredient
in the composition of all being. It is form and matter which
al-Kindi accepts, with the proviso that they, together with
everything else, are not independent existents. Having said
this, he is content to allow them to function as if they were
independent.
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Thus al-Kindi is both refuting the MuCtazilah doctrine of
the division of the world into atoms and accidents; and, while
affirming the contingent, accidental nature of all being
(which would return him to the MuCta;dlah camp), clearly
works with creation as though it were independent. The
accidental theory of being is for him a theoretical truth that is
significant for the ultimate question of creation and God's
existence; for knowledge of the world as it is "otherwise", it
is irrelevant.

That al-Kindi's concern is with the world as it is, in all
its variety, and with man's various scientific accomplishments,
is clear from the long list of his writings. 53 He has, judging
from this source, apparently little inclination for insisting
upon the particulars of religious or political creeds. The one
extant record of his style when engaged in a religious polemic
shows him as taking the high road of philosophical disputa
tion. 54 Apparently he is not interested either in the advance
ment of particularist, ethnic claims, which we can also infer
from the fact that though of pure aristocratic Arabian stock,
he is dedicated to a field of learning identified with foreign
ideas and pursued mostly by non-Arab mawali.55

It would, therefore, be a reasonable assumption to see al
Kindi largely as his own man, a person of considerable learn
ing, with a dispassionate concern for the truth within limits
acceptable to the society at large and, no doubt, to his own
religious beliefs; with which, however, he felt scientific know
ledge was compatible. The real al-Kindi may well have been
like the sage historical figure about whom stories were told
and in whose name proverbs were recounted.58 Such a figure
would probably not have been happy with the MuCtazilah
supported mi~nah initiated byal-Ma'miin and followed by a
number of his successors, which fUrthered the polarization of
society and intimidation of intellectual inquiry.57 One could
imagine al-Kindi using his position at court to express his
resentment of MuCtazilite practices, both theoretical and
political; and, indeed, we find him speaking out in the intro
ductory chapter of First Philosophy in such a way that, in the
context of his remarks and in the terminology which he
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ehoo.a, the passage i. beot understood a. a thinly veiled
indictment of lbe MlI'l4{i/ll1l.

The lin.. in qu..tion follow a paraphrase ofpart ofehapte.
one 01 Mtl4pl!pUs ,,/~ tltJ.I"'~, In which al·Kind. pral...
Ariuolle by name and second. his remarks concetning grati.
tude 10 all who have gone bd"o<t' In the .catch fot truth. AJ·
Kind; lla,es ,hal his me,hod i. to present hi. p<t'dce<:lSQT1'
vi.... fully, and 10 .upplement them wh~ necessary,
«while being wary of the bad interp.e,a,ion of many of those
who are in our day acclaimct.l for .peculation, (but) who are
Slrangers to the ttuth, even if they are enthroned undeset·
vedly with ,he Cro,.m. of t.u,h." Such people, he says, undet.
Oland neilhe. the «method. rntruth" n.,,-the proper U$:I.ge of
"opinion" and "judgement". They are consumed by envy,
and, 10 prcscrvt: thei. ".purious thron..," regard vlrtuou.
people a. their enemy. These men, he declares, traffic in reli·
gi<>n, Ih<>ugh actually devoid offaith, which is aoo .hown by
thcit opposition to the phil"""phical pursuit of knowledge
(with which religion is compatible), calling it "unbelief.""

In referring to the "usag.." (tl.;;~I) of ".peculation"
()M), "opinion" (.),) and "judgement" (,4>:-1), al·
Kindl i••pecifying method. of re....",ing with which the
M~<~ were identified, and which 10 al.Kind! cannot
compare with the "method. of truth" (Jl-l ".,11...1), i.e.,
.yllogistic proofs. That it is the Mrt'la;j14Jl particularly whom
al_Kindl is attacl:ing may be deduced further from lbe fact
thai, at the time of the compooition of this treatise, they alone
enjoyed positions of authorily and official lanction, u.ing
political office to impose thei. religious belief. by threa .. and
accusations of unbelief, to all of which Ihe passage alludes.

Thus, as a man who i. prepared to call for lbe ouOler of
the M~<l4{il"" from government and official favo., al·Kindi
lhould not be overly idemified with them. On the other hand,
0... sl>ould not take this passage as the last word on al·Kindi'.
relationship with the Mt/la;jlll1leither, since he does have, ...
we have seen, many poin.. of contaet with lbem; and he
avoided, as rar as we know, real polltieal activity ofany sort.
This relatively neutral .tance did not hdp him with al·
Mutawakkil; but rrom Ihe rae, tha' his library was even·
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tually restored, we may gather that he was not considered a
serious political or religious threat. lill Al-Kindi's life, as much
as we are able to reconstruct it, thus exemplifies the personal
difficulties and conflicting forces with which Muslim philoso
phers had to cope.



NOTES
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CHAPTER ONE

I. cr. Ibn al-Nadim, Kitiib al-FihTist, ed. by Gustave Flugel (Leipzig,
1871), I: 255 fr., II: 118 f.; Ibn Abi U~ybi<a, Kitiib<Uyijnal-Anba' fi
Tabaqiit al-Alibba', ed. by A. Muller (Konigsberg, 1884), 1:206 fr.; Ibn
aI-Qifti, Ta'rikh al-l;lukamiP, ed. by j. Lippert (Leipzig, 1903), pp. 35 fr.,
366 fr. Flugel has repeated Ibn al-Nadim's list of al-Kindi's written work,
with comparative notes taken from al-Qifti and Ibn Abi U~aybi<a, sum
marizing the facts of aI-Kindi's life as presented mostly by these sources;
cf. Gustave Fliigel, "Al-Kindi, genannt 'der Philosoph der Araber''',
AbhandlungenfuT die Kunde des MOTgenlandes, vol. I, no. 2 (Leipzig, 1857) :
I-54. Among other bio-bibliOgrap~ersho have written on al-Kindi
we should mention Ibn juljul al- alusi, Kitiib Tabaqiit al-A/ibbii'
wa-l-l;lukamii', ed. by F. Sayyid ( 0, 1955), p. 73; and ~ii?id al-
Andalusi, Kitiib Tabaqiit al-Umam, ed. by Louis Cheikho (Beirut, 1912),
pp. 50 fr. (French translation by Regis Blachere [Paris, 1935], pp. 104
fr.). H. Malter, availing himself of all these sources (as collected mainly
by Flugel and Moritz Steinschneider), has reviewed both the facts of al
Kindi's life and the knowledge and opinions held of him by later writers;
cf. H. Malter, "AI-Kindi: 'The Philosopher of the Arabs''', HebTew
Union College Annual, 1904, pp. 55-71.

A fair number of the treatises mentioned in the early sources have
happily turned up in manuscript, particularly in the codex Aya Sofya
4832 discovered by Hellmut Ritter; cf. Hellmut Ritter and Martin
Plessner, "Schriften Ja<qub Ibn Is1)iiq Al-Kindi In Stambuler Biblio
theken", ATChiv Orientdlni 4 (1932) : 363-372. On the basis of this and other
discoveries-and ef. particularly, in the field of science and philosophy,
the manuscripts turned up and discussed by Franz Rosenthal, "Al-Kindi
and Ptolemy", Studi OTientalistici In OTlOTe Di GioTgio Levi Della Vida (Rome,
1956), II: 436-456; "From Arabic Books and Manuscripts VI: Istanbul
Materials on al-Kindi and as-Saravsi", Journal of the American Oriental
Society, 76 (1956) : 27-31-there is now a sizable amount of primary and
secondary source material on al-Kindi's life and work. Thus Richard
J. McCarthy has been able to assemble a revised list of works attributed
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to al-Kindi, Al- T ~o.nif al-Mansiiba ilo. Faylasiif al-cArab (Baghdad, 1962),
pp. 1-122; and Nicholas Rescher has edited Al-Kind!: An Annotated Bib
liography (Pittsburgh, 1964), pp. 13-155.

For recent general histories and evaluations of al-Kindi's life and
writings, cf. W. Montgomery Watt, Islamic Philosophy and Theology (Edin
burgh, 1962), pp. 45-47; A. el-Ehwany, A History of Muslim Philosophy,
ed. by M.M. Sharif (Wiesbaden, 1963), I: 421-434; and Henry Corbin,
Histoire de la Philosophie Islamique (Paris, 1964), pp. 217-221. Mention
should be made also of George N. Atiyeh's book, Al-Kind!: The Philosopher
of the Arabs (Rawalpindi, 1966), pp. 1-147, in which the author passes in
review the details of al-Kindi's life and the various genres of his philosoph
ical writings. Appendices to the book include an English translation of
the Fihrist list of al-Kindi writings, with current information on the
published state of various treatises (pp. 148-210) ; an English translation
ofal-Kindi's Treatise On the Intellect (pp. 211-215) ; and, most importantly,
the abridged text and translation of Abu Sulayman al-Sijistani's Siwo.n
al-l;likmah, containing many additional sayings and remarks attributed
to al-Kindi. (Cf. Atiyeh's edition of this material, pp. 216-238, with
English translation by A.S. Bazmee Ansari, pp. 239-257). See also n.14
below.

2. To name just the major areas of his writings as given by the early
bibliographers mentioned in the preceding note, al-Kindi published in
the fields of arithmetic, geometry, music and astronomy, pharmacology,
meteorology, chemistry, medicine, astrology, divination, and polemics;
as well as in most of the various divisions ofphilosophy, viz., logic, physics,
(including "celestial" or "spherical" physics), metaphysics, psychology
and ethics.

3. Cf. the recent studies mentioned in note one above, and see par
ticularly Max Meyerhof, "Von Alexandrien nach Bagdad", Sitzungsberichte
tier Preussischen Akademie tier Wissenschaften, phil.-hist. Klasse, Vol. 33
(1930), pp. 389-429, pp. 402-405 in particular for the cultural milieu
of al-Kindi's Baghdad; and also Francis E. Peters, Aristotle and the Arabs:
The Aristotelian Tradition in Islam (New York-London, 1968), pp. 7-55.

4. Cr., for studies summarizing our current knowledge of Arabic
philosophical translations, and of the translators themselves, Richard
Walzer, "New Light on the Arabic Translations of Aristotle", Greek into
Arabic (Oxford, 1962), pp. 65-70; Francis E. Peters, Aristoteles Arabus:
The Oriental Translation History ofthe Aristotelian Corpus (Leiden, 1968), pp.
1-75; ibid., Aristotle and the Arabs, pp. 57-67. Much of the philosophical
and scientific information which reached al-Kindi did so not by way of
direct tranSlation of the original texts, but rather through translations
and oral knowledge of such varied types of literature as paraphrases and
commentaries, encyclopedias and- doXographies (Cf. Peters, Aristotle and
the Arabs, pp. 96-129). Al-Kindi's Treatise On the Soul Abridged from the
Books of Aristotle and Plato, edited by M. cA.H. Abu Ridah, Raso.'il ai-Kind!
al-Falsaffyah (Cairo, 1950-53), 1: 272-280, is an ~xample of a doxog-
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'The ""'u~ of >UtI. _""" oflM ""'k<o i. diffieu!, to ....... _ .......
Kind! .. _ ,he po<I>iblo: fo< • varia,;"" upon .,. d"""",,,,,,,,,
w;<h <he uhimo.. .,.isi oou=.
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~ 10~M"""_ (h...... 1!H8). l'I'. 192 1'1'.

6. ct. F""", R d"'J. "AI-Kind'and P"-y". p. +H r.
7. An «1.0 of ""nl< al·Kind' ""'BOd. and ,,1..,1. had to he wapi
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of '-"\I" or>d Gram"""". J_I fI IN~ AUoIit Sori<t!', 1905. 7~ 129.
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his judicious description or al-Kindi's position and person, Franz
Rosenthal has cautioned against uncritical acceptance or the oral tradi
tion regarding al-Kindi; cr. Franz Rosenthal, "AI-Kindi als Literat",
Orientalia, n.s. II (1942) : 262-288, particularly pp. 268 ff. As regards the
Muntluzkhab $iwiin al-ljikmah, it would appear on internal grounds that
al-Kindi is indeed the author or the philosophical views attributed to
him, and possibly or the gnomic utterances as well; though both genres
and their contents are clearly indebted to ultimately Greek sources.
Attributing these moralistic remarks to al-Kindi, of course, does not
necessarily mean that he practised what he preached, though there is no
necessity to believe he did not, either.

13. cr. A. Nagy, "Die Philosophischen Abhandlungen der JaCqub
ben Isl}.aq AI-Kindi", Beitriige ZUT Geschidzte der Philosophie des Mittelalters,
vol. 2, no. 5 (1897) : 1-64.

14. cr. Richard Walzer, "Studi su al-Kindi I: Uno scritto introduttivo
al10 studio di Aristotele" (with Michelangelo Guidi), and "Studi su al
Kindi II: Uno scritto morale inedito di al-Kindi" (with Hel1mut Ritter),
Memorie della Reale Accademia Nazionale dei Lineei (Classe di Scienze Morali,
Storiche e Filologiche), ser. VI, vol. 6 (1937-40), pp. 375-419, and ser. VI,
vol. 8, fasc. 1 (1938), pp. 5-63, respectively. Walzer has, in addition,
written a number or general evaluations of al-Kindi's thought; cr. in
particular "New Studies on Al-Kindi", Oriens X (1957) : 203 ff., reprinted
in Richard Walzer, Greek into Arabic, pp. 175-205.

15. cr. AbU Ridah, RasiPil al-Kindi Al-Falsafiyah, I: 1-80 introduction,
81-374; II: 5-133.

16. cr. particularly the observations on al-Kindi's philosophy which
A. Altmann and S.M. Stern have made apropos of their study or another
philosopher, one very influenced byal-Kincli. See A. Altmann and S.M.
Stern, Isaac Israeli (Oxrord, 1958), p. 220 (index); cr. also S.M. Stern,
"Notes on Al-Kindi's Treatise On Definitions", ]RAS, 1959, pp. 32-43.

17. Assembled by Malter, "Al-Kincli: 'The Philosopher or the Arabs' ",
pp.66-67.

CHAPTER TWO

l. Cf. Ritter and Plessner, "Schriften JaCqub Ibn Isl}.aq Al-Kincli",
p.368.

2. Ibid., p. 363.

3. cr. Kitiib al-Kindi fi al-Falsafok. al~Ol4, ed. by Al}.mad FU'ad al
Ahwani (Cairo, 1948), pp. 77-143;.AbIi &idah, RasiPil Al-Kindi Al
Falsafiyok, I: 97-162.

4. The manuscript itselr was studied through two sets or photographs,
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AL-KINDI'S METAPHYSICS

. [1941]: 266-279), has been assembled in English translation by G. Lewis
in Vol. II of Plotini Opera, ed. by P. Henry and H.R. Schwyzer (Paris
Brussels, 1959). Much of this material is now found in 'Abd al-Ra1).man
Badawi's Arabic edition, Aflii/in 'inda al-'Arah (Cairo, 1955). Badawi
has also edited much of the Arabic Proc1us extant (cf. his Neoplatonici ap(id
Arahes [Cairo, 1955]), including the Arabic paraphrase (formerly cdited
by Bardenhewer) of that classic of Neoplatonism, The Elements of Theology.
While the Latin version of this paraphrase, the Liher de Causis, made a
great impact upon the Scholastic West (cf. E.R. Dodds, Proclus: The
Elements of Theology [Oxford, 1963], p. xxvii), the Arabic version, Kitiih al
/fjiififi al-Khayr al-Maf.i4, was barely read in the Muslim world (ef. Peters,
Aristoteles Arahus, p. 57), even though it was attributed to Aristotle. While
this work was probably translated well after al-Kindi's death, some, at
least, of the Elements of Theology itself was translated, by Abu 'Uthman
al"Dimashqi (fl. ca. A.D. 914), only a generation or so after al-Kindi (ef.
the fragment ofpropositions 15-17 [Dodds], published in 'Abd al-Ra1).man
Badawi, Aristii 'inda al-'arah [Cairo, 1947], pp. 291-292, and discussed by
both B. Lewin, Orientalia Suecalla IV [1955] : 101-108, and Shlomo Pines,
Oriens VIII [1955]: 195-203) ; so that the work, in some form or another,
was probably circulating in his time, and a1-Kindi may well have had
indirect knowledge of its contents from his Greek reading informants.

Moreover, a much earlier adaptation of the Elements, the sixth century
Mystical Theology of Pseudo-Dionysius , had already spread Proclus'
conception of a transcendent, unknowable and indescribable God
throughout Christianity (cf. the English translation of this work in A.B.
Sharpe, Mysticism: Its True Nature and Value [London, 1910], pp. 207
229); and in the person and writings ofJohn of Damascus (died c. 750)
the Muslim intellectual world would have become acquainted with an
essentially Proclean formulation of these ideas.

One may thus assume some familiarity with Proclus' ideas on al-Kindi's
part, though he might not, in some cases, have known Proclus to be their
author. While he would not have agreed with Proclus' notions ofthe etern
ity ofthe world and its dialectically designed, hierarchically related substan
ces of Being, Intelligence, Life and Soul, not to mention Proclus' henads, al
Kindi would have been responsive to Proclus' views on the "Pure True
One", who is above all epithets and yet the "cause" and "creator" of all
(cf. e.g., 'Abd al-Ra1).man Badawi, ed., Kitiih al-Khayr al-Maf.i4, pp. 7, 12,
22, and elsewhere). As it is unlikely, however, that al-Kindi read any
Proclus himself, while he wasciir~ct1y f~liar with Plotinian-based
material, the following notes will draw comparisons only between the
Arabic Plotinus and al-Kindi.

17. Cf. FP 97.131 ; and see further in Plotinus, Opera, pp.207 Lewis
("Theology") {51 Badawi; 291 Lewis (ibid.) {134 Badawi (cf. Enn.
V. 2. I, I); 353 f. Lewis ("Epistola De Scientia Divina") {181 f. Badawi
(cf. Enn. V. 5. 9, 33 fr.); 474 Lewis (<rDuta Sapientis Graeci" I) {186 Badawi
(cf. Enn. VI. 9.6, 7).
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NOTES

18. Besides the references in the preceding n., cf. further, ibid., pp.
263 Lewis ("Theology") /108 Badawi, and 487 Lewis (ibid.) /6 Badawi.

19. Ibid., 375 Lewis /56 Badawi (Enn. V. 8. I, I), 403 Lewis /116
Badawi; expressed in a more qualified way as a unification with the
intelligible world of eternal substances (which is derived from and "re
verts" in its own way to the One), in, e.g., pp. 225 Lewis/22 Badawi
(Enn. IV. 8. I, 1),251 Lewis /91 Badawi (Enn. IV. 8. 8, 22).

20. AI-Kindi does assume (cf. his treatise "On the Number of the
Books of Aristotle", Abu Ridah I: 372, edited earlier, with an Italian
translation, by Guidi and Walzer, op. cit., pp. 395,409) that the prophetic
soul undergoes "purification" and "illumination" by God, the prophet
receiving "inspiration" from Him; terms which have been seen as deriv
ing ultimately from Proclus' "upward way" towards unity with the One
(cf. Altmann and Stern, Isaac Israeli, p. 185 f., and see Walzer, "New
Studies on AI-Kindi", pp. 178 If.). "Inspiration" (ilham) , however, is
not ordinarily used for "union" (itlifziid), as Altmann mentions; and there
is no reason to assume al-Kindi is so alluding, both from the context of
the passage and because nowhere in his writings does he even discuss this
favorite mystic topic. What is said of the prophet, here and elsewhere
(cf. particularly FP, p. 104), does not compel us to conclude that the content
of prophetic knowledge is dilferent in kind from that of the philosopher;
but only that it dilfers in degree, style, and method ofacquisition. Indeed,
it would seem that the explanation of Qur'anic material which follows
in the "Number" treatise assumes that the "mystery" of Qur'anic truth
is explicable; and the explanation is invariably framed, despite rhetorical
statements to the contrary, along philosophical lines. The prophet should
be regarded as a master philosopher, thanks to Divine assistance; but he
does not therefore become one with God.

21. Cf. FP below, p. 101.3, and see n. there.

22. cr. the "first cause" sense of cause in the Theology, pp. 205 f. Lewis
/50 f. Badawi; 231 Lewis /26 Badawi; 263 Lewis /108 Badawi.

23. Cf. Theology, e.g., pp. 271 f. Lewis/lI2 Badawi (Enn. V. l. 5, 3 If.) ;
291 f. Lewisfl34 f. Badawi (E~n.V 2. I, I ff.) ; and the "Dicta Sapientis
Graeci" I, 474-476 Lewisfl86- Badawi. As contrasted with these
places, al-Kindi does not folow his logical argument for the existence
of an essential unity (i.e., God) with any scheme which would show how
this One relates to the world. Cf. FP, p. 132.

24. Cf. FP, pp. 140-143.

25. Ibid., p. 151; this whole discussion being in FP pp. 143 If. cr.
Plotinus' discussion of number, Theology, pp. 271 Lewis /113 Badawi (Enn.
V. 1. 5, 6), and "Epistola De Scientia Divina", pp. 345 Lewis /180 Badawi
(Enn. V. 5. 4, 12) ; and see Aristotle's Met. XIV. I 1087b 33 If. This
Aristotelian doctrine (which may be of Pythagorean origin; cf. T. Heath,
A History of Greek Mathematics [Oxford, 1921] I: 69) of the one as not
itself a number because a measure is not the things measured, appears in
Nichomachus of Gerasa's Introdlltlionis Arithmeticae, ed. by R. Hoche
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(Leipzig, 1866), ii 6.3, 7.3; translated by Martin L. D'Ooge (New York,
1926), pp. 237 and 239. Al-Kindi was familiar with this latter work,
and its influence may be appearing here as well as in other writings; see
further below, p. 20.

26. Cf. FP p. 158.
27. Ibid., p. 155 f.
28. Ibid., pp. 113 and 162.
29. I.e., nothing exists in reality of which essential unity can be pred

icated. The "essentially one" is a logical construct derived from the
existence of the "accidentally one"; but any attempt to comprehend this
concept is precluded by al-Kindi's demonstration of its philosophical
meaninglessness.

30. Ibid., p. 118.
31. Cf. the Theology, pp. 291 Lewis!134 Badawi (Enn. V. 2.1,1); "Epistola

De Scienlia Divinll", 321 f. Lewis!174 f. Badawi (Enn. V.3.12, 43); "Dicta
SapientisGTaeci" II 281 Lewis!185Badawi ;"Dicta" IX 481 Lewis/196 Badawi
(Enn. VI. 7. 32, 6). As the above places indicate, Plotinus moves very
easily from negative to positive assertions regarding the nature and actions
of the One; even if such positive statements are not meant, ostensibly,
to be taken literally. Al-Kindi, however, makes very few such positive
assertions, and those only of a general sort. He seems to wish to remain
within that sphere of philosophy which "is concerned only with that of
which inquiry can be made. .. universal delimited things the true nature
of which knowledge can comprehend perfectly" (FP pp. 124, 125).

32. Cf. ThMlogy, pp. 486 Lewis! 3 Badawi. Al-Kindi's role as a reviser
stylist of this and another translation is mentioned by Ibn al-Nadim in his
Kitdb al-Fihrist, ed. by Gustave FHigel, pp. 252, 268. That al-Kindi was
not himself a translator, though he received such a reputation, has been
recently shown by M. Moosa, "Al-Kindi's Role in the Transmission of
Greek Knowledge to the Arabs", Journal of the Pakistan Historical Society,
vol. 15, no. 1 (1967): 3-14.

33. Compare FP 97.13, 101.3 below. This resemblance is probably
due to a common Aristotelian source (Met. alpluJ elatton) in the introduction
of both works. They both commence by distinguishing between the
theoretical pursuit of truth and truthful action; and proceed to an enu
meration of the four Aristotelian causes (presented mostly as substantives
and not adjectives): "matter" is given as al-luJyiild (Theology) and clJIl1UT
(FP), "form" as al-fiiTah, "active (efficient) cause" as al-cillah al-jacilah,
and "perfection" (or "completion", Le., finai cause) as tamiim (Theology),
mutammimah and tamamf)1ah (FP). Other identical terminology appears,
in, e.g., the use of al-fuzqq, carnal, IN and Sarma4.

34. Cf. FP p. 161 f.

35. Cf. Theology, p. 291 Lewis/134 Badawi (Enn. V. 2. I, 5). Lewis
translates huwiyah (to on) as "identity" rather than "being", probably
reflecting the Latin ipseity (used as such by Stem, op. cit., p. 19), which
in this context appears misleading.
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NOTES

36. AI-Kindi may have been helped to this emphasis upon the One,
sacrificing the creative roles of the other universal substances, by the
Arabic Plotinus corpus, in which such a tendency-reflecting a Christian
source-has been discerned (cf. Kraus, op. cit., pp. 292,293.).

37. cr. the Fihrist, ed. Fliigel, p. 251, and see Bouyges' bio-biblio
graphical discussion orthis translator and his relations to al-Kindi (op. cit.,
p. cxviii r.). As Bouyges remarks, little is known ofAstat (or Astath) whose
name in the sources-..... Ua...1---eould as well be pronounced Eustat/Eustath;
and is therefore found, e.g., in Peters, loco cit., as Eustathius.

38. Cf., e.g., FP p. 103.

39. Cf. Met. I. 2. 982a 4 ff., 982b 9; and see Met. IV. 1. 1003a 21 f.

40. Particularly in Met. XII 7. lO72a 19-1073b 3; but defined in Met.
VI. 1. 1026a 10-19 (and cf. Ross' notes there) and XI. l064a 33-b 3.

41. Cf. Met VI. I. 1026a 29-32; "if there is an immovable substance,
the science ofthis must be prior and must be first philosophy, and universal
in this way, because it is first. And it will belong to this to consider being
qua being-both what it is and the attributes which belong to it qua being"
(in Ross' translation). At Met. XI. 4. 106lb 19 (and see 26), "first philoso
phy" is used solely in the sense of being qua being, which is closer to al
Kindi's actual usage, though not to his stated intention.

42. Cf. FP p. 10I.I5.
43. If indeed there was a second part; cf. Franz Rosenthal, op. cit., p.

437, concerning a similar "incomplete" Kindian treatise.
44. And not substances themselves; i.e., understanding substance

as a sensible individual thing (cf. Met. VII, VIII and IX), and not as the
unchanging substances of Met. XII. 6.-10.

45. I.e., a magnitude; cf., for example, Physics IV. 11., 14, VI. 1.-4;
ignoring, however, Aristotle's conclusions (Physics VIII) regarding an
eternal first mover and motion.

46. Cf., e.g., Met. II. 2. 994a I ~, XII. 8. 1074a 29.
47. Cf. Physics III. 7. 207b 23; 'fI. 2. 232a 23 ff., and Physics VIII.

in particular. See too Met. XII. 5'/107Ib 3 ff.
48. cr. FP p. 116.5 ff.
49. Cf. Marmura and Rist, op. cit., p. 347; and see Walzer, "New

Studies on Al-Kindi", pp. 201, 202. The difference between al-Kindi's
treatment of the relation between the one and the many and that of his
predecessors, from Plato to Proclus, is, generally speaking, that the latter
argue from a necessary co-dependancy of the one and the many to a one
which is inside the scheme and yet transcendent; while al-Kindi reasons
to a one who is completely outside the scheme and yet somehow immanent.

50. The ontological gap in al-Kindi's universe is also evident in his
discussion of intellection and the intellect, in which the implications
of the relationship between an individual intellect and the universal
intellect are not explored. Cf. FP 155. I fT., and see particularly the note
to 155.9.

51. Cf. FP 116. 13 ff. and notes there.
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52. Cf. FP 162.7 and note there.

53. Cf. S. Breton, Philosophie et MathematilJU4 chez Proclus (Paris, 1969),
p.13.

54. Cf. FP 146.15-151.5.

55. That al-Kindi wrote many treatises on mathematics is known from
the bibliographers; cf. e.g., Ibn al-Nadim, op. cit., pp. 256, 257; in Fliigel's
extract, op. cit., pp. 22-23, 25-27 German, 38-39,41-43 Arabic; translated
into English by Atiyeh, op. cit., pp. 165-166, 175-179. Included among
these we find an "Introduction to Arithmetic","An Explanation of
the Numbers Which Plato Mentions in His Book The Republic" (~l:-ll),

and "An Epistle on Unity by Way of Number"; from any of which (un
fortunately lost) treatises al-Kindi may be borrowing in our work. F.
Rosenthal, "Al-Kindi and Ptolemy", op. cit., pp. 440, 441, has established
possible cross-references to some of these treatises by al-Kindi in his
Almagest paraphrase.

56. Nichomachus' work was translated into Arabic by Thiibit ibn
Qurra (d. A.D. 901), and has been edited by W. Kutsch, Tabit b. Qurra's
Arabische Obersetzung der ' ApL61J.1j't'LXlj 'EL(j(XYWY~ des Nikomachus von
Gerasa (Beirut, 1959). Rabic ibn Yal]yii's paraphrase is preserved in
manuscript (cf. Moritz Steinschneider's Die Hebraeischen Obersetzungen des
Mittelalters [Berlin, 1893], pp. 517-519), and Steinschneider has edited
extracts of Kalonymos b. Kalonymos' Hebrew translation in "Miscellena
26", MGWJ, 1893, pp. 68-77. Stem mentons Rabie ibn Ya!:lyii's para
phrase, and contends that al-Kindi was "intimately acquainted" with
Nichomachus' work (cr. Isaac Israeli, pp. 28, nn. I and 35).

57. Cf. FP, the note to 146.15, and see too FP 124.17 ff., as well as
101.5 ff. and 105.2 ff.

58. cr. Nichomachus' work, edited by R. Hoche, op. cit. I: i, 2;
English translation, op. cit. p. 181; quoted in Rabic ibn Yal]yii's
paraphrase as well (cr. Steinschneider, "Miscellena 26", op. cit., p. 70,
translated by Stem, op. cit., p. 35).

59. Ibid., ed. Hoche, I: iv., 2; I: vi, 1-4; D'Ooge translation, pp.
187, 189, 190.

60. Ibid., ed. Hoche, II: xviii, 1, 4; D'Ooge translation, pp. 257
259, and see Frank E. Robbins' remarks in Pt. I or the English edition,
pp. 97-100 and 188. This view is expressed also in Nichomachus' Theolo
gomena Arithmeticae, ed. F. Ast (Leipzig, 1817), pp. 3-12, 58 (and cf., for
Nichomachus' authorship of this work,Robbins' study, op. cit., Pt. I,
pp.82-87).

61. Regarding Nichomachus' paradoxical position, in which both the
one and the many are considered necessary principles of all existence and
yet the one is often regarded as more fundamental, cf. Robbins, op. cit.,
p. 115.

62. Cf. Nichomachus' Introduction, ed. Hoche II: xviii, 1,4; pp. 257-259
in the English translation of D'Ooge, and see, for example, Timaeus 35a.
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NOTES

63. Cf. Ast., op. cit., pp. 4, 5, and see Robbins' remarks in Pt. I of the
IntTodu£tion, op. cit., pp. 95, 96.

64. Cf. above, p. 14.

65. Cf. Rasiioil Ikhwiin al-$qftJo (Beirut, 1957), I: 53.2 is then compared
to the Intellect, 3 to the Soul, and 4 to Matter.

66. Nichomachus is singled out with Pythagoras by the Ikhwtin as
sources for the knowledge of arithmetic (ibid., p. 49), even as Euclid
is regarded as the source for geometry and Ptolemy for astronomy. Cf. B.
Goldstein's translation of this entire first chapter of the Rasiioil (op. cit.,
pp.48-77) in his article, "A Treatise On Number Theory from a Tenth
Century Arabic Source" CentauTUs IO (1964): 135-160; and see his
comparison of the Ikhwiin's views with those of Nichomachus, ibid., pp.
129-131.

67. The nature of the soul being regarded as the first of the "metaphy
sical sciences" ( ~~I r).J1 ), which lead to knowledge of God. Ct:
Rasii'il, op. cit., pp. 75, 76; in Goldstein's translation, op. cit., pp. 157,
158.

68. Cf. FP, 155.15.
69. This notion of a common source, rather than of an influence

exerted by al-Kindi upon the Ikhwiin (which Stern considers and rejects,
"Notes on AI-Kindi's Treatise on Definitions", op. cit., p. 37), may also
explain the apperance of a number of eschatologically-oriented definitions
in the British Museum manuscript of On Definitions which do not appear
in the manuscript used by Abu Ridah but which do recur in the Rasiioil
Ikhwtin al-$afti' (cf. Stern, ibid., pp. 34-37). As Stern remarks, the evidence
that these definitions belong to al-Kindi's text is rather slight, as they
occur nowhere else in his wrxr'tin,and, one may add, express the concept
of one universal soul, concerni which al-Kindi is nowhere else so expli
cit. Yet there is nothing a all in al-Kindi's other extant writings on
the soul which preclude his having believed in a universal soul from
which and to which particular souls come and go (cf. FP n. 155.9 below);
and he could as well have included among his definitions, particularly
on religiously sensitive matters, views which he copied from his source but
which he did not necessarily subscribe to fully without qualification.

CHAPTER THREE

I. Cf. Louis Gardet, "Le ProbU:me de la 'Philosophie Musulmane"',
Melanges offerts a Etienne Gilson (Toronto-Paris, 1959), p. 269; Henri
Laoust, Les Schismes Dans l'Islam (Paris, 1965), p. 106; and see W. Mont
gomery Watt, Islamic Philosophy and Theology (Edinburgh, 1962), pp.
45-47. For the MuCtazilah school (or schools) of theology in general, of
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which we still know all too little, cf. as yet The Encyclopaedia of Islam,
3:787-793.

2. Oriens 10 (1957): 203 ff., reprinted in Greek into Arabic (from which
future citations will be drawn), pp. 175-205.

3. "The Rise of Islamic Philosophy", Oriens 3 (1950): 9.
4. Cf. "New Studies", op. cit., pp. 176, 177, and see on. to FP 97.3 and

97.5 below.
5. Cf. "New Studies", op. cit., p. 176.
6. Ibid., p. 177.

7. Cf. the edition of this treatise prepared by Walzer and Michelangelo
Guidi, "Studi su al-Kindi I", op. cit., 395, 396 of the Arabic text, 409,
410 of the Italian translation; and see too Abu Ridah's Rasii.'il, I: 372,
373. AI-Kindi employs the term ..})'I ~l in FP to denote metaphy
sics, considered as within the philosophical syllabus and as such, it may be
inferred, a "human science" (see below, 112.15 and n. 112.151). We may
therefore assume that it: is not ..}~I ~\ as such which is superior to
~W~l r}J, but only that :f~1 ~I which is received through
revelation, in which case it is not metaphysics as commonly understood
but a supposedly unique kind of knowledge. However, as we shall see,
al-Kindi proceeds to convert this "divine knowledge" into what we
commonly recognize as metaphysics.

8. Following ArthurJ. Arberry, The Koran Interpreted (New York, 1955),
p.149.

9. A method employed by al-Kindi elsewhere as well. Cf. Walzer,
"New Studies", op. cit., pp. 183, 198. Walzer's analysis (ibid., pp.
196-199) of al-Kindi's interpretation of surah;>5 verse 5 in this treatise,
"An Explanation of the Worship of the Uttermost Body and Its Obedience
to God" (.k-.1 ;r..:il ~U..1..rd)'1 r.r:J1:>y:-.:r 4;4)'1, AR I: 244-247),
provides additional proof of al-Kindi's use of philological criteria to
further philosophical understanding of the Q.ur'iin.

10. Cf. "New Studies",op. cit., p. 183 and see al-Ashcari's Maqiiliit al
Isliimiyin, ed. Hellmut Ritter, Die dogmatischen Lehren der Anhanger des Islam
(Wiesbaden, 1963), p. 510. Al-Ashcari also presents the argument against
this view which denied the literal meaning of this passage. Cf. his Kitiib
al-Luma' ed. by R. McCarthy, The Theology of al-Ash'ari (Beirut, 1952),
pp. IS ff. Arabic, 21 ff. English.

II. Cf. Walzer's parallels from late Greek and Christian thought,
from Philo on, for this latter belief, in "New Studies", op. cit., pp. 179,
180.

12. Cf. Ignac Goldziher, Die Richtungen der lslamischen Koranauslegung
(Leiden, 1920), pp. 130 ff., and see Walzer, ibid., pp. 197, 198.

13. Cf. Walzer, ibid., pp. 184-187.

14. Cf. AR I: 28-31. At p. 31 mention is made of the QUr'lin exegesis
discussed above.

15. Ibid., p. 28, and see Ibn al-Nadim's Fihrist, op. cit., p. 259; Fliigel's
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Al-Kindi, op. cit., pp. 46 Arabic, 30 German translation; Atiyeh, op.
cit., pp. 191-193; and Walzer, "New Studies", op. cit., p. 183.

16. While Aristotelian syllogisms and systematic, rigorous definitions
were not adopted until the eleventh century at the earliest, the Mu'tazilah
of the preceding centuries used a kind of dialectic in which analogies are
drawn upon the basis of either externally obvious similarities and difrer
ences, or relationships suggested by the Qur'iin; and they employed
(unexamined) concepts of necessity, possibility and impossibility of a sort
which we find spelled out by al-Kindi. All this without his sense of a
causal relationship between events, or of independent natural or logical
"laws"; the absence of which, however, strengthened their impression
of a finite universe with clearly delimited possibilities, knowledge of which
may be considered certain because revealed by God. Cf., for remarks
concerning this earliest period of Kaliim logic, Josef Van Ess, Die Erkennt
nislehre des 'A¢udaddin AI-lei (Wiesbaden, 1966), pp. 17 fr., 114, 358 fr.,
373, 385 fr.; Shlomo Pines, Beitriige zur islamischen Atomenlehre (Berlin,
1936), pp. 26 fr.; Louis Gardet and M.M. Anawati, Introduction a la
Thiologie Musulmane (Paris, 1948), pp. 357 fr. See also al-Baghdadi's
eleventh century summation of this logic, in the first chapter of his Kitiib
Ufiil ai-Din, translated by W. Montgomery Watt, "The Logical Basis
of Early Kalam", The Islamic Quarterb' 6 (1962): 3-10 and 7 (1963):
31-39.

17. Cf. Davidson, "John Philoponus as a Source of Medieval Islamic
and Jewish Proofs ofCre~tion", JAOS 89 (1969): 357-391.

18. See also, regar~g Philoponus' influence, H. Wolfson, "The
KaHim Arguments jt:sfCreation in Saadia, Avenoes, Maimonides, and
St. Thomas", Saadia Anniversary Volume (New York, 1943), pp. 201-203;
and Walzer, "New Studies", op. cit., pp. 190-196. For later, critical
reaction to Philoponus, see Muhsin Mahdi, "Alfarabi Against Philo
ponus", Near Eastern Studies 26 (1967): 233-260.

19. Cf. Davidson, op. cit., pp. 371-373,375, and see FP below, 121.5 fr.
and the n. to 121.15-122.1.

20. Cf. Davidson, op. cit., pp. 378, 379. He does not mention the
occurence of this argument in al-Kindi; see, however, FP below, 122.13-15
and n. there.

21. Cf. Davidson, op. cit., pp. 376, 379 and 390, and see FP below,
115.1-116.4, and the n. to 114.18.

22. Discussed also by the mutakallimiin usually in terms of accidents
and body, not atoms. Cf. Davidson, op. cit., pp. 382-388, and see FP
below, pp. 117-120. AI-Kindi has two arguments for the inter-dependence
ofbody and the accidents oftime and motion, the second ofwhich (p. 120),
discussing the composition of body, is clearly traceable to a similar proof
of the generation of the universe from the finiteness of the power contained
within it used by Philoponus; the latter's argument running, that what is
composite is not self-sufficient, and what is not self-sufficient does not have
infinite power (cf. Davidson, ibid., pp. 362-363, 371-372).
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23. John Philoponus' ideas have been summarized by S. Sambursky,
The Physical World of Late Antiquiry (New York, 1962), pp. 157 If.

24. Cf. the fourth through sixth treatises in AR I: 186-207. B. Lewin,
referring to one of these treatises in his article, "La Notion de Mu\:1dat
dans Ie Kalam et dans la Philosophie", Orientalia Suecana 3, fasc. 2/4
(1954): 86, also traces the theme of the finitude of all body to Philoponus.

25. Cf. AR I: 219, 220, 246; II: 10, 12 (Abu Ridah's Arabic translation
of the Latin Liber de quinque essentiis, ed. Nagy, op. cit., pp. 29, 30) ; 441f.
(the treatise being titled "An Explanation That the Nature of the Heav
enly Spheres Dilfers from the Nature of the Four Elements"); 48 If.
(treatise translated by Haig Khatchadourian and Nicholas Rescher,
"That the Elements and the Outermost Body Are Spherical in Form",
Isis 56 [1965]: 190-195, reprinted in the latter's Studies in Arabic Philosophy
[Pittsburgh, 1967], pp. 9-14).

26. For which cr. Sambursky, loco cit. Many of John Philoponus'
technical arguments, as well as fundamental positions, find no echo in
al-Kindi; e.g., Philoponus' concept of time, privation, and denial of the
existence ofthe aether, ofperfect circular motion, and unchanging uniform
celestial phenomena.

27. Cf., e.g., al-Kindi's statement in "On ... the Cause of Generation
and Corruption" (AR I: 220), that the heavens and the four elements
undergo neither generation nor corruption, remaining for as long as
God has appointed them to be.

28. In this perspective, the fact that John Philoponus also apparently
acknowledges God's will as a possible factor in deferring the otherwise
necessary destruction of the heavens (Cf. Simplicius' commentary to
Aristotle's Physics, CAG X [Berlin, 1895]: 1331, 11. 23-25, and see
Davidson, op. cit., p. 362, n. 46), does not alfect the quite basic dilference
between his unified, universal physics and the more complicated, dual
physics of al-Kindi.

29. Cr., for the early Kaliim views of God's unity and His attributes
of will, action, creation (both original and continuous creation, of the
world and of each of its atoms) and infinity, al-Ashcari's Maqiiliit, op. cit.,
pp. 136 f., 163 If., 177, 232, 312, 377, 393, 407, 418, 480, 484, 551; and
see too al-Khayyafs Kitiib al-Int4iir, edited and translated into French by
Albert Nader (Beyrouth, 1957), pp. 80 If.,; and for the various "accidents"
of initiation (ibtida') and duration of being, its motion and cessation or
extinction (jflnii'), cf. Maqiiliit, pp. 137, 319-ff., 35S- If., 363, 570, and
Kitiib al-Int~iir, pp. 52 If.

30. Op. cit., pp. 362-373.
31. Cf. Job's Book of Treasures, ed. A. Mingana (Cambridge, 1935),

pp. 16 f. English translation, 305 r. Syriac text, and see too Mingana's
introduction, pp. xxvii-xxix. While Job was acquainted with MuCtazilite
ideas and had met some of their early leading figures (cf. Shlomo Pines,
"Etudes sur Awl,1ad aI-Zaman Abu'l Barakat ai-Baghdadi", REJ, n.s. 3
[1938]: 45, n. 168), he clearly did not receive all his philosophical knowl-
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edge from their circles, differing with them on many issues. cr. the Book
rif Treasures, pp. 153, 154 English, 388, 389 Syriac.

32. Cf. Davidson, op. cit., pp. 373-375, and see the Book rif Treasures,
pp. 15 English, 304 Syriac. This argument occurs as well in the Christian
polemical work The Book rif the Demonstration by the tenth century Eu
tychius of Alexandria, who also briefly mentions the argument for the
impossibility of an infinite regression and the doctrine of negative at
tributes. Cf. Pierre Cachia's edition of the Arabic text and W.
Montgomery Watt's separate English translation (both published in
Louvain, 1960 and 1961), pp. 3,4, 16, 17 Arabic, 2, 3, 13, 14 English.

33. Cf. the Book rif Treasures, pp. II English, 302 Syriac.

34. Cf. al-Khayyat, op. cit., pp. 19 Arabic, 12 French (which, however,
mistranslates the latter argument). Cf. also, for the lack of a distinction
in infinity, FP below, n. 113.5.

35. Cf. al-Khayyat, op. cit., pp. 33 Arabic, 32 French.
36. Ibid., pp. 32 Arabic, 30 French. AI-Na~~am says, in terminology

like that of al-Kindi, that all parts of bodies can be divided in the mind
into two (by the wahm); which al-Na~~am feels is sufficient reason to
discredit t actual existence of atoms.

37. Cf. al- 'ari, op. cit., pp. 302, 307, 311, 314, 315, 319.

38. Ibid., pp. 358, 359, and see al-Khayyat, op. cit., pp. 16-18, 21-22
Arabic, 9-11, 15-16 French.

39. Wl;tile for their part, the Mu'tazilah rejected not only the notions
of causality and of substance as composed of "form" and "matter", but
the notions of universal being and essence as well, the terms for which
concepts are missing entirely from the vocabulary of Abu al-Hudhayl,
for example. Other terms, such as those for generation and corruption,
are used differently than when employed by the philosophers. Cf. Richard
Frank, The Metaphysics rif Created Being According to AbU l-Hudhayl al-'Allaf
(Istanbul, 1966), pp. 8, 16.

40. Cf. Frank, ibid., pp. 5-7, for a recent evaluation of the priority of
faith to reason as valued in the Kalam. See also H. Nyberg's characteriza
tion of the Mu'tazilah as heavily oriented towards apologetics and po
lemics, as well as Koranic inspired speculation (The Encyclopaedia rif Islam,
3: 790).

41. See p. 23 above, and n. 7 there.
42. Cf. AR 1: 375, and see Walzer, "New Studies", op. cit., p. 186.
43. Cf. "New Studies", op. cit., p. 185.
44. Cf. below, FP 113.11, and see n. there.
45. See above, pp. 18,19.

46. AI-Kindi elsewhere clearly accepts Aristotle's hylt. At FP lll.I ,2
matter (al-hayiila) is said to be a "substratum for affection" (JL..ii')\j ~~y,

similarly defined in On Definitions, AR I: 166); and "nature" is there
viewed as "the primary cause of everything which moves and rests"
(and see below, notes to 11l.l,2). Cf. also al-Kindi's description of matter
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in relation to substance, genus and form, in the Lib" de quinque essentiis,
ed. Nagy, op. cit., pp. 30-33, AR II: 12-18.

47. Cf. AR I: 244-47. The "Treatise on Unity by Exegesis" is appar
ently referred to by al-Yiqiit in Ibn cAbd Rabbihi's Kitdb al-<fqd al-Farid,
ed. A. Amin et at. (Cairo, 1940) II: 382,383 (a reference for which I am
indebted to Professor Franz Rosenthal). Al-Kindi is there reported to
have expressed himself, in the ninth chapter (fann) of the "Taw/.lid", in a
manner which makes him appear as a typical Muctazilite. Thus he is
said to have written that God rules the world by that combination of
transcendence and immanence known as qat!a-o and qadar, each thing being
given its due, produced-maclrU-by the most perfect (al-tamam) means.
Objects are created (khalaqa, abdaca) and do. not diverge from their Di
vinely appointed states. Not everything, however, is necessary in this
creation, for part of God's will is to bless certain of His creatures with
freedom of choice and action.

Without minimizing the similarity of this view to that held by many
MUCtazilites, it may be pointed out that al-Kindi could have fairly easily
translated these remarks, particularly those concerning necessary and free
actions, into Aristotelian terms; though proper evaluation of this passage
must await the discovery of the entire treatise, or at least a considerable
portion of it.

48. jL.:-14 J'" Io?.lll ..,...il:J\ ~lAll., rWI J.,SIl ~I ~Wl .) 1o?.cSJ1 4Jl....) ; cf.
AR I: 182-184.

49. .:>WlI., .J..,s:.D ~.;AJ1 ~1.A1I ~I .:r 4i4~1.) 1o?.cSJ1 yl5, AR I: 219,
226-237.

50. Cf. FP below, 132.3 if., and see n. to 132.8 there.

51. Cf. Davidson, op. cit., pp. 370, 385; and see also his article, "Ar_
guments from the Concept of Particularization in Arabic Philosophy",
Philosophy East and West XVII (1968): 300-302.

52. AI-Kindi we know wrote a specific refutation of the atomistic
view (cf. Fihrist, ed. Fltigel, p. 259, and see Pines, op. cit., p. 94, and
Walzer, op. cit., p. 184). Not all the Muctazilah, of course, held to an
atomistic physics, though alternative views were similarly based on a
discrete structure of being. Cf. al-Ashcari's Maqaliit, op. cit., pp. 281,
303 if., 321, 395. While al-Kindi's minimization of the significance of
potential existence leads him to an attitude towards actual beings which
similarly emphasizes their ultimately discrete, and not continuous, nature,
there is nothing in al-Kindi even remotely resembling the Mtt'tazilah
denial of causality and substitution of "habitual" occurrences with their
"entailment" (tawailutI) of action and thought. Cf. ibid., pp. 408, and
al-Khayyit, op. cit., p. 122; and see, for a discussion of the various Mtt'ta
rilah formulations ofphysical and quasi-physical principles, Majid Fakhry,
Islamic Occasionalism (London, 1958), pp. 26 ff.; Pines, op. cit., pp. 3 if.,
27 if.; Van Ess, op. cit., pp. 211 if., 289 if.; Frank, op. cit., pp. 13 fr., 39
if.; and H. Wolfson, "Mucammar's Theory of Macna", Arabic and Islamic
Studies in Honor of H.A.R. Gibb (Leiden, 1965), pp. 682-683.
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53. Cf. above, chapter one of the introduction, n. 2. It is worth noting
that most of al-Kindi's "polemical" writings are separated by the bib
liographers from his other, more strictly scientific and philosophical
treatises (cf. the Fihrist, op. cit., I: 259; Fliigel, AI-Kindi, pp. 30 German,
46, 47 Arabic; Atiyeh, op. cit., pp. 191-193), probably following in this
al-Kindi's own distinction. The term translated "polemical", jadali,
has also been called "dialectical", and it is a term with which the Kaliim
type of reasoning has been identified; cf. Gardet and Anawati, op. cit.,
p. 358. Judging by the titles of the treatises listed as 4:141 ~,al-Kindi

did indeed discuss under this heading both MuCtazilah-type religious and
physical themes; except that in the latter category he clearly attacks no
tions held by many of the MuCtazilah concerning the discontinuous motion
of bodies and the existence of atoms.

54. Cf. Yalnii. ben cAdi's excerpts from al-Kindi's "Refutation of the
Christia98" (cSJWI.}-.))I.j ~lA.), in Ya~yii.'s rebuttal, edited and trans
la1@1i1to French by A.Pe rie; as "Un Traite de Ya~yii.Ben cAdi: Defense du
Dogme de-la Trinite Contre-Ies Objections d'AI-Kindi", Revue de l'Orient
Chretien, 3d ser. II (1920),3-21 (French translation reprinted in Perier's
Petits Traites Apologetiques de ralzyii ben cAdi [Paris, 1920], pp. 118-128).
It appears that in his treatise al-Kindi argued, in a manner similar
to his technique in chapter three of FP, that the concept of an eternal
Trinity of one substance, though of three persons, is incompatible with
each of the predicables outlined in the Isagoge. Instead, however, of
drawing the conclusion that the Trinity, like the True One of FP, is a
unique kind of unity, al-Kindi believes the argument shows the logical
meaninglessness of the concept. He buttressed the argument, moreover,
with an inquiry into the mathematical as well as logical senses of the term
"one" (for which compare chap. 4 of FP), from which he deduces that
the Trinity fits no acknowledged sense of the term. These contentions,
however fallacious Ya~yii may find them, have the merit of addressing
the issue philosophically. Compare this, for example, with Jii~i~'s slan
derous attack on Christians and Christianity in his contemporary polemic,
cS.JWI.}-.))1, edited byJ. Finkel, Three Essays ofAbu Othman cAmr Ibn Ba/lr
al-Jii/lil (Cairo, 1926), pp. 10-38; discussed by Finkel and partially trans
lated into English as "A Risiila of al-Jii.~i~", JAOS 47 (1927) : 311-334.

55. Cf. above, p. 5, n. 10. A1-Kindi's leading followers, al-Sarakhsi
and Isaac Israeli, are also highly versatile learned types who cannot be
identified readily, through their own writings at least, with any particular
sectarian interest in their communities (cf. Franz Rosenthal, A/lmad B.
AI-Tayyib As-Sara!ui [New Haven, 1943], p. 35; Altmann and Stem,
Isaac Israeli, pp. xi-xxiii).

56. Cf. above, p. 5, and see n. 12 there.

57. Cf. above, p. 5 f., and n. 9 there.

58. Cf. below, FP 103.1-104.7 and see nn. there.

59. A1-Kindi's punishment in the time of al-Mutawakkil, as that of
the eminent Christian translator l;Iunayn ibn Is~ii.q (for whom cf. Max
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Meyerhof, "New Light on I:Iunain ibn Isi}aq and His Period", Isis VIII
[1926] : 689), is apparently due more to personal court intrigue and a
general animus to philosophical and scientific inquiry, than to any par
ticular identification with the Mu'tazilah. AI-Kindi's disciple al-Sarakhsi
was even more the victim of internecine factionalism in 'Abbasid society:
falling out of favor with the caliph al-Mu'ta<;lid, al-Sarakhsi was removed
from his high position at court, imprisoned and beaten, succumbing ap
parently to this treatment in A.D. 899. While opinions differ, al-Sarakhsi
was ostensibly persecuted by the anti-Mu'tazilite regime for his unor
thodox opinions j though he receives no sympathy either from Ibn al
Munaiiim, an allegedly Mu'tazilite poet (cf. Rosenthal, op. cit., pp. 25 ff.,
and see p. 37 there, n. 117).



PART II

Text and Commentary





p. 97 IN THE NAME OF GOD THE MERCIFUL
THE COMPASSIONATE

MY SUCCESS IS IN GOD ALONE

AI-Kindt's Book, for al-Mu'ta~im Billah

On First Philosophy
~~

5 IMay God grant you long life, 0 son l of the highest of
princes and of the (strongest) bonds of bliss; of those who,
whoever holds fast to their guidance is happy in the abode
of this life and the abode of eternity; and may He adorn you
with all the accoutrements of virtue and cleanse you from all
the dirtiness of vice.

Indeed, the human art which is highest in degree and most
noble in rank is the art ofphilosophy, the definition ofwhich is
knowledge of the true nature of things, insofar as is possible
for man. The aim of the philosopher is, as regards his knowl-

10 edge, Ito attain the truth, and as regards his action, to act
truthfully; not that the activity is endless, for we abstain and
the activity ceases, once we have reached2 the truth.

We do not find the truth we are seeking without finding a
cause; the cause of the existence and continuance of every
thing is the True One, in that each thing which has being has
truth. The True One exists necessarily, and therefore3 beings
exist.

IMs. .y.4., as AB. AR 'y' l 4..
"AR 4 1. Ms. l:..:f::i' l:..i..4 with a line through l:..i..4 •
"Ms. I~I . AR ':'~l.
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p. 98 /The noblest part of philosophy and the highest in rank is
. the First Philosophy, i.e., knowledge of the First Truth Who
is the cause of all truth. Therefore it is necessary that the
perfect and most noble philos9pher will be the man who fully

p. 101 understands· /this most-notSle knowledge; for the knowledge
of the cause is more noble than knowledge of the effect, since
we have complete knowledge of every knowable only when
we have obtained full knowledge of its cause.

Every cause will be either matter or form or agent, i.e.,
that from which motion begins; or final, i.e., that for the sake

5 ofwhich the thing is. /Scientific inquiries are four, as we have
determined elsewhere in our philosophical treatises; either
"whether", "what", "which", or "why". "Whether" is an
investigation only of the existence (of something); "what"
investigates the genus of every existent which has a genus;

10 "which" investigates its specific difference; !"what" and
"which" together investigate its species; and "why" its final
cause, since it is an investigation of the absolute cause. It is
evident that when we obtain full knowledge of its matter we
thereby obtain full knowledge of its genus; and when we
obtain full knowledge of its form we thereby obtain full know
ledge of its species, knowledge of the specific difference being
subsumed within knowledge of the species. When, therefore,
we obtain full knowledge of its matter, form and final cause,
we thereby obtain full knowledge of its definition, and the
real nature of every defined object is in its definition.

15 /Knowledge of the first cause has truthfully been called
"First Philosophy", since all the rest ofphilosophy is contained
in its knowledge. The first cause is, therefore,l the first in
nobility, the first in genus, the first in rank with respect to
that the knowledge of which is most certain;2 and the first in.
time, since it is the cause of time.

*The rest ofpp. 98-100 in AR is devoted to editorial comment, which
is not part of the text.

'Reading of '~1.J with the ms. AR of ~1.J'

'Reading~ ~\fl •.rJ1 . AR ~. Cross in ms. above word suggests
dissatisfaction with it. •
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p. 102 IThe truth requires that we do not reproach anyone who
is even one of the causes of even small and meagre benefits to
us; how then shall we treat those who are (responsible for)
many causes,l of large, real and serious benefits to us?
Though deficient in some of the truth, they have been our
kindred and associates in that they benefited us by the fruits
of their thought, which have become our approaches and
instruments, leading to much knowledge of that the real
nature of which they fell short of obtaining. (We should be

5 grateful) Iparticularly since it has been clear to us and to the
distinguished philosophers before us who are not our co-lin
guists, that no man by the diligence of his quest has attained
the truth, i.e., that which the truth deserves, nor have the
(philosophers as a) whole comprehended it. Rather, each of
them either has not attained any truth or has attained- some
thing small in relation to what the truth deserves. When,
though, the little which each one of them who has acquired
the truth is collected, something of great worth is assembled
from this.

10 lIt is proper that our gratitude be great to those who have
contributed even a little of the truth, let alone to those who
have contributed much truth, since they have shared with us
the fruits of their thought and facilitated for us the true (yet)
hidden inquiries, in that they benefited us by those premises
which facilitated our approaches to the truth. If they had not
lived, these true principles with which we have been educated
towards the conclusions ofour hidden inquiries would not have
been assembled for us, even with intense research throughout
our time. But indeed this has been assembled only in prece-

15 ding past lages, age after age, until this our time, accompa
nied by intensive research, necessary perseverance and love
of toil in that. In the time of one man-even if his life span
is extended, his research intensive, his speculation subtle and
he is fond of perseverance-it is not possible to assemble as
much as has been assembled, by similar efforts,-of intense
research, subtle speculation and fondness for perseverance
over a period of time many times as long.

'Reading .,..L;.-i ;S--l with AH. AR ~l.
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p. 103 /Aristotle, the most distinguished of the Greeks in philoso
phy, said: "We ought to be grateful to the fathers of those who
have contributed any truth, since they were the cause of their
existence; let alone (being grateful) to the sons; for the fathers
are their cause, while they are the cause of our attaining
the truth." How beautiful is that which he said in this matter!
We ought not to be ashamed of appreciating the truth and

5 of acquiring it wherever it comes from, /even if it comes from
races distant and nations different from us. For the seeker of
truth nothing takes precedence over the truth, and there is
no disparagement of the truth, nor belittling either of him
who speaks it or of him who conveys it. (The status of) no
one is diminished by the truth; rather does the truth ennoble
all.

I t is well for us-being zealous for the perfection of our
species, since the truth is to be found in this-to adhere in
this book of ours to our practice in all our compositions of

10 presenting the ancients' /complete statement on this subject
according to the most direct approach and facile manner
of the disciples of this approach; and completing that which
they did not state completely, following the custom of the
language and contemporary usage, and insofar as is possible
for us. (This) in spite of the disadvantage affecting us in this
of being restrained from (going into) an extended discussion
(necessary) to solve difficult, ambiguous problems; (and)
while being wary of the bad interpretation of many of those
who are in our day acclaimed for speculation, (but) who are
strangers to the truth even if they are enthroned undeserved
ly with the crowns of truth, because of their narrow unders-

15 tanding of /the methods of truth and their scant knowledge
of what befits the august (scholar) as regards opinion and

p. 104 judgement in those /common usages which are all pervasive.
(They are strangers to the truth) also due to the dirty envy
which controls their animal souls and which, by darkening
its veils, obscures their thought's perception from the light
of truth; and due to their considering those with human vir
tue-in attainment of which they are deficient, being on its
remote fringes-as audacious, harmful opponents; thereby

5 defending their spurious thrones which they installed /unde-
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servedly for the purpose of gaining leadership and traffic in
religion, though they are devoid of religion. For one who
trades in something sells it, and he who sells something does
not have it. Thus one who trades in religion does not have
religion, and it is right that one who resists the acquisition
of knowledge of the real nature of things and calls it unbelief
be divested of (the offices of) religion.

The knowledge of the true nature of things includes knowl
edge of Divinity, unity and virtue, and a complete knowledge
of everything useful, and of the way to it; and a distance
from anything harmful, with precautions against it. It is the

10 acquisi!ion of lall this which the true messengers brought
from God, great be His praise. For the true messengers, may
God's blessings be upon them, brought but an affirmation of
the Divinity of God alone, and an adherence to virtues, which
are pleasing to Him; and the relinquishment of vices, which
are contrary to virtues both in themselves and in their effects. 1

p. 105 IDevotion to this precious possession is, therefore, required
for possessors of the truth, and we must exert ourselves to the
utmost in its pursuit, in view of that which we have said pre
viously and that which we shall say now, namely, acquisition
of this is required necessarily (even) according to the tongues
of its adversaries; for they must say that acquisition of this is

5 either necessary or not necessary. IIf they say that it is neces
sary, then its pursuit is necessary for them. If, on the other
hand, they say that it is not necessary, it is necessary for them
to bring a cause of this, and to give a demonstration of this;
and the presentation of cause and demonstration are part of
the possession of knowledge of the real nature of things.
Pursuit of this acquisition is, therefore, required by their own
tongues, and devotion to it is necessary for them.

10 IWe ask Him Who examines our inner thoughts and who
knows our diligence in establishing the proof of His Divinity
and the explanation of His Unity, and in defending (Him)
against His opponents who disbelieve in that in Him by proofs

1 ~.J~T"" Ms. as AR, ~.J~I",.
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which subdue their disbelief and rip the veils1 of their shame
ful actions that show the deficiencies of their vicious2 creeds;
(ask) that He encompass us, and anyone who follows our
approach, within the, fortress of His everlasting might, and
that He clothe us with the garments of His protective armor
and bestow upon us the assistance of the penetrating edge of

15 His sword and the support of the /conquering might of His
strength. (We ask this) so that He bring us to our ultimate
intention of assisting the truth and supporting veracity; and so
that he bring us to the level of those whose intentions He
likes and whose actions He accepts and to whom He grants
success and victory over His opponents who deny His grace
and who deviate3 from the truthful approach which is pleasing
to Him.

Let us now complete this section, with the support of the
Patron of virtues and Recipient of good works.

lReading.j~ ~~I J with the InS. AR .j~ .

"Reading 'J,)r . AR 4Pr •

3Reading ~..\JWI.J with the InS. AR ~~\J.I.J'
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: p. 106 CHAPTER TWO OF THE FIRST PART OF

On First Philosophy

Inasmuch as that which ought to precede has been given
priority in the beginning of this book, let us follow this with

5 what follows naturally, and say: Jthere are two kinds of
human perceptions, one of which is nearer to us and further
from nature. This is the perception of the senses which belong
to us from the beginning of our development, and belong to
the genus common to us and to many others, i.e. life, which is
common to all animals. Our perceiving with the senses,
through the contact of the sense with its sensible object, takes
neither time nor effort, and it is unstable, due to the motion
and fluctuation of that which we contact, its change in every

10 case being through one of the kinds of Imotion. Its quantity
is differentiated by "more" or "less", "equal" and "unequal",
while its quality is contrasted by "similar" and "dissimilar",
"stronger" and "weaker". Thus it always occurs in continuous
motion and uninterrupted change.

It (sc. sensory perception) is that the forms of which are
established in the imagination, which conveys them to the
memory; and it (sc. the sensible object) is represented and
portrayed l in the soul of the living being. Though it has no
stability in nature, being far from nature and therefore hid
den, it is very near to the perceiver, in that his perception is

15 due to the sense, with the Icontact of the sense with it (sc. the
p. 107 sensible). IAll sensibles, moreover, are always material, and

the sensible is always body and in a body.
The other (perception) is nearer to nature and further from

'Reading /~J j:.:.:.."';. AR ./~J~ .
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~
us, being the perception of the intellect. It is right that there
should be two kinds of perception, sensory perception and
intellectual perception, since things are universal and particu
lar. I mean by "universal" the genera of species and the spe-

5 cies fof individuals; while I mean by "particular" the indivi
duals of species. Particular, material individuals fall under
the (perception of the) senses, whereas genera and species
do not fall under the senses nor are they perceptible by sensory
perception; they fall, rather, under (the perception of) one of
the faculties of the perfect, i.e., human soul, that which is
termed the human intellect.

As the senses perceive the individual objects, every sensible
10 object represented in the soul fbelongs to the faculty which

employs the senses. Every specific concept and that which is
above the species, however, is not represented by the soul,
for all representation is sensible. Rather, the concepts are
verified in the soul, validated and rendered certain through
the veracity of the intellectual principles which are known
necessarily, as that .:cit is" and "it is not" cannot both be true

p. 108 of the same thing without fits changing. This is a perception
of the soul which is not sensory, is necessary, (and) does not
require an intermediary; and an image will not be represented
for it in the soul, since it has no image, having neither color,
sound, taste, odor or anything palpable; it is, rather, a non
representational apprehension.

Everything which is material is representational, (and) the
5 common sense will represent it in the soul, fwhile everything

which is immaterial may exist with the material, as shape
which is perceived through color; since it is the limit of the
color, it happens that the shape is perceived by the visual
sense, as it is the limit of that which is perceived by the visual
sense.

It is sometimes believed that it (sc. the immaterial) is re
presented in the soul through the common sense's acquiring
of it, and that the attachment which attaches to the colored
image-as the attachment which attaches to color, which is
the limit of that which is colored. (sc., shape)-is represented

10 in the human soul. (Howevei-Ylthe perception of the limit,
which is the shape, is an intellectual perception which ?ccurs
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through sensation but is not really sensible. Therefore every
thing which has no matter and exists with matter is sometimes
believed to be represented in the soul, but is it only thought
of, not represented, with the sensible;1 whereas whatever has
no matter and is not joined to matter is not represented in the
soul at all, and we do not think that it is a representation. We

109 acknowledge it only because lit is a necessity to affirm it, as
when we say that outside the body of the universe there is
neither void nor plenum i.e., neither emptiness nor body.
This statement is not represented in the soul, for "neither
void nor plenum" is sOlpething which the sense has not appre
hended, and (it) is not attached to a sense so that it could have
an image in the soul, or be believed to have an image. It is
something which only the intellect necessarily perceives, in

5 accordance with the premises Iwhich will be set forth.

For we say, in the investigation of this, that the meaning
of "void" is a place without any spatial object in it. Now
"place" and "a spatial object" are in that type of relation
where one does not precede the other, so that if there is place
there is, necessarily, a spatial object, and if there is a spatial
object there is, necessarily, place. It is therefore not possible
for place to exist without a spatial object; whereas by "void"
a place without a spatial object is meant. lIt is not possible,

10 therefore, for an absolute void to exist.

We then say:ifthe plenum is a body, then either the body
of the universe is quantitatively infinite or quantitatively
finite. It is impossible that there is a thing which is infinite in

15 actuality, as we shall explain shortly, land thus it is impossible
for the body of the universe to be quantitatively infinite, anti
therefore there is no plenum beyond the body of the universe.
For if there were a plenum beyond it, this plenum would

p. 110 be a body; and if, beyond this plenum, /there were a plenum,
and beyond every plenum a plenum, there would be an infi
nite plenum, and this would necessitate (the existence of) a
quantitatively infinite body, and would necessitate (the exis-
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tence of) an actual infinity, whereas it is impossible for there
to be an actual infinity.

Thereforel there is no plenum beyond the body of the
universe, in that there is neither a body nor a void beyond it,

5 as we have explained. /This (statement) is absolutely neces
sary, and it has no form in the soul, it being solely a necessary
intellectual perception. Whoever examines things which are
beyond nature, i.e., those which have no matter and are not
joined to matter; will not find for them a representation in
the soul, but will perceive them by means of intellectual
inquiries.

Preserve-may God preserve you (with) all virtues and
10 defend you from all vices-this /preface, that it may be

your guide, leading to like truths; and a star, removing the
darkness of ignorance and cloudiness of perplexity from the
eye of your intellect.

By these two ways is the truth on the one hand easy and on
the other hand difficult:2 for one who seeks a representation
of the intelligible in order to perceive it thereby, despite its
clarity in the intellect, will be blindS to it as the eye of the
bat is blind to acquiring (perception of) the individual
objects which are distinct and clear to us in the rays of the
sun.

15 For this reason many of the inquirers into things which are
beyond nature have been confused, since they, as children
(do), have used in the investigation ofthem their representa
tion in the soul, corresponding to their customary practices
for the sense. Instruction is easy only in customary things,
the proof of this being the speed of those who learn from ser·
mons and epistles, or from poetry or stories-that is, what
ever is a narrative-as they are used to the narrative and
legends from the beginning of their development.

(Many of the inquirers have been confused) also in physical

1Ms. I~li. AR .J~li .

'Ms.\r. ARI~.
'Reading~ , as AH. AR~ .
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p. III things, whenever1 they have used Imathematical investigation,
for this is suitable only in what has no matter; for matter is a
substratum for affection, and it moves, and nature is the
primary cause ofeverything which moves and rests. Therefore
every physical thing is material and hence it is not possible
for mathematical investigation to be used in the perception
of physical things, since it is the property of that which has

5 no matter. Since, then, mathematics is such that lits investi
gation2 concerns the non-physical, whoever uses it in the
investigation of physical objects has left3 and is devoid of the
truth.

Therefore it is incumbent upon everyone inquiring into
any science to inquire firstly what is the cause of what falls
under that science. If we inquire what is the cause of the
natural dispositions, which are the cause of physical things,
we find, as we have said in "The Principles of Physics", that
it is the cause of all motion. Therefore the physical is every-

10 thing which moves, land hence the science of physical objects
is the science of everything which moves. Thus that which is
beyond the physical objects does not move. For it is not
possible that something should be the cause of its own gener
ation, as we shall explain shortly. Thus4 the cause of motion
is not motion nor the cause of that which moves something
moving, and therefore what is beyond physical objects is not
one of the moving objects; hence it has been explained that
the knowledge of what is beyond physical objects is knowledge
of what does not move.

We ought not to seekS an apodictical perception in the
15 apprehension of every pursuit. For not every lintellectual

pursuit is found through demonstration, since not everything

lReading l.i! with the ms., against AR's emendation to .il .

OMs. ~ ..,-AJl; . AR",! ..,-AJI .j .
3Reading .)~ with the ms., rejecting AR's emendation Jl>.. AR 2, 3, 4,

and 5 of p. 111 correspond, in the Notes section, to nn. 3,4,5, and 2.

'Ms. l.il;. AR cJ.il; .

"Reading ..,.u.;, as AH. AR~ .
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p. 112 has a demonstration, demonstration Ibeing of some things
(only); nor does a demonstration have a demonstration, for
this would be without end. If there would be a demonstration
for every demonstration, then there would never be percep
tion of anything; for that which does not end in knowledge of
its principles is not knowable; and it would not be knowledge
at all. Thus, if we desired to know what is man, he being that
which is living, speaking and mortal, and we did not know
what is "living", "speaking" and "mortal," then we would

5 not Iknow what is man.
Similarly, we should not! seek probable arguments in

mathematical sciences, but rather demonstrative; for should
we use probability in the science of mathematics, our com
prehension of it would be conjectural and not scientific.
Similarly, every distinctive inquiry has a particular perception
different from the perception of another. Therefore many of
those inquiring into distinctive things err-some proceeding

10 lin accord with a pursuit of probability, some proceeding in
accord with parables, some proceeding in accord with histo
rical witness, some proceeding in accord with sensation, and
some proceeding in accord with demonstration-when they
are unable to distinguish between the pursuits.

There are some, moreover, who want the use of (all of) this
in finding their pursuit, either due to failing to know the
methods of the pursuits or due to a passion for increasing the
methods of truth. We ought, however, to aim at what is re-

15 quired for each pursuit, and not pursue Iprobability in the
science of mathematics, nor sensation or exemplification in
the science of the metaphysical; nor conceptual generaliza
tions in the principles of the science of the physical; nor de
monstration in rhetoric, nor demonstration in the principles
of demonstration. Surely if we observe these conditions, the
pursuits which are intended will become easy for us; but if we
disobey this, we will miss the objectives of our pursuits, and
the perception of our intended objects will become difficult.

Inasmuch as these admonitions have now preceded, we

1 '1 ,:,t ~, following AR in emending the IDS. to include OS .
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ought to set forth beforehand the canons1 the employment
20 of which we require {in this craft, and we accordingly say:

p. 113 {The eternal is that which must never have been a non
existent being, the eternal having no existential "before" to
its being; the eternal's subsistence is not due to another; the
eternal has no cause; the eternal has neither subject nor pre
dicate, nor agent nor reason, i.e., that for the sake of which
it is-for there are no causes other than the ones which

5 have been previously stated. {The eternal has no genus, for if
it has a genus, then it is species, a species being composed of
its genus, which is common to it and to others, and of a spe
cific difference which does not exist in others. It (sc. species),
moreover, has a subject, viz., the genus which receives its
form and the form of others; and a predicate, viz., the form
particular to it and not to others. It (sc. the eternal) therefore
has a subject and predicate. It has, however, already been
explained that the eternal has neither subject nor predicate,
and this (contradiction) is an impossible absurdity; the eternal

10 then, {has no genus.
The eternal does not perish, perishing being but the chang

ing of the predicate, not of the primary substratum; as for
the primary substratum, which is being, it does not change,
for the perishing of a perishable object does not involve the
being of its being. Now every change is into its nearest con
trary only, i.e., that which is with it in one genus, as heat
which changes with cold-for we don't consider opposition

15 like that of heat with aridity, or with {sweetness or with
length, or anything like that-and related contraries com-

p. 114 prise one genus. {A perishable object therefore has a genus,
and if the eternal is corruptible, it has a genus. However, it
has no genus, this is an impossible contradiction, and there
fore it is impossible for the eternal to perish.

Motion is change, and the eternal does not move, for it
neither changes nor removes from deficiency to perfection.
Locomotion is a kind of motion, and the eternal does not

lReading ~!"All , as AH. AR -,!!,AJI (for ~!,AJI ?).
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5 remove l to perfection, since it does not move. /Now the per
fect object is that which has2 a fixed state, whereby it excels;
while the deficient object is that which has no fixed state,
whereby it may excel. The eternal cannot be deficient, for it
cannot remove to a state whereby it may excel, since it cannot
ever move to (a state) more excellent, nor to (a state) more
deficient, than it; the eternal is, therefore, of necessity perfect.

Now, inasmuch as a body has genus and species, while the
10 eternal has no genus, a body is not3 eternal; land let us now

say that it is not possible, either for an eternal body or for
other objects which have quantity or quality, to be infinite
in actuality, infinity being only in potentiality.

I say, moreover, that among the true first premises which
are thought with no mediation are: all bodies of which one is
not greater than the other are equal; equal bodies are those
where the dimensions between their limits are equal in actual-

15 ity and potentiality; that which is finite is not infinite; /when
a body is added to one of equal bodies it becomes the greatest
of them, and greater than what it had been before that body
was added to it; whenever two bodies of finite magnitude are
joined, the body which comes to be from both of them is of
finite magnitude, this being necessary in (the case of) every
magnitude as well as in (the case of) every object which pos
sesses magnitude; the smaller of every two generically relat
ed things is inferior to the larger, or inferior to a portion of it.

p. 115 /Now, if there is an infinite body, then whenever a body of
finite magnitude is separated from it, that which remains of it
will either be a finite magnitude or an infinite magnitude.

If that which remains of it is a finite magnitude, then
whenever that finite magnitude which is separated from it is
added to it, the body which comes to be from them both to
gether is a finite magnitude; though that which comes to be

5 from them both is /that which was infinite before something

1 JA:::.!. '1, following AR in emending the manuscript's~ . The error

may have occurred by a scribal omission, as ..,.[A:JI .:r J]~ '1 .
I ~ <.,?.ill, following AR and AH in striking .:...-:J .
3 ..r:I or .Y' ..r:I, as AR, in lacuna ofIDS.
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was separated from it. It is thus finite and infinite, and this is
an impossible contradiction.

If the remainder is an infinite magnitude, then whenever
that which was taken from it is added to it, it will either be
greater than or equal to what it was before the addition.

If it is greater than it was, then that which has infinity
10 will be greater than that which has infinity,1 Ithe smaller of

two things being iriferior to the greater, or inferior to a portion
of it, and therefore the smaller of two bodies which have in
finity being inferior to the greater of them or inferior to a
portion of it-if the smaller body is inferior to the greater,
then it most certainly is inferior to a portion of it-and thus
the smaller of the two is equal to a portion of the greater.
Now two equal things are those whose similarity is that the
dimensions between their limits are thc same, and therefore

15 the two things Ipossess limits-for "equal" bodies which
are not similar are those (in) which one part2 is numbered
the same, though (as a whole) they differ in abundance or
quality or both, they (too) being finite-and thus the smaller
infinite object is finite, and this is an impossible contradiction,
and one of them is not greater than the other.

p. 116 IIf it is not greater than that which it was3 before it was
added to, a body having been added to a body and not
having increased anything, and the whole of this is equal to
it alone-it alone being a part of it-and to its (own)
part, which two (parts) join, then the part is like the all, (and)
this is an impossible contradiction.

5 lIt has now been explained that it is impossible for a body
to have infinity, and in this manner it has been explained
that any quantitative thing cannot have infinity in actuality.
Now time is quantitative, and it is impossible that time have
infinity in actuality, time having a finite beginning.

1 J ~~ '1 ll, following AR in adding J, on the basis of its repeated

usage (cf. this same sentence and 115.1 above); compare also UG, 202.22.

I.~, as at AR I: 203.3. Ms. as AR r.r:- .
• .jL)' II , following AR in adding .jL)'. Cf. above, 115.9, and compare

UG 203.6.
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Thin~icated of a finite object are also, of necessity,
10 finite. JEvery predicate of a body, whether quantity, place,

motion or time-that which is segmented through motion
-and the sum of everything which is predicated of a body
in actuality, is also finite, since the body is finite. Therefore,
the body of the universe is finite, and so is everything inferior
predicated of it.

As it is possible through the imagination for something to
be continually added to the body of the universe, if we imag
ine something greater than it, then continually something
greater than that-there being no limit to addition as a

15 Jpossibility-the body of the universe is potentially infinite,
since potentiality is nothing other than the possibility that the
thing said to be in potentiality will occur. Everything, more
over, within that which has infinity in potentiality also poten
tially has infinity, including motion and time. That which
has! infinity exists only in potentiality, whereas in actuality
it is impossible for something to have infinity, for (reasons)

p. 117 which we have given previously, Jand this· is necessary.2
It has thus been shown that it is impossible for time in

actuality to have infinity. Time is the time, i.e., duration,
of the body of the universe. If time is finite, then the beingS
of (this) body is finite, since time is not an (independent)

5 existent. JNor is there any body without time, as time is but
the number of motion, i.e., it is a duration counted by motion.
If there is motion, there is time; and if there were not motion,
there would not be time.

Motion is the motion of a body only:
If there is a body, there is motion, and otherwise there

would not be motion. Motion is some change: the change of
place, (either) of the parts of a body and its center, or of all
the parts of the body only, is local motion; the change of

I0 pl~ce, to which the body is brought by its /limits, either in

1Reading ~.ll1 ,:,lj as UG 203.19, instead of the IllS• .s.lll ~lj .

tReading ~~ ':'1.J as UG 204.1, and as there concluding the paragraph.
AR begins the next paragraph (117.1) with these words, reading with
the ms. .!.1l~ ~1.J'

3~1. AR~1.
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nearness to or farness from its center, is increase and decrease;
the change only of its predicate qualities is alteration; and the
change of its substance is generation and corruption. Every
change is a counting of the number of the duration of the
body, all change belonging to that which is temporal.

If, therefore, there is motion, there is of necessity a body,
while if there is a body, then there must of necessity either be
motion or not be motion.

15 IIf there is a body and there was no motion, then either
there would be no motion at all, or it would not be, though it
would be possible for it to be. If there were no motion at
all, then motion would not be an existent. However, since
body exists, motion is an existent, l and this is an impossible

p. 118 contradiction land it is not possible for there to be no motion
at all, if a body exists. If furthermore, when there is an exis
ting body,2 it is possible that there is existing motion, then
motion necessarily exists in some bodies, for that which is
possible is that which exists in some possessors of its substance;
as the (art of) writing which may be affirmed3 as a possibility

5 for MuJ:tammad, though it is not lin him in actuality, since
it does exist in some human substance, i.e., in another man.
Motion, therefore, necessarily exists in some bodies, and
exists in the simple body, existing necessarily in the simple
body; accordingly body exists and motion exists.

Now it has been said that there may not be motion when a
10 body exists. Accordingly, Ithere will be motion when body

exists, and there will not be motion when body4 exists, and
this is an absurdity and an impossible contradiction, and it is
not possible for there to be body and riot motion; thus, when
there is a body there is motion necessarily.

It is sometimes assumed that it is possible for the body of
the universe to have been at rest originally, having the possi-

1 ;;~..r ,f~..r i.).;' oil.J ; emending the ms. ;;~..r ,f.J ;;~..r i.).; I oi! .

.2Ms. 1~..r L..r:-. AR, as AH, 1~..r i.r:-. -
3Reading ~..r as the ms., rejecting AR's emendation of;;~yo .

• : .).;,. Printer's error in AR, r.).;' i.).; I .
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15 bility Ito move, and then to have moved. This opinion, how
ever, is false of necessity: for if the body of the universe was at
rest originally and then moved, then (either) the body of the
universe would have to be a generation from nothing or
eternal.

If it is a generation from nothing, the coming to be of being
from nothing being generation, then its becoming is motion
in accordance with our previous classification l of motion,

p. 119 (viz.) that generation is one of the species of motion. /If, then,
body is not prior (to motion, motion) is (of) its essence2 and
therefore the generation of a body can never precede motion.
It was said, however, to have been originally without motion:
Thus it was, and no motion existed, and it was not, and no
motion existed, and this is an impossible contradiction and it

5 is impossible, if a body is a generation from nothing, /for it to
be prior to motion.

If, on the other hand, the body (of the universe) is eternal,
having rested and then moved, it having had the possibility
to move, then the body of the universe, which is eternal, will
have moved from actual rest to actual movement, whereas
that which is eternal does not move, as we have explained
previously. The body of the universe is then moving and not
moving, and this is an impossible contradiction and it is not

10 possible for the /body of the universe to be eternal, resting in
actuality, and then to have moved into movement in actuality.

Motion, therefore, exists in the body of the universe, which,
accordingly, is never prior to motion. Thus if there is motion
there is, necessarily, a body, while if there is a body there is,
necessarily, motion.

It has been explained previously that time is not prior to
15 motion; nor, of necessity, is time prior to body, /since there

is no time other than through motion, and since there is no
body unless there is motion and no motion unless there is

lReading l:..A;.... with the ms., rejecting AR's emendation of l;.A.... J •

&Emending the ms. to read ~I~ ..,. 4S""~I .:..ilS'4S""~1 r.).;1 ~ ( 1~!J .

AR's emendation ~1~ ,:".,s::J1 ,:"ts"" ,:".,s::J1 r,);\ ~ ( I~li. In its corrupt

state the ms. has ~I~ ':"lS' r.).;1 ~ ( I~Li .
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body. Nor does body exist without duration, since duration is
that in which its being is, i.e., that in which there is that
which it is; and there is no duration of body unless there is
motion, since body always occurs with motion, as has been
explained.The duration ofthe body, which is always a concom
itant of the body, is counted by the motion of the body,
which is (also) always a concomitant of the body. Body, there-

20 fore, is never prior to time; land thus body, motion and time
are never prior to one another.

p. 120 It has, in accordance with this,! already been explained
that it is impossible for time to have infinity, since it is im
possible for quantity or something which has quantity to have
infinity in actuality. All time is therefore finite in actuality,
and since body is not prior to time, it is not possible for the
body of the universe, due to its being, to have infinity. The
being of the body of the universe is thus necessarily finite,

5 and it is impossible for the body of the universe Ito be eternal.
We shall, moreover, show this by means of another account

-after it has been explained by what we have said
which shall add to the skill of the investigators of this approach
in their penetration (of it). We therefore say:

Composition and combination are part of change, for they
are a joining and organizing of things. A body is a long, wide,
deep substance, i.e., it possesses three dimensions. It is com
posed of the substance which is its genus, and of the long,
wide and deep which is its specific difference; and it is that

10 which is composed of /matter and form. Composition is the
change ofa state which itself is not a composition; composition
is motion, and if there was no motion, there would not be
composition. Body is, therefore, composite, and if there was
not motion there would not be body, and body and motion
thus are not prior to one another.

15 /Through motion there is time, since motion is change;
change is the number of the duration of that which changes,
and motion is a counting of the duration of that which chan
ges. Time is a duration counted by motion, and every body

lReading I~l; , as the ms. (for 01 ~l; ?). AR 0~(j .
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has duration, as we said previously, viz., that in which there
is being, i.e., that in which there is that which it is. Body is
not prior to motion, as we have explained. Nor is body prior

20 to duration, which is counted by motion. /Body, motion and
time are therefore not prior to one another in being, and they
occur simultaneously in being. Thus if time is finite in actua
lity, then, necessarily, the being ofa body is finite in actuality,

p. 121 if /composition and harmonious arrangement are a kind
of change, though if composition and harmonious arrange
ment were not a kind of change, l this conclusion would not
be necessary.

Let us now explain in another way that it is not possible
for time to have infinity in actuality, either in the past or
future. We say:

5 /Before every temporal segment there is (another) segment,
until we reach a temporal segment before which there is no
segment, i.e., a segmented duration before which there is no
segmented duration. It cannot be otherwise-if it were
possible, and after every segment of time there was a segment,
infinitely, then we would never reach a given time-for the

10 duration from past infinity Ito this given time would be equal
to the duration from this given time regressing in times to
infinity; and if (the duration) from infinity to a definite time
was known, then (the duration) from this known time to
temporal infinity would be known, and then the infinite is
finite, and this is an impossible contradiction.

15 /Furthermore, if a defiqite time cannot be reached until a
time before it is reached, nor that before it until a time before
it is reached, and so to infinity; and the infinite can neither be
traversed nor brought to an end; then the temporally infinite

p. 122 can never be traversed so as to /reach a definite time. However
its termination at a definite time exists, and time is not an in
finite segment, but rather is finite necessarily, and therefore
the duration of body is not infinite, and it is not possible for
body to be without duration. Thus the being of a body does

lReading L. 'Y~ with the IDS. AR omits L. •
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not have infinity; the being of a body is, rather, finite, and it
is impossible for body to be eternal.

5 JIt is (also) not possible for future time to have infinity in
actuality: for if it is impossible for (the duration from) past
time to a definite time to have infinity, as we have said pre
viously; and times are consecutive, one time after another
time, then whenever a time is added to a finite, definite time,
the sum of the definite time and its addition is definite. If,
however, the sum was not definite, then something quantitati
vely definite would have been added to something (else)
quantitatively definite, with something quantitatively infinite
assembled by them.

10 JTime is a continuous quantity, i.e., it has a division
common to its past and future. Its common division is the
present, which is the last limit of past time and the first limit
offuture time. Every definite time has two limits: a first limit
and last limit. If two definite times are continuous through
one limit common to them both, then the remaining limit

15 of each one of them is definite and Jknowable. It has, however,
been said that the sum of the two times will be indefinite;l
it will then be both not limited by any termini and limited by
termini, and this is an impossible contradiction. It is thus
impossible, if a definite time is added to a definite time, for the
sum to be indefinite; and whenever a definite time is added
to a definite time, all of it is definitely limited, to its last
(segment). It is, therefore, impossible for future time to have

20 /infinity in actuality, and let us now complete this second
section.

1 .".,. ~ , emending the ms.•".l.\oJ.I, which AR alters to .".loU'.
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An investigation whether it is or is not possible for a thing
to be the cause of the generation ofits essence, shall now follow
the previous (discussion). We say that it is not possible for a

5 thing to be the cause of the generation of its essence. II mean
by "the generation of its essence" its becoming a being, either
from something or from nothing-generation usually being
predicated, in other places, of that which comes to be partic
ularly from something-for it is necessary that (a thing)
will be either an existent and its essence non-existent; or it
will be a non-existent and its essence existent; or it will be a
non-existent and its essence non-existent; or it will be an
existent and its essence existent.

If (a thing) were a non-existent, and its essence were non
existent, then it would be nothing, and its essence would be

10 nothing; and nothing is neither a cause Inor an effect, for
both cause and effect are predicated only of something which
has existence of some sort. Therefore l it is not the cause of the
generation of its essence, since it is no cause whatsoever.
However, it has been said th~t it is the cause of the genera
tion of its essence, and this is an impossible contradiction.
Thus it is not possible for a thing to be the cause of the gen
eration of its essence, if it is a non-existent and its essence is
non-existent.

A similar thing would occur if a thing were a non-existent
and its essence were existent. For, again, since it is a non-

15 existent, it would be nothing, land nothing is neither cause
nor effect, as we stated previously. Therefore it would not be
the cause of the generation of its essence, As, however, it has
been said previously that it is the cause of the generation of

lMs. 1~1. AR "'~1.
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its essence, this is an impossible contradiction, and it is not
possible for a thing to be the cause of the generation of its
essence if it is a non-existent and its essence is existent.

It would appear from this discussion also that the essence
of a thing is different from the thing, because things which are
different from each other are those of which it is possible

p. 124 {for something to occur to one and not to the other. If, there
fore, it occurred to a thing to be non-existent, and to its
essence to be existent, then its essence would not be it, though
the essence of every thing is that thing. Thus a thing would
not be itself and it would be itself, and this is also an impossible
contradiction.

A similar thing would occur if a thing were an existent
and its essence were non-existent; I mean that its essence would

5 be different from it, since that {which occurs to it would be
different from that which occurs to its essence. It follows
necessarily from this, as we stated previously, that a thing
would be itself, and it would not be itself, this also being an
impossible contradiction. It is not therefore possible for a
thing to be an existent and its essence not existent.

A similar thing would occur if a thing were an existent and
its essence were an existent, and it were the cause of the
generation of its essence. For ifit were the cause of its essence
which it generates, then its essence would be its effect, and

10 the cause is different from the effect. It therefore would {occur
that it would be the cause ofits essence, while its essence would
be its effect. Its essence would then not be it, though the es
sence of every thing is that thing. Thus it follows necessarily
from this kind (of argument) that it would not be itself, and
that it would be itself, and this is an impossible contradiction;
and it is not possible, assuming a thing were the cause of the
generation of its essence, for it to be an existent and its essence
an existent.

Similarly, if it were a non-existent and its essence were
15 non-existent, and it were the cause of its essence, {and its

essence were also the effect; it would occur that a thing would
he itself and it would not be itself. It is not, therefore, possible
for a thing to be the cause of the generation of its essence,
and this is what we wanted to clarify.
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Inasmuch as this has been explained, we now say that every
utterance must be either meaningful or not meaningful. That
which has no meaning has nothing of which inquiry can be
made; philosophy is concerned only with that of which in
quiry can be made, and it is not in the nature of philosophy
to employ that of which no inquiry can be made.

20 jThat which has meaning must be either a universal or
particular thing. Philosophy does not inquire into particular
things, for particular things are not limited, and that which

p. 125 cannot be limited, knowledge cannot comprehend. IPhiloso
phy is a knowing of things, its knowledge being of their
true natures. I t therefore inquires only into universal,
delimited things the true natures of which knowledge can
comprehend perfectly.

Universal general things must be either essential or non
essential. I mean by "essential" that which establishes the
essence of a thing, namely, that by the existence of which the

5 being of a thing is sustained land maintained, and by the
absence of which the destruction and corruption of a thing
occurs: as "life", by which the sustenance and maintenance of
a living being occurs, and by the absence of which the corrup
tion and destruction of a living being occurs. Life is essential
in a living being, and the essential is that which is called sub
stantial, for in it the substance of a thing is sustained.

The substantial must be either a collective or distinct
thing. The collective refers to many things, each one receiving

10 its definition and name from it, and it Ithereby combines them.
That which refers to many things, in that each one receives
its name and definition from it, can refer either to individuals
-as "man", which refers to each one of the units of man, i.e.,
every human individual, and this is what is called "species",
since it is one species referring to every one of these indivi-

15 duals-jor it can refer to many species, as "animal", which
refers to every species of animal, such as man and horse; and
this is called "genus", since with one genus it refers to every
one of these species.

As for the substantially distinct entity, it is that which
distinguishes between the definitions of things; as the "ra
tional", which differentiates some living beings from others.
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This is called a "specific difference", due to its differentiating
some things from others.

20 lAs for that which is not essential, it is contrary to that
p. 126 just described, and it is that the sustaining land maintaining

of which is due to something which is its substrate; while its
absence is due to the absence of that thing which is its sub
strate. Therefore that which is non-essential is in a sub
stance which is its substrate and is not substantial. On the
contrary, it is an accident of the substance and is therefore
called accidens.

That which is in a substance must be either in one thing,
5 peculiar to it and proper to it alone, as laughter in Iman and

the braying in a donkey, this being called a "property", as it
is proper to one thing; or it will be in many things, common
to them all, as the whiteness in paper and cotton. This is
called a "common accident" as it is, in that it happens to
many things.

Thus, every utterance has a meaning which will be either a
genus, species, individual, specific difference, property or

10 Icommon accident. Together two things are comprised by
these, substance and accidens. The genus, species, individual
and specific difference are substantial; while the property and
common accident belong to accidens; and every utterance
will be either universal or particular, and either collective
or separate.

Let us now, since the foregoing has been discussed, speak
ofthe number ofways "one" is predicated. We say that "one"

15 is predicated of levery continuum, and also of that which
does not receive multiplicity. It is thus predicated of diverse
kinds, including the genus, species, individual, specific differ
ence, property and common accident, and of all which has
already been discussed previously.

The individual will be either natural, as an animal or
p. 127 plant, and what is similar to them; lor artificial, as a house and

what is similar to it. A house is continuous by nature, though
its composition is continuous by accident, viz., through the
(builder's) technique. It is one by nature and its composition
one by technique in that the composition can become one
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only through an accidental unity, while the house itself is one
through a natural unity.

"One" is predicated also of"all" and "part", "whole" and
5 /"some". Now it may be thought that there is no difference

between "all" and "whole", in that "all" is predicated of
things having both similar and dissimilar parts; as in our
remark "all the water", water being one of the things having
similar parts; and "all the body", body being composed of
bone, flesh and what follows these of (those organs) having

10 different parts; and "all the tribe", /these being different
individuals. However (there is a difference between "all"
and "whole"): "whole" is not predicated of things having
similar parts---one does not say, "the whole water"-for
"whole" is predicated equally of an aggregate heterogeneous
by accident or in some sense unified though each diverse ele
ment is sustained by its own nature without the other, the
name "totality" referring to it.

"All", however, is predicated of every unified thing in
whatever way the unity comes about. Therefore one does not

15 say "the whole water", since water is not made of /heteroge
neous things each of which is sustained by its own nature.
One says, rather, "all the water", since it is a unified thing.

In a similar way there is a distinction between "part" and
p. 128 "some". /"Part" is predicated of that which enumerates and

divides the "all" into equal amounts; while "some" is predi
cated of that which does not enumerate the all (uniformly)
but divides and apportions it into unequal amounts; there is
no equality among its "somes" (i.e., the portions which com
prise the all), for then it would be a "part" of it.

"One" is, then, predicated of each one of the predicables,
5 and that which derives from the predicables, whether /genus,

species, individual, specific difference, property, common
accident, all or part, whole or some. As for the genus, it is in
each one of its species, since it is predicated of each one of its
species univocally, while the species is in each one of its

10 individuals, since it is predicated ofeach one of tits individuals
univocally. The individual is one only by convention, in that
every individual is divisible and therefore not one by essence.
The individual unity is separable from individuals, and is
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not essentially one; the unity which is in it, by convention,
is not in it essentially. It therefore does not have true unity.

15 fThat which is not essential in the true nature of a thing is in
it in an accidental manner, and that which occurs accidental
ly to a thing does so in virtue of something other than itself.
That which occurs accidentally is an effect in that in which
the accident occurs. An effect is a relative term, the effect
coming from an agent. Thus unity in the individual is, neces
sarily, an effect of an agent.

The species is that which is predicated of a multiplicity of
individually different things. It is multiple, inasmuch as it
has many individuals; and also as a composite of things,
inasmuch as it is composed of genus and specific difference;

p. 129 las the human species, which is composed ofliving, reasoning
and mortal (elements). That which is a species through its
esseni. is multiple, by way of its individuals and its being
comp ite. The unity it has is by convention only, in a non
essen al sense, and therefore its unity is not true unity. Unity
is thus in the species in an accidental manner, and that which
occurs accidentally to a thing does so in virtue of something
other than itself. The accident is an effect in that in which

5 the accident occurs. An effect is fa relative term, the effect
coming from an agent, and unity in the species is also, neces
sarily, an effect coming from an agent.

The genus, which is that which is predicated of many
things different in species, indicates the essence of a thing.
The genus is multiple, inasmuch as it has many species, each
one of its species being both an independent substance and
many individuals; and each one of its individuals being also
an independent substance. The genus is multiple in this way,
and its unity is also not true unity. Unity is therefore in it in

10 an laccidental manner, and that which occurs accidentally
to a thing does so in virtue of something other than itself.
The accident is an effect in that in which the accident occurs.
An effect is a relative term, an effect coming from an agent,
and unity in the genus also is, necessarily, an effect coming
from an agent.

The specific difference, which is that which is predicated of
a multiplicity of things different in species, indicates the
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quality of a thing. It is predicated of each one of the indivi
duals of those species of which a specific difference, which
indicates a quality, is predicated. It is multiple by way of the

15 species and the individuals of which the Ispecies are predica
ted. Its unity is also not true unity, and it is therefore in it
in an accidental manner, and that which occurs acciden-

p. 130 tally Ito a thing does so in virtue of something other than
itself. The accident is an effect in that in which the accident
occurs. An effect is a relative term, an effect coming from an
agent, and unity in the specific difference is also an effect
coming from an agent.

The property, which is that which is predicated of one
species and of each one of its individuals, indicates the exis
tence of a thing. It is not an (essential) part (of a thing), in
that it is indicative of its existence. It is multiple, because it

5 exists lin many individuals and because it has motion and
motion is divisible. Its unity is also not true unity, and it
exists therefore in an accidental manner, and that which
occurs accidentally to a thing does so in virtue of something
other than itself. The accident is an effect in that in which
the accident occurs. An effect is a relative term, an effect
coming from an agent, and unity in the property is also an
effect coming from an agent.

The common accident is also predicated of many indivi-
10 duals. It is multiple since it exists in Imany individuals. It will

be either a quantity, and be subject to augmentation and
diminution, being divisible; or it will be a quality, and be
subject to the similar and dissimilar and the stronger and
weaker. (The common accident thus) is subject to divergent
things and is multiple, and its unity is also not true unity.
It is therefore in it in an accidental manner, and that which
occurs accidentally, as we stated previously, is an effect co
ming from an agent. Thus the unity in a common accident is
also· an effect coming from an agent.

The all which is predicated of the predicables has portions,
15 in that every one of the predicables is la portion of it. The all

which is predicated of one predicable also has portions, in
that every predicable is a genus, and every genus has many
species, and every species has individuals. The all is thus
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multiple, in that it has many divisions. Its unity is also not
true unity. It is therefore in it in an accidental manner, and it
therefore comes from an agent, as we said previously, concern
ing that which occurs in an accidental manner.

Similarly, the whole is also multiple, in that it is predicated
p. 131 ofa multiplicity ofcombined things. /Its unity also is not true

unity, and it is in it in an accidental manner. It is therefore
in it as an effect coming from an agent, as we said previously.

A part will be either substantial or accidental, and a subs-
5 tantial part will have either similar or dissimilar parts. /That

which has similar parts is like water,l the part of which is
completely water. All water is subject to division into parts,
and a part of water, as it is completely water, is multiple.
Tjt which does not have similar parts, i.e., that which has
di rent parts, is like the living body which is (made) of
fles ,skin, nerves, arteries, veins, ligaments, peritoneum, dia
phragms, bone, brain, blood, bile, phlegm, and everything,
which2 does not have similar (parts), "from which the living

10 body is composed; land every one (of the parts) of the living
body we have mentioned is subject to division into parts and
is also multiple.

The accidental part inheres within the substantial part; as,
for example, length, breadth and depth in the flesh, bone and
other parts of a living body; and color, taste and other acci
dents, each of which is divisible through the divisions of the
substantial (parts). The accidental part has, therefore, 8

parts, and is also multiple, and the unity in the part is also
not true unity.

15 IBoth the naturally and accidentally continuous thing have
parts: as a house, whose natural continuity is its shape, having
sides; and whose accidental continuity, i.e., the artificial, is
achieved through combination of its component parts, like
its stone and mortar and (other) parts of its structure. It is
also multiple, and its unity is not true unity.

IMs. L..J.S::;. AR .Utf'.

"Ms. <ill.,. AR JI .
"Ms. I~!. AR .)~J .
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The one may also be predicated in relation to other things,
among some ofthe things which we have previously mentioned;

20 las the mile, for one says, "one mile", since it is an "all" of
(many) stadia as well as a part of a parasang, and in that it is
continuous and combined, because its stadia are continuous
and combined, and it is the whole of its stadia; and in that it

p. 132 is separate from lother miles, i.e., those whose totality is a
parasang. The unity in this is also not true unity, but rather
it is an accident.

The unity in everything which we have defined is not true
unity. Rather it is in each one of them in that they are not
divided as they are found. The unity in them is in an acciden
tal manner, and that which occurs accidentally to something

5 lis not part of its essence. That which occurs accidentally to a
thing comes from something else, and therefore an accident
in something which receives an accident is an acquisition
from something else, and is an acquisition from a donating
agent. It is an effect in that which receives the accident. An
effect comes from an agent, in that the effect and the agent
are in a relation where one does not precede the other.

Furthermore, everything which is an accident in one thing
is essential in another thing, in that everything which exists
in one thing by accident is in another thing by essence.

10 ISince we have explained that the unity in all these things is
by accident, no part being by essence but rather by accident,
the unity which occurs in a thing by accident is acquired
from that in which it occurs by essence.

Thus here is a one, true, of necessity uncaused unity, and
let us explain this by more (evidence) than what has preceded.

We say:
15 IThe nature of every predicate, in that which takes a pre-

dicate, i.e., everything which the sense perceives and the
essence of which the intellect cOmprehends, must be either
one or multiple, or one and multiple together, or some of these

p. 133 things one and not multiple at all, Iwhile othersl are multiple
and not one at all.

lReading~.J with the InS., rejecting AR's emendation of~ ).
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If the nature of every predicate were multiplicity only,
then participation in one state or one concept would not occur.
This occurrence exists, however, i.e., the participation in one

5 state or one concept, land therefore unity exists with multipli
city. We had, however, postulated that unity is not an exis
tent; (therefore) unity is an existent non-existent, and this
is an impossible contradiction.

If, furthermore, every predicate were multiplicity only,
then there would be nothing contrary to multiplicity, in that
the contrary of multiplicity is unity, and there would be no
c~rary. If there were no contrary to predicates, they would

10 both loccur and not occur, in that participation in one state
or on c~ncept does occur. This however, is an impossible
contradiction, and it is not possible unless there is unity.

If, furthermore, there were multiplicity only without unity,
then it would be dissimilar, in that similarity has one thing
which is common to all its members, with which they are
similar to one another, and there is no "one" with multiplicity,
as we have postulated. Thus there would be no one thing
common to all its members, and they would be both dissimi
lar and similar, through the absence of unity. They would

15 thus be a similar dissimilarity Itogether, and this is an impos
sible contradiction, and it is not possible for there to be multi
plicity unless there is unity.

If, moreover, there were multiplicity only without unity,
they would be moving, in that if there were no unity, there
would not be a state which remains one, and if there were not
a state which remains one, there would be no resting, as the
quiescent is that which occurs in a state which remains one,
unchanging and non-transferable. If there were no resting,
there would be no quiescent state; and if there were no quies
cent state, it would be moving.

20 IIf there were multiplicity only, they would also be non-
moving, in that motion is alteration, either in place, quantity,
quality or substance. Every alteration is to something else,

p. 134 land that which is other than multiplicity is unity. If there
were no unity, there would be no alteration of multiplicity.
We had postulated that unity does not exist, and thus an al
teration of multiplicity would not exist, and motion would
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not exist. Thus, if there were multiplicity only without unity,
they would be without both motion and rest, as we stated
previously. This is an impossible contradiction, and it is not
possible (for there to be multiplicity) unless there is unity.

5 /If, also, there were multiplicity only, then it would have
to be (composed) either of individual meubers or not of in
dividual members at all. If it were (composed) of individual
members, then either the individual multiple entities would
be units or would not be units. If they were not units, and the
multiplicity were not reduced to units at all, then the multipli
city would be infinite.

to Ilf a section were separated from the infinite, all of that
which is divisible being greater than that section which is
separated from it, then the separate part would be either finite
in multiplicity or infinite in multiplicity. If the section were
finite in multiplicity, an infinity of multiplicity already having
been postulated, then it would be both finite in multiplicity
and infinite in multiplicity, and this is an impossible contra
diction.

15 Ilf the section were infinite in multiplicity, it being smaller
than that which is divisible, then infinity! would be greater
than infinity, and this is an impossible contradiction, as we
stated previously.

There would thus be individual multiple entities being
units necessarily, and unity would exist, in that every indivi
dual is one; and then there would be multiplicity only and

20 non-multiplicity lonly, in that unity would exist with it, and
this is an impossible contradiction.

If, furthermore, multiplicity were not (composed) of indi
vidual members, and there were no multiplicity at all, in that
the concept of multiplicity is a combination of individuals, it
would then be non-multiple and multiple together, and this
is an impossible contradiction; and it is not possible (for there
to be multiplicity) unless there is unity.

p. 135 /If, also, there were multiplicity only without unity, then
each one of the individual multiple entities would be unlim-

lMs.•L:.::. ~.J' AR.L:.::. ")Ii.
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ited, in that the limit is a "one" which falls under the concept
of"one", and if there were no one in multiplicity, there would
be nothing limited. If there were nothing limited, then there
would be no limit. However, the individual multiple entities
are limited, and they would thus be limited and non-limited,
and this is an impossible contradiction, and it is not possible

5 for unity not to loccur.

~
ISO there were multiplicity only without unity, then

mult licity would not be subject to number, in that the prin
ciples,rif number are units, as number is a multiplicity com
posed of units, and the disparity between multiple entities is
due to the units. If there were no units there would be no num
ber, and if there were multiplicity without units, it would not

lObe Inumbered. Now multiplicity is numbered, and units occur
with multiplicity. However, we had postulated that units do
not occur with it, and this is an impossible contradiction, and
it is not possible for units1 not to occur.

If, also, there were multiplicity only without "one", there
15 would be no knowledge, in that knowledge impresses Ithe

description2 of that which is known into the soul of the know
er as one state, for if it were not impressed as one state in
which the s~ul of the knower and the description of that which
is known are united, there would be no knowledge. Knowl
edge does exist, however, and the one state does exist, and
unity exists. We had, however, postulated that unity does not
exist; this is therefore an impossible contradiction, and it is
not possible for unity not to occur.

If, also, there were multiplicity only without "one", and
20 every3 predicate either will be a thing lor will not be a thing,

and if it is a thing it is one, then unity would exist with mul
tiplicity. We had, however, postulated that it is multiplicity
only. It would then be multiplicity only without unity and
multiplicity and unity, and this is an impossible contradiction.

1 .)!.-T, though IDS., followed by AR (and cf. his n. 3) has f.)!.-T.
"Reading ~J.r-ll rJ r.} (:U.r-l1). AR . ·rJ , rJ'. ....
·Ms. j5"".J as AH. AR j>:; .
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p. 136 Ilf the predicate were not a thing, then multiplicity would
not be composed from it, nor, moroever, would it be multipli
city. It had, however, been postulated that it is multiplicity,
and it would then be multiplicity non-multiplicity; this is an
impossible contradiction, and it is not possible for unity not
to occur.

It shall now be clear that it is not possible for some things
5 to be multiplicity only, in that it is Inot possible for any

thing to be multiplicity only, since it will either be a thing
or it will not be a thing, and if it is a thing it is one, and if it is
not a thing, it is not multiplicity. It is, however, multiplicity,
and this is an impossible contradiction, and it is not possible
for some things to be multiplicity only without unity.

10 lIt is, moreover, clear from all these investigations that it is
not possible for things to be multiplicity without unity, in
that it is impossible for (even) some things to be multiplicity
without unity.

Similarly, we shall now explainl that it is not possible for
unity to occur without multiplicity, nor (may even) some
things have unity without multiplicity.

We say: if there were unity only without multiplicity
15 contrariety would not exist, for that which is lother than a

contrary is (another) contrary, and otherness occurs in at
least two things. Two things are multiple, and if there were no
multiplicity there would be no contrariety, and if there is
contrariety, there is multiplicity. Now contrariety exists,
and therefore multiplicity exists; we had, however, postulated
that multiplicity is not an existent. It would thus be an exis
tent non-existent, and this is an impossible contradiction,
and it is not possible for multiplicity not to occur.

If, furthermore, there were unity only without multiplicity,
then there would be no exception, in that exception only
occurs either to one or to more than one thing, disregarding

p. 137 things which are not excepted. /Thus, ifthere were exception,
then multiplicity would exist. Now the exception and that
which is excepted do exist, and multiplicity thus exists. We

lReading ~. AR ~ .
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I
had, however, postulated that multiplicity does not exist. It
would thus be an existent non-existent, and this is an impos
sible contradiction and it is not possible for multiplicity not

to ~cur.
5 II also, there were unity only without multiplicity, then

there would be no differentiation, in that two things are the
least in which there is differentiation, and two and more
things are a multiplicity. If there were no multiplicity, there
would be no differentiation, and if there were differentiation,
then multiplicity would exist. Now differentiation exists,
and therefore multiplicity exists. We had, however,! postula
ted that multiplicity is not an existent. 2 It would thus be an
existent non-existent; this3 is an impossible contradiction,

10 land it is not possible for multiplicity not to occur.
If, furthermore, there were unity only without multiplicity,

there would be neither agreement nor disagreement, conjunc
tion nor separation. For two things are the least in which
agreement, separation, disagreement and conjunction will
occur, and two things are a multiplicity. If there were no
multiplicity there would be neither agreement nor disagree-

15 ment. INow agreement and disagreement exist, and therefore
multiplicity exists. We had, however, postulated that it did
not exist. It would thus be an existent non-existent, and this
is an impossible contradiction, (and it is not possible) for
multiplicity not to occur.

If, furthermore, there were unity only without multiplicity,
then it would have neither beginning, middle nor end; for
this will not occur except in something which has parts,

138 land the one has neither beginning, middle nor end. However,
the beginning, middle and end exist, and thus an object
which has parts exists. Every object which has parts is more
than one, and multiplicity exists in it. We had, however,
postulated that multiplicity does not exist, and this is an

5 impossible contradiction, and it is not possible for Imultipli
city not to occur.

1 Ji.1. AR Ji~1.1. Ms. originally as AR, but line through ~I .
IMs. o.)~~. ~,as AH. AR o.)y;-Y' ~ .

"Ms. l.a. AR 1.a.1.
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If, furthermore, there were unity only without multiplicity,
then there would be no figure, for figures are made either
from arcs or chords, or from that which is composed of arcs
and chords, either from arched or chorded surfaces or from
that which is composed of them both.

The circle and sphere have a center and circumference,
and that which is composed of arcs or arched (surfaces), or

10 I(of) a line or linear (surfaces), or of arcs or an arched (surface
together), or of a chord and chorded (surface) together, has
angles and sides, and has multiplicity. If figures exist, then
multiplicity exists. But the figure exists, so multiplicity exists.
We had, however, postulated that multiplicity does not exist.
Multiplicity is thus an existent non-existent, and this is an

IS impossible contradiction, land it is not possible for multipli
city not to occur.

If, furthermore, there were unity only without multiplicity,
then it would neither move nor rest; for that which moves
moves by transference, either to another place, quantity,
quality or substance; and this is multiplicity.

That which rests rests in a place. Moreover, some of its
20 parts are within others. Place and parts lare each multiple,

for parts are more numerous than a part, and a place has a
high and low, front and rear, right and left.

Place by nature necessitates the existence of multiplicity,
in that place is other than that which occupies a place; and
place (necessitates the existence of) that which occupies a

p. 139 place, I(as) increase necessitates the existence of that which
increases, decrease necessitates the existence of that which
decreases, alteration necessitates the existence of that which
is altered, generation necessitates the existence of that which
comes to be, and corruption necessitates the existence of that
which perishes. The negation as well of all these necessitates
the existence of multiplicity. For (the terms) "not generating",
"not perishing", "not increasing", "not dwindling", and "not
altering", are subject and predicates: a subject of which
negation is predicated for delimited things.

5 Ilf there is rest there is multiplicity, and if there were not
multiplicity there would be neither rest nor motion. Now rest
and motion exist. Therefore multiplicity exists. We had,
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ho~r, postulated that multiplicity does not exist. It would
thJ~f~re be an existent non-existent. This is an impossible
contradiction, and it is not possible for there not to be multi
plicity.

It shall now l be clear that it is not possible for even one
10 thing not to have multiplicity in it; Ifor if multiplicity were

not in it, it would be neither moving nor at rest, and nothing
sensible or attached to the sensible can avoid the character
of motion and rest. It is thus not possible for there to be one
thing without multiplicity in it.

If, furthermore, there were unity only without multiplicity,
there would be neither part nor all, for the all is an association
of parts, and two is the least of that which may be associated,

15 and two things are a multiplicity. If there were no Imultipli
city there would be no all, and if there were no all, there would
be no part, for the all and the part are related things in which
each side is rendered necessary through the necessity of the
other; or, either of them2 being invalid, it invalidates,
through its invalidity, the other. There would, then, be nei
ther all nor part to things; however things are all and part.
All and part would then each be an existent non-existent,
and this is an impossible contradiction.

p. 140 IFurthermore, the part is one, so that if there is a part,
there is unity; if, also, there is a part, there is an all, and if
there were no part, there would be ilO all. If there were nei
ther part nor all, there would not be anything. If there were
nothing, then there would be no sensible or intelligible object
at all, nor any unity in anything sensible or intelligible.

5 IIf, therefore, there were no part, and no unity, and, since
there would be no part there would be no all, then there
would be no unity (whatsoever). We had, however, postulated
that there is unity. Unity would thus be an existent non-exis
tent, and this is also an impossible contradiction, and it is
not possible for there not to be multiplicity.

IMs. .!Jll:".J, as AH. AR !ll:".J.
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It has now been clarified that it is not possible for any of
the things which we have mentioned to have unity without
multiplicity, for it would be neither part nor all, as we have

lO stated previously. IThus it is clear, from all these investiga
tions, that it is not possible for there to be multiplicity without
unity in any of the things which we have mentioned; while
it is clear from some of these investigations that it is definitely
not possible for there to be anything having unity without
multiplicity in it.

It is thus evident that it is not possible for there to be unity
only without multiplicity, or multiplicity only without unity,
and nothing which we have mentioned can be free either

15 from multiplicity or from unity.! lIt is necessary, therefore,
that the things which we have mentioned be multiple and one.

As, moreover, it is now clear that the nature of things has
unity and multiplicity, the unity must be either separate from
multiplicity or associated with it. If the unity were sepa
rate from the multiplicity, it would be'necessary that there
accompany unity only, that contradiction which accompanies
the unity which we have mentioned previously; and (there

20 would accompany) that which is multiplicity only, Ithat
(contradiction) which accompanies the multiplicity which we
have mentioned previously.

p. 141 lIt remains, therefore, that unity is associated with multi-
plicity, i.e., associated with it in all of the sensible objects and
whatever is attached to the sensible objects, in that whatever
contains multiplicity contains unity, and whatever contains
unity, contains multiplicity.

As it has now been explained that the association of mul
tiplicity and unity is in every sensible object and that which

5 is attached to Ithe sensible object, this association has to
come about either throughch;:tnce, i.e., coincidence, without
a cause; or through a cause. If the association were through
chance, then there would be a separation (between multipli
city and unity) which would be accompanied by the same
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absurdities which accompanied our investigations l concerning
the existence of multiplicity without unity. How, further
more, would it be possible for multiplicity and unity, being

10 separate, to be together? Multiplicity is but the Imultiplicity
of units, i.e., a collection of single entities, and unity necessari
ly occurs with multiplicity and nothing else can be possible.

Moreover, assuming unity and multiplicity were separate
things,2 how would it be possible for there to be unity only,
since they are two things, and two things are a multiplicity?
It is thus not possible that these two things be like this (sepa
rate).

We may, then, return to that which is "caused" by the
chance of separation, and (declare that) this is (composed

15 of) two (things),3 land there accompanies it that contradic
tion which we mentioned previously. It is, therefore, not
possible for there to be (things) which are separate which
then come together by chance, i.e., without a cause.

It therefore remains that their association4 is caused, from
the beginning of the object's coming to be.

As it has now been explained that the association is caused,
the cause must be either from itself, or the association will
have another cause other than itself, outside of and separate

20 from it. Ilf the cause of its association were from itself, then
it would be part of it, and that part would be prior to the rest.
As by itself the cause precedes the effect, as we have explained
in our writing concerning the separation (between cause and
effect), that (cause) which is one of the sensibles or is attached

p. 142 to the sensibles, i.e., to all things, Iwould be either unity
only, multiplicity only, or an association of multiplicity with
unity. Now there would be attached to unity only (and to
multiplicity only) that which is attached to the multiplicity

5 and unity which we have previously studied. IThe unity and

tReading ~'>I ~~)1', as AH. AR ~'>! .)t-;~I.

·Ms. as AH, ,:,~~ w,.J lJ' '>!. AR ,:,~~ lJ' '>!, without noting
necessary emendation.
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multiplicity (of the cause) ought, then, to be associated, and
their association may be either by chance or through a cause,
either of their own or from something else.

There would be attached to an association by chance that
contradiction which we have previously mentioned; while in
an association caused by themselves, the association would be a
cause (caused) by itself, this going on indefinitely, and there
would be a cause of a cause and a cause of a cause until infi
nity. It has, however, been explained that it is impossible
for there to be an actual infinite thing, and it is thus not possi-

10 bIe that jthe association of unity and multiplicity is caused
by themselves.

Nothing remains, therefore, other than that their associa
tion have another cause, other than themselves, more illus
trious, more noble and prior to them, since in essence the
cause precedes the effect, as we have mentioned previously
in the writings in which we have spoken of the separation
(of cause and effect). This cause is not associated with them,
for, as we stated previously, being associated requires, in the
associated things, a cause outside of the associated things.
If this were the case, however, causes would go on indefinitely,

15 and an infinity jof causes is impossible, as we stated previous
ly, since it is not possible for there to be an actual thing having
infinity.

Furthermore, (the cause of the association of multiplicity
and unity) is not in that which is generic to them, for things
which are in one genus are not prior to one another in essence;
as, for example, the human and equine (species) in the genus
of living being, neither one preceding the other in essence.
The cause, however, does precede the effect in essence, and
therefore the cause of the association of multiplicity and unity
with multiple-single things is not in the genus.

20 jAs it is not with them in genus, it is not with them in
(having) one likeness: for that which is alike occurs in one
genus and in one species, as redness and redness, one figure
and another figure, and similar things. Thus the cause of the
association of multiplicity and unity with multiple-single
things is neither in genus, nor likeness nor resemblance, but
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rather it is the cause of the association's generation and con
solidation, more elevated, more noble and prior to it.

p. 143 lIt has thus been explained that all things have a first
cause, which does not have their genus, and has no resem
blance nor likeness nor association with them. It is, rather,
superior,l more noble and prior to them, being the cause of
their generation and perdurance.

This cause must be either single or multiple: if it were
multiple, then it would contain unity, since multiplicity is

5 but a collection of units, and it would Ithen be multiplicity
and unity together. The cause ofmultiplicity and unity would
therefore be unity and multiplicity, and a thing would then2

be the cause of itself. The cause, however, is other than the
effect, and consequently a thing would be other than its es
sence. This is therefore an impossible contradiction, and the
first cause is neither multiple nor multiple and single. Nothing
remains, therefore, other than that the cause be single only,
in no way accompanied by multiplicity.

It has, then, been shown that the first cause is one, and
10 that the one exists in caused things. IWe have, furthermore,

previously discussed the number of ways one is predicated of
sensible things and of things attached to sensible objects.
Therefore we ought to explain, in that which follows this
part, in which way unity exists in caused things, what is true
unity and what is unity metaphorically and not truly; and
let us now conclude this part.

IMs. *1. AR~i.
tMs. I~l. AR ,J~l .
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Let us now speak of the way in which unity exists in the
15 categories, of that which is Itruly one, and of that which is

one metaphorically and not truly; and let us accordingly
discuss first that which has to take precedence. We say:

The large and small, long and short, much and little are
never predicated absolutely of anything, but, rather, relative
ly; for "large" is predicated only in relation to something
which is smaller than it, and "small" in relation to something
which is larger than it. Accordingly, "large" is predicated of

p. 144 a misfortune Iwhen it is compared to a misfortune smaller
than it, while "small" is predicated of a mountain when it is
compared to another mountain larger than it.

If the large-as, similarly, the small-were predicated
absolutely of those things of which the large is predicated,
the infinite would have no existence whatsoever, either in
actuality or in potentiality, since it would not be possible for

5 lanother thing to be larger than that of which largeness
had been predicated absolutely. The absolutely large will
then not have infinity either in actuality or in potentiality,
for if another object were larger than it in actuality or in po
tentiality, it would not be an absolutely large object, since
it would have become small when another would be larger
than it. If this is not possible, then that which is larger than

10 it will be smaller or equal to it, and this is Ian impossible
contradiction; thus nothing may be larger than the absolutely
large object, either in actuality or in potentiality.

There would then exist a large (object) of which nothing
is double, either! in actuality or in potentiality. Now doubling
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something is multiplying its quantity by two, and multiplying
p. 145 a quantity by two exists, in actuality or lin potentiality.

Thus multiplying the absolute large by two exists, in actuality
or in potentiality, and therefore the absolute large has a
double. The double is all of that which has the double, while
that which has the double is half of the double. Half is part of
the all, and that which is doubled is part of the double.

Thus the absolute large would be both all and part. Fur-
5 thermore, if Idouble the absolute large were not larger than

the absolute large, it would be equal or smaller than it. If it
were equal to it, an ugly absurdity would occur, viz., the all
would be equal to the part; and this is an impossible contra
diction. Similarly, if double the absolute large were smaller
than the absolute large, the all would be smaller than the
part, and this is even more absurd and ugly.

As the all is larger than the part, double the large which
10 was considered as absolute Iwould be larger than the large

which is considered as the absolute large. However by the
"absolute large" is meant simply that than which nothing is
larger, and therefore the absolute large would not be an
absolute large. Either, then, there will be no (absolute) large
whatsoever, or there will be a relatively large, since the large
is not predicated other than absolutely or relatively.

p. 146 Ilf the absolute large were not large (absolutely), it would
be an existent non-existent, and this is an impossible contra
diction; while if the absolute large were the relatively large,
absolute and relative would be synonymous terms for the
same thing, viz., that another thing IS smaller than it; since
it has been explained that there can never be a thing which
does not have something larger than it, either in potentiality
or in actuality.

5 lIn this manner it may be explained that there cannot be
an absolute small, and that the small also occurs only relatively.

While the large and small are predicated of all quantitative
things, the long and short are predicated of all quantitative
things which are continuous, and they are specific to the con

10 tinuous and not to other kinds of quantity. IThey also are
predicated relatively only, and not as an absolute predicate,
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and the explanation of this is like that which we explained
previously regarding the large and the small.

As for the little and the much, they are the property of dis
crete quantity. That which occurs to the large and small, long
and short will occur to the much, in that it will not be predi
cated absolutely, but relatively, and the explanation of this
lies in that which we have explained previously, the method
being the same.

15 jit may be supposed, however, that the little may be pre
dicated absolutely, it being supposed so because if the first
number is two, and every number other tt.an two is greater
than two, two is then the least of the numbers, and two is
then the absolute little, since it is in no way at all "much",
as no number is less than it.

Ifone were a number, nothing would be less than one, and.
20 one would be the absolute little. jThis supposition, however,

is not true, for if we were to say that one is a number we
suppose something ugly and most shameful which would
attach to us due to this. For if one were a number, then
it would be a certain quantity, and if one were a quantity,
then the property of quantity would be attached to it and
accompany it, Le., it would be equal and non-equal.

p. 147 jMoreover, if the one were to have units, some equal to it
and others not equal to it, then the one would be divisible,
for the "smaller one" would be inferior to the "larger one" or
inferior to a portion of it, and the "larger one" would there
fore be a part and the one would be divisible. Now the one
is not divisible, and its division would then be an existent non-

5 existent, and this is an impossible contradiction. jThe one is
therefore not a number.

Do not, incidentally, infer from our remarks concerning
"one" that the kyle of the one, i.e., the matter which exists
with the (numeral) one, is one.· This existent is not one, and
the things which are composed in this way are numbered
and are not number. As in our saying "five horses", the horses
are numbered by five, a number haVing no matter, the matter
being only in the horses. Do not, therefore, take our remarks

10 concerning "one" to refer to jthat which is unified by "one",
but rather to unity itself, and unity is never divisible.
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Now if "one" were a number and not quantitative, while
the remaining numbers-i.e., two and more-were quan
tities, then "one" would not be subsumed in quantity, but
would be subsumed in another category; and "one" and the
remaining numbers would then be said to be numbers homo
nymously only and not naturally. "One", then, would not be
a number naturally, but homonymously, since numbers are

15 not jpredicated other than in relation to "one" thing, as
medical things to medicine and recoveries to the cure.

How, however, could it be possible for this supposition to
be true, i.e., that if "one" were a number, then the property
of quantity, which entails being equal and non-equal, would
have to accompany it, so that the one would have units, some
equal to it and others larger or smaller than it? For if this

p. 148 were to accompany the one, then it would" also jaccompany
every number, i.e., that it would have a namesake equal to it,
a namesake smaller than it, and a namesake larger than it,
and the three would (each) have three, some equal to each,
and others smaller or larger than each; and this would be
necessary in every number. Now, ifthis is not necessary in (all)
numbers, of which there is no doubt, then it is not necessary
In oneness.

5 jFurthermore, if the meaning of our remark, "the property
ofnumber and all quantity entails being equal and non-equal",
were that every number has a number like it and a number
not like it, viz., larger or smaller than it, then "two" would not
be a number, since no number is smaller than it, but only
larger. If, however, it were necessary that two be a number,
since it has an equal, viz., another two; and a non-equal,
viz., more than two; then it would be necessary for "one" to
be a number, since it has an equal, viz., another one; and a

10 non-equal, viz., morel than jit, i.e., two and more. "One"
would then be a quantity, and "one" and the rest of the num
bers would be subsumed in quantity; and since "one" would

'Reading the IDS. .xl, as AH, and paralleling the previous line. AR
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not be a number homonymously! it would be (one) natu
rally.

"One", in addition, cannot avoid being either a number or
not a number, and, if a number, then either even or odd; if
even, then it would be divisible into two parts oflike onenes
ses, and "one" is indivisible. It would then be indivisible and

15 divisible, this being an jimpossible contradiction. Moreover,
if it had units in it, it would be composed of units; and it is
(also) composed of itself, so that it would be one and units.
"One", however, is one only, and not units, and it would
thus (both) be units and not units, and this is also an im
possible contradiction.

If the one cannot be even, then it is odd. The odd is that
of which each of the two sections into which it is divided is
not of like onenesses. "One" would then be (both) divisible

20 (and) non-divisible, and units (and) non-units, and jthis is
p. 149 an impossible contradiction, jand one, therefore, would not

be a number.
However, this definition whereby the odd number has been

defined may be considered as not necessary except after it is
clarified that "one" is not a number. For otherwise, what
prevents one who says "one is a number" from defining the
odd number as the number which, if divided into two parts,

5 its two parts would not be oflike jonenesses? "One" would
then belong to the odd number, since the odd number does
not have to be divided necessarily.

Since it does not appear as a necessary consequence of this
investigation that "one" is not a number, we then say:

The element of something from which the thing is con
structed, i.e., from which the thing is composed, is not the
thing (itself), as the articulated letters from which speech is
composed are not themselves speech, since speech is a com
pound -sound, a convention -indicating something temporal,

10 while a letter is a jnatural sound, not a compound. Now if
number is acknowledged by all to be compounded from units,

lr-"~I (.~4). AR ~)!1, n. 5 suggests possibility of f"~4. Ms. «.r~I»,
apparently corrupt.
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anitoe is the element of number and not a number; and
on aoes not have an element from which it is composed,
w ich would also be the element for that which is composed
from the one; then the one would be number, its element
being the element of everything acknowledged to be numbers,
and it would then be possible for one to be a number.

It might, accordingly, be considered that one is the element
15 of two, and two the element of three, since /two exists in three.

Therefore it might be considered that since two, which is a
number, is the element of three, therefore one, being the
element of two, could be a number. This supposition, however,
is not true, since two, though considered as an element of
three, has an element, which is one; while one, though the
element of two, has no element (itself). One is not composite,
and is thus distinguishable from two in being simple; while
two is a composite composed of the simple one. It is not, of

p. ISO course, possible for /some numbers to be simple, vi;;;., the
element, meaning by simple not composed of anything; and
some composed of this simple (element).

It may, however, be thought that this sort of thing is possi
ble with the substance of a composed thing, i.e., (with) the
body which is composed of two simple substances, vi;;;., matter

5 and form; in that it has been said that /substance is three
fold, two simple substances which are the matter and the form,
(and) that which is composed from them, vi;;;., the formed mat
ter, i.e., body; and it may be thought that it is also possible
for number to have on the one hand something simple, vi;;;.,
the one from which the acknowledged number is composed;
and, on the other hand, the acknowledged number which is
composed from the simple one.

This supposition is not, however, true, in that the compari
son is the reverse (of that which it has been represented as

10 being): for the !first simple substances from which a body is
composed are matter and form; and the body, being composed
of the substances of matter and form, happens to be a sub
stance, since it is (composed of) substances only. It is, however,
a body in its own nature, i.e., composed of matter and dimen
sions which are its form; and it will not occur either to the
matter alone, or to the dimension which is form alone to be a
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body, since (only) that which is composed of them both is a
body.

15 ISimilarly it does not follow that one, since it is the element
of an acknowledged number, should be a number. It is,
rather, because number is composed of units that it is a unit;
as body, being composed of substances, is a substance. More
over, as regards things from which (other) things are com
posed, these elements being parts of that which is composed
from them, nothing precludes our giving the composite en
tities the names and definitions of the elements, i.e., their
substantial and not accidental names, as "alive" in "alive

20 things" and "substance" in "substances". lOne, therefore, is
an element of number and not at all number.

Since, therefore, it is clear that one is not a number, the
p. 151 definition said of number shall then encompass Inumber

fully, viz., that it is a magnitude (composed of) onenesses,t
a totality of onenesses, and a collection of onenesges. Two is,
then, the first number. When, however, two is set apart2 in
its nature, and nothing else is considered, then it is not small,
in its nature. Hence smallness is attached to two only when
it is related to that which is more than it, and therefore3 it is
small only because all numbers are more than it. Consequent-

5 ly lit is small only when related to the numbers, but when its
nature is considered, then it is double the one, the sum of two
ones, and composed of two ones. Now that which is composite
has parts, and is the whole of its parts, the whole being greater
than the part; consequently two is not small, in its nature.

Since neither big nor little, long nor short, many nor few
are predicated absolutely, (but rather) relatively, each one

10 of them is related Ito another only in the same genus, and
not in another genus. For example, magnitude, if it is (predi
cated) of body, can be related only to (magnitude of) another

1":"l:i1~)1, AR. Ms., requiring emendation, has ..:..l:-i1~I)I.
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bopY', and not to (that of an), area, line, place, time, number,
or i (any other) predicate. For one does not say that a body is
greater or less than an area, line, place, time, number or
(any other) predicate, but rather than (another) body;

15 land similarly for any other magnitude, its being said to be
greater or less than something not in its genus would not be a
true statement.

An area, likewise, is not said to be greater or less than a
line, place, time, number or (other) predicate, but rather
than (another) area. Nor is a line greater or less than a place,
time, number or (other) predicate, but rather than (another)
line; nor is place greater or less than time, number, or (other)

20 predicate, but rather than (another) Iplace; nor is time grea
ter or less than number or (another) predicate, but rather
than (another) time; nor is number greater or less than
(another) predicate, but rather than (another) number; nor
is a predicate greater or less than (any) one of the rest of the
magnitudes, but rather than (another) predicate (ofits kind).

p. 152 ISimilarly, it cannot be truly said that a body is longer or
shorter than an area, line, place, number or (any other)
predicate, and if it were supposed that a body is longer or
shorter than an area, line or place, it would be a false suppo
sition. For, if it is supposed that the length of a body is longer

5 or shorter than the length of an area, lline or place, and if
the length of each one of them is, of the dimensions related to
it, a single dimension, and the single dimension is line; then,
from the greater length or shortness of a body, area, line or
place we infer only that the line of one is longer than the line
of the other, all these belonging to continuous quantity.

Time too belongs to continuous quantity, but, because
10 time has no line, it is completely apparent Ithatl one may

not say, "a body is longer or shorter than time". It is evident
that length and shortness are not predicated, in those thingsll

of which length and shortness are predicated, other than for

1 ~l, rejecting AR's emendation of ~l;'

2 Lt.. Ms. apparently as AR U , but see his n. 5.
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that which is in a single genus, i.e., in body only, or area
only, or place only, or time only; and, regarding number and
predicate, length and shortness do not occur to them essen
tially, but are predicated of them by virtue of the time in
which they occur. Thus, one says "a long number", i.e., (one
which occurs) in a long time; and similarly, one says "a long

15 predicate", i.e., (one which occurs) lin a long time, and
neither predicate nor number bears the names "long" and
"short" in its essence.

"Many" and "few" are likewise not predicated, in that of
which they are predicated, viz., in that of which number and
predicate are predicated, other than in a single genus; for
"a predicate is more or less than a number" would not be
said to be a true statement, nor would "a number is more or
less than a predicate"; but rather, "a number is more or less

20 than (another) number," land "a predicate is more or less
than (another) predicate."

p. 153 IThe foregoing having been clarified, the True One, then,
cannot be related to (another) thing in its genus, even if it
had a genus, before being related to the (other) thing in its
genus. Consequently, the True One has no genus whatsoever.
We have already stated that what has a genus is not eternal,
and that the eternal has no genus. Consequently the True
One is eternal, and in no way whatsoever ever becomes

5 multiple; and the One should not be spoken of lin relation
to something other than itself. It therefore is that which has
no matter in which it is divisible, nor form composed of genus
and species, that which is so being multiple by that of which
it is composed; neither is it at all a quantity nor has it quanti
ty, that which is so being also divisible, since every quantity
or quantitative thing is subject to addition and diminuition,
and that which is subject to diminuition is divisible, the divi
sible being multiple in a certain way. Multiplicity has been
said to be in every one of the predicab1es and in that which

lOis attached to them, las regards the genus, species, individual,
(specific) difference, property, common accident, all, part
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(
and whole; and similarly "one" is predicated of everyone of
these; 1 consequently the True One is not "one" of these.

Motion is in that which belongs to these, vi;:;., the body,
which is formed matter, since motion is either a transfer from
place to place, increase or diminuition, generation or corrup-

15 tion, lor alteration. Motion is multiple, since place is a quan
tity and is divisible, and that which exists in parts is divisible
through the divisions of the place. It is thus multiple, and
therefore local motion is multiple.

Increase and diminution are likewise multiple; the motion
of the limits of that which increases and diminishes is divisible,
since it is found in the division of the place between that
which was the limit of the body before the increase and that

20 which is the limit of the Ibody at the end of the increase; and
similarly between that which was the limit of the body before
the diminuition and that which is the limit at the end of the
diminuition.

p. 154 ISimilarly, as regards generation and corruption, (the
period) from the beginning of generation and corruption to
the end of generation and corruption is divisible, by the
division of the time in which generation and corruption occur;
and the motion of increase, diminution, generation and

5 corruption is all divisible. Similarly an· alteration Ito the
contrary2 and an alteration towards completion are divisible,
by the divisions of the time of the alteration.

All motions are then divisible, and are also unified, in that
the wholeness of every motion is one, since unity is predicated
of the undetermined whole; while the part is (also) one, since
"one" is predicated of the undetermined part. Since conse
quently multiplicity exists in motion, the True One is not
motion.

10 lAs every thing perceived through the sense or intellect
either exists, in itself or in our thought, as a natural existence;

l • .la (.;,.-), as paralleled in the following line. Ms. (unpointed) as AR,

."""! .;,.- (possibly a scribal error of (•.A),,! for (•.1). ?).

• .l.4Il , following AR's emendation of".l<~" of ms.
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or, in our speaking or writing, as an accidental existence, so
motion exists in the soul; i.e., the thought passes from certain
forms of things to others and among various dispositions and
passions which accompany the soul, such as anger!, fear, re
joicing, sadness and similar things. Thoughts2 are, therefore,
multiple and (also) unified, since every multiplicity has a

15 whole and a part, in that it is numbered. JThese are the
accidents of the soul, and it is multiple also and unified in this
manner, and the True One is not soul.

The end result of thoughts, whenever they proceed along
correct paths, is (directed) toward the intellect. Intellect is
the species of things, since the species is intelligible, as well as
that which is above them. Individual things, on the other
hand, are sensible, meaning by "individual", particular
things which do not give the things their names nor their

p. 155 definitions. JWhen, however, they are united with the soul
they are intelligible. Through the union of species with it the
soul is an intelligence in actuality, whereas before their
union with it the soul was an intelligence in potentiality.
Everything which belongs potentially to something can be
brought to actuality only by another thing. That which
brings something from potentiality to actuality is itself in
actuality, and that which brings the soul, which is an intelli
gence in potentiality, to be an intelligence in actuality, i.e.,

5 (that) there are united with it the species Jand genera, the
universals of things, is the universals themselves. It is through
their union with the soul that the soul intelligizes, i.e., that
it has a particular intellect, i.e., that it has3 universal things.
As universal things emerge from potentiality to actuality in
the soul, they are the acquired intellect of the soul which
the soul had in potentiality; and they are the intellect in
actuality which has brought the soul from potentiality to
actuality. The universals are therefore multiple, as we have
stated previously, and consequently the intellect is multiple.

l~l5'".AR~.

, <:.- .1 Ii '<:.- .1 Ii'.r--:- ,as AB. AR.r--: .
• ~ , as AH. AR l.r, .
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10 lIt may be thought that the intellect is the beginning of
that which is multiple, and that it is united in a certain way,
since it is a whole, as we stated previously, and unity is predi
cated of the whole. However, the true unity is not intellect.

Since in our speech there are synonymous names, as
shafrah (a large knife) and madyah (a butcher's knife), which
are synonyms because of the slaughtering iron (common to
them), "one" is predicated of the synonymous, and madyah
and shafrah are said to be one. This one is also multiple, in
that its matter and that which is predicated of its matter is

IS multiple; for the slaughtering iron which is the Imatter of
the synonymous, vi;:;., the madyah, shrifrah and sikkin (knife), is
divisible into parts, and is multiple, and the names predicated
of the slaughtering iron are also multiple. The True One is,
therefore, not (identifiable by) synonymous names.

Moreover, since in our speech there are homonyms as the
animal who is called "dog" and the star which is called "dog",
they are both, therefore, said to be one in name, vi;:;., "dog".
The matter of this "dog", however, is multiple, vi;:;., the
animal and the star. Neither of these homonyms is a cause of

20 the other, in that the Istar is not a cause of the animal nor the
animal a cause of the star. Some homonyms, however, are
found to be the cause of others, as that which is written, pro
nounced and thought of, and the actual quiddity; for the
writing, which is a substance, is indicative of the pronounced
term, which is (also) a substance; and the pronounced term,
which is a substance, is indicative of that which is thought,
which is (also) a substance; and that which is thought, which

p. 156 is a substance, is indicative of the quiddity, Iwhich is a subs
tance. "One" is predicated of all of these, i.e., of the quiddity
in its essence, and in thought, speech and writing. The quiddi
ty in its essence is a cause of the quiddity in the thought, the
quiddity in the thought a cause of the quiddity in the speech,
and quiddity in the speech a cause of the quiddity in the
writing. This kind ofone is also multiple, since it is predicated

5 ofmany (things), Iso the True One is not one by way ofhomo
nomy.

Since "one" would be predicated of things whose matter is
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one, but for their differing1 in a certain way, either being
active, passive, related (to something else), or having other
kinds of differences; as the door and the bed whose matter is
one, viz., wood, or any matter from which things of different
forms arc made; so it may be said that the door and the bed
are one, through (their) matter. They are also multiple by

10 virtue of their matter, since their matter is /multiple and divi
sible into parts; and by virtue of their forms. Those things,
likewise, which are one through the first matter, i.e., through
possibility, are multiple by virtue of the matter, since it
exists for many forms.

Things predicated of something to which something else is
necessarily attached may also be said to be one through
matter: corruption, for example, which is predicated of that
which undergoes corruption, has generation attached to it,
since corruption of that which undergoes corruption is gene
ration for another (substance). Thus it may be said that that
which undergoes generation is that which undergoes corrup-

15 tion through the matter, this being in actuality. /This too is
multiple, however, since the matter belongs to a number of
forms.

This kind of one, viz., one through matter, may also be
spoken of in potentiality for those things predicated of some
thing and to which something else is attached; swelling, for
example, which is predicated of that which is swelling, has
contraction attached to it, for that which has swelling has
contraction in potentiality. The swelling, contracting thing
is said to be one, i.e., that which swells is that which contracts.
This is also multiple by virtue of the matter, since the matter,

20 las regards the forms, viz., the swelling and contracting, be
longs to several (things). The True One, however, is never
spoken of by way of matter, and is not predicated as one2

by the kinds of one which are (one) through matter.
p. 157 lOne, as has been stated previously, may be predicated of

that which is indivisible. The indivisible is indivisible either

'Ms., as AH, .J~l;.;. AR f-l;.;;; .

·Ms., as AH, "'-!>!. AR ",-I J , and see his n. 6.
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i~~tuality or in potentiality: the indivisible in actuality is
Jther like that which is indivisible because of its hardness,
as a diamond, i.e., it is divisible with difficulty-this having
parts necessarily, since it is a body, and it is multiple-; or
like that which is very small, (too small to be divided by) a
dividing instrument. Such a thing is said to be indivisible,

5 Isince there is no instrument which can divide it. It has,
however, parts, for it is a certain magnitude, since smallness
is attached to it, and it is therefore multiple.

That is also said to be indivisible in actuality which, even
if continually divided, would not leave its nature for another;
rather, each of its divisions would bear its definition and its
name. Take, for example, all the continuous magnitudes,
i.e., body, area, line, place and time: a division of body is

10 body, la division of area is area, a division of line is line, a
division of place is place and a division of time is time. All
of these are not divisible in actuality nor in potentiality into
another species, and each one of them is continually subject
to division and multiplication into its own species.

Body is also multiple through its three dimensions and six
limits, area through its two dimensions and four limits, and

15 line through its (single) dimension and two limits. ISimilarly
place is multiple according to the dimensions of that which
occupies the place and its limits; and likewise time is mUltiple
through its limits, which are two instants of time which define
its limits, similarto the definitions of points for the limits of the
line. Likewise everything which has similar parts is said to be
one, in that it is indivisible, i.e., each of its sections bears
its definition and its name. It is also multiple in that it is in-

20 divisible, i.e., each (section) lis continually subject (to divi
sion).

A thing is also said to be indivisible, in actuality and in
potentiality, when if divided, its essence is nullified. As, for
example, the single man such as Mul)ammad and Sacid, and

p. 158 the single horse such as the untethered and the tethered, land
whatever is like this as regards every natural individual
provided with a form, or accidental individual of this sort, or
species, genus, specific difference, property or common acci
dent; ifdivided it is not itself. This thing is, however, multiple
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through that of which it is composed, and through its contin
ual separability also. All of these, moreover, are said to be
one because of their continuity also.

5 jThat which is indivisible, in that it is not divisible into
another species since it is not continuous, is also said to be
one. A thing of this sort is said (to be one) in two ways: one is
because it is not continuous and has neither a position nor a
common (factor), as the numerically one. It is not a contin
uous thing, i.e., such that it would have dimensions and lim
its, being thereby continuous; it, rather, is not divisible and
not separable. This is also multiple by virtue of its subjects
which we enumerate, for it is the numerically one which is the

10 measure of all jthings. The other (way in which this non
continuous category is said to be one can be seen from the
example of) articulated letters: they are not continuous and
(have) no position, for the reasons whereby the numerically
one is indivisible; but (the letter) is the measure of words.

That which is of this sort (i.e., indivisible) in that it is not
divisible into another species since it has no part like it nor
any likeness other than itself, is (also) said to be one, and it is
also (possessed of a) common (factor). That which is like this

15 is said (to be one) in two ways: one is that it has jpositions; as,
for example, the point of a line, which is its limit, has no part,
in that it is the limit of one dimension, and the limit of a di
mension is not a dimension. It is multiple, however, in its sub
jects, i.e., past and future times, to both ofwhich it is common.

That which is indivisible by virtue of its whole is (also)
said to be one. One speaks of "one ra!/" since if something
were separated from the whole of the raIl, the raIl would be

20 negated and it would not be a whole for one raIl. {For this
reason it is said that the circular line is more deserving of the
(predicate) "one" than are other lines, since it is all of the
definition, having neither deficiency nor excess but rather a

p. 159 perfect whole. That which is like this {is also multiple, through
its separability. Lastly, (it is such that) for all of which one is
predicated, the indivisible is more deserving of unity than are
all the other kinds of one, and its unification is more intense.

It has thus been explained from what we have said that the
one is predicated either per se or per accidens. As regards (the
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one) per accidens, it is like the kind which is predicated (either)
by homonym, or by synonyms or (by) including many accidents

5 together; jas our saying, «the writer and the orator are one",
when they are predicated of one man or of mankind; or, "the
man and the writer are one", and whatever is like this.

As regards (the one) per se, it includes the rest of what the
one,is predicated of-(viz.) of those things of which we have
mentioned that they are said to be one, i.e., all those things
of which the substance is one. Its first division may occur
either through continuity, which is in the domain ofmatter, or
through form, which is in the domain of species, or through
the name, which is in the domain of both together, or through

10 the genus, which is in jthe domain of the first.
The one through continuity is that which is one through

matter or through attachment. It is that which is said to be
one by number or by figure. The one through form is that
whose definition is one. The one through genus is that the
definition of whose predicate is one. That through the name,
i.e., that which is in it through analogy, is one; and the one
through analogy is that being whose relations are the same,

15 as medical things fall of which relate to medicine.
Of all kinds (of one) which we have mentioned, i.e., the

one through number, then the one through form, then the one
through genus and then the one through analogy, the latter
follow the former and the former do not follow the latter. I
mean by this that what is one through number is one through
form, and what is one through form is one through genus, and

20 what is one through genus is one through relation; but /what
is one through relation is not one through genus, and what is
one through genus is not one through form, and. what is one
through form is not one through number.

p. 160 jIt is clear that the opposite of unity is multiplicity, and
multiplicity, therefore!, is predicated of every one of these
kinds: multiplicity is thus predicated of something either
because it is not continuous, being discrete, (or) because its
matter is divisible into forms, or its forms into a genus, or

lMs. l~l. AR .J~l.
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(its genus) into that which is related to it. It is, moreover,
clear that existence is predicated of everything whose cause

5 is one, and that existence is predicated for that fwhich the
types of the one enumerate.

It has thus been explained that the True One is not one of
the intelligible things, and is neither matter, genus, species,
individual, specific difference, property, common accident,
motion, soul, intellect, whole, part, all or some. It is also not
one in relation to anything else, but is an absolute one, nei-

10 ther augmentable, fcomposed (nor) multiple. Nor is it one
of the sort which we mentioned in which kinds (of one) exist,

. (of) all the kinds of one which we mentioned, and that which
is attached to their names is not attached to it. Since the things
which we have mentioned are more simple and yetI do not
belong to it, i.e., are not predicated of it, (things which are)
more multiple are not predicated of it either.

The True One, therefore, has neither matter, form, quan
tity, quality, or relation, is not described by any of the remain-

15 ing intelligible things, and has neither genus, fspecific differ
ence, individual, property, common accident or movement;
and it is not described by any of the things which are denied
to be one in truth. It is, accordingly, pure and simple unity,
i.e., (having) nothing other than unity, while every other one
is multiple.

p. 161 Unity, therefore, when an faccident in all things, is not the
True One, as we stated previously: the True One being the
one per se which is never multiple in any way, or divisible in
any kind (of divisibility), neither by way of its essence nor by
way of something other than it, neither time, place, subject,
predicate, all or part, and neither into substance nor into

5 accident, 2 nor fever by any kind of divisibility or multiplicity.
As for all the kinds of one other than the True One, when

they occur in whatever they are, it is per accidens. The cause
of an accident, for everything which is in something per acci
dens, is other than the thing in which the accident is; this

1 L.i. AR L.. Ms., apparently as AH, lJ .

• ..,....,JI ~.J .J"'~ ~.J, as the ms., and AH (and AR n. 1).
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thing is in it either per accidens or per se. It is impossible for
things to be infinite in actuality. Consequently the first cause
of unity in unified things is the True One which does not ac
quire unity from another, as it is impossible for there to be
things giving, one to another, without an initial limit.

10 /The cause of unity in unified things is accordingly the True
One, the First, and everything which receives unity is caused,
every one other than the One in truth being one metaphori
cally and not in truth. Every caused unity simply passes from
its unity (that of the True One) to that which is other than
its being, i.e., the True One is not multiple with respect to its
existence. (The caused unity) is a multiple and not an absolute
one, meaning by "absolute one" that which is not multiple at
all and the unity of which is nothing other than its being.

IS/Inasmuch as unity and multiplicity together are in every
sensible object and that which is attached to it, and the unity
in it is entirely an effect from an agent which occurs acci
dentally in it and not through (its) nature, and multiplicity
is, necessarily, a group of single units; then it is necessary that
there would never be multiplicity if there were not unity.
Accordingly every multiplicity comes to be through unity,

p. 162 and if there were no /unity the multiple would never have
being. Hence! every coming to be is simply an affection which
brings into existence what did not exist; and consequently2

the emanation of unity from the True One, the First, is the
coming to be of every sensible object and what is attached to
the sensible object; and (the True One) causes everyone of
them to exist when it causes them to be3 through its being.
Therefore4 the cause of coming to be is due to the True One,
which does not acquire unity from a donor but is rather one

5 /through its essence. Moreover, that which is made to be is
not eternal, and that which is not eternal is created, i.e., it
comes to be from a cause; consequently that which is made to
be is created.

'andS Ms. l.ili. AR .).ili.

a .s>r:.. AR.s.x-.
4Ms. l.il;. AR ').il;.
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As the cause of coming to be is the True One, the First, so
the cause of creation is the True One, the First; and it is the
cause from which there is a beginning of motion, i.e., that
which sets in motion the beginning of motion; meaning that
"that which sets in motion" is the agent. As the True One, the
First, is the cause of the beginning of the motion of coming to
be, i.e., of the affection, it is the creator of all that comes to be.

10 As there is no being /except through the unity in things, and
their unification is their coming to be, the maintenance of
all being due to its unity, if (things which come to be) depar
ted from the unity, they would revert and perish, together
with the departure (of the unity), in no time. The True One is
therefore the First, the Creator who holds everything He has
created, and whatever is freed from His hold and power re
verts and perishes.

Inasmuch as that which we wanted to clarify concern
ing the distinction of ones has been explained-to show the
True One, the Donor, the Creator, the Mighty, the Holder
(of all together); and what the ones by metaphor are, viz.,

15 (one) by benefit of the True One, /Who is greater and more
exalted than the attributions of the godless-let us now com
plete this section and follow it with its natural sequel, with the
assistance of Him who possesses complete power, perfect po
tency, and a lavish generosity.

The first part of the book of YaCqiib ibn Islfaq al-Kindi is
completed. Praised be God the Master of the worlds, and
blessings upon both Mulfammad the prophet and all his
people.
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97.3 "al-MuCtal1im Billah": The son of Hariin aI-Rashid and the slave
girl Marida, al-MuCtal1im succeeded his brother al-Ma'miin as the eighth
cAbbiisid caliph, reigning from A.H. 218/A.D. 833 to 227/842 (cf. the
succinct summary of his life given by K.V. Zettersteen in The Encyclopaedia
qf Islam, 3: 784, and see the list of primary historical sources given there).
AI-Kindi dedicated treatises to both caliphs,as well, particularly, to al
MuCtal1im's son A\:1mad, his pupil (cf. Walzer's enumeration of these
treatises, "New Studies on al-Kindi", Greek into Arabic, p. 176 f.).

97.5 "May God grant you long life ... " This opening phrase in particular
(literally, "May Allah prolong your duration"), and the entire passage
to l. 7, " ... and cleanse you from all the dirtiness of vice", is typical of
the eloquence al-Kindi employs when addressing the caliph or his son;
compare AR I: 244, II: 48 (and I: 214, which, from its many literal and
stylistic parallels with the above, must also have been intended for a
member of the royal household). When addressing friends or colleagues,
al-Kindi's invocation is usually brief and to the point. Cf. AR I: 186,
194, 20I, 265, 353, 363; II: 40, 64 and passim (cf. further other sources,
assembled by Walzer, Studi su al-Kindi II, op. cit., p. 47, n. 2).

97.8 "Indeed, the human art which is highest in degree and most noble
in rank is the art of philosophy": lti.rtJ ..,;:.. ~W~I .:..IsUI ~r ':>J
u.J.iJ1 ~L:.... ~.r.

This sentence is similar in structure and wording to that below at 98.1,
and like it is ultimately inspired by Met. VI: l. 1026a 21-22 (though
possibly also reflecting the influence of Met. I: 2. 982b 3f.). As Aristotle
does in the Met. VI passage, al-Kindi proceeds to esteem philosophy
above all other pursuits, and "First Philosophy" above all other kinds
of philosophy. Between the opening and closing sentences of this
passage, however, he follows another Metaphysics source, and this begin
ning sentence itself indicates additional sources upon which he drew.

In his treatise "On the Definition and Description of Things" (AR I:
173), al-Kindi presents a description of this sort as one of the "ancients"
(qudamiP) definitions of philosophy: ~t.:.... : I)w 4W1 ~ .:r ~t l.J-b-J
~I ~ J .:..IsUI. Together with al-Kindi's five other definitions of
philosophy (ibid., pp. 172, 173), this has been translated by S.M.
Stem: "They also defined it from its pre-eminence (sic), saying:
Art of arts and science of sciences." (cf. Isaac Israeli, op. cit.,
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p. 28). As Stern remarks there, this "On Definitions" pas
sage "derives mostly from the Alexandrian commentators of Aristotle,
among whom it became a convention to inClude in the introduc
tion to their commentaries on the Isagoge an enumeration of the various
definitions of philosophy". Thus this definition is found in Ammonius as
TexvYj 'rexv&v x<Xt E7tLO'-rl)(.L't) E7tLO''rYJ(.L&V (cf. "In Porphyrii Isago
gen", CAG iv/3, p. 6; and cf. as well the "Prolegomena" of Elias, CAG
xviii/I, p. 8, and David, CAG xviii/2, p. 20). While this definition, attri
buted to Aristotle, is said to be derived from the "pre-eminence" of
philosophy (\mepoxYj), al-Kindi says that it is due to its causal aspect
( ~I), alluding possibly to the Alexandrian treatment of philosophy
under this definition as the "mother of sciences".

Al-Kindi here, moreover, qualifies the philosophical art as "human",
though the immediately following definition carries a similar qualification
(see below). This emphasis serves to distinguish philosophy from the
"Divine science", .}\'I rWl i.e., prophecy; a distinction al-Kindi
makes explicit in hiS treatise "On the Number of Aristotle's Books ... "
(AR I: 372, and cf. Richard Walzer, UM Saitto Introduttivo alto Studio di
Aristotle, op. cit., p.395). It is philosophy as a science which-without
supernatural intervention or theological assumptions~lowly yields
knowledge to the person intensely tr:ained and persistent, with which
al-Kindi is here concerned (cf. FP 102.15). Though he is far from denying
the validity of prophetic knowledge (cf. Richard Walzer, "New Studies
on al-Kindi", Greek into Arabic, pp. 177 ff.), al-Kindi attempts in this
treatise, as in most ofhis philosophical writings, to prove his case without
resort to extra-philosophical means.

97.91 "The definition of which is knowledge of the true nature of things,
insofar as is possible for man": .JW~I ~lJ".J~ ~~ .~)fl ~ u.~ .';1I.
Cf. Aristotle's description of philosophy in Met. II: I. 993b 20 as a "knowl
edge of the truth", E7tLO'-rl)(.LYj -Pi!; «AYj6e(<x!;, translated by Astat
(Bouyges, I: II) as ~I ~.

That Aristotle here understands "the truth", Yj «A1j6eL<X, as
equivalent to the ultimate nature of things, the first principles of being,
is clear from the sequel to this passage as well as from his use of the term
the same way elsewhere. Cf. e.g. Met. I: 3. 983b 2 (when it is used
synonymously with 'r&v ()v'rwv), 7. 988a 20 (when it occurs with
'r&v ocpX&v), and elsewhere (see Ross, Met.I: 3. 983 b 2n.).

Such an ontologically oriented definition is also found in the
Alexandrian commentaries to the lsagoge mentioned above, and al-Kindi
is reading Aristotle here through their eyes; consulting, in the process,
his adaptation of an Alexandrian source in "On Definitions" (Abu Rida
I: 173). Thus the two definitions of philosophy said by the commentators
to be taken from "its subject", "the knowledge of beings qua beings
(or "the real nature of beings"), YV&O'L!; 'r&v ()v'rwv ~ 6v'rQt EO''r(;
and "the knowledge of divine (i.e., eternal) and human affairs",
YV&O'L!; 6e(wv 're xQtt ocv6pw7t(vwv 7tpQtY(.Lchwv (cf. Ammonius, op.
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cit., pp. 2, 3; Elias, op. cit., p. 8; David, op. cit., p. 20), are
apparently conflated by al-Kindi in "On Definitions" (ibid.) into one
definition (the mortal aspect of the second definition apparently being
viewed sub species aeternitatis): "Philosophy is the knowledge of the
eternal, universal things, of their existence, essence and causes, insofar as
is possible for man", ~H.. .J ~t ,4JO\ ~~~I .l.:~)rl ~ 4.WAl1 ';1
';L...;~l ~u..)~ , ~.J (and cf. Stern, op. cit., p. 29). This definition now
appears in abridged form in FP as above, with the "true nature of things"
representing all the adjectives used in the longer definition, and the tag
"insofar as is possible for man" retained.

Throughout FP, al-Kindi is actually following the first of the above
Alexandrian definitions, as his formulation of the definition here indicates;
though he is doubtless convinced that from the study of being per se there
emerges whatever knowledge we may have of the Divine and of "eternal"
things.

97.91 "insofar as is possible for man" : ';L...;~I ~u..)~. As noted above,
the reason for al-Kindi's use of this term here is probably because of its
occurrence in the equivalent "On Definitions" definition of philosophy.
The reason for its appearance there, furthermore, may be traced with
some certainty, and bears upon al-Kindi's further composition of this
FP passage.

The phrase in question is actually used by al-Kindi in "On Definitions"
in another definition of philosophy as well, that which al-Kindi says
is taken from its "activity" (J..i). Philosophy is resemblance to the
actions ofGod, may He be exalted, insofar as is possible for man" (~I .;!
';L...;~I 4iU. .)~ Jl..; '»1 JW~ ~1.Y"', AR I: 172). This is a trans
lation of one of the Alexandrian definitions (said to be taken from the
"aim", 't'eAo<;, of philosophy), incorporating as well part of their
explanation of the definition. The definition itself, going back to Plato's
Theaetetus I76 B, is of philosophy as "becoming like God insofar as is
possible for man", o!Lot(,)a~<; 0e;</> xoc't'rX 't'0 8uvoc't'ov <xv6pw1tCf>; which
resemblance (Stern, op. cit., p. 29, "assimilation") is then qualified as
being not to God directly but to His actions (Stem, ibid. p. 30, "works")
or faculties, £vepye;~IX~ and 8uvci!Le;~<;. (It is apparently this
emphasis upon God's actions, £vepye;~oc~ I JWI, which accounts
for al-Kindi's description of this definition as being from its "ac
tivity", J..i). These actions are viewed, broadly, as His knowledge and
benevolent action, 1tp6vo~oc, which man is to imitate. Yet neither
man's knowledge nor his deeds can be the same as God's, since the subs
tance (ouatoc ) and perfection ('t'EAe;~6't'l)<;) of the two beings
differ. God, e.g., knows all simultaneously and eternally, man does
not (cf. Ammonius, op. cit., pp. 3, 4; Elias, op. cit., pp. 8, 16f.; David,
op. cit., pp. 2, 34f. See too Stern, op. cit., pp. 29, 30 and Altmann, ibid.,
pp. 197 ff., for the widespread use of this definition among Hellenistic
and Islamic, as well as Jewish, authors).

It appears, therefore, that as the resemblance to God is understood
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by al-Kindi's source to be achieved in part through knowledge, which
knowledge is considered as limited by man's very nature, al-Kindi gives
the definition of philosophy which involves knowledge, in both "On
Definitions" and here, that qualification which he also appends, following
his source, to the definition of philosophy involving resemblance.
Moreover, al-Kindi reads the next line of the Metaphysics with this resem
blance-definition in mind (see the following note), and it is this qualifying
phrase which serves to bridge the two definitions for him.

97.93 "The aim of the philosopher is, as regards his knowledge, to attain
the truth, and as regards his action, to act truthfully": ..i ..:s.rJ:AJ1 ~~
JoJ4 J...JI ~ ..).J ~I ~'-! ~. Cf. Met. II:!. 993b. 20, "the end of
theoretical knowledge is truth, while that ofpractical knowledge is action",
6S<Up'1J't'LX1j; !Lev ycxp 't'eAo<; lXA'rj6S(el, npelx't'Lx1j<; ~'&Pyov. This is
translated misleadingly by Astat (Bouyges, p. 11), "the end of knowledge
is to attain the truth, and the end of virtue (sic, p.-obably a scribal error
-for "action", j..AJ1, as Bouyges suggests, n. 2) is to act truthfully,"
~4 J...JI (!) j...o.All ~~.J ~l ~'-I ~I ~~. Al-Kindi is apparently
following Astat's text, explicitly considering both knowledge and practice
of the truth as the "aim" of philosophy. In this he (and possibly Astat)
is influenced by the two-fold division of philosophy into 6SWp'1J't'LXOV
XelL npiXx't'Lx6v common in the Alexandrian prolegomena (cf.
Ammonius, op. cit., p. 11 ; Elias, op. cit., p. 26; David, op.
cit., p. 55); which division constitutes the two ways man is thought
to resemble God (and cf. Franz Rosenthal, "From Arabic Books and
Manuscripts VI: Istanbul Materials for al-Kindi and as-Sarabsi," JAOS
vol. 76, no. 1 [1956]: 27 f., for the further subdivision of these pursuits
common in late antiquity, which.subdivision al-Kindi is reported else
where to have made). As mentioned in the preceding note, the resem
blance-definition is said by the AlexaIldrians to be from the "aim" of
philosophy, and al-Kindi's sentence here emphasizes this term, giving
the essential part of the explanation of this definition without explicitly
referring to it. It appears likely, therefore, that al-Kindi is incorporating
yet another "definition" of philosophy into this paragraph, managing
to utilize three of the four AlexaIldrian kinds ofdefinitions, those from the
"pre-eminence", "subject" and "aim" of philosophy, omitting only that
definition taken from its etymology(cf. Stem, op. cit., p. 29).

97.10 "not that the activity is endless, for we abstain and the activity ceases,
once we have reached the truth": 1~!j..Al1 r~.J ..!.J.-; 4J'J ,I.Lor j..AJ1 'J
~I JIl:.:f:i1 .

This sentence, and particularly its first part, probably originates in
Astat's translation of Met. II: I. ggab 22, "practical men study not the
eternal but what is relative and in the present", ou 't'0 titSLOV tiAA' a
np6<; 't'L XiXL VUV 0s<UpoucrLV otnpClX't'Lx6L. Astat, partly following
a reading preserved by Alexander of Aphrodisias, renders this in a way
which could be understood as follows: "their aim (se. that of practical
men, though Astat's reference to them is awkward) is not (to study)
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activity per se, nor is the duration of the activity endless; rather, their aim
is to act for another reason (viz., for that which is) relative and timely;
4l.J I~ .:,,1 ~~ .Y. '~..lo.J"" j..AJ1 ~ ~.JIJ11 'Y.J j..AJ1 ~ r+'"~ .:r~ r
4:i~j 4il.,4.. cS.rT (Bouyges, p. II).

Al-Kindi's sentence, unlike Astat's, may well refer to theory (Cilm) as
well as practice (Carnal), viewing the activity (jicl) of philosophy in all its
aspects as of limited duration. This would reflect the Alexandrian compa
rison (in their explanations of the resemblance-definition) of the "actions"
of man with those of God, in which man's knowledge (and certainly his
acts) is deemed non-eternal (cf. the two preceding notes). Al-Kindi has
been alluding to the explanation of this resemblance-definition just before,
and it is likely that he is still under its influence; moreover, his use ofjicl
here may not be simply borrowed from Astat's text, since it is this term
which he says characterizes the resemblance-definition of philosophy.
AI-Kindi may, therefore, be emphasizing in this manner the absence of
any permanent conjunction or union with God through the philosophical
endeavor. He does not, we know, assert such a relationship elsewhere,
but his contemporary coreligionists would have been reassured to hear
that he did not envision any such religious or mystical role for philosophy.

97.121 "We do not find the truth we are seeking without finding a cause":
4k .;f ~ ~ I ~ l;;4yU... ~ l:...J.J. This sentence closely follows Met. II:
1.993b 23, "now we do not know a truth without its cause", OUK iaILev
8e TO ci);Yj6b; &veu rije; ahLIXe;; faithfully translated by Astat
(Bouyges, p. 12) as 4k .;f ~ .;~1 ...J.".u l:.(..J.J)'

97.122 "the cause of the existence and continuance of everything is the True
One":~ I 4.i~.J •.r § :.Y:" .J 4k.J . Cf. Met. II: I. 993b 27-30, "that is most
true which causes·subsequent truths to be true. Hence the principles of
eternal things must be always most true ... nor is there any cause of
their being, but they are the cause of the being of other things"
(ciA'rj6eaTIXTov TO TOLe; uaTspOLe; IXi"t'LOv TOU cXA'rj6saw etvlXL. 8eL
Tae; TWV cieL i5vTWV cipXae; cXvlX)'KIltLOV cieL etVIltL cXA'rj6eaTcXTIlte;...
ou8e EKdvIltLe; IXtTLOV TL EaTL TOU etvlXL, cXAA' EKeLVIltL TOLe;
&AAOLe; ).

The shift in subject number and thus in concept from Aristotle's first
principles to al-Kindi's Principle, from truths to The True One (or Truth),
may be accounted for in part by Astat's translation of the above Met.
passage, 1. 27 (Bouyges, p. 13): .~)rl .~)rl ;j,.iiL 4k J.J)r1 ~I oJf r,L....;.

This would ordinarily have been read, "it is known that the first truth
is the cause for the truth of subsequent things", a reading that would
have been reinforced by Astat's translation of the following line (28) of the
Metaphysics: I~I lA- ~I.J oJ I."s')rI 4k J) .:".,s:; oJT .;I.;...o4.J' This would
probably have been understood to mean that "the principles ( J.J f) of the
cause of beings must necessarily be true and eternal", again conveying
to the reader the notion of basically one cause of beings. (Compare with
this Isl;1aq ibn J:Iunayn's more accurate translation of the Greek text
(Bouyges, loco cit.): 4k.Y' Ii,i.JI .~, ~4 .~)rl J.JI oJ~ oJT .!JJ,) .:r~
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.,)~).I .~~I .~,)~ iJ§.; iJl .J.J~ ~ J.i .!lJjJ.J'~ 1J:l1 .~~I ;;))1..
~I .:r ~WI ~ Wb J' WI,).

Al-Kindi, of courSe, needed little prompting for his view of creation
as dependent ultimately on one source, which is the major theme of the
treatise, though it was convenient for him to "find" the doctrine in his
Aristotelian model. Similarly, al-Kindi was quite familiar with the term
al-/Ulqq, the "True One"I"The truth", used as an epithet for and descrip
tion of God. in the Qur'an (cf., e.g., Suras 20: 114 and 18: 44) and in
philosophical sources (cf. the second n. below). He himself uses the term
in this context a number of times throughout his writings (cf. AR I:
160-162, 182-183, 215, 373).

97.131 "in that each thing which has being has truth" : ~f 4! La Jf iJ~
~ J. Cf. Met. II: 1.993b 30, of which al-Kindi's passage could
well be a literal translation; "so that as each thing is in respect of being,
so it is in respect of truth" (liIa6 ~XOta,"ov w<; ~XEL ,"au dVOtL, oihcu
XOtt 't7)<; &j,:y)6dOt<; ). Astat's translation of this passage (Bouyges, ibid.)
is not actually as precise as al-Kindi's: "the truth of everything must
necessarily be like its being", ~ .~~1 .:r ~I.J Jf~ iJf ~I';
'S:-!.f, though in light of al-Kindi's sentence this partly illegible last
word could well have been originally (pace Bouyges, n. 5) 4 f •

Al-Kindi's use of annfJIah for being here is thus in all probability taken
from Astat's translation of dVOtL; a translation which Astat uses elsewhere
in the Metaphysics as well (cf. Met. 1041a 15; 1042b 28; I043a I and
1047a 20). Al-Kindi uses the term here as a synonym for the previous
sentence's "existence", ,)~.J; which duplication may be accounted for
by the fact that in the next sentence al-Kindi needs both terms to express
his idea. .

97.132 "The True One exists necessarily, and therefore beings exist": ~li

.,)~Y ":"l::'~ 1,)1 ,)~Y !})a..;I. Al-Kindi is led to this conclusion by
the foregoing paraphrase of the Metaphysics (particularly 11.28-30).
As worded, however, this sentence and the entire paragraph has a decided
ly Neoplatonic coloration, the existence of beings seen as deriving from
the (necessary) existence of the True One.

Al-Kindi would have found support for an interpretation of the
Metaphysics in these terms in the Theology of Aristotle, where, e.g., the
statement is found that the Creator is "the first being, the true one"
(~I J.J~I ~~I), the cause of all other beings, both immaterial
and material (cf. A. Badawi's edition J)[the Theology in his Plotinus Apud
Arabes, p. 26; translated by G. Lewis in Plotini Opera, ed. P. Henry and
H.R. Schwyzer, II: 231. See also Badawi, p. 122 [Lewis, p. 271], equiva
lent to Enn. V: 1. 5, 4). In his treatise "On Explaining the Active,
Proximate Cause of Generation and Corruption" (AR I: 215), al-Kindi
actually describes God as "the true Being''" ~I ~~I (literally, "The
Being, the True One"), referring to'our treatise for elaboration.

The various meanings of annfJIah (and not innfJIah, as AR prefers; cf FP
97, n. 2) and its possible derivations have received much attention;
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cr., e.g., the studies of M.Y. D'Alverny ("Anniyya-Anitas", in Melanges
offerts a Etienne Gilson [Toronto, 1959], pp. 59-91), Richard Frank ("The
Origin or the Arabic Philosophical Term ~I", Cahiers de Byrsa, 1956,
p. 181-201), and S. Van den Bergh (The Encyclopaedia of Islam, new ed.,
I :513). These and other scholars have shown that the term was used
in both a narrow and broad sense. The narrow sense was first discussed by
S. Munk (in his French edition of Maimonides' Guide qf the Perplexed
[Paris, 1860], I: 241). He suggested that "quoddity" be used to express
anniyah when it denoted the existence or a particular thing, an x that is
(used in Mlle. D'Alverny's words, "avec un sens d'affinnation existentielle",
op. cit., p. 73); without regard to determining what the x is, its definition
(i.e., anniyah as opposed to miihiyah, the Scholastic existentia and essentia).
AI-Kindi uses both these terms in "On Definitions" (AR I: 173), reflecting
-via the Alexandrian commentators-the distinction Aristotle makes in
Anal. Post. II: I 89b 24 between 1:0 iht and 1:0 1:( ~(j1:tV, translated by
Abu Bishr Matta as "":-fi .;, and.Y" L. (Mantiq AriS/ii, ed. cAbd aI-RaQman
Badawi [Cairo, 1949], II: 407).

The broad sense of anniyah, however, denotes not only being in general,
the equivalent of huwiyah and wujiid; but also, at times, "essence" (which
latter translation Lewis chooses for the Theology passage quoted above;
and cf. further A. M. Goichon, Lexique de la Langue Philosophique D'Ibn Sind
[Paris, 1938], pp. 9 fT., and Soheil M. Afnan, "Philosophical Terminology
in Arabic and Persian" [Leiden, 1964], pp. 94 fT.).

It does not appear that al-Kindi is using anniyah in its narrow sense
here, nor again at p. 120, though he may be so using it at pp. 101 and 130.
He seems rather to be saying that beings in general owe their nature to
God, the source of being.

98.1 "The noblest part of philosophy and the highest in rank is the First
Philosophy, i,e" knowledge of the First Truth who is the cause of all
truth": ,:?.lJ1 JJ\'I JJ-I rk~' , JJS'I U-lAJ1 ~.r t.*'J U-lAJ1 .j~fJ
~ JS" 4k .Y", While Met. II: 1. 994a 1fT. speaks of the need for a first
cause, and 993b 27 asserts that "that which causes derivative truths to
be true is most true" (Ross), it appears that aI-Kindi is digressing briefly
from his Alpha Elatton source here, returning to it at p. 102 with a para
phrase of the earlier section of II: 1. 993a 31-b 19.

The short section which this sentence introduces is a fitting conclusion
and sequel to that which precedes it, and like it is also composed of an
adaptation of the Metaphysics in a Neoplatonic direction, and the incor
poration (at p. 101) ofremarks from the Alexandrian Isagoge commentaries
(for which cf. Stem, op. cit., pp. 13 fT.). The actual sections of the Meta
physics which al-Kindi may be paraphrasing in the above sentence-as
at 97.8 above-could be Met. I: 2 982a 21-b 10 or (and?), more probably,
Met. VI: 1. 1026a 18-31. While the former passage is not extant in any
of the medieval Arabic translations, the contents of the latter passage and
Astat's translation contains some of the very terms al-Kindi uses, or their
equivalents.
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Thus 1026a 21: "and the most noble science (or philosophy, sc. Theo
logy) must deal with the most noble genus" (KCXt rljv Tt!J.twTcX:rrjV 3&L
7t&pt TO TL!J.t6lTCXTOV yEVOI; &tVCXL), which Astat renders (Bouyges,
op. cit., II: 707) ~.rJ1 ~ ~.rJl rW' :J~ :JT .,j+!..J; while at
lines 29 f. "first philosophy" (7tP6l"OJ <pr.Aoao<p(cx,· J.J\r1 4.W.Al1
Bouyges, p. 713) is related to an "immovable (and separately existing)
substance" (Ttl; oua(cx «K(VllTOI;, !l~ ,;f L.~~). Though Aristotle
is referring to substance in a generic sense (cf. there above, I I. 16 ff.),
it is easy for al-Kindi, having read the Theology, to regard Aristotle's
"divine" substances as a singular and unique entity, the "First Truth",
prior and thus, to al-Kindi, the cause of all subsequent truth.

This relating of priority to causality could have followed from famil
iarity with the quest for the causes of being with which Met. VI: I is
concerned; as well, perhaps, from the somewhat ambiguous remark in
I. 30 that the science of the immovable substance will be "universal in
this way, because it is first", KCXt Kcx66AOU oGTWI; OTt 7tp6lTYj. This is
translated guite ambiguously by Astit, p. 713 Bouyges, as~ 4 1~I
t.,.:J\ I.l;.; J.Jr. Whilefa-huwa awwal (for which there are variant readings of
wa-hmva . . . ) may be understood as a circumstantial clause, and thus
faithful to the Greek, Averroes for one understood the sentence to read
t.,.:J1 '.l;.; J)~, "and it is first in this way" (ibid., p. 714). AI-Kindi
may well have so read, seeing the "way" in which theology is first as
causal.

98.2 "Therefore it is necessary. .. its cause". Compare here Met. I: 1. 981b
27 ff.

101.31 "Every cause... thing is". Assuming al-Kindi is paraphrasing Met.
I: 2. in the preceding sentence, he could have been led by the opening
of Met. I: 3. (983a 24-32) to this remark; which is, however, common
enough in Aristotle and subsequently. (Cf., e.g., Physics II: 3. 194b 16 ff.,
Met. V: 2. 1013a 24 ff., and see the following note.) Stern has, in fact,
shown that a reference to the four causes is given in a Hellenistic inter
pretation to Posterior Analytics II: 1. 89b 24 which links them with the
four types of inquiry in a manner similar to that given below (cf. Isaac
Israeli, p. 18). This interpretation (preserved by the late Greek com
mentator Eustratius, CAG, xxi/I, p. 9) was probably relocated fully in an
introduction to philosophy of the sort which al-Kindi has been using in
this section, though extant Greek texts speak only of the four types of
inquiry (cf. the note to 101.51 below). Then again, al-Kindi could have
leam:ed of this relationship fromaci>riiinentiu"y on the Posterior Ana[ytics,
though we have no evidence of an Arabic translation of such a work, or
of the Post. An. itself, in his time. Yet al-Kindi must have been familiar
with the Aristotelian work, if not with commentaries upon it, even if
only in a second-hand, incomplete way, for he is reported to have written
one if not two commentaries of~1;.' (Cf. the Fihrist, pp. 249, 256, 257;
Walzer, "New Light on the Ara.bic'rr3.nslations of Aristotle", Greek into
Arabic, p. 98; Peters, op. cit., pp. 17-20.) Whether or not al-Kindi is here
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showing a familiarity with a Post. An. commentary tradition, his use
elsewhere of this Aristotelian work, to which he had no direct access,
supports our conjecture that the preceding sentence may well be a para
phrase of Met. I, knowledge of which he would also have acquired indi
rectly. Thus superficial familiarity with a text did not, it seems, deter
al-Kindi from paraphrasing it or commenting upon it.

101.32 "matter, form, agent, final" :~ li , ~.".... '.rz:.s. and~. Compare G. Lewis'
translation of the similarly worded Theology of Aristotle, op. cit., II: 486:
..the. : .causes of the universe are four, namely Matter (al-hayiila), Form,
the Active Cause and Perfection" (al-tamiim; Arabic edition by cAbd
al-Ral}.man Badawi, op. cit., p. 4).

101.33 "that for the sake of which the thing is: .,rJI.:>t5'"~t .:r L. , rendered as
"at which a thing aims" by S.M. Stern in his translation of this and the
following passage, to I. 14, op. cit., p. 13.

101.5' "S~ientific inquiries are four": ~JT~I ..,.Jl1l!,. Cf. Elias, op. cit., p. 3,
David, op. cit., p. I. Stern has analyzed this entire passage and traced
its history from Aristotle, through the Alexandrian introductions to the
lsagoge, to Islamic and Jewish sources, op. cit., pp. 13-23.

101.51 "as we have determined elsewhere in our philosophical treatises":
4".i....IAlIl:.1u lit .:r e.Y Jf .) l;~ L.5"'. Al-Kindi is possibly referring to his
commentary (possibly commentaries) on the Posterior Ana!ytics, for which
cr. above, n. to 101.3; or (and ?) to his treatises based upon the lsagoge.
He is reported to have written a number ofsuch treatises, all unfortunately
still lost, dealing explicitly or implicitly with the themes of the lsagoge and
of its commentators; cf. Fihrist, I: 256, and cf. Fliigel, Al-Kindi, pp. 36-38,
nos. 7,8,25,27, 32 (and see Baumstark, op. cit., p. 161, and Stern, op.
cit., p. 31, n. I). The four epistemological categories are also referred to
in al-Kindi's work on the Almagest,~I ~UI.) ",:,,15"(cr. Franz Rosenthal,
"Al-Kindi and Ptolemy", op. cit., p. 441), a work with which FP has
also other points in common (cf. below, nn. to 102. 15-19, 103.9).

101.7 "only of the existence (of something)": .kAi ~)l1 .:r, which might be
rendered as the "quoddity", whether there is an X. Cf. above, n. to
97.131, While his commentators treated of this question, as noted above,
Porphyry himself incorporates only the "what" and "which" queries
into his discussion of predicables, the "whether" (and "why") things exist
being the sort of ontological question he deliberately excludes from con
sideration in the lsagoge (cf. A. Busse, lsagoge et in Aristolelis Calegorias
Commentarium, CAG iv/I, p. I; missing in the MS. from which the Arabic
translation of the lsagoge has been edited, but supplied by Stern in his
article "Ibn al-Tayyib's Commentary on the lsagoge", BSOAS, vol.
19, no. 3 [1957]: 424).

101.8-10 "what" investigates the genus. . . "which".. . its s}?ecific difference ...
"what" and "which" together ... its species" :~ \Sf." ,~ .:r~ lil
~..,; .:r .:>~ 4 cSt., L.." '~.:r . These correlatio~ are found already
in the lsagoge, Porphyry being followed in this by the commentators: for
"genus", predicated of 't"t eG't'LV, cf. Busse, op. cit., p. 2 (Arabic ma huwa in
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translation of Abu Uthman al-Dimashqi [d. ca. 900], edited by 'Abd al
Ral;lman Badawi, Man!iq Arislii [OrgatWn Aristotelis, Cairo, 1952], III:
1024; following Aristotle, Topus, I.5. 102a 31ff., rendered into Arabic by the
same al-Dimashqi, ed. Badawi, op. cit., II: 476); for the "specific dif
ference", literally just difference, ~r.a.<pop<X1J...ai, predicated of 7to'i:6v 'r(
EG-rtv/Y'';' 151, cf. Busse, op. cit., p.3 and 11; Badawi, op. cit.,: 1026,
1046. (Al:Dimashqi also translates the -r( EG-rtv and 7to'i:6v -rL of 17.10
Busse as mahiyah and kayfiyah respectively, Badawi, p. 1058). At 15.2 Busse
(1054 Badawi), both types of the above sentences are mentioned together;
while species is spoken of as a result of the determinations of genus and
differentia at various places in the work (cf. Busse, 9.3, 13.23, 20.7, equiva
lent to Badawi 1038, 1052, 1(64).

101.12 "matter ... genus; ... form ... species":t"; 'OJ>"" ,~ ,~. Cf. the
Isagoge, 11.15 Busse (1047 Badawi), where man's genus is said to be analo
gous to his matter (UAY) I maddiz ), the specific difference to his form
(J.op<p~ I ~iiTa. When this is repeated at 15.6 Busse (Badawi 1054).
(J.op<p~ is rendered as khilqah. At 3.22 Busse (Badawi 1027), however,
the species is said to be predicated of form; the interdependent nature
of species and difference permitting both expressions, as al-Kindi proceeds
immediately to explain.

10 l.l31 "knowledge of the specific difference ... species": t.".:JI r1' J.J
J-All r1', literally, "knowledge of the specific difference being in the
knowledge of the species". Cf. Isagoge, 10.1 ff. Busse (1041 Badawi).

101.13" "When, therefore, we obtain full knowledge of its matter, form and
final cause, we thereby obtain full knowledge of its definition": I~t;

~~ ~ L:.1-r .w ~L.::ll t.p..J t.;J.J""'.J ~~ ~ L:.1-t. That the
complete definition of a thing includes both its subject matter
(U7tOXe:L[J.&VOV, rendered here by al-Kindi in terms of matter and
form) and aim ('tSAOt;, equivalent to al-Kindi's final cause), is asserted
by Elias, op. cit., p. 5.19 ff., and David, op. cit., 17.31 ff. (and cf. Ammo
nius, op. cit., 1. 18 ff.). Al-Kindi thus again refers, obliquely, to the two
most important definitions of philosophy which the Alexandrians had
discussed (cf. above, notes to 97.9), and again emphasizes the goal as
well as the subject matter of philosophy. Though ordinarily-and in
actual practice even for al-Kindi-the definition of a thing does not
require more than knowledge of its genus and specific difference, the
larger perspective within which al-Kindi views philosophy requires
acknowledgement of a teleological force as part of the very definition
of an object. Al-Kindi is thus led naturally to speak next of the first
cause.

102.1-4 "The truth requires ... obtaining." Al-Kindi returns here to Met.
II: I, from which he drew his remarks above at 97.8-14. As his previous
statements were based upon the latter part of that chapter (993b 19-31),
this passage as well as 11. 10-12 below are paraphrases of its middle
section (993b 11-14, 16-19). At FPI02. 5-9 al-Kindi borrows from the
beginning of this chapter (993a 31-b 4), and then at 103.1-3 he returns
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again to its middle (993b 15-16). A chart of these comparable passages
is as follows:

FP
97.8-14

102.1-4, 10-12
102.5-9
103.1-3

Met. II: J.

993b 19-31
993b 11-14, 16-19
993a 31-b 4
993b 15-16

Met. 993b 11-14 enjoins gratitude for those whose views we might
share, as well as for those who have expressed more superficial (em7tOA
CX~6Te:pOV) views. Astiit's translation (op. cit., pp. 8, 9), which al-Kindi
follows, makes this explicit: "it is not right for us only to thank one who
has uttered an important remark (~~ ~.,;), of those with whose views we
may be associated; rather is it also right for us to thank those who have
uttered a small insignificant remark ( IJ ) I~ ~..,; )".

Aristotle stresses that one should be grateful even for superficial thinkers
with whom one does not agree, since their views at least helped train
the mind. To al-Kindi it is the major benefactors of the truth (as well as
the minor) who have performed this service. This change of subject
-accomplished in part by inverting the sentence order of his source
renders al-Kindi's text different from Aristotle's. The Stagirite appears
to be saying that, while knowledge of the truth is a collective effort, some
views are philosophically valid and should be accepted, while others have a
kind of historical validity only. AI-Kindi ignores this distinction, apparent
ly believing that in general previous philosophy is true, though not complete.
This total though qualified acceptance of past philosophy is of a piece
with al-Kindi's non-historical approach in other treatises; an approach
characterized by a broad, purportedly harmonizing compilation of views,
rather than by a critical analysis of them (cf. his various definitions of
philosophy, AR I: 172 f.; and of the soul, AR I: 272-282. See also
Walzer, "New Studies on al-Kindi", Greek into Arabic, p. 201).

102.1-2 "The truth requires that we do not reproach ... serious benefits to
us" ~..l:l:1 ... L:...it.:... ••• rJ.i ~T ~1 ~.1 l ,j-.1. This sentence paraph
rases Astiit's translation quoted in the preceding note, reversing the
style of its presentation.

102.3 "Kindred and associates": .ts'"/.1 yWI. Cf. Astiit's use of ~J~
(for xmVWGCX~TO of 993b 12) in the phrase translated above, 102.1-4
note, "of those with whose views we may be associated".

102.3-4 "they benefited us... approaches and instruments": ~ ... L; .J.)ljl

..:..~T.1' This statement is an elaboration of 993b 14: OUTO~ GUVe:~cXAOVT6

T~' 't"1jv yocp &~LV 7tpo~GX"1jGCXV ~fLWV ("these... contributed some
thing, by developing before us the powers of thought", i.e., following
Ross, Met. I: 215, "they formed our &~~i; by practice"). Astiit's transla
tion (Bouyges, 9.2) is as follows: U:i ...,-.All ..j r-+"~ l;-,;~1 ~!,

"they have helped us by their prior progress in inquiry." Al-Kindi's
explication of this passage indicates more than a slavish dependance
upon Astiit's written work. AI-Kindi may also have consulted Astiit for
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explanations of difficult passages, having commissioned him to translate
the Metaphysics. To the degree that our text amplifies Astat's translation,
it might be (or be taken from) the "report" (khIlbar) of the Metaphysics
which al-Kindi is said to have written (cf. Fihrist, op. cit., p. 251). Cf.
further below, 103.1-3.

Al-Kindi's usage of q[iidiiniJ, which he again employs in the related
passage below at 1. II (and cf. n. there), probably comes from Astat's
translation of 1tCXpe:LA~<pCX!L&V there (1. 18) as LiJ.A::.,.1 (op. cit., 1 . 4).

102.4 "the real nature of which they fell short of obtaining": ~ 1.1"""'; l.l
~ J:i. This emphasizes the essential failure of prior philosophical
attempts more than Aristotle does in the corresponding Metaphysics
passage; and may also allude to al-Kindi's subject-al-lzaqq, the Real
one-whose "real nature", lzaqiqa, has not, in al-Kindi's estimation,
been fully understood. Al-Kindi is probably following what he takes to
be the intention of Astat's rendering of Met. 993b 18, "for from some
thinkers we have inherited certain opinions ('t'wcx~ a6~oc~)", as "for we
have benefited from the limited views (literally "small views", ;~ ol;t)
of some of them" (Bouyges, I: 9,4).

102.51 "to the distinguished philosophers before us": .;". .:f.j ~I ~

l:.l:i ~I, particularly Aristotle (and cr. below, 103.1), whose view
in 993a 31-b 4 al-Kindi now in effect quotes (with modifications) to 1.
9, following Astat's translation. As the ms. of this section of Astat's work
is in poor condition (op. cit., p. 3, II. 2 and 3), we may reconstruct it
from al-Kindi's passage, and further verify the latter's use of Astat by
comparing al-Kindi with Isl].aq b. I:Iunayn's later translation. The one
significant difference from the translation may be assumed to be al-Kindi's
own contribution.

102.5" "our co-linguists": L:.;U ~t, following the translation suggested by
Rosenthal ("Al-Kindi and Ptolemy", op. cit, II: 445). As Rosenthal
has pointed out (based upon remarks in the~I ~ut ~ .rand our text),
al-Kindi considers himself largely as an interpreter of Greek learning
to the Arabic speaking (and reading) world.

102.61 "no man ... has attained the truth": ..,..UI .:r .t ... J'l-I .P.. r' Astat
(ibid.), ..,..UI .;". .1.1J~ rwith the rest mutilated. Cf. Isl].aq's translation,
Bouyges 3.7, 4:! t.>4 ~ ..,..U\ .:r .t J~ r, translating 993a 31, !LYJ8evoc
8UVOCa6OCL aLye~v OC0't'li~ ( 't'li~ &AYJae(oc~).

102.6" "that which the truth deserves": J'l-I J-~ Le., reflecting Aristotle's
«~(,)~ of 993a 31; given by Isl].iq (Bouyges, 3, 7, 8)~ L. J~'

102.63 "nor have the (philosophers as a) ~hole comprehended it" : J..~t 'Y.1
~ '!. The translation of 993b 1, !L~'t'c: 7t(xv't'oc~ «1to't'Un&'V&LV,
"nor do we collectively fail", is missing in the extant Astat version. Isl].aq
renders it~..,..UI ~ ...,..,.~ 'Y.1, "nor (does the truth) depart from all men
collectively". This negative phrase, containing both a negation and a
negative-value verb, may have confused al-Kindi (and possibly Astat),
as it might have the anonymous author of the marginal notes to the extant
IDS. (Cf. Bouyges, Notice, op. cit., p. L, 2°). This person wrote ambiguously
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-in what Bouyges calls "une traduction paraphrasee"-'y ~I ~I
~ ..,.I:.JI (ibid., p. LVII). This could be translated either "moreover,
the truth (is attained) collectively", which gives ait/an a converse meaning
in the total context but which represents the original meaning of the
Greek; or straightforwardly as "likewise the truth (is not attained)
collectively", which would be similar to al-Kindt On this latter reading,
however, there is ostensibly a glaring discrepancy between this statement
of al-Kindi's and the following sentence but one, which affirms that man
does, collectively, achieve considerable truth (I. 9). This may be resolved
by assuming that al-Kindi is distinguishing between collective knowledge
which does not know all the truth (4! ,],,1-1 in the sense of comprehensive
truth), and collective knowledge which knows "something ofgreat worth".

102.101 "It is proper that our gratitude be great": li~ r1i..:. .JT ~,
using a nominal form of shier, which root Astat employs verbally in the
sentence which serves as the base for this passage (cf. above, n. to 102.
1-4); al-Kindi paraphrasing both Astat and his own parallel sentence
above, 102. I f.

102.101 "even a little (of the truth)... much (truth)" : ~ ... ~ I ~
~I,j-. Following but inverting the order of Astit's translation to Met.
993b 11-13 (Bouyges, pp. 8, 9): tJ T~ 'iyi ... '1;.; 'iyi.

102.11-12 "since they have shared with us ... approaches to the truth". This
paraphrase ofMet. 993b 14 corresponds to that given above at II. 3 and 4,
though the terminology is mostly different. Al-Kindi's li§.r' and
l:J 1* are equivalent to Astat's li";~1 ; the former's p and ..,..Jib
like the latter's .r-i; while .:..t..lA.l.1 echoes t*"~ (and cf. the note to
102.3-4 above for li.J,)ljT).

102.12 "If they had not lived": I.,;~ ( .) ~lj, following Astat on Met.
993b 15 (op. cit., p. 9.2). However, while Astat goes on to translate
Aristotle faithfully, referring the subject to "Tima'iis" (Timotheus),
al-Kindi makes this a general remark concerning all those who have
contributed to the truth; and then he paraphrases the Timotheus reference
below, at 103.1 f.

102.13-14 "principles ... conclusions" : rl}11 .,. 'y1..1)tI. Whereas Aristotle
in Met. 993b 18 is speaking of "some" philosophers to whom we are
indebted, who in turn are yet indebted to "others" (.J.JrT in Astat),
al-Kindi here sRCaks of principles and conclusions, literally "firsts"
and "lasts" (r~T). He thus converts Aristotle's reference to a chrono
logical order of philosophers into a statement concerning the logical
order of philosophical knowledge.

102.15-19 "intensive research, necessary perseverance and love of toil in that ...
subtle speculation and fondness for perseverance": y T.ul i ..1)..1 ~I .~
yT.u1 J~!..1 )a:J1 .j\1J!.J ... ~I J~!.J' Cf. the similar terminology
al-Kindi employs, in his treatise on the Almagest, ..s~l ~UI .) ,":,,15,
to describe what is necessary for an understanding of astronomy (as
quoted by F. Rosenthal, op. cit., II: 444). He also acknowledges
there the successive labors and cumulative knowledge of prior scholars.
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an acknowledgement which Rosenthal calls "daring" for the challenge
it represented to the traditional view of knowledge as that received by
inspiration. Rosenthal, however, finds that this view of al-Kindi's was
current in his time and afterwards, among Muslim scientists (and philoso
phers); and traces it for al-Kindi to Theon of Alexandria's Commentary on
the Almagest (ed. A. Rome, Studi e Testi 72 [1936]: 325; for which com
pare Ptolemy's Syntaxis Mathematica, ed. J.L. Heiberg, Opera [Leipzig,
1898) I: 1, 7.25; English translation by R. C. Taliaferro in the series
Great Books of the Western World [Chicago, 1938], XVI: 6; see also
Rosenthal, op. cit., pp. 445-446). We thus have here an example of ai
Kindi expanding upon an Aristotelian text with material borrowed
from another Greek source. Cf. further below, 103.9 f.

103.1 "Aristotle, the most distinguished of the Greeks in philosophy, said":
JlAi ,4.A.-.lAJ1 j .:r:,il.;..r-II j.J'" ,..,.Ju.."Ja...) ~lj, using the same
adjective as abov"e, 102.5. Whiie the passage there, particularly II. 7-9, is
essentially an unattributed quotation from Aristotle's work (cf. n. to
102.5), the following is actually a paraphrase (however different) of
the Metaphysics, though claiming to be a quotation. Taking such liberties
with sources is not unusual in medieval writers, and is, as we have already
seen and will see, quite characteristic of al-Kindi's method.

103.1-3 "We ought to be grateful to the fathers ... attaining the truth". This
particular paraphrase of Met. I : 993b 15-16 uses a similar opening
phrase as at 102.10 above, the source of which passage, at Met. 993b II,
precedes the Met. source of this sentence. In inserting remarks between
these sentences, al-Kindi has lost the Metaphysics thread of continuity,
so he begins, as it were, again. Aristotle wrote, at 11. 15 and 16, as follows:
,\ \ T'6 \ , L .... J, 1I .. , " ,

E~ !LEV yocp ~!L0 EO<;!L'I} Ey..VE1'O, 1tOIV\'IV a.v !LEA01tO~~OCV OUX E~X0!LEV' E~

8E !Ll) «I>pi)v~<;, T~!L66EO<; OUX £v &yevE1'O ("If there had been no Tim
otheus, we should not have much lyric poetry; and if there had been no
Phrynis, there would have been no Timotheus"). Astat translates this quite
accurately (Bouyges, p. 9) ... ..A:J~ 4i~ l:J .§... r.r.Jl..J. .§... r} , 4i!i
.r.JL.J. .§... r ..rl.J;f .§... r .,,1.J '<J~I, understanding !LEA01tOLLOC
in the general sense of "musical composition", (<J~I ..A:Jw, literally
"composition of melodies"). Al-Kindi is in the dark (as was, no doubt,
Astat) concerning the identity ofPhrynis and Timotheus, whom he appar
ently regards as father and son (they were not related, though both
were fifth century Athenians associated with the development of the
nome form ofpoetry; and cf. further, regarding them, the entries in Pauly
Wissowa, Real-Encydopadie der Classischen Altertumswissenschaft, Zweit
Reihe VI: 1331, no. 9 and XX: I, p. 925). Al-Kindi's view of their
relationship may well be based on his understanding of Astat's use of
kana-for gignomai-as connoting "to be born"; which is a meaning of the
Greek verb when predicated of persons. This again raises the possibility
that al-Kindi consulted with Astat to determine the possible meanings
of difficult passages in the Greek (cr. above, 102.3-4 n.).

103.9 "our practice in all our compositions": L:.;~.ri."... ~ J L:.;l;~, as,
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e.g., in his treatise on the Almagest, in the introduction to which (fol. 56b)
AI-Kindi makes the same type of statement as that which follows (cf.
Rosenthal, op. cit., p. 445). This method is one which Ptolemy says he
practiced (cf. sources listed in note to 102.15-19 above), and while al-Kindi
admits there that he is following Ptolemy's example, he omits this attribu
tion here. It may well be that he assumes his auditors-and readers-are
familiar with the Ptolemy work and/or method, having heard him lecture
on it; and that mention of Ptolemy here is superfluous. Moreover, that
this is (also) al-Kindi's method is indisputable, as evidenced from both
these works and many others, in which predecessors' ideas are presented
both with and without proper attribution.

103.11 "insofar as is possible for us" ; \.:.:ill. J~' Cf. 97.9 (and the second
note there) above.

103.13 "acclaimed for speculation": J2;J4 ~l. "Nal:,ar" here is used
to express the dialectical process, "speculation" in the sense of general
reasoning, the sense which is implied also in the terms ra'y and ijtihad
below, 1. 15 (cf. The Eru:yclopaedia cif Islam, s.v. nal:,ar, 3: 889). Though he
does not mention by name the people against whom he is inveighing here,
it is not difficult to deduce their identity from this and the following lines.
They must be the mu'tazilah, sometimes called ahl al-nal:,ar (cf. J. Schacht,
The Origins cif Muhammadan Jurisprudence [Oxford, 1950], pp. 128, 258);
men well known for their relatively extreme acceptance of the validity of
reason in religious argument. As he does not go into detail, here or
elsewhere, it is difficult to be certain what in particular al-Kindi objected
to in the Kalam method (and cf. above, introduction pp. 32 tr., for further
discussion). He is most certainly not criticizing the use of reason, but
rather what appears to him as its misuse.

103.14 "even if they are enthroned undeservedly with the crowns of truth":
JLA....::..I J:!-.:r~' oJ~ Iy:-'p oJ!.,. This evoking ofmonarchicimagery
is repeated in the following line and below at 104.4. Clearly, al-Kindi is
referring to intellectuals who are in positions of authority (and cf. 104.5)
and who enjoy royal approval, however unworthy of it they may be. The
only theologians who were in this favored position at the time of al-Kindi's
composition of this treatise were the mu'tazilah (cf. above, introduction,
p. 4). Therefore, barring the possibility that this is a later interpolation,
the mu'tazilah must be the objects of al-Kindi's indignation. This is,
moreover, confirmed by internal evidence in the following lines.

103.14-104.1 "because of their narrow understanding of the methods of truth
and their scant knowledge of what befits the august (scholar) as regards
opinion and judgement in those common usages which are all pervasive:
.)t.p\'I., <$T)I J ~~1 .,:.~ ~. ~...... ill., ~I ..,..JL..T .:r~ J:..Al
rA a..WI j5J1 4.WI tW)i1 J.

AI-Kindi refers here to terms with which the Mu'tazilah method of
reasoning is associated. While "opinion" (ray) and "judgement" (ijtihad)
may be seen in the Mu'tazilah scheme as synonyms for individual reasoning
in general (cf. Schacht, op. cit., pp. 98, 99), as used by al-Kindi both
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should be contrasted with "knowledge" (maCrifah) , bearing in mind his
definitions of macrifah and ray elsewhere. In his treatise "On Definitions
and Descriptions of Things", we read that "knowledge" (or "cognition",
as Stern translates, Isaac Israeli, p. 54) is "an opinion which does not
cease": JSIj Jf ~L 4;rl' (AR I: 176) ; while "opinion" is an "estimation
which appears in word or writing. It is also said that it is a type of psychic
belief, in one of two contradictory things, which can cease; and it is also
said that it is estimation with the judgement established for the person
judging, opinion thus being the resting of estimation": joll ~ l,lJl
§..t. T~lhl ~L:.:. ~ .1>t ..,.A.:JI ~lhl ~1 J~J ,,,:,,~IJ J..,All J J"lliJl
.joll :.J~ :.J~1 cJLJl J ,~lAJl ~ ~I .:...~ c: joll ..,,;1 Jl.Au ' u. JIJjI
(AR I: 168, and compare Stern's translation, ibid.).

To these definitions should be added that of "estimation," said to be
"a judgement of the apparent nature of a thing; not, it is said, of its
true nature; and an explanation without proofs or demonstration, so
that the person judging it may cease his judgement: •.;JI ~ .L.a.AJ1 ~ joll
,:.JLo..r. ':I J JS':I~ J':! ,jA ~IJ ,:;ii.a.1 ,jA ':I. Jl.iiu 'J"lliJl ,jA

~ Jl"j ~ ~lAJl ~ §oJ. (AR I: 171, and compare Stern's translation
and comment'S, op. cit., pp. 63, 64.)

To al-Kindi, then, "opinion" is a kind of articulated "estimation",
an expressed view which may be strongly, but not necessarily correctly,
held; and certainly not a view for which the holder has a logical demon
stration. On the other hand, as "an opinion which does not cease",
"knowledge" undoubtedly derives its permanence from conformity with the
truth; a truth, it may be assumed, which can be rendered into "proofs or de
monstration". In this connection it is worth noting that Isaac Israeli (c.A.D.
855-955), who follows al-Kindi quite closely in these definitions, has one
for "true knowledge" not found in the al-Kindi treatise extant, but which
is certainly Kindian in derivation; "Definition of true knowledge: True
cognition confirmed by syllogism and established by demonstration"
(following Stern, op. cit., p. 54). This is rendered in Judaeo-Arabic, as
discovered by H. Hirschfeld, ("The Arabic Portion of the Cairo Genizah
at Cambridge", JQR XV, [1903]: 690) as: /;ladd al-cilm al-,adiq macrafah
!adiqah yu/;laqiquhD. al-qiyas rpa-yuthbituha al-burhan. Al-Kindi himself
discusses "scientific syllogisms", ~I ..r::l.i11 elsewhere, d~cribin!f

the apodictic as those which are always true (.loJ I-,!I TJ"Uo li-l..o c:!
4:i Lo. ~I ,f' cr. "On the Number of the Books of Aristotle ... ", AR I:
380, 38f, also edited by Michelangelo Guidi and Richard Walzer, "Studi
su Al-Kindi I", op. cit., pp. 400, 401 Arabic, 415, 416 Italian; and trans
lated into English by Nicholas Rescher, "Al-Kindi's Sketch of Aristotle's
Organon", op. cit., pp. 54, 55).

Al-Kindi's criticism of the rruttarilah, therefore, is that they scant
demonstrative proofs and are not sufficiently aware of the logical limita
tions of their oWn kind of reasoning.

104.1 "due to the dirty envy which controls their animal souls": ;,; 1.J"u J

~I ~r ,jA~ I J....!-\. Al-Kindi here begins to level a series of
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rather personal charges against his opponents, for which unfortunately
we have little specific corroborating evidence. That the muCta;;ilah were
generally intolerant and capable ofcruel, inhuman acts has been mention
ed in the introduction, as has the later indignity which al-Kindi suffered
under al-Mutawakkil (see above, p. 5 f.). Clearly, the environment was
such that suspicion and charges of deviationism, encouraged by personal
slander, were rife. Al-Kindi attributes such behavior to a combination of
jealousy, vested interests, and wrong ideas.

In referring to the "animal soul", al-Kindi is alluding to the tripartite
Platonic division of the soul, which he discusses at greater length in his
"Treatise on the Soul: A Summary of the Writing of Aristotle, Plato and
Other Philosophers" (AR I: 273-280). There the parts of the soul (called
at p. 273 both "faculties" and "souls") are divided into the "rational",
"spirited" and "appetitive", ~1~1.J ~I ,~I •..,All, the Platonic
AOj'LG't'LX6v, 6up,oe:L3~~ and £7tL6Up,1j't'LX6v (cf. Republic IV: 439d 5 ff.
and elsewhere). The "appetitive" faculty is then compared to a pig and
the "spirited" to a dog, while the rational faculty is likened to an angel
(AR I: 274, a passage which has also been retained among the sayings
of al-Kindi collected by al-Sijistani; cf. Atiyeh's edition of the Muntakhab
$iwtin al-I;likmah, no. 5, pp. 218 Arabic, 240 English). Again, at the end
of the treatise (p. 279), emotional indulgence is associated with animal
behavior «(l+.J1 d'). Envy, one of such emotions, and as such a
function of the "animal soul", is specifically referred to in al-Kindi's
treatise On Definitions, where it is described as a consequence of an intem
perate possessive desire (AR I: 178, 179, and cf. the Republic IX : 580d
10ff.; see too the second note below).

104.2 "the light of truth": ~I JY. Cf. the "Treatise On the Soul", AR I:
274-276, where al-Kindi speaks of "the light of the Creator", <SJI.:'I JY,
from which the individual soul comes and to which it goes, when it
separates itself from the body, i.e., from non-theoretical objects. The
rational soul thus has as its natural object the radiant world of eternally
true entities, and ultimately the Source of all truth.

104.3 "human virtues": ~W~l .,yWI, by which al-Kindi would think
of the four Platonic cardinal virtues (and probably subdivisions of them
as well), which he gives as the meaning of this term in his treatise On
Definitions and elsewhere; describing each with its excesses and deficiencies,
and advocating for each observance of an Aristotelian mean, JI~~I

(cf. AR I: 177-179, and al-Sijistini, op. cit., nos. 104, 108, pp. 236, 238
Arabic 256, 257 English). For Plato's O'OepLa., <XV8pe:La., Gc.>eppoGUV'1j
and 3Lxa.LoGUv1j, al-Kindi has~I, •.~..:.1I, 4A.J1 and JJ.JI (and cf. Richard
Walzer, "Some Aspects of Miskawaih's Tahdhib al-Akhlaq," Greek into
Arabic, p. 224-). These terms reappear in one saying attributed to al-Kindi
(cf. al-Sijistiini, op. cit., no. 26, pp. 227, 228, English translation pp. 247,
248) which incorporates both his combined Aristotelian and Platonic
moral philosophy and his Platonic trichotomy of the soul.

104.51 "for the purpose of gaining leadership and traffic in religion": <.J'" j;.u
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.J!,.u4 •.)~I.... As al-Kindi makes clear here and in the following lines,
his opponents are in power, and apparently he is prepared to call for their
ouster, accusing them of corruption, hypocrisy, intolerance and opposition
to the truth. The very boldness of this attack upon the Mu'ta<.ilah, however
brief and unsustained it may be, raises the possibility that this entire sec
tion may be a later insertion, written by al-Kindi after their fall from power
and his fall from favor, in an attempt to ingratiate himself with the new
religious officialdom. Against this view, however, it should be noted
that there is no peculiarly kalam position taken in these remarks, nothing
said either for or against the eternity of the Qu'ran, Divine attributes,
etc. Moreover, al-Kindi's criticisms are equally valid against the
MU'ta<.ilah and their theological opponents, since they 'argely shared the
same methods of reasoning and had common attitudes to a state religion
and to dissent.

There is, therefore, no reason why al-Kindi should not have so spoken
against the Mu'ta<.ilah while they were in office, particularly since he too
enjoyed at that time the protection of the caliph and would not have
been suspected of actually plotting politically against the official religion.
In addition, as an advocate of tolerance for diverse ideas, al-Kindi would
have been incensed by the charges ofheresy and unbelief, Kufr, which the
Mu'ta<.ilah threw at their opponents (cf. Goldziher, Vorlesungen, op. cit.,
pp. 114-116); and though the charge was officially proferred only against
those who did not accept the createdness of the Qli'ran and other theo
logical dogmas, we may gather from al-Kindi's response that many
Mu'ta<.ilah had neither a kind word for philosophy proper nor for a par
ticular philosopher.

104.51 "for one who trades in something sells it": ~4 'r.~ .:r ~~ , reflecting
the material as well as social benefits normally enjoyed by those holding
state-supported religious office. Al-Kindi apparently spumed such
official perquisites, and was reportedly taken to task for not trying, among
other places, to earn a living at court (cf. al-Sijistani, op. cit., pp. 221
Arabic, 242 English).

104.8-9 "The knowledge of the true nature of things .... with precautions
against it." The benefits of true knowledge for both moral philosophy
and metaphysics are also proclaimed in On the Soul (AR I: 275, echoed by
al-Sijistani, op. cit., pp. 218, 219 Arabic, 240 English), showing again
the influence of that treatise on al-Kindi's thinking in this section.

104.10 "the true messengers": ~.)L.JI J.-J.I vi<.., the prophets (and particularly,
of course, Mu!}ammad), whose message which follows is simplified so as
to be compatible with philosophy. In this accommodation al-Kindi is
apparently prepared to minimize the particular dogmas and "principles
of faith" which the theologians and traditionalists emphasized. His
very formulation of religious "essentials" shows a rational bias.

105.2 "and that which we shall say now": .1)11 ~..,.uti :,.; U.... The following
argument was attributed in antiquity to Aristotle's Protrepticus (cf. Richard
Walzer, Aristotelis Dialogorum Fragmenta [Florence, 1934], no. 2, pp.
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22-24; English translation by Sir David Ross, The Works of Aristotle,
Vol. VII, Select Fragments [Oxford, 1952], no. 2, pp. 27-29), and is
found in a number of late Greek as well as Syriac writers (cf. Walzer,
"Un Frammento Nuovo di Aristotele", Greek into Arabic, p. 45 n. 5).
AI-Kindi undoubtedly came across it in the same introduction to philoso
phy which has served him above, 97.8 if. (cf. Elias, op. cit., p. 3. 17-23,
David op. cit., 9.2-12); he thus returns at the end of this chapter to the
source under which influence he began it.

CHAPTER II: NOTES

106.1-2 "Chapter Two ofthe First Part of On First Philosophy" :J}II9;IYOJ JWI.;,.4J1
JJ~I :u..JAJ1 j (literally, "The Second Article, Being the First Part" in The
First PhilosopJry") , following the phrasing of chap. 3 above, p. 76. Fann,
which 1 translate as "chapter" and, more literally, as "article" (for the
more usual "kind" or "species"), is probably a translation of technl; it
might be used to connote the introduction of another system or "art" of
discussing the subject, a "treatise", though not a totally independent
one, on the theme.

106.31 "that which ought to precede" : 4.t..lAj~ L., viz., an introduction
which has contained a definition of philosophy and an enumeration of
the various types of causes; as well as a general appreciation of previous
philosophers and of philosophical endeavor.

106.32 _ "let us follow this with what follows naturally" : I); .~ Le• .!Jl~ J::.1i
~, viz., specific arguments employing philosophical methods and
definitions.

106.5-6 "there are two kinds of human perceptions, one of which is nearer
to us and further from nature": """!tJ l:.. ",:,,;t L.a.l.o-t .;,bXJ JW~I ~x)1
¥\ ~. Cf. Post. An. I: 2 72a 1-5, "I mean that objects nearer to
sense (...aeyyunpov nj~ IXtG6~GEW~; ~I JI ",:,,;t in the translation of
AbU Bishr Matta, ed. <Abd al-RaQman Badawi, Mantiq Anstii [Cairo, 1949]
:3: 314) are prior and better known to us; objects without qualification
prior and better known are those further (from sense, ...oc 7tOppW"'EpOV,
I"",,! ;s- f). The greatest universals ('toc xlX66"ou !i-IXALG'tIX; ~1 J.".)l1
t...~) are furthest from sense, while particulars are nearest." Compare this
with PJrysics I: I 184a 16, "the natural way (ofdetermining the principles of
Physics) is to proceed from the things which are more knowable and clearer
to us, to those which are clearer and more knowable by nature" (7tecpuxE
8£ ex "'WV yvwpL/Lw...epwv i)/Lwv ~ o8o~ XlXt GlXcpEG...epwv ~7tt-roc

GlXcpeGnplX -r1i cpUGEL XlXt YVWPL/LW-rEplX; ~ .;,~ .;,f J!.).JI ';'l; ~'J
¥I ~ "':'rfJ ~f ,j' )1 J.r~1 J! ' L;~ ~IJ "':'rT ,j' )1 J.r~I,
in the translation of Isl}aq ibn !:Iunayn, ed. <Abd al-RaIj'man Badawi
[Cairo, 1964], 1:3).

Al-Kinw's statement is compounded terminologically of elements
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of both these sources, even as his ensuing remarks draw upon both books
as well as portions of the De Anima and Metaphysics (and see, in this particu
lar connection, Met I: 2 982a 21). It is likely that he was helped to this
eclectic approach by some commentary to one or more of these books,
rather than by direct familiarity with them all. Indeed, the Posterior
Ana?ytics and De Anima would have been known only by second hand to
an Arab reader in al-Kindi's time (see Peters, op. cit., PP. 17 ff, 31 ff. and
40 ff.).

106.7 "from the beginning of our development" : L;? .-'! ..i:... Cf. e.g.,
Met. I: I 980a 28, "by nature animals are born with the faculty of sensa
tion".

106.91 "due to the motion": JI J ), in the sense here, and at I. II below,
of an evanescent, fleeting motion.

106.92 "its change in every case being through one of the kinds of motion":
.:..l5".)-1 (lyT .4 JI>. JS" J J~J, literally "movements," viz., alte
ration, and cf. De An. II: 5 416b 33. Al-Kindi uses "change" and "mo
tion" here in a loose, synonymous sense, as below at 118.19 (and cf. n.
118.192).

106.10 "Its quantity is differentiated by 'more' or 'less', 'equal' and 'unequal',
while its quality is contrasted by 'similar' and 'dissimilar', 'stronger'
and 'weaker''': '~JL..:JI.r-<-J ~Jl-:J1J ji)llJ ;S)l4 ..; ~I j...;LA.;J
..........)I\., ~)I\., ,~I ~J ~4"; ~1.r.lAjJ' i.e., one object of sensation
as perceived is compared with another by various criteria. "Equality"
and "inequality", TO tcrov xad ci.VLcrOV (JL. floJ ~JL. in K. Georr's
edition of Is1}.aq ibn I:Iunayn's translation, Le; Categories D'Aristote . ..
[Beirut, 1948], p. 332) are particularly predicated of quantity by Aristotle
in Cat. 6. 6a 27, while at 5b 14 "much" and "little", TO 7tOAU and 0
OA(yOC:; (J:.lAllJ ~I, Georr, p. 330) are considered applicable as relative
predicates. At Cat. 8. Ila 15 Aristotle mentions the "similar" and
"dissimilar", /)1-l0LOL xOLl &V61-l0LOL (~I ~J ~I, Georr, p. 344) as
the distinctive predicates of quality; while the predicates of "more" and
"less", TO l-liiAAOV XOLl TO ~'t"t'OV (Ji)lIJ X)rl ibid.) are also used, in
lOb 26, as general predicates of quality. Al-Kindi mentions "little"
and "much" (~IJ J:.lAl1) among the predicates of quantity below
at 146.12, while in "On Definitions" (AR I: 167) he defines
quantity and quality by their distinctive above-mentioned
Aristotelian predicates. AI-Kindi is reported to have written two
works on the Categories (cf. Fihrist, p. 256, and see Peters, op.
cit., p. II), and, in his brief description of its contents in On the Number
of Aristotle's Books, he mentions similarity and dissimilarity as predicates
of quality (cf. AR I: 365; ed. M. Guidi and R. Walzer, Studi 1, pp. 391
Arabic, 405 Italian; N. Rescher's English translation, "Al-Kindi's Sketch
of Aristotle's Organon", op. cit., p. 51, reading "shape" [shakl] for
"shade").

Thus, if al-Kindi did not find these various remarks already brought
together in a commentary, it could have occurred to him naturally to
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elaborate on the nature of perception by using criteria taken from the
Categories; even as his next association, dealing with the internal mechanics
of sensation, could have come to him from familiarity with the De Anima
tradition.

106.12-13 "It (sc. sensory perception) is that the forms of which ... the living
being": i.e., both men and animals perceive along similar lines, animals
too having an imaginative facuIty, ~~, (literally .;~I in the ms.), and
related memory, Ji.U.\ (cf. De An. III: IO 433a 11, De Mem. 1 450a 12-15;
and see H. Wolfson's classification of the various terms used to describe
the imagination and memory in their various aspects, in "The Internal
Senses in Latin, Arabic and Hebrew Philosophic Texts", Harvard Theo
logical Review 28 [1935]: 130-133). In comparing the lists of Arabic terms
with al-Kindi's usages here and elsewhere (see below), we may conclude
that his classification is along broad, general lines, though he probably
understood the functions of the various internal senses as multiple. It is,
in fact, the "sensational" aspect of imagination, <pocv't"oca(oc oc£a61J't"~x1j,

which animals share with men, to which al-Kindi is particularly referring
in this sentence, apparently ignoring its more "rational" or "deliberative"
character, <pocv't"oca(oc Aoy~a't"~x~ or fj01)AS:1)nX~ (cr. De An. III: IO 433b
29, 11 434a 5; though, as S. Van den Bergh points out, in Averroes' Tahiifut
al-Tahiifut [London, 1954], II: 189, note to p. 334.6, Aristotle recognized
that sensation is never completely without a rational element); and it is
the latter function which in man prepares his perceptions for comprehen
sion by the intellect. That al-Kindi was familiar with this rationalizing
role of the imagination is evident from his definition of tawahhum (ordinarily
rendered as "estimation" but used by al-Kindi as the equivalent of
"imagination" in the broad sense) in On Definitions (AR I: 167): "it is
fantiisiyii, a psychic facuIty which apprehends sensory forms in the absence
of their matter. It is also said that fantiisiyii, which is the imagination,
is the presenting of the forms of sensible things in the absence of their
matter" (~ W y C; ~\ .;r-J! :.5".;.l.) 4:,.iL...t; 0"'; , L:,..tk:.AJ1 yo ~..,::II

W y c: ~.r-ll -9\11 .;.>-'" .;~ yo) , J.,;.:l\ yo) , L:,..tk:.AJI J~J):
This point is repeated in his treatise On the Essence ofSleep and Vision, ~L.. <.}
4j)1 J i.rJ1 (AR I: 295, Latin translation by Gerard of Cremona,
Liber de somma et visione, ed. A. Nagy, Die Philosophischen Abhandlungen des
raCqiib ben Islziiq al-Kindi [Munster, 1897], pp. 13, 14), where the imagina
tive faculty (o.;..,-ll ;;.1\, virtus formativa) is differentiated from the senses
by its role as an abstracting agent ("despoiler" in the terminology used
by A. Altmann, who translates this passage in his and Stern's Isaac Israeli,
p. 144; cf. the entire discussion of the history of this faculty there, and of
al-Kindi's influence on others in dream theory, pp. 142-145.)

Thus it is probably not insignificant that al-Kindi here chooses to
refer to a view of sense perception which ostensibly has nothing to do
with the intellect; and that he mentions two of the "internal senses"
but omits the third and, for man, the most important, viz., the rational
faculty, in which perceptions normally culminate. This omission may
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be due to his desire to draw a sharp contrast between sensory and intellec
tual perceptions; and to construct a philosophy along lines that are
"purely" logical and demonstrative.

107.1 "and in a body": i J.;4J' possibly a scribal error for i J.-4 JI , "or in a
body"; or this word may have begun a separate two word phrase (as
AH), since the ms. has a blank space after it.

107.2-4 "The other ... universal and particular". See above 106.5,6, and
the quotation from Post. An. I: 2 72a 4 quoted in the note there. Cf. too
De An. II: 5 417b 22, "actual sensation apprehends individuals, while
knowledge apprehends universals".

107.4 "things are universal and particular": 4J..r. J 4"lf .l,,;~1 , i.e., the tota
lity of things is composed ofuniversal and particular objects; alternatively,
and more probably, al-Kindi's intention is to say that objects are either
universal or particular.

107.4-5 "I mean by 'universal' the genera of species and the species of individ-
uals; while I mean by 'particular' the individuals of species" : ~f
t.1.,;)(J ..,...~~\ 4;';;4 if'J , ..,...~)(J t.1";~IJ , t.1.,;)(J ..r~~1 JS;:f4.
AI-Kindi is interested in defining his terms with logical precision; and he
refers naturally to the relationship between genus, species and the specific
difference constitutive of the individual with which he was familiar from
his acquaintance with the Isagoge and/or a commentary to it (cf. above, pp.
97.8, 101.5).

107.6-8 "Particular, material individuals ... human intellect." Cf. below,
p. 154.17: "(Intellect) is the species of things ... as well as that which is
above them. Individual things, on the other hand, are sensible"; and see
the commentary there.

107.11 "for all representation is sensible", .....,..s 4.l5' ~I ~~. This is a
tautology, in al-Kindi's use of the term "representation". As remarked
above in the note to 106. 12, 13, al-Kindi apparently deliberately avoids
acknowledgement of the traditional role of sensory perception, or "repre
sentation", in intellection. It appears that there is for him no epistemic
bridge from genuine sensory perception to intellectual cognition. A
similar impression is received from his treatise On the Intellect (AR I: 354,
edited as well by Richard J. McCarthy in Islamic Studies [1964] iii, pp.
112 Arabic, 126 English); as Stern remarks in assessing al-Kindi's treat
ment of the process of intellection there (Isaac Israeli, p. 38): "AI-Kindi
explains how the objects of intellection present in the 'intellect in actuality'
are communicated to the 'intellect in potentiality', and does not deal at
all with the process of apprehension passing through the senses."

107.12 "Rather the concepts are verified in the soul, validated and rendered
certain through the veracity of the intellectual principles which are
known necessarily": 4l.,AJ.l ~I j;\,\11 J~ .:;.:.. J6 ~I J JJ.,.z.o .H
S~1. Al-Kindi is thinking of universal propositions and the principles
by which they are verified. He confuses the issue by referring to all
intelligible forms, many of which are ideas derived by induction, generali
zations based upon the particular perceptions of our senses. Aristotle
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discusses both topics separately (cf. Post. An. I: 2,3, De An. III: 3,4,7,8),
distinguishing in effect between the process of acquiring ideas, and that
of validating statements about such ideas, in which latter process the
"scientific knowledge" obtained is essentially independent of sense per
ception (cf. Post. An I: 31 87b 27, and see W. Hammond's discussion of the
role of sensory perception and logical premises in Aristotle's view of in
tellection, Aristotle's Psychology, London, 1902, pp. LXXVIII-LXXXII).
AI-Kindi apparently blurs this distinction, despite his remarks below
at 111.14 ff.; and the impression is that he seems to be reading the
De Anima with a Posterior Analytics bias.

107.13 "as that 'it is' and 'it is not' cannot both be true of the same thing
without its changing": ~~ ..,...d ~ •.; J ~.)L,., .;f Y' 'J~ Cf. Met.
IV: 3 lOO5b 19, "(the firmest of all first principles is) that it is impossible
for the same thing to belong and not to belong to the same thing at the
same time and in the same respect": TO yocp OCUTO OCILOC U7tOCPXELV
TE xxI. ILlj U7tOCPXE~V &MVOCTOV T<j) OCUT<j) XOCL XOCTOC TO ocuT6 (in
Astat's translation, Bouyges I: 346,~~ lAo~J~ [, •.; .J~ .Ji.:,>:.t. '1).
Contradiction is, moreover, defined in Post. An. I: 2 72a 12
as "an opposition which of itself excludes any intermediate":
,/ ~" /6 z. '" t' \ 6" / f h" hOCVT~cpOCG~e; oE ocvn EG~e; 'je; OUX EGn ILETOC",U XOC OCUTIjV, 0 W IC

the awkward last part of al-Kindi's sentence above-- IS~ ..,...d ~
could well be an echo. Interestingly, the Arabic translation of Abu
Bishr Matta (d. A.D. 940) is corrupt here (unless we have an editorial
lapse), reading ~1-4 oJ .k.-./Yl IS..\JI .}.l.4::J1 ~t ,..,.....l;WI.# ~;L:.I.I L.I J

(ed. Badawi, Mantiq Aris!ii II: 3i4). It may thus be that this passage
was never clearly transmitted to the Arabs.

lOR I "This is a perception of the soul which is not sensory, is necessary,
(and) does not require an intermediary": 'ISJI)..;\ 'r.s-'1 ..,..A:.lI ~.J 1,l,..Jli
.k.-.,,::.. Jl [.~ '1 . Cf. Post. An. 1:2 71 b 20. At 72a 8 Aristotle explains
that an "immediate" premiss, (!XILE:GOe;, .k.-)1.::..1,).;f, Badawi, op. cit., p.
314) is one to which no other is prior.

108.4 "the common sense will represent it in the soul": ..,..A:JI ..j J501~ I~ .
Al-Kindi refers here and at line 8 below to the "common sense", XOL"~
ocL(61)GLe;, and from such meagre sources it is difficult to be certain how he
understood this faculty, or ifhe saw it at all as a separate facuIty. Apparen
tly he makes no claim for the common sense other than as a medium of
perception in the soul. He refers only to its function in the perception
of sensibles and the "common sensibles" (cf. the following note), ignoring
its other functions (for which cf. D. Ross' introduction to the De Anima,
pp. 33-36). As he has already acknowledged the role of the senses and
of imagination in sense perception, it would seem that his common
sense is either identical with one or the other, or, as its name implies,
functions between them. It is this latter role which Isaac Israeli gives to
common sense: "It is intermediate between the corporeal sense of sight
and the imaginative faculty, which resides in the anterior ventricle of the
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brain and is calledfantdsrya. It is for this reason that it is called "common
sense' (lw-lWsh Iw-meshiitiij, fensus communis), for it receives from the corporeal
sense, i.e., that of sight, the corporeal aspects of things and transmits
them to the spiritual sense, i.e., the imaginative faculty" (ha-me~ayyer,

formatum, following Altmann's translation of Israeli's "Book on the El
ements", pp. 53, 54, in Isaac Israeli, pp. 135, 136; Latin and Hebrew
passages given by H. Wolfson, "Isaac Israeli on the Internal Senses",
Jewish Studies in memory if George A. Kohut, ed. S. Baron and A. Marx
[New York, 1935], p. 584, n. 9). As Israeli is often indebted to al-Kindi,
the master's understanding of common sense might be reflected in the
disciple's explanation, hitherto described as "unique" (cf. Wolfson, op.
cit., p. 585, Altmann, op. cit., p. 141).

On the other hand, the Israeli passage quoted above has the common
sense transmitting corporeal images to the imagination, which faculty
is to refine them further into intelligibles. Al-Kindi, however, is opposed
here to this view of intellection (cf. 1. 10 below). Thus, our knowledge of
his understanding of the common sense remains at present incomplete;
while his reticence freed Israeli to expound his own explanation, which he
probably thought was in keeping, at least in part, with al-Kindi's opinion.

108.5 "while everything which is immaterial may exist with the material, as
shape which is perceived through color" : t: ~.>'.. ..IiJ J'J.Y.!''J ..,. L. JS""J
':')14 ::.y;-.,.tl ~lS"" , J'J-,=",I. For the common sense's perception of
(composite) corporeal images, involving discrimination between the
objects of diverse senses, cf. De An. III: 2 426b 12 ff., De Sensu 7 449a 3 ff.;
while for its perception of the "commonsensibles" of rest, motion, number,
shape, magnitude and time-which al-Kindi is apparendy referring to as
"everything immaterial"-ef. De An. II: 6 418a 17, III: 1 425a 16,3 428b
22 and De Mem. 1 450a 10.

108.8 "It is sometimes believed that it (sc. the immaterial) is represented in
the soul through the common sense's acquiring of it": ~ ~ d ~ Jj J

~ ~I ~I y~4 ..,...;.:JI. This is the Aristotelian view (cf. the preceding
note), that the common sensibles are perceived with and through the
perceptions ofparticular sensible objects. Though their being perceived is a
function of the general perceptive faculty of the sense, and not, e.g., of sight
qua sight (cf. Ross, op. cit., p. 33), the common sensibles are considered as
perceived representational!y.

108.10 "(However) the perception of the limit, which is the shape, is an in
tellectual perception which occurs through sensation but is not really
sensible": :;')J..4..,..yS'J ~4~.r-jU.~) -, ~I,j' JI ~4:JI::.y;-"";.

This goes beyond Aristode's position, as oudined in ·the preceding
note, and effectively transforms - the sense (when functioning as a
common sense with common sensibles) into an intelligent faculty.
This is quite the opposite of Aristo~e's-teaching that the soul never thinks,
at least at first, without an image -(cf. De An. III: 7 43la 16, 8 432a 3).
From the beginning, al-Kindi appCars to be saying, there are no genuine
images, i.e. representations, of ideas; and -the function of the intellect is
extended into the senses.
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109.4 "it is something which only the intellect necessarily perceives": ~ l.t!,
t~1 jA.J1 .~ •.;., though not immediately. Al-Kindi's choice
ofexample is interesting, since it assumes quite a familiarity with questions
of physics and cosmology; nor are the reasons with which he verifies
the statement as self-contained and obvious as he might have wished.
His interest in the subject matter of the example probably led him to get
ahead of himself at this point. In another treatise, r.rL: IJ .r'L:..J1 .:"t. .. 4J L.. )
jS:..:J\ ..... f ~srl ,"That the Elements and the Outermost Body (of the
Universe) Are Spherical in Form", al-Kindi uses this same statement
as a premise with which to prove the sphericity of the universe (cf. AR
II: 49 f.; translated by Haig Khatchadourian and Nicholas Rescher,
Isis 56 [1965], pp. 190 f., reprinted in the latter's Studies in Arabic Philosophy,
p.lO).

109.6 "the meaning of 'void' is a place without any spatial object in it":
~ ~ "Y .:,,~ .~I . Al-Kindi has a word play not found in the original
Greek definition (Physics IV: 7 213b 31, 1:0 XEVOV 1:01tOC; dvcx~ ev <fi !J.ll8£V
ea1:~, in Isl:,J.aq ibn I:Iunayn's translation, ed. cAbd al-Ral:,J.man Badawi
[Cairo 1964], I: 347: ')I.....y •.;. ~.ri .:,,~ ~ .~I). In the Physics passage
cited, Aristotle proceeds to reject the existence of a void, showing that it is
incompatible with the movements ofbodies. In De Gaelo I: 9 279a II if., he
argues against the existence of a void outside the heaven-understanding
void as the place of a potential body-on the grounds that the properties
(such as place, void and time) ofa body which cannot itselfexist outside the
heaven (as explained in De Gaelo I: 9 278b 21 if.) cannot exist either.
Al-Kindi ignores this distinction between potential and actual body, and
the relative sense in which "void" is a meaningful term, though one which
may be rejected on physical grounds. He is rather thinking of the void
in some absolute logical sense; which allows him to establish an imme
diate self-contradiction of terms.

109.7 "Now 'place' and 'a spatial object' are in that type of relation where
one does not precede the other". Cr. Physics IV: 4 21 Ob 34 if., and particu
larly 212a 20, in which place is defined as "the innermost motionless
boundary of what contains", 1:0 1:0U 1tEp~exOv"oc; 1t£pCXC; IXxtVYJ"ov
1tp&1:ov.

109.11 "if the plenum is a body": 4.>"':"15"" I~I .")\.l.IJ (following AR's emenda-
tion of ~). Cf. De Gaelo I: 9 278b 21 ff. Aristotle argues that "there
neither 1S nor can there come into being any body outside the heaven",
since the physical movements of all bodies, which are briefly mentioned,
preclude such a possibility. In contrast, al-Kindi offers no physical
argument in support of this statement, that there is no body outside the
universe. He concentrates rather upon the logical entailments of "infinite
body"; which is, for reasons he has yet to give (cf. below, 155.1 if.,), a
self-contradictory term.

1I0.7 "beyond nature" ¥I J..,i, i.e., metaphysical objects; compare al
Kindi's use of ~1 J..,i L. in his Almagest paraphrase, as discussed
by Rosenthal in "AI-Kindi and Ptolemy", op. cit., p. 440.
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primary cause of everything which moves and
~ 4::1) ~ ~I.J' With this may be

"mathemati~al.inves~i~ati.o~ is suitable o~ly in what has no matter":
4l J~ '1 l...:i v~ vI ~ ~I ...,-.4J1. Cf. Met. II: 3 995a
IS, the Arabic of which (Bouyges I: 49), though in a damaged state, is
similar in its use of~I ~I:

"matter is a substratum for affection": JW;")\J 4s"";J" J..r.J.I. This
is similar to al-Kindi's definition of matter in his treatise On Definitions
(AR I: 166): "matter: a faculty which is a substratum for the bearing
of forms; an affection" (a...A:.. 'J.,,-ll ~ 4s..,..;.".. •.,,; - J..r.J.I). Cf. Met.
VIII: I 1042a 32.

"and nature is the
rests": §..... !Jr::.

Ill.!

111.2

110.9 "Preserve ... this preface": :i...\A.l.1 •.l. .,. ~L;. This appeal does not
conclude al-Kindi's general remarks, which continue until 112.19. He
may have inserted this paragraph both for didactic and/or rhetorical,
stylistic purposes, and to serve as well as a transition to a theme which,
while related to the foregoing, may well be taken from a different source.

"By these two ways is the truth on the one hand easy and on the other
hand difficult": C,,,,,, ~,jA.J ~~ ,jA~I.,l5"" ~I ~~ .,L;. Cf. Met. II
I 993a 30, "the investigation of truth is in one way difficult, in another
easy", ~ 7tEpt Tlie; &A1J6dlXe; OEWpLIX -r7i (.LEV X!XAE7tlJ -r7i 8& Pq.8LIX
(~ ~ ,jA.J~~ ,jA~ I ..i )a:J1 ., I ... in Astat translation, Bouyges I: 3).
Aristotle, however, goes on t~ explain that it is difficult to be precise about
a particular part of the truth which is being studied, though it is easy to
say something true in general. Al-Kindi, however, intends something
else in referring to "two ways" by which the truth is easy and difficult,
viz., the right way by which it is easy (use of the intellect), and the
wrong way, by which it is difficult (use of the senses).

110.13 "as the eye of the bat is blind '" in the rays of the sun", ~.u.£

...,.....=JI t.W J ... .11).)1. Cf. Met. II: I 993b 8, "for as the eyes·of bats
are to the blaze of day", c''::HJ7tEP yocp TOC TWV VUXTEpL8wv IS(.L(.LIXTIX 7tpOe;
TO cpeyyoe; (apparently translated by Astat as •.,..;~ .11.,,1.)1 .,~ Jl>- L.s::.t
Jl~1 , Bouyges I : 4, while IS~laq ibn J:lunayn translates ..;w..I.,~ Jl>-~
...,.....=JI.L"...;~). AI-Kindi, however, again modifies his source, since Aristotle's
simile compares the bat's natural difficulty of seeing during the day with
the intellect's natural difficulty of comprehending the causes and prin
ciples of all things; while for al-Kindi, the bat's daytime vision is to our
vision as our sensory perception of intelligibles is to our intellection of
them. Philosophy is not difficult, for al-Kindi, if properly pursued.

110.17 "Instruction is easy only in customary things": .,.,,~ lil ~I .,L;

.;..I.)bll ..i ~. Cf. Met. II: 3 994b 32, "the way we receive a
lecture depends on our custom", IXt 8' tXXpo&'aELe; XIXTOC TOC &01J
au(.L~IXLvouaLv (L;~f L. .Y .,~ Le'l t.."....J.1 ~I.J' in Astat's transla
tion (Bouyges I: 42). Al-Kindi deviates from the following Aristotelian
passage by mentioning only traditional Islamic forms of instruction, not,
e.g., mathematics, which is introduced as a separate subject.

110.19-
Ill.!

110.12
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compared al-Kindi's definition ofnature in On Definitions (p. 165): "nature
is the principle of motion and of rest from motion. It is the first of the
faculties of thesoul"(~I..s;;J).,..1 '~.r,:r:J~.1~.r.1~1-~I).
In his treatise An Explanation ThIlt the Nature of the Sphere is Differentfrom tke
Natures of the Four Elements (AR II: 40, 41), terrestial nature is defined in
terms similar to those in our treatise. This definition of nature may be
found in Aristole's Physics II: I 192b 13.

111.4 "mathematical investigation": ~4)1 ..,...-AJI, used as a synonym for
~I ..,...-AJI just above, indicating al-Kindi's inconsistent usages.

111.9 • "The Principles ofPhysics" : ~I JSI.,1, a missing work of al-Kindi's,
possibiy equivalent to his "Book on the Action and Affection of First
Natures" J}il .:,,~I .,. 41....:.11.1 4kLiJI j ..,...l:S"), or the "Book on
the Principles of Sensible Things" (:i...r--l' :~\1' JS'.,t j ..,...l::5"") mentioned
in the Fihrist I: 256. The work is perhaps, at least in·part, a summary
of Pkysics III 1-3. Cf. I 200b 12 ff.

111.11 "For it is not possible that something should be the cause of its own gen-
eration, as we shall explain shortly": .~I ;.;~ ;.;T ~• ..,..".l ~~
J.,1i ~ .J.:i-' If ,.jl.; ;.;.,,5' 4k. Cr. below. 123.3 ff.

111.141 "an apodictical perception": Jt.~1 .).Yo'"JI, literally, a demonstrative
"finding" or apprehension. This intellectual apprehension is the sense
of "perception" for wujiid in 106.5, 107.2, 112.2, etc. Cr., for the following
lines in the text, Anal. Post. I: 3 72b 18 f.

111.141 "pursuit": ..,....,lla., literally, "desideratum."

112.1-2 "If there would be a demonstration for every demonstration, then
there would never be perception of anything": ".>Ii ;.;t.Yo ;.;t.Yo Js:J ;.;l5' ;.;!
~, .).Yo'" .1 'tS~ ;.;~, since one cannot traverse an infinite series (cf. Anal.
Post. I: 3 72b 10), and thus there would never be a demonstration, or
premise, which could be known.

112.4 "he being that which is living, speaking and mortal": ..;kl;JI J-I .,. ~..iJ1

.:..:11, the ~<i>ov AOY~XOV 6vlJ'rov of Porphyry (ef. the lsagoge, ed. Busse,
GAG iv/I, 10.12, 11.16, pp. 1041, 1047 in Badawi's edition of AI
Dimashqi's translation, Mantiq AriS/ii III; which appears, naturally,
among Porphyry's commentators [cf. Elias, op. cit., 4. 17,44. 14; David,
op. cit., 2.4, 11.22]). AI·Kindi defines mankind, 4::'W~I, in these same
terms in On Definitions (AR I: 179). As is made clear there by definitions
of the angelic and animal realms, mortality distinguishes man from the
angels ("gods" in Porphyry, op. cit., 10.13, missing entirely from the
Arabic translation, p. 1041). .

112.6 "we should not seek probable (literally 'persuasive') arguments in
mathematical sciences": ~4)1 pLJI J .:,,~l;;~1 ~ [~] ;.;T ~. This
remark and the following two paragraphs have their origin in Met. II: 3,
to which other sources may have been added. Thus in Etk. Nick. I: 3
1094b 25 Aristotle states that "it is equally foolish to accept probable
reasoning (1t~6a;voAoyoUV'roC;) from a mathematician, and to demand
scientific proofs from a rhetorician" (and cf. the Theaetetus, 162e 7).

112.10 "some proceeding in accord with parables, some proceeding in accord
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with historical witness": ;,)~ ~ ~~~.J ,J~)rl ;,)~ ~~.J":"~.J
JL:.:-)rl.:..b~.Cf. Met. 2: 3 995a 7, which may be translated as "(some
people do not accept statements ... ) unless they are expressed by way
of examples, while others demand that a poet be quoted as a witness":
Ot ~'&v IL~ 1tClPCl~e:LYILCl'tLX(;)C;, Ot ~E ILOCP-rupCl cX.~LouaLv E7tCxye:a6ClL
1tOLYJ't"IjV (in Astat's translation, Bouyges I: 44, 4? : ':'1 ~ 'Y .:r r+--.J
.hi ~ ~ .r~ ;,)~.}.>'- ,:,1 ~..r. .:r r+--.J , J~4 J.,AJI ~ t). Al
Kindi has here rendered Aristotle, with a minimum of modification, in
cultural terms which would have been familiar to a Muslim audience.
Thus, Aristotle's "examples" taken from everyday life (in which sense
the paradeigTlUl should be understood; cf. Ross' note to his edition of the
Met. I: 220) is probably understood by al-Kindi as denoting "parables"
or possibly "proverbs", genres of literature and instruction common in
Islam. Though amthal can mean either "example" or "proverb" and "par
able", and as such it is a fortuitous choice for translation of parad~gma,
i~ would appear that the Arab reader, unfamiliar with the Platonic
Dialogues or other examples of "paradigmatic discussion", would have
understood the term in the latter sense. That this may have been the
intention of As!at is rendered possible by the second translation of this
passage, that by the normally careful Isl:laq ibn I:Iunayn. He translates
(Bouyges I: 44) the 1tClpClae:LYILCl'tLX(;)C; of the above passage as ;;,)~

~U:l, "collective witness"; which could only have meant, to a Mus
lim, the ijmtic or "agreement" of the community of believers.

This Islamicization of the text is more evident in al-Kindi's use of
"historical witness", literally "witnesses of events" (or of the "stories"
of these events), for Aristotle's "poetic witness". Al-Kindi's audience
would have understood the phrase as alluding to reports of individual
events, rendered as stories or anecdotes; and to the chain of transmitterS
which precedes the story and testifies to its accuracy. In this form, well
delineated by al-Kindi's time, the akkbtir genre of literature resembles
that of the badith, and like it often dealt with stories of the Prophet or of
battles fought (cf. Franz Rosenthal, A History of Muslim Historiography
[Leiden, 1952], pp. 10-11, 59-63). It was common too to include poetic
insertions in the prose story, and this element, in which the authority
of the poet is in effect subordinated to that of other (prosaic but pious)
witnesses may have served al-Kindi as the bridge for his translation of a
Greek cultural norm into an Islamic one.

112.15 "nor sensation or exemplification-in the science of the metaphysical":
~ 'Y.J L- .}~I ,.wI J 'Y.J, Le., there should be no sensory represen
tation of any- kind, neither directly nor by way of metaphor or parable,
in the pursuit of metaphysics, ~~I-rW'; literally "theology", used as a
synonym of "metaphysics" (cf. Met. VI: 1 1026a 19, Bouyges II: 707).

112.19 "we ought to set forth beforehand the canons the employment of which
we require in this craft": o.a JU~I J1 [.\:-; JI ~I"AJI r.l.ii ,:, T~
~l:....oJl. Al-Kindi now proceeds to give a number of attributes of the
eternal, which he considers to be a unique being. Understood as an
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allusion to the True One, i.e., God, these remarks anticipate in part the
conclusions of this treatise, pp. 16lf. The remarks are presented here as
logical propositions from which the subsequent discussion of things which
are not eternal derives (and cf. the use of J4-l1 ~!,i in the Plotinian
based ';~I rWt d :ut..J , Epistola de Scientia Divina, ed. Badawi, Plotinus
apud Arabes p. 171; translated by Lewis, op. cit., p. 299: 4.16). The state
ments themselves spell out in somewhat redundant detail a number of
mostly Aristotelian conclusions about the eternal, as well as a notion of
the uniqueness of the eternal which may have come from Neoplatonic
reflections upon the One or from John Philoponus' attitude to eternity.
Declarations of the unique, uncaused, unchanging, self-sufficient One,
or God, are of course scattered throughout the writings of the Church
Fathers and mutakallimiin. It would seem, however, that al-Kindi is
following a philosophical rather than theological formulation of the eter
nal, since his description lacks the more personal and volitional themes
of the latter (cf., for example, al-Ash'ari's Maqtiltit al-Isltimiyin, ed. by
Hellmut Ritter, op. cit., p. 177).

"the eternal is... perfect". The information contained in these
three paragraphs may be summarized as follows: the eternal has always
existed and will always exist; it is independent of any cause; its being is
simple and unique, changeless and perfect. With this description may
be compared the definition of the eternal given in On Definitions (AR I:
169): "the eternal is that which has never been non-existent; it does not
require another for its subsistence, and that which does not require another
for its subsistence has no cause, while that which has no cause endures
forever": 'j <$.lJ~ ~ oJ:!- JJ 4.); J ~~ ..,-:J.J ...,-:J ~ r <$.lJI - J}JI
T~t fiJi oJ :a&- 'j L..J , oJ 4k ')\5 oJ:!- JJ 4.!.J. <) ~~ • While there is
overlapping of these concepts in the sources, cf. nevertheless, the view
of the ungenerated and imperishable nature of the eternal in Physics IV:
12 221b 2, De Caelo I: 12 281b25, Met. XII: 7 1072a 21, Eth. Nich. VI: 3
1139b 24; for the view of the eternal as self-sufficient and uncaused,
Met. XII: 7 lO72b 28, XIV: 4 1091 b 18, Enneads V: 4 1 (ed. Henry and
Schwyzer II: 332, and cf. Lewis' translation there, p. 333, of the equiva
lent passage in the Arabic Plotinus corpus, ed. Badawi, op. cit., p. 179),
al-Ash'ari's Maqtiltit, p. 484, and al-Khayyafs Kitiib al·lnti~tir, ed. by
Albert Nader, op. cit., p. 80; for the view of the eternal as the one,
unique, changeless, perfect being, cf. the last mentioned sources, as well
as-in a tradition that may be traced to Parmenides' reflections upon
the nature of being (preserved in Simplicius' commentary on the Physics
CAG ix. 145, I fr.; as quoted by Kirk and Raven, The Pre-Socratic Philo
sOPhers [Cambridge, 1966J p. 273)-the Arabic Plotinian passages in
Badawi, pp. 112 and 186 (Lewis pp. 271 and 474); and see too John of
Damascus' De Fide Orthodoxa (ed. Migne, PG 94), I: 4, English translation
by F. Chase Jr., Saint John of Damascus: Writings, The Fathers of the
Church, vol. 37 (New York, 1958), p. 170 f.

Now, Neoplatonic thought depicts the One as not the only eternal being,
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though its nature is beyond all comprehension and comparison, even
with the other eternal hypostases; while kaliim and Christian sources
discuss the essence of God in relation to His attributes; and these are
themes to which al-Kindi is not addressing himself. His depiction of the
eternal as unique generically might, however, be an echo ofJohn Philo
ponus' view of God as the only ungenerated being. We know that Philo
ponus attacked Aristotle on this point and rejected his doctrine of the
eternity of the world (cf. Simplicius' commentary on the Physics, CAG
x: 1141.11, 19 ff., 1144.25, "only the First is ungenerated and uncaused,
!Lovov -ro 7tpw-rov &yevll-roV eG-rt xoct &VOCL-rLOV; and see Walzer, Greek
into Arab~, p. 192). As we are approaching a section in which al-Kindi is
clearly indebted to Philoponus, it is probable that these remarks already
show his influence.

113.1 ~ "which must never have been a non-existent being": ..,-) ~ ( <.?.lJ1
lilk..Y'. Huwa, as huwiyah, often represents "being", as the fifth form
tahawwaya of pp. 123 and 162 can stand for "coming to be"; while laysa
as "non-existent (being)", contrasted with aysa as "existent (being)" is
used, e.g., in p. 123. Cf. below, note to 119.16.

113.3-4 "subject", "predicate", "agent", "reason":~ ,~li ,J~ 't""'?y.
These four terms relate, as the allusion at 1. 4 tells us, to the four types of
causes mentioned above at 101.3. Al"Kindi, if not simply presenting a
partially different set of synonyms of causal terms, is here stating the
physical correlates of causation; i.e., he is saying that the eternal is not
caused since it has nothing with which causation is associated.

113.5 "a species being composed of its genus, which is common to it and to
other;;, and of a specific difference which does not exist in others": t.".:J\,
oJ:!- ~..,-) j...;,f.J o~.J oJ cfWl~ ,f ~.r. At ·107.4f. above, al
Kindi has referred in pasSing to the relations between genus, species
and individuals, and here he elaborates so.mewhat on this theme, using
material found ultimately in Porphyry and his commentators (cf. the
Isagoge, CAG ivfl, 4.2, 13.23; in the Arabic edited by Badawi, op. cit.,
pp. 1027, 1052). Al-Kindi's view of the eternal as unique is, as has
been mentioned in the note to 113.1-114.8, his point of departure from
Aristotle's world view and his point of affinity with that of John Philo
ponus. It is worth remembering here that al-Kindi does, however, agree
with Aristotle elsewhere that the heavenly spheres as well as the basic
elements of matter are "permanent", i.e., ungenerated and imperisha
ble (cf. AR I: 220, 246; II: 45). Al-Kindi, however, does not consider
them as eternal, but clearly states that they endure only for as long as
God so wills. As, therefore, the world is ultimately not imperishable,
one may assume that it is, in his view, originally created, though since
- and now - "ungenerated".

This distinction is brought out inal.Kindi's terminology: Azaliy stands
simply for the eternal, with no disti.rl~onl>etweenthe eternal a parte ante
and the eternal a parte post (cf. Van'de.n;Bergh, Averroes' Taluifut al-Tahafut
[London, 1954], II: 1); while the'objectswhich endure like the, eternal
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are said to "remain" (~4) for "a period of time", .-1.0 r41 (cf. AR I:
220, II: 45). Thus it would appear that al-Kindi's unique eternal being
is indeed God, and not any of the physical objects which might seem to
qualify for the term.

113.1Jl "perishing being but the changing of the predicate": J~ ~ Lt'! .)LiJI
J.,..-ll. Though the argument at lines 13 f. below favor a reading of
tabaddul as "alteration", it is translated as "change" since the argument
here concerns the physical components of substance, viz., form ("pred
icate"/ma/zmiil, for which cf. above, line 7) and (first) matter (cf. the
following note), the coming into being and perishing ofwhich are properly
called "changes", !Le:Ta.~OAa.£, while "alteration", &llO£WGLC;, is the
change of qualities within substance; cf. Physics V: I 225a 15, V: 2 226a
26, and Met. XII: 2 1069b 9 (in the latter text Astat, al-Kindi's colleague,
renders the &AAO£WGLC; of I. 12 as al-taghyfr, as he did for the plural form
in Met. V: 21 I022b 19, Bouyges p. 641 ; while Abu Bishr Matta translates
it as al-istil;iilah, Bouyges, p. 1436 f.).
That tabaddul is used by al-Kindi as the generic equivalent of !Le:Ta.~OA~,

much as taghayyfr is found in Metaphysics (cf. Bouyges 3: Index 258),
is further seen below at 114.3 and 117.8, at which latter citation we read
at 1. II, .)LiJ!, .J~I ~ 0.;A~ J~.1' "and the change of ... substance
is coming to be and perishing".

113.11" "the primary substratum'!: J.1~ I j..lJ.\ . j..b.- is the subject as substratum,
and as such cannot be the eternal, which has no subject and is not involved
with forms in any way. The term is an apparently literal translation
of TO 1tpWTOV U1tOXe:(!LEVOV, used as the definition of "matter" in Physics
I: 9 192a 31 (translated, however, by Is~aq ibn I:Iunayn, ed. Badawi,
op. cit. I: 75, as J};/I ~f'); which chapter also establishes the per
manence of matter viewed as potentiality (I. 27). This notion helped
lead to the concept of an indeterminate "first matter" (for which cf. H.
Wolfson, Crescas' Critique ofAristotle [Cambridge, Mass., 1929] pp. 581 ff.),
which may be implied by JJ~\ j..lJ.\, said in the following line to be al-ays,
i.e., being (or existence, i.e., existent being; al-Kindi does not distinguish
between the two) pure and simple, unformed, therefore unactualized
and theoretically purely potential. AI-Kindi, however, ignores here this
aspect of first matter, emphQizing merely the permanence of its existence.
Cf., however, the passing reference of 156.10 below.

113.11-13 "as for the primary substratum ... of its being". This is essentially
a parenthetical remark probably prompted by the distinction of the
preceding sentence between al-malrmiil and al-l;uimil. AJ-Kindi's main
argument in this paragraph is that the eternal does not perish, since
perishing is predicated of forms/predicates which are contraries of a
common genus; hence perishable objects belong to a genus, while the
eternal clearly does not. In saying that "the perishing of a perishable
object does not involve the being of its being", .r:t.~ o.)W ..rl .t..UlI
~T, he means that it does not affect its ontological substratum, the first
matter which to Aristotle is eternal and to al-Kindi ostensibly endures
as long as God maintains His creation.
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113.131 "every change is into its nearest contrary": .~ 4l~ Lt'lt J~ ~
,:,';~1. By "nearest contrary", al-Kindimay be thinking of the interme
diate stages of the contraries, "into which that which changes must
change first" (Met. X: 7 1057a 21). Cf., moreover, the Cat. 5 4-a 10
discussion of the effect ofcontrary q~tiesupon substance; and the linking
of contrariety to the primary substratum of bodies in De Gen. et CO". II:
I 329a 24-. See too Physics V. 2 225b 10.

113.132 "that which is with it in one genus": .b-I" ~ ..) 4A.o ~.lJl, which
is said to occur with contraries and their intermediates in Met. X: 71057a
20; and see too Met.X: 4- 1055a 4 for Aristotle's discussion of contrariety.

113.15 "related contraries": ~JlA:l.1 .)1......~I, literally "near" or "successive"
contraries, by which al-Kindi is, again, probably alluding to the interme
diates ofcontraries, which are themselves contraries.

114.3 "Motion is change": J~ 4Jl...:..~!J. Cf. Physics V I 225a 34, 7tOCI1a.
xLV'1)I1L<:; !J.e;-ra.f3oi..~ -rL<:;. While isti/zalah is translated below at 117.11 as
"alteration", I have translated it here as "motion", assuming an in
consistency of terminology on al-Kindi's part, and this I do for two reasons.
Firstly, istifz4lah is qualified both in terms of tabaddul, of which it is a
species; and of intiqiU, of which it is the genus. Intiqiil, like the more
common nuqlah, is probably a translation of <popoc, and likewise probably
denotes spatial motion, which will best explain II. 5 ff. below. (For
<popoc as spatial motion or "locomotion", cf., e.g., Physics V: 2 226a 32.
AbU Bishr Matta translates Met. XII: 1 1069b 12, <popoc ae: 7j xa.-roc
-r07tOV, as .;tS:l.1 ..) 4J.A:.J1.J ; and Met. XII 71072b 9, <popoc yocp 7j 7tpW't'l'j
-r&v 1JoE-ra.f3oi..&v, as .::..I~I (!) J) ..I' though Astat, it should be noted,
renders these passages respectively as "tS:l.l ..) ~~I" and J) ~~I ''It
.::..1p:J1 ; cf. Bouyges 3: 1437, 1608.) We thus have a descending order of
tab;ddul/change, istil,ialah/motion, and intiqiil/locomotion.
Secondly, al-Kindi has just discussed the impossibility of the eternal being
perishable, which we saw relates to change ofsubstance. Now he is about
to make the point that the etemat is equally incapable of the remaining
kinds of change, all of which entail motion, the primary kind of which is
locomotion (cf. Physics VIII: 7 260a2Sf.). In these two examples al-Kindi
thus establishes that the eternal does not change in any sense of the word.
While this is true of Aristotle's unmoved· mover, it is of course not true
of the eternal circular movement of the spheres; movement which is
perfection but nevertheless is ulotion (cf. Met. XII: 6 1072a 21, De Caelo
I: 2, 3). Al-Kindielsewhere-accepts-this--unique, circular nature of
celestial movement, which elevates. the spheres out of the customary
cycle of generation and corruption (cf. AR II: 44 f., 48 f.), but he does
not therefore grant them the stat:us·of eternal being, reserved, as here,
for that which does not move at all.

114-.8 "Now, inasmuch as a bodY»:i..fl:r~b.This sentence, whose beginning
seems to follow the preceding I't':J;I1aI'k, is entailed by it only generally
and indirectly, belonging more riatU.rany to the discussion above at 113.5
10. It therefore appears that al-J(indi has digressed somewhat and is
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now getting back into his major theme, that of corporeal finiteness and
infinity.

114.10 "eternal body": Jjl (J":"' an object whose existence, we had just learn
ed, is theoretically impossible; therefore al-Kindi must be saying that not
even an eternal body, if it could exist, could be infinite in actuality.

114.11 "I say, moreover ... ": J.,,;L;. The following section, from 114.12 to
117.12, appears again practically verbatim in al-Kindi's treatise, "On the
Unity of God and the Finiteness of the Body of the World", AR 1: 202.4
204.15 (UG in later references), affording us a basis for verifying the text
here. Moreover, essentially the same basic mathematical points involving
equality, addition and subtraction, and their application to finite and
infinite bodies, are made in al-Kindi's two other treatises on this theme:
formulated in more abstract mathematical fashion in the L.~I J... 4JL...J
(WI (J":" d'l;.j ("Epistle ... Explaining the Finiteness of the Body of the
World," to be abbreviated as EF), pp. 188 ff.; and in a manner more
like our treatise in the <,?.lI1 L..J ~t; ":l §... .:;1 ,§..c. ":l L. ~L. J.. .4JL...J
.J ~t; ":l J~ ("Epistle ...on the Essence of That Which Cannot Be In
finite and That of Which Infinity Can Be Predicated", DE in later refer
ences), pp. 194 ff. H. Davidson ("Creation", op.cit., p.379), in noting
most of these parallel versions (omitting mention of the "Epistle ... Ex
plaining the Finiteness of the Body of the \Vorld"), shows that the
ensuing argument for the finiteness of all body (and thus for the "body"
of the universe as well), which follows from these mathematical premises,
FP 115.1-116.5, is an elaboration and slight modification of an argument
by John Philoponus against eternal motion; viz., that an infinite cannot
be increased, whereas in an eternal universe there would have to be
just such an addition of movements (cf. Simplicius' Commentary on
the Physics, CAG X 1178.13,14,1179.12-14, and see Davidson, op. cit.,
p.367).

114.121 "the true first premises": ~l J}/I ..:..L..l.Al1 .:r; UG, 202:4, ..:..L..l.Al1
~!,Ji J}il , "the evident first premises".

114.12' "which are thought with no mediation": .1&..'; ~ 4.1#1 (UG202.4,
... .I&..~ ~, "without a mediator"), i.e., as intellectual intuitions,
free of prior logical, as well as physical, mediation; the former being
emphasized by al-Kindi's choice of maCqUl, the action of Caql, intellect.
This same claim is not repeated in the other two treatises, and, indeed,
DE follows its statements of premises with demonstrations which "prove"
(in circular fashion) their truth.

114.123 "all bodies, of which one is not greater than the other": JI r~)fl $
.~ .:r ~i .~ ~ ...".,), literally, "all bodies of (i.e., in) which noth
ing is greater (in one) than anything (in another)", understanding the
reciprocal relation of bodies ("in one" and "in another") as implied by
minhii, "of which" (since otherwise equality could be seen as referring
to each particular body only). Alternatively, and more simply, the
Arabic text translates "of which one is not greater than the other", if
we understand shay' in the sense of bact/, "some", i.e., "one", as is ac
tually given in the first premise of EF, 188.4.
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114.13 "(dimensions) ... are equal": 71/Utasiiwiyah, UG 202:6, wiil;zidah, "the
same", as also below, at 115.14.

114.14 "is not infinite": ~t.; ':J ..,...); UG 202:7, 4l ~t; ':J ..,...), "has no
infinity".

114.15 "when a body is added ... and greater than what it had been before
that body was added to it": This fourth premise is expressed in a slightly
different fashion in the second premise of EF (188.11), viz., that if some
thing is added to one of two equal magnitudes, then they are no longer
equal; while the first premise of DE, 194.18, makes the same point in an
obverse way, viz., that which remains after something has been subtracted
from it is less than it had been originally.

"before": qabla,. UG 202.9, min qabli.
"whenever two bodies of finite magnitude are joined ...": <J:a.r:- JS'".1

... 4 1~1 ' ~I .rl:.::... This fifth premise reseLlbles the fourth of EF
190.9, and the third premise of DE, 195.1; with the exception that the
two latter treatises employ the plural number, while our treatise uses the
dual.

114.17 "as well as in": ..} ... ~1; UG 202.11, omitted.

114.18 "the smaller of every two. .. things is inferior to the larger or inferior to
a portion of it": ~ ~ ) 4- ~)rl ~.1'" ~ JS'" ..r ~)rl ':>1.1, and
disparate sizes are finite. The Muctazilite al-Na~~am (d. 845) is reported
to have made this point, "that in which the little and the much (i.e.,
less and more) participate is finite" (.l:.::.. ~T .;s::J1., 4.lAJ1 d,,:.,) W );
after also having implied, regarding the movements of the stars, that the
addition of different magnitudes results in a finite sum (c£ K. al-Inti/iiT, op.
cit., p. 33 f., French translation, p. 32, and see Davidson, op. cit., p. 376).
This sixth premise here is like the-last part of the third premise in
EF 189.9, and the fourth premise of DE 195.2; except that for the
above terms al-asgharu and al-akbaru the other two treatises em ploy the
equivalent terms al-aqallu and (as AR) al-aktharu (closer to the terms
used by al-Na~~am).

114.19 "the larger": al-akbaru,. UG 202.12, al-ac{:amu, the "greater".

115.1 "Now if there is an infinite body ... ": 41 ~t; ':J i.r:- .:>lS'"' ':>li. Cf. the
last part of the note to 114.11 above, and see too the parallel versions of
EF, 191.6ff. and DE, 195.4ff. (besides the identical-minus scribal vari
ants-version of UG 202.14ff.). C£ Davidson, op. cit., p. 379, for authors
after al-Kindi who employ this argument.

115.2-3 "that which remains of it": 4:.0 J'41 ; UG 202.14 and 16 omit minhu.

115.4 "the body which comes to be from them both together is a finite

magnitude": ~1 .rl:.::..~ •.. ~.~lSJl/i;:l':>l5"", as the fifth premise
above, 114.16, states; which premise'is·'specifically referred to in the EF
presentation of this argument, 191~llf . .

. J>.::;~}~ '-:::
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1I5.12

1I5.13

115.161

115.161

115.16S

115.6 "It is thus finite and infinite, and this is an impossible contradiction":
§..c. ':J ...:J.;. 1.a.J ,.L::. "Y .L::. .:,~! .,.;, as well as stated explicitly as al
Kindi's third premise above, 114.14.

115.7 "whenever that which was taken from it is added to it, it will either be
greater than or equal to ... ": ... .:,I,(Lt ~T JL. '4:..0.l.:.t L. ~ ~j I~!
4..JL... ) . The FP version of this argument is the most fully presented
of the three (cf. EF 191.13 ff.), OE 195.9 ff. approaching the argument
from the perspective of the "lesser" and not the "greater" of the infinities
(possibly in keeping with its own formulation of the premise at 194.18,
which is equivalent to FP 114.15, and see note there).

II5.9 "will be greater than that which has infinity": J ~t; "Y Lt ~t.. 'JL. •
The impossibility of one infinite being less than another is given as (the
first part of) the third premise of EF 189.9, followed by reasoning
similar to that in our treatise.

115.101 "the greater": aCf;amihimii. "The larger", aL-akbaru, as given above at
1I4.19 (al-Kindi's sixth premise, here repeated), would seem to be more
appropriate, and this testifies to al-Kindi's indifferent use of terminology;
for which cf. further the note to 114.18.

115.102 "a portion": bacfj, used here synonymously with juz', "part", which
is used in the parallel passages of UG 202.23 f.; and as evidenced below
in 116.3 f., where juz' takes over for bacfj. The distinctions between these
two terms drawn in 128. If. are ignored here.

"-if the smaller body is inferior to the greater then it most certainly
is inferior to a portion ofit-": 4J1-.. "Y~ ~ .,.; .~ .:,1,( ':'!.J , literal
ly, "and ifit comes after it ... " This sentence is omitted in UG 203.1
except for La ma/liiLah, "most certainly", which there follows the preced
ing sentence. The omission is perhaps best explained as a scribal error
due to the homoteleuton of~ ~ in II. II and 12. The "portion" to
which the smaller body is inferior is that part of the larger body in excess
of the part which is equal to the smaller body.

"a portion {of the greater)": ba<fj; UG 203.1, Li-jirm, "to the body",
which is probably a copyist's error for Li-juz'.

"one part": ..~. /:-, as at UG 203.3, assuming again, though now in
our text, that jirm (as AR) is a copyist's error for juz'.

"is numbered the same": f..~ f.)~ ... u.~ . UG 203.3 missing.

"abundance or quality": ....:.:sol) '~4 ; UG 203.4, ....:.:so~ ~4, "in
quantity and quality".

116.3 "and to its (own) part, which two (parts) join," 4 1 .:r...UJI ~.);.J'

UG 203.8 omits this phrase.
116.4 "the all": aL-kull, i.e., "the whole", though, following the Arabic

semantic distinction, the latter term is reserved for jamie, as above in I. 2.
The two terms are not meant here as more than synonyms (as with juz'
and ba<fj, and cf. above, the note to 115.10), the distinction of 127.7 f.
below being ignored, probably due to its irrelevance to this discussion.
In terms of al-Kindi's above premises, that the part cannot be equal to
the whole follows directly from the second, fourth and sixth statements
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above, p. 114 II. 13, 14 and 18; and indirectly from the first premise
as well, 114.12. At this point, with the remark that the body of the uni
verse and all bodies therein are consequently finite--equivalent to the
statement below at 116.12-EF in effect draws to a close (192.3). OE
continues to present al-Kindi's other arguments against actually infinite
things, but in a different and more succinct order than in FP.

116.5-8 "and in this manner-a finite beginning": Omitted in UG 203.9.

116.5 "it is impossible for a body to have infinity, and in this manner ... any
quantitative thing ...": ~.dl 1.i;.:.1 • 4.! ~~ ':J rJ":" iJp-:. iJ1 §..t. ':J
':"l~1 .:r ( "do §..t. ':J 4.i1~ ). Besides possessing magnitude,. body is
defined elsewhere in this treatise in terms of a number of other quan
tifiable elements: cf. above, 114.8 (genus and species); below, 117.3 ff.
(time and motion); and 120.7 ff. (substance and tri-dimensionality, matter
and form).

116.7 "time is quantitative": if iJL.j\" viz., as the number of motion,
for which cf. below 117.5; and see Aristotle, Physics IV: 11 219b 2 ff.,
and Met. V: 13 1020a 29.

116.9· "Things predicated of a finite object are also, of necessity, finite":
GIJ....-I ~t:..:. ~l:.:J.1 J 'J~I 4 t"l:;..~q.1' Cf. Physics VIII: 10 266a 24
26, concluding ou8&v OCpot 1tE1tEpota!LeVOv &V8eXETotL cX1tELPOV 8UVot!LLV
qELv, "nothing finite can have an infinite power" (translated by Isi)aq
b. l;Iunayn as ~t:..:. J:!- ;.; 4.! ")\...1 Y;t:..:. 2Jp-:' iJ1 iJ~l §..t_ ~ ,
ed. Badawi, op. cit., II: 927). Both this Physics passage (and the ones
before and after it) and the preceding paragraphs in FP prove that
an infinite thing always performs actually in a finite way: Aristotle
showing here the (finite) effect of an infinite force on a finite body,
and al-Kindi-following John Philoponus---demonstrating the (equally
finite) effect of a finite magnitude on an infinite magnitude (also
discussed-in different though related terms-by Aristotle, op. cit.,
266b 6 ff.). Philoponus' lengthy comments upon Physics 266a 24 (probably
in his treatise "Showing That Every Body Is Finite and Has Finite Power"),
as preserved by Simplicius (in Physieorum8: 10, p. 1326.38 ff.) are not specif
ically reiterated in the above remark and ensuing paragraph (cf., however,
ibid., 1327.17), though al-Kindi uses-albeit tersely-some of Philoponus'
arguments from this section below at 120.7 ff. It is possible that al-Kindi's
source here and in what immediately follows is Ibn Na<imah's translation
of the Physics; which translation, being done from John Philoponus'
commentary (cf. -Fihrist, p. 250,-andsee Peters, op. cit., p. 30 ff.) probably
incorporated some of the Grammarian's views into the translation (which
may be the reason al-Nadim disapproved ofit). It is more likely, however,
that al-Kindi used a compilation of Philoponus' arguments for finiteness,
which compilation would have been based on a number of the Alexan-
drian's works, including, and particUlarly, his commentary to the Physics.

"Every predicate": J."J-jS::i;-UG 203.19, J."J- $.1.
"motion or time": iJL.j.,1 4S"'.,. (UG 203.11, ... at-zaman). Cf.

Physics VIII: 10 266a 12-24, concluding with the statement that it is im-
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possible for the finite to cause motion for an infinite time, oux EV~EX€'t"CXL

TO 1t€1t€PIXGfLEVOV &1t€LPOV XLV€LV Xp6vov (Isl;iaq b. I:Iunayn, op. cit.,
p. 925, ~~ ~ l;L.j ."I'l:.::ll ~~ .Jl §,.. ~).

II6. 103 "segmented through motion": ~';'4 J.,-io: i.e., measurable into
fu#il, divisions or segments of time (cf. below, 121.5, for fa# in this
sense, and compare line 6 there, :J.,-io ;..\.0, "segmented interval").
UG 203. 11 has ~';'I j...u, "the segmenting agent (or divisor) of
motion", instead of ~';'4 J.,-io as in our text, and the two state
ments appear at first to be opposed (cf. a similar paradoxicil1 juxta
position of statements in oui' text below at 117.5). The reciprocal
relation of time and motion, in which each is the measure of the other
(cf., e.g., Physics IV: 12 220b 15), renders both our versions "correct". The
point of our two versions here and of the text in 117.5 below is the same,
viz., that time in this context is significant as related to movement and
dependent upon it (rather than vice-versa), and, as movement is a pre
dicate of body, so too is time.

116.11 "in actuality": J..4!4; UG 203.12, missing.

116.12 "inferior:. ~, emended by AR to .~; UG 203.13, missing.

16.13-16 "As it is possible .•. will occur"; This statement (and compare the
similar argument in OE 198.2 If.) raises a number of problems concerning
al-Kindi's use of the terms "possible" and "potential". Aristotle has said
in Met. IX: 3 1047a 24 that "a thing is capable ofdoing something if there
will be nothing impossible in its having the actuality of that of which it
is said to have the capacity", ~(J't'L ~e: 8UVIXTOV Toiho ~ Mv
• ,~ • , , T ", " ~~, '0'"
U1tIXP~lj 7j €Ve:pye:LIX ou /\e:ye:TCXL e:Xe:LV • 'IV OUVlXfLLV, OUlle:V e:GTIXL
&'8l)VCXTOV. Elsewhere Aristotle has argued that bodies, and the uni
verse as a whole, cannot even theoretically be expanded to infinity without
contradicting their very nature and definition (cf. Physus III: 52Mb 5 If.,
De Gaelo I: 3 270a 13, 5 271b 27 If., 9 278b 21 If.). Thus in positing the
possibility of an infinitely increasing universe, al-Kindi considers an
impossibility as possible.

Now Aristotle does admit that a magnitude is potentially infinite, but
by way of division; while it is number (and time) which are potentially
infinite by way of addition (d. Physics III: 6 206a 16 If., 7 207b 2 If.). If
al-Kindi is not being careless or ignorant of Aristotle's teachings, he ap
parently is indilferent to all these distinctions, and this despite the fact
that he has himself shown above, following Aristotle, that there can be
nothing outside the body of the universe (cf. 109. I and n. there). That
this may well be indilference could be deduced from his use of the terms
"possible through the imagination", ~)4 §.l, by which "imagination"
he apparently means a fanciful possibility; something teasingly like a real
possibility but basically just a creature of whimsy (and cf. the following
note). This possibility is "just" imagination, as an infinite universe is
"nothing other" than a possibility, i.e., not a real existent. The potentiali
ty of certain things is "only" a possible existent, and to al-Kindi this kind
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of possible existence is not to be taken seriously. Therefore he need not
be concerned with distinguishing between kinds of non-existents.

This deprecating of potential existence as related to infinite entities
is fundamental to al-Kindi's position, and goes to the heart of his diffe
rence with Aristotle. For the Stagirite viewed time, motion and magnitude
as infinite, each in its own way, but all potentially so, understanding their
potentiality as a necessary and not merely possible type of existence, part
of the process of becoming which characterizes the eternally moving world
(ef. Physics III: 6 206a 18ff., Met IX: 6 1048b 9 ff. and Ross' notes there,
2: 252). Indeed, this acceptance of the ontological legitimacy of potential
existence enables Aristotle to consider the universe as eternal, though in
actuality we perceive only finite time, movements and magnitudes. In
treating potential existence as a mere fancy, therefore, al-Kindi rejects
this view of the world, and is left solely with an actual finite world, which
he apparently considers as dependent upon an external agent more than
in the Aristotelian view.

116.13 "through the imagination": r") ~ ; cf. the preceding note and see the
use ofwahm in comparable statements in Saadya Gaon's K. al-Amaniit wa
l-ICtiqadat, ed. S. Landauer (Leiden, 1880), I: I, p. 37, (mafi,shabah in
Hebrew, S. ha-Emunot we-ha-DeCot [Josefov, 1885], p. 60, "virtually" in
the English translation of S. Rosenblatt, The Book of Beliefs and Opinions
[New Haven, 1948], p. 45, and as "a matter of imagination" by A. Alt
mann, The Book of Doctrines and Belieft [Oxford, 1946] p. 57); and in
Maimonides' Dalalat al-/:!a'irin, ed. S. Munk (Jerusalem, 1929), I: 74,
p. ISS (umiir wahmiyah; translated into Hebrew [So Moreh Nebukhim (New
York, 1946), p. 129r] as Cinyanim mafi,shabiyfm, and in the recent English
translation of Shlomo Pines, The Guide if the Perplexed [Chicago, 1963],
p. 222, as "matters offantasy").

Both these other authors consider the proofs of infinity-be they infinite
divisibility or increase-which they reject as based on mere imaginary,
not real, states of being. But where Saadya's argument against what is
recognizable as a Zenonian paradox accepts the Aristotelian idea of a
potentially infinite divisibility, but, like al-Kindi, minimizes its signifi
cance, Maimonides' critique-attributed by him (loc. cit.) and by Aver
roes ("Epitome of the Metaphysics", &sa'il Ibn Rushd [Hyderabad, 1947],
pp. 128.29) to Alfarabi's "On Changeable Beings" (and cf. Davidson,
op. cit., p. 380 f. for their as well as Avicenna's similar remarks)-is found
ed. on an Aristotelian understanding of the nature of the infinite as a
succession of things and moments; i.e., the members of such an infinity
are seen to succeed each other (accidentally) but not to co-exist in ac
tuality, and therefore are not numerable as a whole (cf. Pfvisics III: 6 206a
27; Simplicius' commentary on the Physiu, p. 1179 ff.; Averroes' Tahtifut
al-Tahtifut I: 18, 19, and V~denBergh'sTahtifut, 2: 7, 8; and Wolfson,
"Kaliim Arguments for CreatiCln",.op. cit., r 222 f.).

Maimonides and the oth~ Aristotelians would therefore view al
Kindi's (and Saadya's) refutations ofmfinity-which Maimonides at-
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tributes to the mutakallimiin-, positing as they do actual infinities, as
spurious, their basic assumption concerning potential infinity being
unnecessarily restrictive. Al-Kindi would thus be counted out by the
Aristotelians on two counts: for dismissing the significance of potential
existence as merely imaginative fancy; and for not realizing the extent
of fanciful imagination, i.e., impossible assumptions, in his own refuta
tions of infinity.

"said to be in potentiality": •."AJ4 yo Jyi.l.1 ; UG 203.17 huwa missing.

"is also": ~! yo; UG 203.17, ~t.,.;.

"in actuality": Jdl4 ; UG 204.1 Jdl' .j.
"for (reasons) which we have given previously": l:....\i ll. Cf. above,

115.1-116.5.
"the being": anniyah; "being" rather than "existence" (cf. above,

notes to 97.13), to emphasize, as al-Kindi may well intend, that the very
basic nature, the "quoddity", of body is finite. Davidson has shown that
part of al-Kindi's arguments for finiteness from composition (cf. 120.7
fr. below) may be traced to]ohn Philoponus (cf. Simplicius' commentary
on the Physics pp. 1329.20 and 1331.20, and see Davidson, "Creation",
op. cit., pp. 363 and 371). The Alexandrian, however, asserts that the
universe has only finite "power" and is therefore generated, since infinite
power «(hteLpoMvot!L~)cannot be present in a finite body (cf. the n. to 116.9
above); while al-Kindi argues for generation from the finite "being"
anniyah-of the (body of the) universe. Davidson therefore believes that
al-Kindi's "being" is equivalent, in its function within the structure of
the argument, to Philoponus' "power". This equivalence is detected
again at 120.4, where an ostensibly superfluous use of the finite-being
(of the body of the universe) clause in an argument based on the co
existence of time, motion and the universe, is seen as evidence ofa Philopo
nus influence (cf. Davidson, ibid., p. 372). Thus Davidson would seem
to assert that there exists a formal structural resemblance, in this section
of "First Philosophy" at least and in passages such as the present one,
between a1-Kindi's "being" and Philoponus' "power".

While Davidson may well be right historically, two facts ought to be
noted: al-Kindi explicitly defines "being" in this section (cf. below 120.17,
and compare 119.16) in such a way that it ignores the notion of "power"
(which notion is implicit above at 116.9); and the major thrust of the
following chapters of this book, which these remarks may be seen as
foreshadowing, is to assert the composite and hence dependent nature
of every aspect of being, understood as here in terms of its basic nature
or substance.

"(time is but) the number of motion, i.e., it is a duration counted by
motion": 45"'".f-1 t..w •.\.0 <lit ~~t ,45"'".f-1 ,)~ ... , literally, " ... which
motion counts". The first definition above is Aristotelian, inadequately
abbreviated (cf. Physics IV: 11 219b I, ocpL6{L0C; xwljO"ewc; x~'ta 'to
7tp6'tepov X~L 60"'tepov, "for time is this, the number of motion
according to prior and posterior"); the second, equally common to
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al-Kindi's contemporaries and Neoplatonic predecessors, to whom
muddalz is OLcXG't7)flOt or OLcXG't"OtGLC;, and by whom the universe is
regarded as the body whose motion is enumerated by time, considered
as an extension or duration, was attributed by the latter to Plato and to
the Stoics (cr., inter alia, Crescas, p. 638 fr., Israeli, p. 74 fr.). It is the second
definition, somewhat amplified, which al-Kindi uses in his treatise On
Definitions AR I: 167, and this seems to be the one which he favors, judging
by its place in the structure of this sentence and above at 117.3 and 116.10
(and cf. as well DE 196.6); though it is clear that he considers both defini
tions as essentially the same (as evidenced further below at line 12 in the
fusion of terms). As such, al-Kindi should be seen as subscribing to the
(Aristotelian) view of the continuous nature of time, which he acknowl
edges below, at 122.10 (and cf. Categories VI: 4b 22, Physics IV: 11 219a 13
fr.) Cf. however, below, 121.5, and n. there.

"Motion is ... of a body only": r.);1 ... Lt"1 4S'".)-~. Cf. De Caelo I:
9 279a 15, XtV1jGLC; 0' cXve:u q:>UGLXOU GWflOt't"oC; OUX g:G't"LV, "without
natural body there is no motion."

"and otherwise": \,1.1, UG 204.8, rJ':" §? ( ':'>1-" "and if there
were not body".

"Motion is some change": L.. J~i d' 4S'").. \.1; UG 204.10 d' 4S'".)-I.1
JI,,:.-)/I J~ , "motion is a change of·states" (which description includes
substantive change, following al-Kindi's discussion of 113.11). Cf., ~.g.,

Physics V: 1 225a 34, and, in general for what follows, Physics V: 2
226a 24 and Met. XII: 2 1069b 9. A1-Kindi uses here the more suitable
!J.arakah for XtV1jGLC;, instead of the istiMlah of 114.3, and cr. the note
there.

"the change only of place": .J.,j; .•. .:.>lS:. J~, following AR in
emending the MS. from q d (qad) b d l (not, as in AR note 4, q d t b d l).

" ... of the parts of a body and its center or ... ":} of.r.1 r.);I .~t ;
UG 204.10 missing (so AR, though in n. 4 to our text UG is quoted as
containing this clause).

"the change of place, to which the body is brought by its limits":
';4.~ r.);' ~1 ~ <,foUl .:.>lS:I.\ J~.1; UG 204.11, ';4.~.:.>lS:. J~.1'
"the change of place of its limits".

"or famess': .1.0.:14 L..!.1 ; UG 204.11, .\o.:l1 } .

"alteration": al-istiMlah. cr. above, the first n. to 113.11.
"counting of the number": .)~ .)~ ; UG 204.14 omits 'adad. cr. n.

to 117.5 above.
"of the body": al-jirm; UG 204.14 r.);1 <,ft J~I, "of that which

changes, i.e., body".
"that which is temporal". There now follows in our text a section which

is n0t found in UG, which (at 204.16) parallels our text again at 120.7.
The omitted material is mostly a deductive elaboration of the argumen t

for the interdependence of (time) body and motion, outlined above at
117.3-7, an elaboration which is also missing, together with the argument
from composition at 120.7 fr., from DE. This latter text (at 196.6 ff.)
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rather resembles FP II 7.3-7 and its reiterations at II9. I3-20 and 120.
15-20, being limited to the argument for the interdependent finiteness of
time, body and motion; which argument was probably the original one,
based upon the finiteness of magnitude. The relationship of body and
motion, and the argument for composition as we have them in FP, and
partially in UG, were apparently seen as variations upon this argument
(and cL below, n. to 120.5 and 6).

117.15 "or it would not be": ~~ ':l ~t L.1." i.e., in actuality, as al-Kindi
makes explicit immediately and again below at 118.5; though he uses this
formulation of non-actual motion in the sense of absolute non-motion
in the contradiction he establishes below at 118.9.

117.17 "However, since body exists, motion is an existent": ~.r r.);1 .il.J
;~.r ..J'. Motion is an existent since body is, on the assumption that
we know, by our common sense perceptions, that there are bodies and
that motion does occur; and it has just been asserted above that where
there is motion, it is of a body. This appeal to fact within a logical
proof is typical of the type of argument al-Kindi uses.

118.2-7 "Now motion necessarily exists in some bodies ... in the simple body":
This paragraph shows the influence of Aristotle's viewpoint on the pri
ority of actuality to potentiality in species and substance, as expressed,
e.g., in De Anima II: 4 417a 22 ff. and Met. IX: 8 1049b 18 ff.

118.2 "motion necessarily exists in some bodies, for that which is possible is
that which exists in some possessors of its substance": .)~':l4 ;;s-~I ~L;

.;..I,.i ~ J _,;1I .!Jl.i ~.".LI Y' _.;11 oJ §..il ~ty r'.r.- tyl ~ J ;~yo

~..Po"' At I 16. I 3 above the possible was treated as an imaginative absur
dity because the proposed infinite was "only" potentially possible;
whereas, we may now deduce, the truly possible for al-Kindi is that
which is realized in actuality by some member of its species. To him
motion is probably a necessary fact for the species of bodies - accepting
as he does the priority of actuality to potentiality and the impossibility
of an infinite regress - but a contingent fact for each member of the
species. To claim that any substance moves of its own necessity would
ostensibly draw al-Kindi towards Aristotle's view of such substances as
eternally actual beings. See, however, 118.7 below and n. there.

118.4 "As the (art of) writing which may be affirmed as a possibility for
Mul:,1ammad, though it is not in him in actuality, since it does exist in
some human substance, i.e., in another man": ~ts::.':l4 ~yo ~l::S:Jl5"'

f-T J~t , ~W':ll f'..Po" ~ J ;~~yo ..J' .il ' J..AJ4 ~ .:....:J.J ' .wJ.
..,.WI if'. Cf. De An. II: 5 417a 21 ff., with the term kitiibah a trans
lation of grammatikos (though this cannot be compared with the extant
Arabic manuscript of this translation, cAbd al-Ral:,1man Badawi, ed.,
Aris!ii!iilis fi al-Nafs [Cairo, 1954] p.42, due to its corrupt or unsatisfac
tory nature here; cr., however, Isl:,1aq's translation ofthis term in Cat. Ila I,
K. GeOff. ed., Les Categories D'Aristote Dans Leurs Versions Syro-Arabes
[Beirut, 1948] p. 344). I have rendered kitiibah as "(the art of) writ
ing" in the sense of literacy, reflecting, as our context demands, more
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than is usually understood by the philosophically common literal transla
tion of the Greek term as related to things "grammatical".

It is not, I believe, accidental· that al-Kindi chooses this particular
example of possible and actual being, using an illustration from a text
that was probably not his primary one in this section; nor is it surprising
that he employs Mul.tammad in his example. It would, in fact, be natural
for a pious Muslim to take the Prophet's life as a paradigm of universal
truth. Moreover, in this instance the belief in Mul.tammad's illiteracy
(understood in Islamic tradition from passages in the QUT'tin such as VII:
157, 158; and cf. The Engclopaedia of Islam, s.v. ummi, IV: 1016)-which
it was considered necessary to assert as a support for the dogma of the
inimitable, miraculously revealed QpT'tin (cf. W. Montgomery Watt,
Muhammad At Mecca [Oxford, 1960], p. 46)-would seem to receive al
Kindi's blessing. Thus he would appear to be asserting, even if only in
passing, the compatibility of religious belief and philosophical truth.

It should be noted, however, that Mul.tammad's possible literacy is
not, at least directly, due to God's Will, but rather due to the priority
of actual literacy in the human species, to which the Prophet belongs.
This actuality is, in addition, conceived of as necessary; part, in some
sense, of what being human entails. The religious dogma, in other words,
is put into a philosophical perspective which is antithetical to conservative
religious theology, that held, e.g., by the more anti-rational mutakallimiin;
though al-Kindi's view may have been more compatible with that held
by the more rational muCtazilah. The more conservative theologians are
understood to have felt on the one hand that all is possible for God, acting
completely unilaterally; and, on the other, that nothing is innately pos
sible for created things (i.e., everything else), all of whose states of being
are dependent on God and as such may be considered as necessary. Cer
tain members of the muclazilah, however, were apparently prepared to
allow for independently possible existents, among which God was in a sense
obliged to act (cf. the elaboration of these two points of view in E.
Fackenheim, "The Possibility of the Universe in AI-Farabi, Ibn Sina and
Maimonides", PAAJR 16 [1946-47]: 49 f. and for an expression of the
orthodox kalam view, as represented by Maimonides and Averroes, cf.
H. Wolfson, "The Kalam Arguments For Creation ... ", op. cit., p.
234 f., and see particularly S. Van den Bergh's AVeTToes' Tahafut Al-Tahafut
II: 37 ff.).

Thus to the muCtazilah God asserted Himself constantly but not, as it
were, arbitrarily, upon the universe; while we may assume that to al
Kindi Divine action is apparently even more restricted, in the normal
course of events, functioning mainly as the ultimate source and cause of
the universe. He apparently views nature, in spite of its ultimate theo
retical contingency, as functioning independently on a mundane level;
which level, he seems interested to single out, includes that ofthe Prophet's
life.

118.7 "(motion) existing necessarily in 'the simple body": IJ l)w! o.)..p,-.r
.;.Uall r..J:1 ~. The "simple body" is Aristotle's "first heaven", 07t'pw't"0<;
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oupexv6c;, the outermost sphere of the universe, that in which the fixed
stars reside (cf. Met. XII: 7 lO72a 23); probably so called because its
movement is unceasingly "simple" (<X1tAOUc;), i.e., circular (cf. De Caelo
II: 6288a 11-288b I, and see the Arabic translation there, ed. cAbd al
RaQman Badawi, ATis/u/iilis fi as-Sarna' [Cairo, 1961], pp. 248 ff.).

The use of al-jirm al-mutlaq here is of course quite different from the
more widely used term al-jism al-mutlaq, commonly translated as "absolute
body", that which denotes the "second matter", i.e., the combination
of "first matter" and "corporeal form" (for which cf. H. Wolfson, Crescas,
pp. 578 ff., and see further for the Ikhwan al-$aflP, Seyyed Hossein Nasr,
An Introduction to Islamic Cosmological Doctrines [Cambridge, Mass., 1964],
p. 58 f.). ]irm is used by al-Kindi elsewhere, in such expressions as al
jirm al-aqiii, al-jirm al-kull and al-jirm al-ciilam, to denote a heavenly body
or sphere, and the universe (cf. AR I: 186, 192, 201, 203, 244, 252).
Al-jirm al-mutlaq may be seen as a synonym of the former term, and prob
ably as entailing the latter terms as well.

AI-Kindi's intention in saying that motion exists necessarily in the
simple body is something of a puzzle. He may have wished to offer a
logical remark, that the whole of which certain parts move also-and
necessarily-moves, viz., insofar as its parts move; or, he may have wanted
to assert (however inadequately presented) not that the universe or "first
heaven" moves necessarily, due to the fact of motion within it, but that
it moves ofnecessity, by itself.

Though al-Kindi would have been hard put to justify the nature of
this latter necessity philosophically, since he denies the eternal nature of
the spheres which renders them necessary beings in Aristotle's view, he
could have felt that God gave the celestial substances necessary move
ment, even as in al-Kindi's view He rendered them ungenerated and
incorruptible; and that this state would last as long as God wished, result
ing in effect in a kind of autonomous, "necessary" motion.

While this latter interpretation is well in keeping with al-Kindi's modi
fied Aristotelian view of the nature of heavenly substances, the former
interpretation is supported more by our text, and tends to enhance al
Kindi's philosophical credibility. Cf., however, 132.8 and note there.

118.12 "and it is not possible for there to be body and not motion": §..&• ..,.-;:li
4S"~ "i.J rJ':' .J~ .Jr. As a categorical remark this statement. is mis
leading, for it ignores the actual states of rest and potential movements
of sub-lunar objects, which al-Kindi refers to above, I. 3. He apparently
is thinking here of "body" as a member of a species, and even more
probably of body in the sense of heavenly bodies, or of the universe as a
whole, which he next considers.

118.14-17 "It is sometimes assumed... a generation from nothing or eternal":
This is to be read, as Davidson suggests ("Creation", op. cit., p. 371),
"against the background" of Physics VIII: I. There is, however, a basically
different orientation to the two texts. Aristotle asks essentially whether
the motion of a movable thing comes from nothing or is eternal (cr.
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250b 11-15; 251a 9-17), and the answer is eternal; while al-Kindi more
specifically inquires whether a universe which is assumed to have been
at rest originally and then to have moved can be said to be generated
from nothing or to be eternal-and the answer is neither.

118.14 "It is sometimes assumed that it is ~ible for the body of the universe
to have been at rest originally..." : cJt ~. d (not ji; as AR) J&!. J.i J

~) f:s'"t... cJl5"" j5:Jl rJ":" cJ~ • This is the view Aristotle attributes to
Anaxagoras at Physics VIII: I 250b 24. Al-Kindi's use of it here is not
directed against his contemporaries but rather against the very idea of
divorcing body from movement. This particular formulation leads
directly to the thesis that al-Kindi wishes to refute, viz., that the
universe can be eternal. He has already established, and will argue
again, that movement is finite (cf. above, 116.10 and see below, 119.14 ff.
and 120.15 ff.); now he wishes to foreclose the possibility of another kind
of infinity, viz., rest.

118.191 "in "accordance with our previous classification": t.:.o:..... ~~ l:..J.i If ;
literally, "as we have said previously where we classified".

118.19" "that generation is one of the species of motion": 45"".}-1 t.1~t -b-t cJt
cJ~I.Y'. At 117.11 above generation and corruption are said to be species
ofchange (tabaddul), not motion (/.uJrakah), which term is reserved at 1. 9 for
locomotion; and indeed the whole classification is of kinds of "change",
not "motion". It would thus seem that al-Kindi is using fJ.arakah here in a
general sense, as equivalent to tabaddul though without really bearing the
distinction between the two terms in mind (something like his reversion
to istifJ.iilah in the general sense of motion below at 119.7, after having
defined it in the more limited meaning of "alteration" in 117.11). He
may well be thinking of the classification of 117.8, "motion is a kind of
change", in the sense of the variant given in UG 204.10, "motion is a
change ofstates", which would include as motions the substantive changes
of generation and corruption as described above at 113.11. Yet that
discussion posits changes of contraries within a genus, the very opposite
ofsubstantive change into (and out of) nothing. This latter type ofchange
(using even "change" equivocally) ought thus not to be called "genera
tion", as al-Kindi has just blithely done, for in doing so he assumes what
he ought to prove, viz., that ex nihilo "motion" is not unique. This as
sumption is made out of a strong conviction that all really possible kinds
of physical change are contained in the Aristotelian classification 0 f the
subject.

119.1 "body is not prior (to motion, motion) is (of) its essence": ~ r
~I~ ( .:r 45"".}-1 ) .:..ll5"" ( 45"")-1 ) r.};l, following AR in emending this
sentence, though preferring al./.uJrakah to his al-kawn, and min dhiitihi to
his dhiitahu, since motion, in al-Kindi's terms the genus of generation,
could more properly be said to be essential to body.

119.7 "will have moved": J6.::..' .w, following the usage of istifJ.alah in
114.3, and cf. the n. there.

119.8 "as we have explained previously": ~~ cJl:! l:..J.i If. Cf. 114.3 f.
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Al-Kindi thus disposes of this possibility as weIl by showing it to be
a self-contradiction. Aristotle's own argument here against eternal rest
is again quite different from al-Kindi's. The Stagirite's objection is
based on his view of rest as the "privation of motion", aTep'l')GtC; XtV~GE:6)C;

(Physics VIII: I 251a 26), thus assuming prior motion and an actual cause
of the change. The eternaIly movable ~n't be originaIly at rest, Aristotle
is implying, because "originally" there is movement, actual and eternal,
of a body; the very antithesis of al-Kindi's position.

It appears inaccurate, therefore, for Davidson ("Creation", op. cit., p.
371) to paraphrase this argument of al-Kindi's as foIlows:: "If... the
universe is eternal, it must always have been in motion, for if it were
ever completely at rest, it could never have begun moving." Al-Kindi
feels the universe can easily be shown not to have been eternaIly at rest
originaIly, given the definition of the eternal (and the fact of motion);
but he does not want to infer that if the universe were eternal, it would
have to be in constant motion. That couldn't happen, he has shown,
due to the finiteness of motion. AI-Kindi is here eliminating the last
possible chance for an eternal universe; while Aristotle is pointing the
way to just such a conclusion.

119.14 "It has been explained previously": ra Ji.J' Cf. 117.5.

119.16 "since duration is that in which its being is, i.e., that in which there is
that which it is": .",. L. .",. 4J .",. L. ~r ,~"", 4J .",. L. .J' .J.l.1 i!
(following AR's pointing and addition ofa final huwa), by whiCh al-Kindi
is apparently saying that time is essential to body, even as motion is
so declared to be above, at 119.1; and cf. below, I. 18.

Huwiyah denotes the being of a thing, its being an entity, sometimes
termed "ipseity" (cf. Soheil M. Afnan, Philosophical Terminology in Arabic
and Persian [Leiden, 1964], p. 120 ff.; and see A.M. Goichon, Lexique
de la Langue Philosophique D'/bn Sind [Paris, 1938], p. 411 f.). It is used
apparently as a synonym for annf)lah, as below, 120. 17. Cf. also above,
n. to 113. I.

119.17 "as has been explained": ~I .Ii Lf. Cf. above, 117. 14 ff.

119.18 "concomitant of the body": r.;o:Jl 4.j')\ll, that which adheres neces
sarily to, is inherent in, the body; cf. above, II. I and 16. For duration
as that which is counted by motion, cf. above, 117.5.

"due to its being": ~~, i.e., due to its basic nature. Cf. the text
and nn. to 117.4 and 119.16 above, as well as 120.17 below. Al-Kindi
has gone on for unnecessary length with this proof. The argument,
beginning at 114.10, has long since established the impossibility of an
infinite magnitude, from which the finiteness of all else foIlows (1l6.5ff.).
Despite the emphasis on the dependence of time and motion upon body,
the argument essentially reflects one of John Philoponus' arguments
against the impossibility of eternal motion (cf. above, n. to 114. 11); and
not his argument for the finite power ofa finite body (as Davidson assumes,
op. cit., p. 372).

"by means of another account": .".J J~. This "other account" is
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taken ultimately from the set of John Philoponus' arguments for the
finite power of a finite body. Such proofs were apparently contained
originally in a separate treatise known to the Arabs and recorded sepa
rately by their bibliographers (cf. Davidson's summary of this treatise
and sources, op. cit., pp. 358-365). Al-Kindi may well be aware of the
peculiar nature of this argument, for it is missing entirely from OE,
which, at pp. 196-197, paraphrases the previous and following proofs
only. That it may well have been problematic for him may further be
deduced from the fact, which Davidson has noted (ibid., p. 372), that
al-Kindi transforms this proof into the same type of argument as the
others.

120.6 "We therefore say": J."A:.i. Cf. again UG, AR I: 204.16-206.12,
for comparison with our text from the following line to 122.4. UG continues
in an apparently natural way from the equivalent of FP 117.12, progres
sing from a description of motion as a change of states (JIy-)l1 J-y")
and an enumeration of the kinds ofchange, to an inclusion ofcomposition
and combination within motion. The impression is thus given in UG of
only one proof.

120.7 "Composition and combination are part of change, for they ... : "1
.....!Jl,) <.>~ ,..:,~~~ ~;l1 JJ.::ll,f (UG 204.16, ~;I~ ..:,~~I J~:JI,f.J)'
Al-Kindi is using i'tiliif as a synonym for tarkib, since he doesn't refer to
i'tilqf again, and he refers to both in the singular dhiilika (translated,
though, as "they"). Both tarkib and i'tiliif, however, are already subsumed
in the categories of change mentioned above (cf. the preceding n.). Sing
ling them out makes sense only ifone wants to emphasize the finite nature
of composite things for reasons not already given. Al-Kindi's reasoning,
however, immediately becomes that which he hasjust used in the previous
argument. Either his familiarity with the argument for finite power is
hazy (as Davidson assumes, op. cit., p. 372), or he prefers to repeat essen
tially the same argument with minor, though for him probably significant,
variations. It would not, it must be said, be out of character for al-Kindi
if the latter were the case; this could, however, also imply that al-Kindi
deliberately altered the nature of the argument.

Most of the proofs for creation from the finite power of the universe
depend upon the composite nature of the heavens and of all substances,
which, composed of unstable combinations of matter and form, do not
remain in any given form permanently and are therefore not. eternal as
such; the power of such a contingent body is likewise, then, not self
sufficient or eternal (cf. Simplicius' commentary on the Physics, op. cit.,
pp. 1329-1331; and see Davidson's summary of Philoponus' proofs and
illustrations of Saadya Gaon's use of them, op. cit., pp. 362-365). Now
al-Kindi does not look upon the heavens as part of the sub-lunar world
of generation and corruption; to him they are not composed of a form
and matter which as a composite entity is corruptible (cf. above. n. to
113.5). AI-Kindi follows Aristotle rather in his description of the
eternal nature of the heavens, and therefore it would be surprising to
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find him using John Philoponus' arguments for finite power which
attack this view, were it not that he has qualified his identification
with both Aristotle and Philoponus.

In addition, Kaliim writers adopted the idea ofcomposition as indicating
contingency, and transformed the physical dichotomy ofform and matter
into one of accident and body, or atom (cf. Davidson, ibid., pp. 364,
365, 383-385). AI-Kindi, who again preferred Aristotle's scheme of
things, in the sub-lunar sphere now, did nct refrain from using an argu
ment for creation the formulation of which could have identified him
with the theologians, were it not for his explicit division of body into
matter and form. His appreciation of the theoretical strength of this
argument, moreover, is clear from his incorporation of it into the argument
for the impossibility of an infinite magnitude above at 116.9; his partial
use of it here; and his adaptation and extensive use of it in the following
chapters.

"long, wide, deep substance, i.e., it possesses three dimensions":
~~ .)~T J~ ~T 'J./' ~r ,k.,J. ~y:". UG 204.17 reverses these
clauses (giving the adjectives as nouns, lA.rJ L rJ 1').., "length, width
and depth"), while the former clause is omitted from the definition
of body in On Definitions AR I: 165, which simply says that "body is that
which has three dimensions", .)~r ~~ oJ L. r.);1 (cf. De Caelo I:
I 268a 7 ff.; Met. V: 6 1016b 28). This tridimensionality is predicated
of the heavens by Philoponus, op. cit., p. 1331.20 (and cf. Davidson,
op. cit., p. 371).

"and of the long, wide and deep which is its specific difference": UG
205. I, "and of the dimensions which are its specific differences", changing
the fa#uhu of FP tof~iiluhu.

"and it is that which is compose d of matter and form": ~)1 .Y'J
OjJ"""J J.."". ,:;.. That the heavens are composed of matter and form is
stressed by John Philoponus, op. cit., p. 1329.20 ff. (and cf. Davidson,
op. cit., p. 363). He argues from this fact to their need of matter, hence
their lack of self-sufficiency and infinite power. AI-Kindi, on the other
hand, argues from the composition of body to its changeful nature; from
change to motion, and from motion to time.

"state": 4J lJ.1 ; UG 205.3, J!,:.-1'1 .
"Composition ... and if": .;l.t ...~;I~ ; UG 205.3, .;1 J ...~;Iii ,

showing the often arbitrary nature of wa and fa in our texts.
"body is, therefore, composite": UG 205.5 adds l:.-.#) If, "as we

have explained".
"are not prior": ~ (; UG 205.6, ~ 1'.
"movement is change": J~ ~~'; UG 205.7, L. J~ ~.}-I ,

"movement is a kind of change".
"change is the number of the duration of that which changes, and

motion is a counting of the duration of that which changes": .),k JJ.::l~

J~l oJ.. 0.)1&. ~~l.t ,J~I oJ... UG 205.7 J..I.::l1 oJ.. .)1&. J.l::I'J,
"change is a counting of the duration of that which changes", as at
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121.5

121.3

121.9

120.19'
120.19"
120.20

2M. 14. Judging by the close relationship of motion and change just
mentioned, the VG variant and the coalescence of both predicates ("num
ber of... " and "a counting of... ") with change in 117.12 above, al-Kindi
is apparently saying essentially the same thing for change and motion.

120.17 "and every body has duration, as we said previously, viz., that in which
there is being, i.e., that in which there is that which it is": rft" js::J.J
(y) L. y 4.} y L. ~t ,~t ~ y L. ~t ,l:....1i If ' •..l.o (literally,
" ... i.e., that in which· there is a certain th~t"), following AR's addition
of a final huwa at 119.6 (though not, oddly, here), after which sentence
ours is patterned and to which it refers. This parallelism highlights the
synonymous usage as "being", in this context at least, of huwiyah and
anniyah: VG 205.9 has Jlj.1 .,t.' ,~t ~ y J~I ..J" •..l.o rft" js::J.J
~ y Jll , "and every body has duration which is a state in which
there is being, by which I mean a state in which there is a that".

"nor is body": 'J rJ.:1;; VG 205.10, 'J rJ.: I.J .
"as we have explained": l:......;.Jf If. Cf. above, 117.7.
"and they occur simultaneously in being": ~~l ..} L... ..#. VG

205.12, L... ~, literally, "and they occur together". The remainder
of this discussion to 121.5 is omitted from VG.

"in another way": .;>oT t.t=-!. The following proof, or rather proofs,
of actual finiteness also belong to the genre of proofs for creation from
the impossibility of an infinite magnitude first established by John Philo
ponus. As presented by al-Kindi, they incorporate a number of these
proofs, using arguments some of which have been encountered already,
but substituting time for magnitude.

"temporal segment": .JL.)I .:r J..i. Cf. n. to 116. 10 above,
and see 121.15 below. VG 205.13 begins this section with a sentence not
found in our text and which may be translated as follows: "Every change
segments duration, and the segmented duration is time", j....~ J~~

.JL.J' ..J" 4J.,.....u1 •J1I .J 'i..l.o (AR j....~) .
121.6 "it ~ot be": .§..t. 'J; VG 205.15, .§..t. "i.J.
121.8-9 "if it were possible ... we would never reach a given time": .;1;

I-'!t ~.J.;A.o .:rj J!~ 'J ... .!.lI"~' (VG 205.17 partially corrupt, as
AR notes there, n. 8), i.e., a distinct temporal period, viz., the present.
I consider this sentence to be parenthetical. It is based upon the Aristote
lian argument concerning the impossibility of traversing an infinite
series '(used by John Philoponus to prove the impossibility of an infinite
number of actual transformations C?f things, ibid., p. 1178, and cf. David
son,op. cit., p. 365 f.). Al-Kindi reverts to this argument again at 121.15 f.
below, and Davidson has apparently conflated the material in his trans
lated excerpts, ibid., p. 371. The positive argument for the finite nature
of time used here depends in fact upon the following sentence.

"for the duration from past infinity. . . regressing in times to infinity" :
41 ~t.; "i L. J! ~j~1 ..} '~L.... .... 4..Ul' ~ ~t.; "i .:r .J~. As al-Kindi at
tempts to elaborate, and as he reiterates at DE 197.5 f., equal intervals
(or "durations") are those which have the same finite limits; which is
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also the case with equal bodies, as discussed above, 114.13 and 115.14
(part of the argument against infinite magnitudes based upon the finite
nature of equal or unequal bodies due to addition or subtraction). Cf.
the use of this argument in Saadya, Kitab al.Amiiniit, p. 36, Hebrew transla
tion, p. 59, English translation, p. 45 (Altmann, p. 56) ; and see Davidson,
op. cit., p. 366, comparison with al-Kindi, p. 373. As for "regressing",
I read mU[izcidan with the IDS., which is probably a scribal error for muta
liicidan, as given in the parallel passage of 197.8. UG 206.2 has muta4iicifan,
which preserves the sixth form but is otherwise corrupt. Davidson, ibid.,
translates this term as "ascending back", noting that Saadya employs
the same root form (suCiid).

"nor that before it until a time before it is reached"; UG 206.7, omitted.
"Furthermore ... a definite time". Time is here considered as a con

tinuum capable by its nature of both infinite addition and division (cr.
Physics IV: 11 219a' 13 fr.,; 12 220a 31 fr.). The assumption again, here
made explicit, is that it is impossible to traverse an infinite quantity (cf.
above I I. 8-9 and note there). This assumption is likewise operative in
the teaching of two early contemporaries of al-Kindi, the Mu'tazilites
al-Iskafi (d. 854) and the already encountered al-Na~~am (cf. above, note
to 114.18, and see below, note to 122.13-15); cf. their somewhat similar
formulations of this argument, as reported by al-Khayyat, Kitab al
Inti/ar, op. cit., pp. 19, 31 and 33, French translation, pp. 12, 30, 32.
Davidson, moreover, feels that some of their arguments refer, contrary
to their appearance, to temporal and not spatial infinity (op. cit., pp. 375
and 379). This emphasis upon the traversal of an infinite calls to mind
the argument attributed to Zeno (in which case a further parallel exists
[with qualifications, for which cf. above, 116.13] between Saadya's and
al-Kindi's presentation of the issue). It is therefore most interesting to
note that al-Kindi does not even allude to Aristotle's solution of this
dilemma, as given, e.g., in Physics VIII: 263a 4 fr. AI-Kindi simply dismisses
the theory, arguing that since there is a definite time (the present), all
time must be finite. This is tantamount to a rejection of the validity of
Aristotle's distinction between actual and potential time (cf. Physics
VIII: 263b 3 fr.); a rejection already indicated at I 16.13 ff. above.

"its termination ...exists": ~ ~.Y:'.Y' ... ·~11.J; UG~.Y:'.Y'.

"segment": J-j; UG 206.9, j...a::., "continuity".
"It is (also) not possible": Here the parallel with UG stops, the latter

text going on at 207. I to argue from the impossibility of an eternal body
for the necessity ofa created world, and thus for a Creator.

The following lines are a variation of the argument presented at 121.9
above; whereas there equal intervals are seen to entail finiteness, here the
same is true for unequal intervals. Cf. further, the second n. to 122.6
below.

"(the duration from) past time to a definite time": ~UI ,:,t..JI
~.J~ (!) or; Jl, literally, "the time which passed to a defiillte time"
("definite" time probably in the sense of present time; as rruifrii4,
"given" time, above at 121.9).
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122.61 "as we have said previously": l:...Ii If. Cf. above, 121.5 if.
122.61 "and times are consecutive": 4:ll:::. 4:-.}II.J. Cf. below, 1.10. As the given

or present time is finite, so each similar segment added to it is likewise
finite, the concept of an infinite segment having been rejected. We have,
therefore, the addition of two finite intervals, for which (formulated in
terms of bodies) cf. above, 114.16 ff..

122.10 "Time is a continuous quantity":a.:ll ~1.:r.J~JI.J' Cf. Physics IV:
II 220a 5 and VIII: I 251 b 20. This statement clarifies al-Kindi's use of
"consecutive" above, I. 6, and his general treatment of time as if it were
composed ofa series ofdiscrete segments (as Davidson so understands him,
op. cit., p. 373). No more than Saadya (as Davidson has observed, ibid.,
pp. 366, 367) does al-Kindi distinguish between a series of segments
and a continuous extension. While time is viewed as continuous in ac
tuality, the impossibility of infinite time for al-Kindi allows him to treat
time as though it were discrete. In other words, where time alone is
concerned, it is regarded as continuous; where the beginning and end
of all time is in question, however, time is handled as a series of discrete
parts.

122.11 "the present": al-an, "the now".

122.13-15 "If two definite times are continuous through one iimit common to
them both, then the remaining limit of each one of them is definite and
knowable": ~I.J §~4= ",li d.~ 4S'~ .~I.J ~~ .Jb-,~ .Jli~j j....;l ",(;
4..,Lu '.).J~ ~\ ~, since an infinite series is impossible. Overlooking
the circular reasoning employed here by the term "definite times", it is
clear that al-Kindi arrives at his conclusion by treating time as "con
tinuous" within circumscribed limits; for which static and paradoxical
view cf. above, note to 122.10. The argument that whatever has an
end must have had a beginning and vice-versa (which is a fair paraphrase
of our sentence), is not an uncommon one among Islamic and Jewish
theologians and philosophers (cf. Davidson, ibid., p. 378, 379). It is
mentioned first as being used (in a negative formulation) by Abu al
Hudhayl (d. 849) (cf. Kitiib al.IntiJiir, p. 18, French translation, p. II; a
passage partially alluded to by al-Ash'ari, Maqiilat al-Islamiyin, op. cit.,
p. 358 f.). A variation of this argument, viz., the contention that whatever
is finite in one direction must be so in all directions, is, moreover, attribut
ed to al-Naniim (Kitiib al.Inti/ar, p. 32, French translation, p. 31; and
see Davidson, op. cit., p. 379).

122.15 "It has, however, been saicC':-J,:i-.JlS'" .u.J' Cf. above, 122.8, where the
argument for an infinite sum is not really presented but only suggested,
to be immediately refuted; our passage serving as further refutation.

CHAPTER III: NOTES

123.3 "An investigation whether it is or 'is not possible for a thing to be the
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cause of the generation of its essence, shall now follow the previous (discus
sion)": .!.lJ~ ,§.r. 'j rr~I~ ¥ 4k cJ~ cJt ,§.r.~ ,_,;11 or~I ~.Ii l.A .Ii..f.
As the previous chapter has argued for the finiteness of body, time and
motion, al-Kindi now proceeds to reason that nothing of our acquain
tance is fully self-sufficient or independent. Having denied the logical
possibility of generation from nothing above, at 118.18 ff., al-Kindi how
wishes to remove the possibility of something causing its own generation,
i.e., being its own cause, or, as I have translated, being "the cause of the
generation of its essence". While dhiit is used interchangeably by al-Kindi
to denote "self" and "essence" (cf. below, 142.11 f.), it is the latter term
which is clearly intended by our context, though the entire distinction
between "a thing" and its "essence" is soon repudiated (124.3).

123.4 "We say that it is not possible for a thing to be the cause of the genera-
tion ofits essence": ~I~ cJ.,s-4k _.;.II cJ~ cJtts::t ~.,;! J.,A:.i. Al-Kindi's
position, though not his terminology, may be traced to Aristotle's dis
cussion of substance and essence in Met. VII: 3-6 (Astat, for example,
renders Met. VII: 61031a 15, "we should inquire whether each thing and
its essence are the same or different [7tp6-rEpOV 8£ -rlXu-r6v ea-rtv ~ €-re:pov
-ro -rt ~v e:lvlXt xlX1 €XlXa-rov, axe:7t"t"EOV], as ~)l4 .r l. J- ~.§J..f
.r.r ,)..,AlI..f, [Bouyges, II: 821]; and generally translates -rL ~v e:lvlXt
as ~)l4 .r l., reserving ..:..l~ for the pronoun of self, as at
1031b 5 and 13 [Bouyges, 822.15, 823.7, and see Mnan's list,
(op. cit., p. WI) of other places in Aristotle in which dhiit
has this meaning]; Avicenna, on the other hand, frequently uses
dhiit in the sense of essence; cf. Goichon, op. cit., pp. 134, 135).
Significantly, al-Kindi does not at all consider using dhiit in a more Pla
tonic way, as the transcendental form or idea of things; there is no as
sociation here with the Neoplatonic hierarchy of universal beings and
God as the ultimate essence from which individual beings derive their
identity (cf. the "Sayings of the Greek Sage" [Plotinus, as discovered by
Rosenthal] in Badawi's edition of Plotinus apud Arabes, p. 186 no. 6;
translated by Lewis, op. cit., p. 474: 24). Such a terminological associ
ation, which would make essence "the cause of the generation of a thing",
is obviously foreign to al·Kindi's thought here, though his ultimate theory
of being requires some such emanationist relation (cf. FP, p. 161).

Al-Kindi's use of Aristotle here is, however, tempered structurally,
though not conceptually, by the employment ofa type offormal reasoning
which is non-Aristotelian and is often associated with Stoic logic, viz.,
the conditional statement (cf. W. and M. Kneale, The Development of
Logic [Oxford, I964J, pp. 98, 159 ff.). It is by the exercise of disjunctive
and hypothetical propositions that al-Kindi formulates and "proves"
his statement; assuming, by the law of the excluded middle upon which
the Stoics placed great stress (ibid. p. 161), that the denial of one disjunct
proves the affirmation of the other.

123.51 "its becoming a being": ~x, the verbal form of huwiya/l, being, ap-
parently used uniquely as such byal-Kindi. Cf. Mnan, op. cit., p. 123.
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123.51 "generation usually being predicated, in other places, of that which
comes to be particularly from something!' '.,.:.1 c:!ly j ,;;§ J~.Ii <l.ilt
4,,~ .~ ,:;. ~lSJl. Cf. above, 113.11, which af'fiiiDed that an object does
not perish completely; and 118.18 ff., which proved that the universe,
and by implication any body, cannot (as we normally understand
physical substance) be generated from nothing. As in the latter case,
al-Kindi here entertains the possibility of generation from nothing only
to show its logical impossibility, working within a strictly Aristotelian
conceptual framework. .

123.6-7 "existent. .. non-existent": ~t and ..rJ". Cf. al-Kindi's use of ~~\ in
113.12 above (and see n. 1I3.1I1 there), as wen as both terms together
at 136.18, 137.3, 9; 16, etc., below. Elsewhere (AR I: 182) al-Kindi
writes:.rJ .:r '::"~~I..r:!.t; J.J~I ~l J.A.lI ~L translated by Walzer ("New
Studies on Al-Kindi", Greek into Arabic, p. 187) as "True primary action is
to produce I:eal things from nothing" (and with which may be compared
al-Kindi's definition of ibdac

, ARI: 165,..rJ.:r .~1 .;4Jo1 , which Walzer
renders [ibid.] as "ibdac is to make a thing appear out of not)ling"). As
Walzer notes there, Astat used~~ Ito translate the TO ~aT~ of Met. VIII: 2
1042b 25, Bouyges II: 1034.7 (as wen as the TO Tt ~aT~ of 3 1043b 25,
Bouyges II: 1062.12). Astat also uses the terms..rJ <l.il and.,...rJ L. for the
TO ELY} dvot~ and TO ELY} ()V of Met. V. 7 1017a 31 and VI: 2 1026b 15
(Bouyges II: 555.10 and 716.1) respectively.

123. IO "for both cause and effect are predicated only of something which has
existence of some sort" : L.:>JO:- .J ..J •.;~ ~~jl. l.. Li1J..,w\.J ~I ~~. Cf.
101.3 and 12 above, in which al-Kindi describes the four Aristotelian
causes and the substance with which each one is identified. In On
Difinitions (AR I: 169) he refers to the four causes as "the natural (or
"physical") causes,~l jWl.

123.Il "However, it has been said that it is the cause of the generation of
its essence": oGt~ ~§ ~ 4il J:i .li.J. This explicit statement is missing in the
ms., but, as it is the premise upon which the whole argument is construct
ed, it is possible that the original sentence read something like this (follow
ing the examples ofpp. 124.8 and 124.14): "If a thing were non-existent
and its essence were non-existent-and it were the cause of the generation
of its essence-then.... " It is so typical of al-Kindi's method to posit that
which he wishes to disprove, and then proceed to show the internal
contradictions which ensue, that it may be possible that he assumed the
reader would have assumed the initial premise of the argument after I. 9
above. ~ .... "".

123.16 "As however, it has been said previously...":r.\Aj' .Ii.J. See the preceding
note.

124.3 "Though the essence of every thing is that thing": Y' c.I' oGl"i; •..; J5"".J,
literany "is it", is the thing itself, its being, andcf. Met. VII: 6 I0311i 12, 19.
AR's punctuation and division of paragraphs is here rejected , and the
translation follows the par~llel,'and correctly punctuated, passage of
124.11.
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124.17 "Inasmuch as this has been explained, we now say that every utterance
must either be meaningful or not meaningful": $';1 J~ .!.II':' ~..li ':'1.1
~ 15':' Jf.11~ I.:. .;p.... .;1.:r~ ')Ii JoAJ • From here to 126.14, al-Kindi
reverts to the ultimately Alexandrian commentary on the Isagoge which he

- has utilized before (cf. above, 97.8 and 101.5 ff. and notes there). This
passage bears particular reSemblance to Elias' Prolegomentl, 35. 18-36.30,
beginning, as al-Kindi does, with the statement: ~ qlwv~ ~ O"1l!-lotV't'LX~

Ea't'Lv ~ aO"1l!-lOC;. Cf. for Ammonius' commentary, op. cit., 58.19-63.5.
124.201 "That which has meaning must be either a universal or particular

thing": lJ;.:- } l$" .;p.... .;l .:r~ 'Y ~ J .;lS"' L..1' Cf. Elias, op. cit.,
35.26: 't'(;)v ae O"1l!-lotv't'tx(;)v ott !-lev Xot60AOU, ott ae !-lc:ptxotL

124.20. "Philosophy does not inquire into particular things, for particular
things are not limited, and that which cannot be limited, knowledge
cannot compr;hend": ,y.b. .:-:J .::..lJ.);1 .;')1 ,4;.);I.~')11 .,....u.; 'Y 4.i-WI.1
~ '! .k:-!. r t:,.t:.:. §... r L.J . Cf. Ammonius, op. cit., 59.18-60.1, begin
ning 't'a: ae Xot't'a: !-lepoc; &7tC:Lpot Xott cX7tc:ptAlj7t't'ot, and ending E7teL oov
't'a: Xot't'a: !-lepoc; 7tolla: ISv't'ot Xott a7tc:tpot E7tta~!-lljv ou 7tOtOUaLv. See too
the more succinct variant given in the notes to 58.19, in which philosophers
are said not to be concerned with individual substances, due to their
unlimited number: ott !-lev xot6' EVOC; !-l0vou 't'iii cXpL6!-liii AeyoV't'otL ...
ot qltAoaoqlot aLa: 't'0 &7tC:LPot c:!Vott OU Xot't'otytvOV't'otL.

125.3 "Universal general things must be either essential or non-essential":
4J1':' Jf } 4:'1':' .;~ .;1 .:r ~ 'Y 4:-W1 ~I .~')1IJ' Cf. Elias, op.
cit., 36.4, 't'(;)v ae Xot60AOU ott !-lev OUatWac:tC; c:latv, ott ae E7tC:Lao8tw8c:tC;.
AI-Kindi also offers immediately the same definition of the essential as
follows in Elias, c:lxc:i:Vot 8e Aeyc:'t'ott ouaLw8lj oaot Xott 7totpov't'ot aw~ouaL
Xott cX7tov't'ot ql6Etpouatv.

125.5 "as life": 'L;-lS': For this, as well as for the other illustrations of the
predicables which follow, cf. Porphyry as well as his commentators. See,
for example, the Isagoge, op. cit., 2.20, Arabic (edited by Badawi, op.
cit.), p. 1025. AI-Kindi may well have interspersed his use of the one
source with the other. Elias, for example, uses "reason" as his example
of an essential predicate (op. cit., 36.6).

125.7 "and the essential is that which is called substantial": ..r-L1y.;I.lJI J

4......P.'. Cf. Met. VII: 6 1031a 18, "the essence is said to be the substance
of each thing" (Xott 't'0 't't ~V c:!VotL Myc:'t'otL c:lVotL ~ EXlXa't'ou oUaLot),
translated by Astiit (Bouyges II: 821.16) ......P.' 4i1 ~l 4:,i')14 yo L. JlA!)
,:,,;All. AI-Kindi here takes the opportunity to clarify the nature of the
"thing" with which essence is identified above, at 124.3.

125.8 "The substantial must be either a collective or distinct thing": .s ....~I.J
(;....... ) t...~ ;,;p.... ;,;l .:r ~ 'Y. Cf. Elias, op. cit., 36.10: ~a: ~ev
oov ouatw8lj ~ {)7totP~LV 8ljAouaLv ~ 't'P07tOV \)7tlXP~C:WC;, "the essential
is indicative either of a substance or of a mode of substance".
Al-Kindi's preceding identification of essence with substance, and his
phrasing of the subject of this sentence as "the substantial", 15....Y!-I, may
account for his complete divergence of terminology here, though his
examples follow those ofElias.
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125.13 "species": V."... , used for e!8oc; by the early translators in logical as well
as other contexts. Cf., e.g., Met. l039a 26, TO e!8oe; &X TOU yevoue;
1tO~ouO'~ XIXI. -.i::>v a~IX<pOpi::>v, rendered by Astat (Bouyges II: 975) as
J~I.J.rJ:! ~ oJ."...,I.JI; and seeAverroes'treatment there (ibid., p.
976) of ~urah in terms of the more common term nawC

• Cf. also below,
159.8 and 12.

125.15 "animal": ..fl, literally "living" or "living being", and as such translat-
ed above, 112.4 and 125.5. As synonymous with the latter, "animal"
is the more conventional translation of the term in this context, represent
ingthe Greek TO ~cj>ov. Cf., for example, Is~aq ibn l;iunayn's translation
of Cat. 52a 17, in Georr, op. cit., p. 322.

126.1 "Therefore that which is non-essential is in a substance which is its
substrate and is not substantial": ..rJ.J ' [J] t.J..#JtI ~.;.;1 J .J~l ..,.;
<Sf'~. For the relation ofproperty and accident to the substance in which
they inhere, belonging to it but not an essential part of it, cf. Post. An. I:
22 83b 19, Topics I: 5 102a 18 and 102b 4, and Met V: 30 1025a 22.

126.2 "On the contrary, it is an accident of the substance and is therefore
called accidens": L,.;J" .!JljJ ..r-i ,~.;.; I ..,;J~.Yo . Accidens is chosen to
translate ..,;J" here for its close etymological relation to "accident" as
used below (II. 7, 10) in the term "common accident", (WI..,;;oJ! (and
see Goichon, op. cit., pp. 216 f.). AI-Kindi is thinking of "accident" in
the broad sense of a concomitant or "coincident", a non-essential
"attribute" (terms by which O'U(L()e~lJXOe; has been translated) of a
subject; the &1teLO'Oa~WalJor "adventitious" predicab1es of Elias (op. cit.,
p. 36.8, 16).

126.3 "That which is in a substance must be either in one thing ...or it
will be in many things": ..1" •.; J .J~ .;t ,:r~ "1 ~.;.; I J c.5.ill Y'.J
o~.~tJ';~ ) .... Cf. Elias, op. cit., 36.16-18, -.oc ae &1te~O'oatWalJ
7j (Lt~ (Lovn <puO'e:t U1t<xpxouO't XlXl. A&yOVTlXt t8tIX ... 7j 1tOAAIX~<; XIXI.
A£yovTIX~ 0'U(L~e:~YjX6TIX. The "things" to which al-Kindi is referring are,
as his examples indicate, species; a property being uniquely related to
one species and therefore "convertible" (aV·t'LO'Tpe<pe:~, ~I) with its
substance (ibid., 36.25, and see the lsagoge, op. cit., 12, 13, 21; Badawi,
op. cit., pp. 1049f. ; cf. also Topics I : 5 102a 18). See further, below,
130.3 if.

126.7 "common accident" : (~ ..,;J" translating the TOC O'U(L~e:~lJXOTIX

xowi::>e; of Isagoge 2.19, 3.6, 18 (~WI ..,;I;oJ1 in Badawi, op. cit., pp.
1025 if.), and understanding the term in the sense of the "inseparable"
accident (TOclxwptO'-.ov, J).AlI ~rof Isagoge 12.25 (p. 1050 Ba
dawi). AI-Kindi's distinction here between property and "common
accident" is similar to the distinction between property and "insepar
able accident" in Isagoge 22.5 (p.l()f)8 Badawi).

126.13 "and every utterarice will be either universal or particular, and either
collective or separate": li;A. Lo!.J 4 1..1/ ,f.~ Lo!.J ")lS'" Lo!.J (j;.".a. ~) ,
literally "eith~r all or part, and eithCr.:oomposite or separate". The slight
variations upon the usages of 124.20 (lJ~'j'lJS'") and 125.8 (l;."..c... ) t...~)
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above do not require the introduction of new or modified concepts; for
it is clear that, like Elias (op. cit. 36.20 fr.), al-Kindi is summarizing, in
this paragraph, his preceding remarks.

"Let us now... speak of the number of ways 'one' is predicated":
~I)I J~ ty f".¥ J4:..li. Cf. Met V: 6 1015b 16 fr. and Xl 1052a 15 fr., for
the variety of meanings Aristotle declares the term "one" possesses. The
Aristotelian material is here integrated 'nto the Isagoge classification of
predicables, with the addition 'of the "individual" as a predicable (mean
ingful philosophically, as in 125.13 above, only in relation to species).
It would appear likely that al-Kindi, and not an earlier commentator,
is the author of the following section, since the emphasis upon the acciden
tal nature of the unity found in all things is central to his position, and
quite foreign to the distinction between accidental and essential unity
mentioned here in the Metaph:Jsics, and followed by the commentators.

"We say that one is predicated of every continuum, and also of that
which does not receive multiplicity":'¥.J ,j....:.JS"" .¥ J~ ~1)1':'1 :J.,A:.i
~f ;;;s;J1 ~ ( 1.., these being the categories of things Aristotle calls
"essentially one". Cf. Met. V: 6 1015b 36 fr.; X: 1 1052a 34.1052b 1.

"The individual will be either natural, as an animal or plant, and what
is similar to them; or artificial, as a house and what is similar to it":
L..J 41S"f:.,L:.... L.1.J .!..lI~ ~T L..J .::.::JI ) ':'I..w.-IS" 4 .:,~ .:,T 1..1 ~I.J
.!..lI~ ~f . Cf. Met. V: 6 1016a 4 for the juxtaposition of things continuous
"by nature" and "by art", -ra. cpuae:L cruve:X~ ... -rEXvn, rendered by
Astiit as ~U4 a...:.. ... ~4 a...:.. .:.i1S" I.. (Bouyges II: 527).
The equivalent examples of man, plant and house are used by
Aristotle in the Met. VII: 7 1032a 12 fr. discussion of things
which are generated, the former two "by nature" (I. 18), the latter "by
art" (I. 32, and 1032b 12). As this Met. Z chapter follows Aristotle's
inquiry into the relation of a thing and its essence, which al-Kindi fol
lowed in the beginning of this chapter (cf. above, 123.3 fr., and see the
note to 123.4), it appears that he was influenced by this chapter again
in his choice of an illustration for the general remark of Met. Delta. See
further below, 127.11.

"A house is continuous by nature": e;W4 j....:. ~I':'li. Cf. Met. V:6 1015b
36 fr., in which one of the examples of things called one by continuity
in virtue of its own nature are pieces of wood made one by glue; which
our text has apparently expanded into a house. The notion of the contin
uous is defined by al-Kindi in On Definitions (AR I: 176) as "the uniting
of the extremities" (..:...4l+J1 .)6.;1 .Y' JL,..j')J1 , and cf. Physics V: 3 227a 10).

"though its composition is continuous by accident, viz., through the
(builder's) technique": ~4 ~T '''';.J'''! j....:. 4.J.JJ i.e., the builder's
"art". Cf. Astiit's translation of the -rEXV1j of Met. VII 7 1032a 12 and 28
(Bouyges II: 837, 838) as ~, which further attests to the probability of
al-Kindi's use of the pll$Sage here. In Met. X 1 1052a 22 fr. Aristotle con
trasts, among non-accidental unities, the form of a thing unified by glue
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with the form of a thing naturally one; the difference being that the latter
has in itself the cause of its continuity. It is this distinction which is opera
tive in al-Kindi's use of the term "accidental" in this and the following
examples, going beyond Aristotle's preference for the naturally unified
thing to establish causality (and particularly auto-causation) as the sole
determinant of natural, non-accidental unity. In doing this, al-Kindi
considers non-essential unity aseq'wvalent to accidental unity, while
to Aristotle both essential andnon-essential unity are non-accidental,
as long as they are in fact, and regardless of cause, unified.

127.7 "all is predicated of things having both similar and dissimilar parts" :
.1.;.-)11 ~. ~ ';~I [.~~I] 'y-.J .1.;.-)11 ~I .y- J~ ~I. Cf. al
Kindi's similar defimtion of "all" in On Definitions (AR I: 170): "(a
substance) common to similar and dissimilar parts" (!l~-~\
.I.;.-~I ~I .,rfJ .1.;.-)11 ~). The particular illustrations al
Kindi chooses could have come to him from a number of sources.
In Met. V: 3 1014a 30 ff. water is given as an example of something
the parts of which are of the same kind, and, though the context is
different, the elementary parts of body are also used as an illustration.
In the Rasa'il Ikhwan al-$aia' (Beirut, 1957) I: 430 we find the distinction
between similar and dissimilar parts predicated of individual objects
(..,...~)I1 ), with body given as one of the examples of the latter category.
The entire" section which contains this distinction has been preserved in
Latin as a separate treatise and is attributed in the translated manuscripts
to a certain "Mahometh discipulo Alquindi philosophi" (for whose possible
identity cr. H. Farmer, "Who was the Author of the 'Liber Introductorius
in Artem Logicae Demonstrationis'?" JRAS, 1934, pp. 553-556); and
Nagy has accordingly edited this material with the other al-Kindi
Latin treatises (op. cit., pp. 41-64, and cf. pp. 42, 43 particularly for the
above distinction).

According to the Arabic title of this risdlah (~~Il.AJ. J..,;t ..;.... J),-the
last of the first part of this encyclopedic work (which part is devoted to a
syllabus which treats the subject matter of the Quadrivium plus geography,
the Isagoge and Organon)-this section, purporting to discuss the Posterior
Anafytics, covers a wide variety of topics, including such issues as the rela
tionships ofcause and effect; the world, fullness and the void; and eternity
vs. creation; themes which occupy al-Kindi in FP and elsewhere. AI
Kindi is known to have commented on the Post. An. (cf. above, n. 101.31),

and his we of these particular illustrations could well be inserted here
from some commentary to the Analytics used both by him and the Ikhwan
al-$aft. The attribution of the Latin version of this risalah to a disciple
of al-Kindi, and thus indirectly to al~Kindi himself, may well, therefore,
be closer to the truth than at first appears to be the case. Much of al
Kindi's writings, particularly hisiIltroduetions to and surveys of Greek
philosophy, mathematics and sc;i~/Was probably well received by
the IkIuDan, though as yet we ·c8Iuiot speak with any certainty of his
influencing them.
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127.1)1 "However... 'whole' is not predicated of things having similar parts":
.~~I ~, .¥- J~ ")\j e;J:Il.\;. At Met. V: 26 1024a 1 ff., Aristotle distin
guishes between "total" and "whole" quantities, in the former ofwhich the
position ofthe parts is seen as not making a difference. Water is then givtn
as one of the examples of a 'total" quantity, for which properly speaking
the phrase "the whole water" is deemed inappropriate. AI-Kindi is
clearly following Aristotle here, understanding the position the parts
of things have as due to their similarity or dissimilarity, and substituting
this criterion for Aristotle's "position" of the parts.

AI-Kindi, interestingly, reverses here Astat's translation of the neiv and
OAOe:; of this Met. passage as~ and J5'respectively (cf. Bouyges, II: 667) ;
yet it may be (an earlier?) fidelity to Astat's translation, and not a corrupt
text, which has al-Kindi offer elsewhere a definitionof~ as" (a substance)
particularly for similar parts",.~~I ~..,...t.:. (On D;,jinitions, AR I: 170).
While this is the opposite of his present use of~ , it fits Astat's use of it.

127.11 1 "for 'whole' is predicated equally of an aggregate heterogeneous by
accident or in some sense unified though each diverse element is sustained
by its own nature without the other, the name 'totality' referring to it":

~ ~.•.boY (.)~ ~t--" '.r:~ .;"l.A1::>-. ~••.¥- J~ ~l ,-..!:, (.)~
~>.,:.1I r:.-' ~ ~ '.r~' ;f ~~ r-'li 4:-- .bo1.J J5'.J' AI
Kindi is following and expanding upon Astat's translation of Met. V:
26 1024a 8, 9, accepting even Astiit's terminology, which he adjusts to
fit his purposes. The Metaphysics passage reads ntXV't'1X O£ AEyE't'lXt ~cp'

ole:; 't'O neiv we:; ~cp' evE, ~nL 't'oo't'ote:; 't'O ntXv't'lX we:; EnL Ot1lP'1Jll.evote:;·
neie:; OU't'oe:; 0 cXpt61l.6e:;, neialXL IXU't'lXt exl (LovtXOEe:; ("To things, to
which qUIZ one the term 'total' is applied, the term 'all' is applied when they
are treated as separate; 'this total number', 'all these units''', in W.O.
Ross' translation); which Astiit renders (ibid.,~~I J.,; JI c;:. J~.J

( ! ~ ~.J ""wl l.a(!) t.~ ~l J J~ If '4:-- .b-I)I J&- t.~' J~
"b-~I •.a). Al-Kindi is probably unaware that Aristotle's term for a
quantity when its parts are taken together corresponds to his choice
of J5' and not ~, and this inconsistency in his presentation of the
subject is circumvented by a modification of the source and the omission
of examples.

127.16 "In a similar way there is a distinction between 'part' and 'some''':
J';~'.J~ I~ ~.iS'.J' The following distinction is partially alluded to by
al-Kindi in On Definitions (ibid.): ~I~U-~I,j5:JI~U-.~I,

" 'part' is that which is related to (literally 'in it is') the all, 'some' is
that which is related to ('in it is') the whole"; omitting mention of
"some" as also related to the all.

128.4 "predicables": .;,,~.,.,.4lI, which is also the term usually translated as
"categories". The context here, however, favors the use of "predicables"
(cf. also Marmura and Rist, op. cit., p. 339 n. 5), even as that at 132.15 ff.
below would seem to call for a translation of "predicate", referring to
each member ofevery category ofexistence.

128.7 "As for the genus, it is in each one of its species": J5' J ~ ~I 4J~.J
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4&01.,;1 .:r ~I.J' The relations between the predicables which al-Kindi
mentions in the following par~phs derive from the Isagoge or (more
probably) Isagoge commentary al.Iqndi has used before. Cf., for example,
the relations between genus and species in the Isagoge, ed. Busse (op.
cit.), pp. 2.10 ff., 4.2 ff. (Ba<i<lwi,op. cit., pp. 1024, 1027).

128.8 "univocally": L:l.1.,,:.. 'Y~, i.e", the genus is the same in both name
anddefinition for each of its species. Cf., for the definition of "univocal"
(rendered as auvwvu(.LOC; in Greek, 4J.1~1 in the Arabic, ed. Georr,
op. cit., pp. 319, 325) Cat. I: la 6, and see 5: 3a 33.

128.11 "The individual is one only by convention":.:r ~\.J .Yo ~'l ~I.J

t!)1 ~, i.e., the parts into which the individual object is divisible
form a unity, but not by any inherent or essential cause. AI-Kindi here
posits a standard by which the unity of all things in any way divisible is
considered, a priori, as not necessary. He thereby invokes a standard of
"true unity" and "essential being" foreign to the Peripatetic tradition
and closer to Platonic and Neoplatonic thought.

128.15 "That which is not essential in the true nature of a thing is in it in an
accidental manner, and that which occurs accidentally to a thing does
so in virtue of something other than itself": ,~I~~ .~I..j§... ( La.J
(~ ..,..0 .J.;J.I J ;t ..,..oJW Ii) ,oJf.:r'.;.o ..,..oJWI." '.sir t.~ ~~. Cf.
Met. V: 30 1025a 14-30, for this definition of "accidental", the sort
which Aristotle says (1. 33) can never be eternal. See too the distinction
Aristotle draws between essential and accidental attributes in Post.
An. I: 4 73a 25 ff.

128.16 "An effect is a relative term, the effect coming from an agent": ;~ I."
;jA.:r ;~I.J ' ...:sL..i.lI.:r ; literally ;t and ;jA should be rendered as
"impression" and "an impressing force" (and cf. Avicenna's use of the
terms as outlined by Goichon, op. cit., pp. 2, 3). As relative terms
(~L..i.ll .:r), ; jA and ;t correspond to the relationship of "the active to
the passive" ('t'o 7tOL'l)"t'LXOV 7tpO<; 't'0 7tCL6'l)'t'LX6v, J..i:.11 Jl ~UJI)
mentioned by Aristotle among his definitions of relative things (7tp6C; 't'L,
~L..i.ll; cf. Met. V: 15 1020b26, 30, translated by Astat [Bouyges, op.
cit.,) at II: 608). In his treatiSe On the True, First Perfect Agent. .. (AR
I: 183), al-Kindi also employs the terminology of ;jA and ;1, as well
as other nominal and verbal forms of the root. There, however, he gives as
equivalents of these terms the more common ~I,; and j...i:.., which may
also be translated as "agent" and"patient", or "affection", which latter
term is equivalent in its usage to "effect". Viewed as either;;l.1 or Jt...AJ1 ,
God "is there conSidered to bethe"oDIi agent in the true, primary sense of
the word, since He never is a recipient ofaction, always "influencing" (;;.)
othets, never "influenced" byotheI$. As such He is also called there
the "first (or rather, "primary"}caWe",J}JI ~I, both directly and
indirectly responsible for the effects of all .other "agents" so called, which
are "really" the effects or "affectionS'" ofHis action (though see the intro
duction, p. 30). Al-Kindi's clloIce'here in FP of ;jA and ;t instead
of ~I,; and j...i:.. or ~ and J"L.. m~y tiniS"l>eexplained in terms of the
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allusions to God's role in nature which the terms would be thought to
convey; and to the intimation, by the use of terms not necessarily
associated with matter, of a view of causality that is ultimately free of
physical determination.

129.1 "That which is a species through its essence is multiple":.JfS".;..1.lJ4 t...Pli.
This contradicts Aristotle's view of the species of things which have a com
mongenus as being considered one; cf. .'\Ifet. V: 6 1016a 24, b 31. While
Aristotle clearly views· the species and genus as possessing unity, it is
the kind of unity-indivisible in thought qua genus or species-which al
Kindi disqualifies as non-essential since it is composite in fact. Thus al
Kindi limits the applicability of the term "one" severely. He may, how
ever, have felt he was in agreement with Aristotle's view as expressed in
Met. X: I 1052a 32, in which the indivisible in kind (i.e., formal unity,
that of the species and genus) is considered as indivisible in intelligibility
and in knowledge; and its cause is considered one in the primary sense
(d8eL 8t TO T<l> ')'VWGT<l> XOCL -r7i E1tLG't'7jfL71 (&8Loc(peTov) &a6'lv
&", eL'1j np(;)Tov TO TOCL<; Ol)G(OCL<; OCt't'LOV TO\) £v6<;, translated by
Astat (Bouyges, op. cit., III: 1237 4i.rl4 4J ~ ~ ~.lJli 0J.,...J4 .')' L.I.,
.')' ~ J"1y:Jl y lS..il' y J.,S'! .1)' I~li ;;."s::..;J4.,}. As given by Astat,
al-Kindi could have -thought Aristotle to mean that true formal unity
should in no conceivable way be divisible.

129.6 "The genus ... indicates the essence of the thing ...": .:r -..s+-' .. .rJ:'J
_.;JI ~L.. Cf. above, 101.8 and see n. 101.8-10.

129.7 - "each one of its species being ... an independent substance": t.y JS'"J
Y y *~Iyl,jo, understanding y yas the equivalent of ~y, "being"
or "substance", The· repetition of y, if not a scribal error, may be
meant to emphasize the individual nature of each species.

129.12 "The specific difference ... indicates the quality of a thing ...":
_,;" ~f .:r -..s+- J..AJIJ • Cf. above, 101.9 and see n. 101.8-10.

130.3 "The property indicates the existence of a thing ... ": ... ;",u:,.,
_.;JI ~f .:r ~. Cf. above 101.7 and n. there. See also Topics I: 5 102a
18: "A property is something which does not show the essence of a thing
but belongs to it alone and is predicated convertibly of it", t8LOV 8'EGTLV
., ,~ .. ~ :I. :I. , J:. T , ~", "° fLl) OlJl'oOL fL~V To TL 'IV e~VIXL, fLOVCf> 0 \)1tOCpXeL XIXL OCUTLXIX't'l)yo-
pe'i:'t'IXL TO\) nptXYfLocTO<;; rendered byal-Dimashqi (ed. Badawi, Man/iq
Arislii II: 457) as •• J .r~ b~..Jo" .;lS"J -.;J' 4:aL. ~ J",! rL. ..I' ;"'U:'.,
~I .j ~ ~'JJ' The translation of :>~..Jo" for untXPxeL, understood
literally, could allow one to say "the property indicates the existence of
a thing"; and an earlier translation, such as that reported to have been
written by Abu Nu~ (fl. ca. BOO, and cf. Peters, Arisloteles Arabus, p. 21),
could have even used the terminology adopted byal-Kindi.

130.4 "It is not an (essential) part (of a thing)":_~.r::l." i.e., not part of its
essence, though it belongs to the thing, or "exists" along with it. Cf.
preceding n.

130.5 "an d because it has motion":~~ ~~.J, literally, -'and because it is
motion!'
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130.14 "The all ... has portions": ..,..~t .J~' •• j>J1.J' Baer! has been translated as
"some" above (cf. 127.5 ff.), in contrasting it withjuz', "part"; proper
English usage here, however, requires the term to be rendered as "por
tions".

130.16 "and every genus has many species": J~ .;...I~~~, as called for
by the context of this sentence. The MS (followed by AR) actually reads
.J~ .;...I~ ~.,.... ~, "and every predicable has many species".

131.4 "a substantial part will have either similar or dissimilar parts": <Sf'J:L:IJ

.1~)11 ~ '1 L.l.J .1~)11 ~ L.l. Cf. above, 127.7 and n. there. AI-Ki~di
expands here upon the examples of dissimilar parts of the body, perhaps
from his own intimate acquaintance with the subject as a physician. The
RasiPii Ikhwan ai-$afa' passage above mentioned (p. 431), however, also
enumerates a number of the same parts.

131.7 "like the living body":.}' ':'.l~, following the correction in the ms.
written above ,:,I.r.l- I (asAR); and in conformity with the parallel construc
tioQS of 11. 9, 10 and 12 below.

131.15 "as a house": ..::...::JlS'". Cf. above, 127.1..3 and nn. there.
131.17 "and (other) parts of its structure": ....J':" .\~t.Jo literally "parts of

its body (or 'mass')".
131.201 "as the mile": J:1l5", another example ofcontinuous things, correspond-

ing to Aristotle's example of a line; cf. Met. V: 6 1016a 2, 1016b 26.

131.20' "it is an 'all' of (many) stadia as well as a part of a parasang": J5'".".. ~l

t"..,All.~ .J .;...1#. The mile is considered as equivalent to 7 1/2 stadia,
and 3 miles constitute a parasang. Cf. Rosenthal, "al-Kindi and Ptol
emy", op. cit., pp. 450, 451 for other treatises in which al-Kindi refers to
stadia and miles.

132.61 "and is an acquisition from a donating agent": .y.. .:r .)1.4::... ".;. These
terms ordinarily belong to the terminology of emanationism, and as such
foreshadow the conclusion of the treatise (cf. below, pp. 162.4, 13). As
with}t and.Jy , al-Kindi again goes to a term not particularly associated
with physical causality to explain natural phenomena.

132.6" "An effect comes from an agent, in that the effect and the agent are
in a relation where one does not precede the other":})11 ,:,)1 ,}y .r })11"
~ ~~ '1 ~jJl ...;,WI .r }JU.J, i.e., logically, one term entailing
the other; viewing agent and effect ( ) y and }t) as correlatives (cf.
Cat. 7 7b 15).

132.8 "Furthermore, everything which is an accident in one thing is essential
in another thing": d'~ ~T •..;. .j.".; d...;.r ~T •.J-.j "l5" •..;. J5'" ~t.J'
That which is an accident in a thing need. not: by definition, have
occured to it. It thus was a potential existent, while, as an essential
existent, it would occur necessarily to a thing. The argument here
is thus a reformulation of the one from possibility and necessity
found above at 118.2-7, and see the notes there. The difference
between these two arguments would seem to be that al-Kindi
here clearly commits himself to the idea of the existence of
an essential, i.e., necessary property in a particular substance,
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and not in the species only. Yet the existence of an essentially unified
substance is necessary as a guarantor of accidental unity only on the as
sumption of an eternal universe in which it is possible to conceive of a
given time in which all instances of accidental unity would not occur,
and never, therefore; recur thereafter (cf. Met. IX: 8 1050b 8 ff.). In a
temporally finite world, accidental unity could conceivably exist at all
times without essential unity, and a time would never have to arrive when
there would be no instances of such unity. AI-Kindi thus retains an argu
ment for the existence of God based on a notion of eternity which he
otherwise rejects.

The muCtazilah and mutakallimiin in general also have as a major tenet
the accidental nature of the composition of all substances; they, however,
did not adopt this particular argument, perhaps for the above reason
as well in the realization that the "essentially one" here belongs to the
same genus as the "accidentally one", and that this reasoning tends to
make unity a "necessary" attribute of God. Among the philosophers,
however, we find Avicenna, for example, using the same argument from
accidental to essential existence in his proofs of the existence of various
intellects; and as al-Kindi does, Avicenna also has recourse to a theory
of emanation. (cf. Michael Marmura, "Avicenna's Psychological Proof
of Prophecy", JNES 22 [1963J: 52-56).

132.15 "The nature of every predicate ... must be either one or multiple, or
one and multiple together, or some of these things one and not multiple
at ~ll, while others are multiple and not one at all": ... J5': t l.:1 ~ '1
.~"il •.l.o.~ ) d.", T.;6"J I~IJ ) , T.;6" JI I~IJ <J~ <Jf ~ .•. Jjb
~ I~IJ '1 1.;6" ~J ~ 1.;6" '1 i~IJ. AI-Kindi here resorts
to the type of reasoning to ~hich he is partial (cf. above 115.1,
123.6, and see n. to 123.4), combining a curious mixture of logical
and factual arguments in disjunctive and hypothetical propositions of an
exhaustive and repetitious sort. The arguments in the remainder of this
chapter have been well outlined by Marmura and Rist, op. cit., pp.
339-342, and they have supplied relevant Greek sources as well, pp.
347-348. Thus they point to the antinomies in Plato's Parmenides (noting
differences as well as similarities) as a source for the argument which in
the following posits the one and the many as mutually exclusive entities.
One should not overlook, however, Aristotle's critique of this view, which
sees the one and the many as absolute opposites; a critique which contains
in brief the type of absurd conclusions al-Kindi enumerates at length
(cf. Met. X: 6 1056b 3 ff., and see Physics I: 2 185b 5 ff.). We may,
therefore, assume that in this section al-Kindi either drew upon some fa
miliarity with the Parmenides which he possessed either "directly" or
through excerpts in other Middle or Neoplatonic works; orland that he
used a (lost) commentary to the Metaphysics which in turn incorporated
the Platonic material.

By "direct" familiarity with the Parmenides, I mean that al-Kindi might
have had some paraphrase of the work, and not that he had access to a
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133.2

133.8

133.12

136.12

direct translation of it, the very existence of which is questionable (the
Fihrist, op. cit., I: 246, mentions the Parmenides together with Galen's
epitome of it; and see Peters, Aristotle and the Arabs, pp. 168-170, and
Walzer, in The Encyclopaedia ofIs14m, new ed. s.v., "Afliitiin", I: 234-236).

"If the nature of every predicate were multiplicity only, then participa-
tion in one state or one concept would not occur" : J.".A.- $ t.L:k ,:,t5"'':'li
-b-I."~ ."To-b-l." Jl- J!ll~I JLA,;\ ')\i ,-J..U .;S::l1, literally, " ... there would
be no occurence of participation ... "; and so similarly at line 10 below.
Some of the arguments for the existence of multiplicity (or "plurality")
without unity are the opposites ofthose al-Kindi uses for positing the exist
ence ofunity without multiplicity. Many of the latter, in turn, are found in
the Parmenides, references being given below in the latter set of examples.
The argument here, for example, may be seen as the opposite of that
below, 137.5, which states that if there were unity only, there would be
no "differentiation"; Le., "participation in one state or concept" would
occur.

"in that the contrary of multiplicity is unity": .-b-)I .;s:J1 ,j'j.,;. ,:,~.

Compare 136.14 below for a similar, opposite type of statement.
"then it would be dissimilar":~b "1 ~. Compare the opposite

type of argument concerning the need for no "exceptions", Le., complete
similarity, if there is unity only; given below at 136.19.

133.16 "they would be moving": 45""~ .;..;t5"', and non-moving as well, as shown
below, 1. 20. We have here the first real set of antinomies of this series
of arguments, since there results, from this premise of multiplicity without
unity, the existence simultaneously of both motion and rest, and neither
motion nor rest. Compare this with 138.16 below, in which al-Kindi
argues that from unity alone there can be neither motion nor rest.

134.5 "individual members": ..,..~T..::..1,). Compare the discussion of "parts"
and "all" below at 139.13 f. In the ensuing argument here al-Kindi
digresses to a brief discussion of the impossibility of an infinite quantity,
applying a slight variation of the argument laid down in 115.1 ff. above,
but discussing it from the viewpoint of the separated "section" of the in
finite.

135.6 "multiplicity would not be subject to number": .)J.J\ .;s:J1 J.:A; r' AI
Kindi develops the relation of number and the one in chapter 4,146.18 ff.
below, from which chapter this and the following argument may be
derived. Cf., however, Parmenides 144a 4 ff., which establishes that if the
one is, number must also be, and ifnumber, then multiplicity.

135.14 "Knowledge impresses the description of that which is known into
the soul of the knower as one state" : ,j.JW1...,..AJ J ,j."".J.1 r..J r.'; 4j".J.1 ,
.-b-'." J~, Le., in its universal, intelligible form. Cf. chap. 4 below, 155.1
and 5.

136.8 "It is, however, multiplicity": •X ~"'" rejecting AbO. Ridah's suggested
emendation, "it is however (not multiplicity and) multiplicity",
.X ~." (0X v-::l .,... ), as not absolutely necessary.

"Similarly, we shall now explain that it is not possible for unity to
occur without multiplicity": ,X":N; '-b-." ,:,~ ,:,T ~_ "1 -.iT ~ .!Jl~
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al-Kindi is apparently showing awareness that he has not yet covered
the multiplicity of such non-sensible abstractions as number and ideas
(or the intellects), though he has shown their unity (cf. above, 135.6 ff.).

141.7 "If the association were through chance, then there would be a separa
tion ...": ~~ .:.;1,) oW ~4 .:.;1,) ':"li, i.e., things associated by
chance are essentially separate.

141.22 "As by itself the cause precedes the effect, as we have explained in our
writing concerning the separation (between cause and effect)": 41J1 ':"~.J

~l.:ll ~ ~15.)~ Lf.:,..I.U4 J.,w.1 .hi. Cf., among al-Kindi's other writings
on causality (also referred to below, 142.12), AR I: 183,217 ff, which
treatises assume rather than state this proposition directly. See too 101.1
above. Al-Kindi may here be basing himself on such Aristotelian
passages as Cat. 12 14b 12 and Met. V: II lOI9a 2.

142.9 "It has, however, been explained that it is impossible for there to be an
actual infinite thing": ~t; ~ J-A!4 .& .:,,~ .:,,1 ,§..c. '1 4.it .J& -li.J. Cf.,
regarding arguments for the impossibility of there being an infinite series
of causes, given primarily in relation to temporal segments, 121.5 ff.
above; and see nn. to 121.8, 9 and 121.15-122.1 there. See too Met. II:
2994a I ff.

142.14 "If this were the case, however":.!lIj)" .:.;l5""':"li, viz., auto-causation.

142.16 "Furthermore, (the cause of the association of multiplicity and unity)
is not in that which is generic to them": W. W~ .::.-:J~l.J' The examples
of house, man (and dog) as belonging to a co~mon genus and as such
called "one", are given in Met. V. 6 1016a 24 ff.; and al-Kindi has rejected
this sense of unity above, 129.6. In now rejecting the possibility that the
ultimate cause ofmultiplicity and unity can be a generically similar thing,
he is in effect-and probably intentionally-rejecting Aristotle's first
cause, the unmoved mover; which, for all its special characteristics, is
understood within the conceptual, generic framework of substantial
being (cf. Met. XII: 7 1072a 21 ff.). Though not prior in time, this sub.
stance is first in actuality and causality ofbeing.

142.20 "It is not with them in (having) one likeness": .!J~ j l...t- .:..-.:it. As the
preceding paragraph appears to be a discreet refutatior'i. of Aristotle's first
principle of being, so this paragraph may well be directed against Plato's
theory ofideal forms, in the likeness of which substances here are created;
cf. Phaedo l00b-l0lc, Republic 596b, and Timaeus 3Oc-31b (Plato himself
criticizing the notion ofparticipation in the ideas, inherent in the concept
of likeness, in Parmenides 132c-133a).

143.4 "ifit were multiple, then it would contain unity": ••,,1Il.r.U.J:!5'.:.; l5""':"li.
Al-Kindi has just established that there can be no resemblance or likeness
between the association ofmultiplicity and unity and its cause. Yet here
he uses a concept of multiplicity that is the familiar one, associated with
unity, and as such obviously inadequate. However, he next proceeds to
assert that the only possible cause of this association is a unity, though
he has rejected the concept of unity as an existent separate from multi
plicity above, at 140.18. Obviously al-Kindi is thinking of unity in a
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unique sense, though he insists on arriving at the concept by using conven
tional terms; employing in the process, however, a double standard of
logic which allows "unity" to be used in a way not allowed "multiplicity".

CHAPTER IV: NOTES

143.14-15 "Let us now speak of the way in which unity exists in the categories,
of that which is truly one, and of that which is one metaphorically and
not truly": -1>1)1 ~J ,.::,,':l'yA11 J 0-1»1 ~y t.~ <$4 .J\l1 JA:li
;'_iJ.4 ':J j~4 -1>1)1 ~J '~4. This introductory statement is
practically identical with the closing remark of the previous
chapter, the sort of repetition that a speaker would indulge in ifan interval
has passed between his lectures. Much in this last chapter repeats and
is derived from that which has preceded, again conveying the impression
that this material was originally presented as a lecture in which the speaker
could permit himself this indulgence (and cf. p. II of the introduction).

Al-Kindi's distinction between the "true" and the "metaphorical"
one is reminiscent of the same distinction as applied to the term "agent"
in his treatise entitled "On the True, First, Perfect Agent and the Deficient
Agent which is (called agent) Metaphorically" (AR I: 182). As there,
so here, his use of the term "metaphorical" is not meant to convey worth
lessness, but only an inferior status. In the total context of the argument
it is of course the unity applied to the "True One" which is used meta
phorically, since it is beyond our comprehension of the term; except that
for reasons of piety and fidelity to the Neoplatonic tradition, al-Kindi
could not, and probably did not even conceive ofso putting it.

143.17 "The large and small, long and short, much and little are never predi
cated absolutely ofanything, but, rather, relatively":.k)ol~,~~ .c,:lMl1.J!
~L;")f4 .H '"';}..,..r '1~ •.y ~ If.. •.y J~ '1 'J:.Ul1J ~IJ ,~lJ. Cf.
Cat. 65b 14 fr., with the addition of a third pair of relatives, for which
cf. below, 146.7. The use of the following relatives allows al-Kindi to in
troduce a mathematical discussion in which possible ways of finding the
absolute, essential one in a quantity or number are eliminated.

143.19 "misfortune": o~, possibly a scribal error for .;..~, "little, trifling
things"; which would be the equivalent of Aristotle's "grain" in the
similar examples of Cat. 6 5b 18 ()(tYXPo~ in the Greek, rendered by
Isl)aq ibn l:Iunayn [ed. Georr, op. cit., p. 330] as 4--11; and cf. AR, n. 6).

144.3 "If the large-as, similarly, the small-were predicated absolutely ... ":
~I <!JllS"'J (~1 ~ J~ ~ ~) "';}..,..r ~I J~ ':'lS'" }J. Al-Kindi
diverges here from Aristotle's bare statement (ibid., I. 20) that we simply
can't use such terms as "small" and "large" in an absolute sense, to
expand upon the themes which he has mentioned in the preceding
chapters.

144.14 "and multiplying a quantity by two exists, in actuality or in poten-
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tiality ... and therefore the absolute large has a double": .~I~J ) .

....A-O J...)I ~ I~lj .•. o.,AJ4 JT JaA.l4 o".J"':"JA 4" 4:~J ,( 4"~.
Al-Kindi here takes the potential doubling of an object as tantamount
to its actual doubling, assuming that necessary correlation between the
two which he has rejected above at 116.13-117.1, the last time he speci
fically dealt with this issue in terms of arithmetical relationships (and cf.
the n. to 116.13-16 above). The difference may be explained by the fact
that in the earlier passage of this treatise potential existence is seen as a
threat to the doctrine of a finite universe, and therefore its significance
for actual existence is discounted; while here potential existence is
enlisted, as an aid to actuality, in the doctrine of the relativity of all
existents, and can therefore be accepted.

145.7 "Similarly ... the all would be smaller than the part, and this is even
more absurd and ugly": I.l.>J' .~I.:r?-t j5J1 <J~ <Jt.. . ...,.;fi ~£J
~l:.:.J 4Jl>.1 ~r, contradicting as it does one of the "first premises" al
Kindi has enumerated above, 114.18, and see note there.

146.8 "the long and short are predicated of all quantitative things which
are continuous": 4.l...&:. ;j" $ ~ <J'1lA:i ~IJ .1.#1. With this remark
and that concerning "the little" and "the much" as predicates of discrete
quantity (I. 12 below), al-Kindi assigns quantitative propertieS to the
two types ofunity Aristotle mentions in Cat. 6 4b 20. Among the discrete
quantities there mentioned (I. 23) is number, concerning which al
Kindi next elaborates.

146.15 ·'if the first number is two ... two is then the least of the numbers":
.,,~)rl JiT ~~I <Jlj .,. ~I .,.lJ\ J) <Jl5'" <Jl. The following analysis
essentially investigates the possibility of positing "one" as the
basic number, the "absolute little", and the senses in which this is and
is not deemed permissible. Notions of equality and inequality, odd and
even as related to one are particularly examined, and similarities with
the number two are brought out. Two is ultimately considered as the
first, smallest number, though not an absolute unity. Many of the ideas
al-Kindi mentions can be found separately in Aristotle, Plotinus, and
Nichomachus of Gerasa, among others (see above, p. 19 of the introduc
tion, and cf. also Marmura and Rist, op. cit., p. 349). The Hellenistic
commentators on Aristotle and the Isagoge used Nichmachus' writings on
arithmetic, as is evident, for example, from David's discussion of the
subject in the introduction to philosophy which precedes his commentary
to the Isagoge (ed. Busse, op. cit., pp. 49-52). David there acknowledges
one to be the principle of number, a principle being different from that
of which it is said to be the principle; one is thus not number, which is
further shown by its failure to pass tests of multiplication and addition
(whereas al-Kindi applies tests of division). According to the standard
by which the sum and product of adding and multiplying a thing by
itself should yield different results, two is also considered not a regular
number (and cf. Nichomachus' IntrodUction to Arithmetic, ed. D'Ooge,
p. 117), though David argues the cas~ back and forth in a manner similar
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to al-Kindi's deliberations with the one; finally accepting the number
three as the first number in the fullest sense of the word.

We have seen al-Kindi previously make use of an Isagoge commentary,
or some paraphrase of one (cf. above, 101.5 ff., 105.3 ff. and 124. 17 ff.);
and it is highly likely that such is again his immediate major source here,
though he would have been familiar with the views of the other above
mentioned authors as well (and cf. the introduction, p. 20 above). Al
Kindi's Aristotelian bias emerges in that he does not follow the Neo
Pythagorean conclusions regarding the number three of a David, but
chooses, with Aristotle (and cf. Heath, op. cit., I: 73), to regard the
number two as prime, ifin a qualified way.

146.21 "and if one were a quantity... it would be equal and non-equal":
.JL.... ":J.J .JL.... d ... Y" ~1)1 ':'IS" ':'!.J, i.e., equality and inequality
would be predicated of it, as of all quantity; and cf. Cat. 6 6a 26 ff. Al
Kindi takes this statement at first to mean that the one itself would have
to possess equal and unequal units, i.e., equality and inequality would
be within itself; and he thus speaks in 147.2 ff. below of the "smaller"
and "larger" units of the one. At 147.16, however, he rejects this use
of equality and inequality, and at 148.5 offers the proper application
of these terms.

147.2 "for the 'smaller one' would be inferior to the 'larger one' or inferior
to a portion of it";~ ~ .,r pS't ~')' ~ ....-...S'I ~I)I ':'S'. This
is one of the "true first premises'" mentioned above, at 114.18.

147.14 .. 'One', then, would not be a number naturally, but homonymously":
f"'.- ":JI ·~4 J.! 'etJ4.)~ ~ ~I)I 1.)[;. The homonymous use
of the term "one", while ostensibly rejected in all areas, is actually al
Kindi's solution when applied to God; though he inists that the unity
of the One God is the primary reference of the term (cf. p. 19 f. of the
introduction).

148.6 .. 'two' would not be a number, since no number is smaller than it,
but only larger": w Jii.)~ ~ .)),.)~ ":J •• , ':'L:.:":Jli. Assuming one
is not a number since no number is smaller than it, two is then similarly
not a number, being deprived of one. Cf. the similar argument of David,
op. cit., 50.12, 51. 1; this line of reasoning being capable of infinite exten
sion for all numbers (ibid., 52.14 ff.).

148.13 "then either even or odd": b) L.).J ~.Jj ,:,~ ,:,i L.li. This distinc
tion of number goes back to the Pythagoreans, as Aristotle says in Met.
I. 5986a 17 (and see Heath, op. cit., 1: 70 f.).

149.5 "since the odd number does not have to be divided necessarily":
V;....;,~ d '-:"":'fi.~ .)1, i.e., the potential divisibility ofone, with its
logically impossible consequents, need never be actualized. AI-Kindi
here again employs that un-Aristotelian view of potentiality which he has
resorted to before; though elsewhere, and just recently, he has used the
concept in its regular Aristotelian sense (cf. 144.14 above, and see n.
there).

149.7 "The element ofsomething... is not the thing (itself)": ...•,;1I ':;J ,:,)
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.~I y .rJ. The equivalent of the following passage may be found,
in Aristotle for example, in Met. X: 1 1052b 1 ff.; and see too Met. XIV:
I 1088a 6 (and cf. Heath, op. cit., I: 69).

149.8 "the articulated letters": ~."....JI "':'.J~I. Cf. Met. X: I !053a 13, "and
in speech the letter" (is the starting point and measure), Xott &v Ipwvjj

a't'o~XEr:OV, rendered by Astat (ed. Bouyges, op. cit., III : 1255) as
...:,~ I .:..."....JI ~.J. The "letters" are clearly understood by Aristotle in
vocal and not -written terms, as shown also by the synonymous use of
IpWVott in 1053a 17 and as qualified in Cat. 6 4b 34. AI-Kindi is also
probably influenced in his formulation of this passage by the Muslim
grammarians, who emphasized the articulation of the letters in their ana
lysis of the alphabet (cf. H. Fleisch in The Encyclopaedia oj Islam, new cd.,
s.v. /furiiJal-Ridjii', III: 596-600).

149.12 "Then the one would be number": b~~I)1<JM, i.e., since it is not an
element (to itself, being the element of numbers other than itselt), one
might be regarded as a number. This ignores the fact that the numerical
one is initially understood in this paragraph only in relation to and distinct
from numbers, of which it is the element; having no nature "by itself"
which could be seen as a "number" in some absolute sense of the term.
AI-Kindi does not even bother to refute this obvious bit of sophistry,
which leads him, however, to formulate additional possibilities ofconsider
ing one as number.

150.4 "it has been said that substance is three-fold": ~~ .J"~ I ':"1 JJ Ji.
Cf. De Anima II: 1 412a 6 ff., 2 414a 14 ff.

150.10 "and the body ... happens to be a substance": .:,,1 ...~ ...Y'~
....I~ .:,,~, literally, "substances", as again at 1. 17 below.

150.16 "it is a unit": .)1-T-*, literally "units".
151.2 "Two is, then, the first number": .).lJ1 J} <J~~I I~li. Cf. Met. XIV: I

1088a 6, and see too Phyms IV: 12 220a 27; tho~gh al-Kindi's reasoning
in the following lines is the opposite of that in the Physics passage.

151.9 "each one of them is related to another only in the same genus": til.J
4-~ ,jo .J'"-T Jl l..+-- ~I.J JS"" ...:,~. This could be a variation and
elaboration of Met. V: 6 1016b 25 orland X: 1 !053a 24 ff.

152.9 "Time too belongs to continuous quantity": 4.L....::l.1 4"..5J1,jo ~I ':"L. )1".
Cf. above, 122.10 and n. there.

152.13 "Thus, one says 'a long number', i.e., (one which occurs) in a long
time": J!.Jl" <JL.j j ..sf - J!)'.)~ J~ ~li. Compare Cat. 6 5b 2.

153.1 "The True One;': ;;;;;1.4 ~1)1 (literally, "the one in truth"), i.e., the
absolute, unique one, a term used in contrast to the "metaphorical one",
jL.:J.4 ~1)1 (cf. above, 143.15), which we now see includes all the predic
abies and properties of being, all shown as containing multiplicity in one
form or another, and thus only relatively and accidentally one.

153.3 "We have already stated that what has a genus is not eternal, and that
the eternal has no genus": oJ..A- ~ J/jl ':"I.J J)~ ..,..J;...,..:..:- <II L..:"J l:..Ji Ji.J.
Cf. 113.5 above, and see too 143.1.

153.4 "and the One should not be spoken of in relation to something
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other than itself": •.Jf J! ~L,.;~4 ~I.., J~ ~..,. Al-Kindi here sounds
the theme of the conclusion of this treatise, returning to it with greater
emphasis below, 160.6 fr.

i3.13-16 "motion ... is multiple": ;~ . . . ~~ '.." using motion as a synonym
of "change". Cf. above, I17.7 (and see note 117.81), of which passage
this and the following two paragraphs constitute an expanded version.

154.7 "since unity is predicated of the undetermined whole": ;~)I ~1

..;llJ.1 jSJl .¥- J~, i.e., whole as a general, unqualified concept. Cf.
Goichon, op. cit., p. 206 for this sense of .;.lk. (usually rendered as
"absolute") as used by Avicenna.

154.10 "As every thing perceived through the sense or intellect either exists,
in itself or in our thought, as a natural existence ... ": ..,J-4 ~ JJ.. JS'~!..,

~l. f.)"p'"-' Li...s::;.j)4.j b"p'"y <J~<Jt l..! JA.J4..,t, it being
"natural" for sensations and ideas, wherever their primary base may be,
to exist in the soul of man, a "rational animal"; whereas speaking
and writing, al-Kindi next implies, must be learned, and as such are
"accidental". As between sensory and intellectual perceptions, the former
has been described as "nearer" to man, the latter "nearer" to nature.
(cf. above, 106.5 fr., 107.2 fr.); as such it is the sensible which exists "in
our thought" as a natural existent, while it is the intelligible which exists
"in itself" as a natural existent.

154.12 "various dispositions and passions which accompany the soul" : J~I
r~T, ~ ..,..d 4..j~. AI-Kindi makes a passing reference here to
non-intellectual faculties of the soul, to which he has also referred above
at 104.1, and see the n. there. The "thoughts" or fikar which are next
mentioned stand, if not as a general synonym for perceptions of all kinds,
for the material of the imaginative faculty (and compare the definition
of fikr given by Isaac Israeli [op. cit., p. 55], rendered as "cogitation"
by Stem there, who also mentions Wolfson's analyses of the various
interpretations given this term by later Arabic philosophers).

154.16 "The end result of thoughts ... is (directed) toward the intellect":
j:4.J1 J! ... ~I ~~, i.e., apprehension of ideas proceeds from the
(rational) imagination to the intellect. Cf. 106. 12, 13 and 107.2 fr.,
and see the notes there. The following section, from 154.17-155.9, has
received a "tentative" translation from Richard]. McCarthy, "AI-Kindi's
Treatise On the Intellect", op. cit., pp. 143-144.

154.17 "Intellect is the species of things ... as well as that which is above
them": ~;.; l...., ...•~)l1 t1yt Y.J, viz., the genus as well as the
species. Cf. 107.4 fr. for this and the following sentence, and see too al
Kindi's On the Intellect (AR I: 354), in which immaterial form, which
"falls under the intellect", is said to be t.,.;.; l...., .~)l1 ~y, "the specifi
cality (after Stem, Isaac Israeli, pp. 37, 38; McCarthy, op. cit., p. 126,
"kind-ness") of things and that which is above it". The same treatise
(AR, p. 356) refers to the "first intellect" (and not the "acquired
intellect", as McCarthy [ibid.] and Abu Ridah [no 4] assume) as "the
specificality of things which are [or: is] always in actuality", •.;JI ~..,;
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I-,!T j..AJ4 ..J' .;J' (following Stem, op. cit., p. 37, and cf. Atiyeh's
translation, op. cit., p. 213). The On Definitions manuscript preserved
in the British Museum attributes the phrase "specificality of things" to
the "universal intellect" (jSJI j.i.J1, as quoted by Stem in "Notes on
Al-Kindi's Treatise On Definitions", op. cit., p. 34, and in Isaac Israeli, p.
38), an entity apparently equal to the "first intellect" of On the Intellect.
This definition of the British Museum IDS. also divides the "universal
intellect" into "universal" and "particular" universal intellects, an
oddity which Stem attempts to resolve ("Notes", loco cit., n. 1), and which
may also possibly be understood as referring to both the universal "first"
or agent intellect, and to the particular "acquired" intellect, for which cf.
below, 155.17 and n.

155.1 "When, however, they are united with the soul" ; ~4 .:...b.jl l.i(j,
viz., as species, which McCarthy understands (op. cit., p. 143) as the
subject of the sentence. Besides turning the preceding sentence into a
digression, such a translation overlooks the fact that al-Kindi tends to
speak (loosely) of the individual as an intelligible object. Cf. particularly
126.16 above (and see n. 126.141 there), and the expressions "species of
individuals" and "individuals of species" in 107.4 and 5, which indicate
al-Kindi"s awareness of an ontological relationship between the particular
and the universal; even as his remarks in 108.5 ff. describe his particular
view of the relation of a sensory to an intellectual perception. In his
treatise On Sleep and Vision (AR I; 302), al-Kindi distinguishes between
these perceptions in a manner similar to our present passage, concluding
that "the genera, species and individuals comprise all the intelligibles",
.:..')1#1~ ..J' ..,..,~~IJ r'..,;)llJ V"t:..:- )lIJ ; retained partially in the
Latin as et species quidem et indlvidua sunt omnia nota (ed. Nagy, op. cit., p. 19,
and see McCarthy's translation, op. cit., p. 146).

155.1-2 "intelligence in actuality ... intelligence in potentiality": ... j..AJ4 41;1",
'."AJ4 41;1"" rendered by McCarthy (ibid., p. 143) as "intellect-ing
in act" and "intellect-ing in potency". Al-Kindi here begins to
refer briefly to his views on the nature of intellection and the intellect,
which he mentions at greater length in his treatise On the Intellect (AR I;
353-358, edited and translated also by McCarthy, op. cit., pp. 122-128,
and translated too by Atiyeh, op. cit., pp. 210-215; Atiyeh also sum
marizes [ibid., pp. 113-122] the various interpretations which may be
given al-Kindi's doctrine of the intellect, and Stem briefly describes it as
well, Isaac Israeli, p. 38).

155.6-7 "universal things ... are the acquired intellect of the soul which
the soul had in potentiality": c.5.ul"lA::..J.1 ..,..A:JI ~ .S' ...•1.:;)11 .:..~

'."AJ4 ~ cJ\). Cf. On the Intellect {AR I: 356, ')IJ ~ ,J.,;.. ')I )1 .J..,....J, .~
JJ)l1 j.i.J1 V- ..,..A:Jl "U::.J.I j.i.J1 .S' l:--tl..:.i, "this form, -then, which
has neither matter nor phantasm, -is the intellect acquired, for the soul,
from the first intellect" (foUowing McCarthy's translation, op. cit., p.
126); the preceding sentence there stating that the intelligibles existed in
potentiality in the soul before being in actuality.
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155.8 "and they are the intellect in actuality which has brought the soul
from potentiality to actuality": •.,All .:r ..,-4:J1 (.?-t<,f..\J1 J..Al4 <,f..\J1 jAJl~
J..Al1 J!. The "first intellect", which we saw defined in both On the
Intellect and (as "universal intellect") On Definitions as the "specificality
of things" (cf. the n. to 154.16 above), is said in the former treatise (AR
356.5) to be in actuality and ..I,:.i. , a source of emanation upon the soul,
bringing about the acquired intellect, ,)lA::..J.1 jAJl (and see the preceding
n.). This parallel thus suggests that the "intellect in actuality" of our
text is this "first" or "universal" intellect, and that the acquired intellect
is related to and in part identical with it. A1-Kindi thus alludes here
to the existence ofa (first, universal) intellect which is in actuality always,
and, in man, an acquired intellect which passes from the state of a poten
tial intellect to that of an actual intellect.

155.9 "and consequently the intellect is multiple": p.:... jAJ t;, since it is
composed of a multiplicity of universals and because the intellect, as has
been stated, is neither simple nor ultimately one; though the various stages
of man's intellect are related to each other and to the universal intellect.

In asserting the subdivision of the active and passive states ofAristotle's
intellect (cf. De Anima III. 5 430a 15f.) into three (or four) intellects, a1
Kindi is following some exposition of the writings of Alexander of
Aphrodisias on the subject (cf., e.g., his De Anima, edited by I. Bruns,
Alexander Aphrodisiensis Praeter Gommentaria Scripta Minora GAG Supp. 2. I
[Berlin, 1887], pp. 84-86, and see O. Hamelin, La TMorie De L'Intellect
D'Apres Aristote Et Ses Gommentateurs [Paris, 1953], pp. 31-37, for an analysis
ofAlexander's views). Yet in emphasizing the multiplicity of the intellect
and in explicitly separating it from the ultimate First Principle, the Divine
Intelligence (viewed in terms of the True One), al-Kindi modifies the
doctrine along Neoplatonic lines (cf. e.g., Enn. V. 3,11 and 12, equivalent
to that translated from the Epistola De Scientia Divina by Lewis in Henry
Schwyzer, op. cit., II: 321; and cf. Marmura and Rist, op. cit., p. 351).

Incidentally, the division into four intellects mentioned in al-Kindi's
On the Intellect, in which the actual'intellect in man is divided into an
acquired but relatively passive, latent state of actuality, and an active,
"apparent" (,,,,.11;) state (cr. AR, pp. 353, 354 and 358; McCarthy, op. cit.,
nos. 2 and 10, pp. 122, 123 Arabic, 125-127 English; Stern, loc. cit.; and
Atiyeh, op. cit., pp. 211,214-215 and 121, n. 24), reflects an interpretation
of Alexander's remarks on the human intellect when viewed in habitu and
in actu, as given in his De Anima (ibid., and cr. too his mpt ',IOU, ed. Bruns,
op. cit., pp. 106-113, the relations of which text to al-Kindi's having been
discussed by Etienne Gilson, "Les sources greco-arabes de l'Augustinisme
Avicennisant", Archives d'Histoire Doctrinale etLittiraire du MoyenAge 4 [1929] :
22-27; cf., however, Fazlur Rahman's qualification of some of Gilson's
thesis, Prophecy in Islam [London, 1958], p. 22, n. 6, and see Atiyeh's
summary of past scholarly viewpoints on this subject, op. cit., p. 121, n.
25).

A1-Kindi thus anticipates, in these all too brief remarks on the intellect,
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doctrines which later philosophers, notably al-Farabi and Avicenna,
were to develop (ef. Rahman, op. cit., pp. 11-29). Like them (and particu
larly like Avicenna; ibid., pp. 14, 15), al-Kindi views the intellect in man
as acquired from a universal active intelligence (which, however, he does
not-in contrast to his successors-relate to any scheme of emanated
intelligences), partially uniting with it by thinking the universal ideas
(cf. On the Intellect, AR pp. 356, 857; no. 8, 9 in McCarthy, pp. 123 Arabic,
127 English; Atiyeh, op. cit., pp. 213, 214). Man's intellect thus belongs
essentially to a universal entity, though al-Kindi does not develop this
view explicitly. The implications of this doctrine for the status ofa personal
soul and for personal immortality are left unresolved, which is in keeping
with al-Kindi's other philosophical remarks concerning the soul, in such
treatise as his On Grief (ed. Walzer and Ritter, Studi II, op. cit., no. 4, pp.
35 Arabic, 51 Italian); On the Soul (AR I: 274-276, and cf. above, n.
104.2); and in his Abbreviated, Short, Statement ... On the Soul (AR I:
281-2, translated by Stem, op. cit., p. 43).

155.12 "synonymous names": ~,)I;.t.' .L....~I1. Cf. Aristotle's discussion of
homonyms and synonyms in Cat. lila ff.

155.17 "and the star which is called dog": l.:1S"' ..r-l\ .,s.,s:J1.J' viz., the cons
tellation Canis Major (or Canis Minor).

155.2P "the actual quiddity": u"lAli .:,..JI, that which exists in actuality.
.:,..JI can mean both substance and essence, as well as the thing itself.
Cf. also below, 156.1, and elsewhere, AR I: 217.1.

155.21 1 "for the writing, which is a substance": f'.Y:''''' <5.l1\ J.J,:I cJli, i.e. the
writing represents a substance, is symbolic of the "actual quiddity".

156.8 "forms": JllI, literally, "patterns" or "shapes"; al-mithiil is used as a
syn<mym for al-$urah here (as suggested by AR, n. 4) and in the following
lines, as well as at 158.1 below.

156.10 "through the first matter, i.e., through possibility": ,J.J)'\.,...:.J4
cJls:::..)'4 ~I. Cf. above, 113.11 and n. 2 there.

156.13 "since corruption of that which undergoes corruption is generation
for another (substance): ~'J cJ,fi'~W, ,)W ~l. Al-Kindi here speaks of
natural change in a continuous and apparently autonomous way, applying
a kind of conservation-of-matter principle which has no need, ostensibly,
for an external Creator. In effect, however, he holds to both views, as we
have seen.

157.12 "and each one of them is continually subject to division and multiplica
tion into its own species" : Jl tel,) )'.r.i ~'.J J:-i.:lI J.!li Lt;.. ~[, JS".J
...Y , continually but not to infinity; cf. above, 116.5 ff. Al-Kindi again
seems to forget himself in discussing the natural properties of things.

158.3 "separability": J:.....i', used synonymously with rWiI , "divisibility",
as at line 8 below, and thus translated interchangeably, as in the preceding
note.

158.7 "neither a position nor a common (factor)": !1~ )'.J .J t!'.J )'.J.
Of. Met. V. 6 1016b 25.

158.9 "for it is the numerically one 'which is the measure of all things":
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[.~)l1] JS'"J~ ,p..wl ~IJI f> l.a., ; i.e., as related to things the
numerically one, in spite of its differences from the things (as the measure
is different from that which is measured), is considered multiple. Cf.
above, 151.1 ff.

158.10 "articulated letters": .:..1.,....)11 ..;,.,~, literally, "the letters of voices."
Cf. 149.8 above and see the n. there.

158.15 "the point": 4.-j.,JI. Cf. Met V: 6 1016b 25.
158.16 "It is multiple, however, in its subjects" : t;')\..~ ;~ rf.J' Cf.

above, 122.10 ff. The text has here jumped from discussing the Point ofa
line to speaking of the instant of time, with which the point is compared
above, 157.16. The probably identical sentence, "it is multiple, however,
in its subjects", with which both arguments (regarding the point and the
line) must have ended, probably led a copyist to skip a line or two in his
transcription.

158.18 "That which is indivisible by virtue of its whole is (also) said to be one" :
4:,l5:l1 ~ If ~ ':/ <,?..ill 4 1~I.J JLiu. Cf. Met X: I 1052a 22, the
circle being given as the primary kind of an extended whole in 1. 28 there.

158.19 "rail": A pound weight, or one of several variously defined measures.

159.8 "Its first division may occur either through continuity... form ...
name ... or '" genus": ... 0J.,...J4 ... JL.z;':/4 ~! J) 4....i ~.J
.rJ.;4 ~!.J . .. f"" ':/4· Cf., for this and the following two paragraphs,
Met. V: 6101Gb 31 ff.

160.6 "The True One is not one of the intelligible things": ~ JL.I ~IJI

.:..':/,.,.wl If •.$- .r. The list of negations which follows places al-Kindi
firmly in the tradition of those who describe God with negative attributes;
a tradition which goes back to A1binus in the second century A.D. (cf. H.
Wolfson, "A1binus and Plotinus on Divine Attributes", HTR 45 [1952J:
115-130) and which is represented by Plotinus, Pseudo-Dionysius, John of
Damascus and others before Islam (cf. Wolfson, "Philosophical Implica
tions of the Problem of Divine Attributes in the Kalam", JAOS 79 [1959J:
74, and see also Marmura and Rist., op. cit., pp. 348, 349). This tradition
was continued in various ways by the first generation of mutakallimun
and their successors, in the 8th and 9th centuries (cf. Wolfson, ibid., pp.
74-78). Among the muCta;;ilah who give a negative interpretation of the
predicates we find al-Na~~am and Abu al-Hudhayl, whom we have met
before as writers who expressed arguments similar to those used by aI
Kindi (cf. p. 25 f. of the introduction). For all the similarity, however,
al-Kindi's philosophical approach to this issue is different from that of his
contemporaries, and he proceeds to allude to a relation of the One to the
world via emanation, a view which the muCta;;ilah did not accept.

160.16 "pure":..#-, the term describing The One which is found in the title
of the Arabic paraphrase of Proclus' Element of Theology, Kitab ... al-Khayr
ai-MaJ.u!; which work contains similar views to those expressed here by
al-Kindi. Cf. p. 40 of the introduction.

161.7 "It is impossible for things to be infinite in actually":;"~ ;"l ~_ ~ J

J..Al4 ~t; ~ .~S',. Cf. above, 142.13 f.
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161.11 "Every caused unity simply passes from its unity (that of the True One)
to that which is other than its being, i.e., the True One is not multiple
with respect to its existence": ,jA '"=""'~ til i ..)1 .:.~..,wl ,jA ..I~ js::t
~~ ~ ,jA ~ ~ .,;l ~t 'OJ .rf Jl ..:;..~. Al-Kindi here draws a
distinction between the being and existence (mostly used interchangeably)
of the One and that of other unified existents (a distinction which may be
contrasted with the Plotinian passage mentioned in p. 16 of the introduc
tion); though immediately proceeding, at 162.2, to build a bridge,
however unstructured, between the One and the world.

162.2 "and consequently, the emanation of unity from the True One, the
First, is the coming to be of every sensible object and what is attached to
the sensible object; and (The True One) causes every one of them to
exist when it causes them to be through its being": ~ i ..)1 ~ \~li

..I~ $~.r,j ,..,....,,-11 ~ ~~ ..,..~ $ 1S.x- ~ J}:l1 ~I ..\)\
~4.1 Ci..>t: 1S,x. \~l ~ . That unity which we saw as completely separate,
in the preceding note, is now regarded as somehow endowing all creation
with its being. Clearly al-Kindi has in mind some mediating hypostasis
(or hypostases) which bring the diametrically opposed Creator and
creation into this relationship, something in addition to the universal
intellect which we have seen he acknowledges elsewhere (cf. the n. to
154.17 above); but he nowhere states his views on this issue in detail.

162.7 "so the cause of creation is the True One, the First": ..1)1 ~ t.\~~1 :iW
J~)rl ~I. Creation, or rather "creation from nothing" (literally, "in
novation"), is asserted by al-Kindi elsewhere as the most characteristic
and greatest of all God's acts (cf. AR I: 183, and see the note to 123.6,
7 above; cf. too Stern's translation of al-Kindi's treatise which discusses
this issue, and his tracing of the concept ofcreation from nothing to earlier
and later Neoplatonic circles, in Isaac Israeli, pp. 68-74).

162.13 "Inasmuch as that which we wanted to clarify ... ": L. ~ -Ii ~li

. " ~~l l;,)). Much of this closing remark .is found, with similar
terminology and expressions, in al-Kindi's paraphrase of the Almagest
(cf. Rosenthal, "Al-Kindi and Ptolemy", op. cit., p. 437); that work also
promises to be continued, and Rosenthal entertains a small doubt if al
Kindi is doing more in saying so there than copying his source. It is,
nevertheless, possible that On First Philosophy did have a second part,
and we may look forward to the day when more of this or other treatises
of al-Kindi's will come to light.
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List of Abreviations

FP "On First Philosophy"
AR M.'A.H. Abu Ridah's edition of FP and other treatises,

in the Rasa'il al-Kindi al-Falsofiyah
AH A. al-Ahwani's edition of FP
UG "On the Unity of God and the Finiteness of the Body

of the World"
EF "An Explanation of the Finiteness of the Body of the

World"
DE "On the Essence of That Which Cannot Be Infinite and

That of Which Infinity Can Be Predicated"
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